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PREFACE and ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS.

The following represents an investigation

into the oratorios of Johann Joseph Fux (1660-1741), imperial

Kapellmeister at the Viennese court of Charles VI, Holy Roman

Emperor in the years 1711-1740.

The aims of this investigation are four-

fold : in the opening chapters (one and two), I have sought

to examine the musico-literary context to which the oratorios

of Fux belong. I have also considered Fux’s other works, but

only insofar as they help to clarify the essence of his musical

style (which is counterpoint), and to determine the nature of

his musico-dramatic approach (which is unified and consistent).

In the central chapters (three, four and

five), I have systematically surveyed and discussed the textual

and musical content of eleven of the thirteen extant oratorios.

These chapters are intended to afford a comprehensive account

of the composer’s very considerable range of resources and

techniques.

In the last chapter (six), I have selected

Fux’s most widely admired oratorio (to judge by the number of

extant contemporary copies and subsequent settings of the

libretto), in order to consider the work as a musico-dramatic

whole. To this end, I have placed the work in the comparative

context of a similar oratorio by Antonio Caldara (the contents
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of which are surveyed), and have analysed in detail five struc-

turally important episodes from the Fux oratorio. The results

of this analysis and comparison show that Fux’s systematic-

affective reification of dramatic poetry by means of instru-

mental counterpoint (and instrumentally-derived counterpoint),

is the crucial element in his approach to the oratorio. The

pre-eminence of this approach in Vienna, reinforced by the

consideration of material from a second Fux oratorio, is also

suggested by the Fux-Caldara comparison which ends the main

part of chapter six.

Finally, in the Critical Assessment and

Conclusion, I have sought to evaluate the oratorios of Fux

in terms of a more general comparison between these works and

the sacred-dramatic music of Fux’s contemporaries (in the main,

Alessandro Scarlatti, but also Antonio Caldara, and briefly,

George Frideric Handel and Antonio Vivaldi).

considers not only Fux’s crucial manipulation

but also his important use

tinguishing factors of the

The relationship between Fux’s secular- and sacred-dramatic

achievement is proposed, and the relevance of the oratorios

to Fux’s theoretical writing is addressed.

This evaluation

of counterpoint,

of the chorus vis-a-vis the dis-

oratorio genre in Rome and Vienna.

This

the Fux-oratorio collection in the

which also houses the court-copies

study is primarily concerned with

Austrian National Library,

of most of Fux’s music

generally.

lection, and

liche Museen,

vention

Two of the oratorios do not belong to this col-

are kept in the Max Reger-Archive of the Staat-

in Meiningen (East Germany). Despite the inter-

and assistance of Herr Georg Menzel, First Secretary
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to the Embassy of the German Democratic Republic in London,

and of Professor Rudolf Flotzinger, Editor-in-chief of the

J.J.Fux Gesellschaft (Graz, Austria), I have been unable to

secure copies of these oratorios from the Staatliche Museen.

Nevertheless, a limited amount of information regarding these

works is included in this study, and the matter is set out in

full in Appendix C below.

A scholarly edition of the complete works

Johann Fux has been in progress since 1959. Two of the

appeared in Series IV, La Fede Sacri-

of

oratorios have thus far

lega in 1959, edited by Hugo Zelzer, and La Donna Forte in

1976, edited by Othmar Wessely. Reference to these Gesamtaus-

gabe editions throughout the text is indicated by the abbre-

viations GA IV Bd. (i) and G__AA IV Bd. (ii) respectively. As

with most of Fux’s music, the oratorios are conventionally

identified by the catalogue numbers assigned to them by Ludwig

tl

Ritter yon Kochel : these numbers are prefixed with the letter

I|

K (- Kochel). More recently discovered works are also number-

tt

ed, and are prefixed with the letter E (= Erganz~)~ng/Supplement).

In the course of my research I have been

greatly assisted by a number of scholars whose help I acknow-

ledge here with many thanks.

most,

dite counsel and for his

Martin Adams

am especially grateful, first and fore-

for his eru-

I

to my supervisor, Professor Hormoz Farhat,

stimulating scrutiny of my work. Dr.

very kindly agreed to read the entire manuscript

and made some valuable suggestions as a result. Professor
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Howard E. smither (whose History of the Oratorio initially

prompted this dissertation), clarified many points for me when

I first embarked upon this study, and the distinguished Fux-

scholar Professor Hellmut Federhofer likewise enlightened me

with regard to the whereabouts of certain sources. I am also

indebted to Mr. Cliff Eisen, whose docun~gntary

Neue Mozart Aus@abe facilitated a period in the

National Library, where he checked

watermarks of the Fux scores on my

B in this dissertation

of his expertise,

on the

behalf.

is thereby (in part)

research for the

Austrian

paper sizes and

Although Appendix

the direct result

any errors that may remain therein are my

sole responsibility.

Wt

Dr. Gunter Brosche,

Musiksammlun~. Dr.

films of the entire

In vienna I should like to thank Hofrat

director of the Austrian National Library’s

Brosche promptly supplied me with micro-

Fux-oratorio collection, and corresponded

with me on several occasions on this and other related matters.

Univ.-Dozent Dr. Herbert seifert of the Institute for Musicology,

University of Vienna, ratified my conclusions with respect to

the documentation of Fux oratorio-performances in Vienna, and

most helpfully sent me excerpts from his book on viennese court

opera and oratorio in the seventeenth century, in advance of

publication. Or. Irene Lenk, director of the acquisitions de-

partment of the Austrian National Library, and Hofrat Dr. Anna

Benna, director of the Austrian State Archive, both supplied me

with important information on archival sources. Dr. Lenk also

provided me with copies of the Wienerisches Diarium. The

Federal press service of Austria (by courtesy of the Austrian

Bildarchiv), kindly provided photographs of the interior of the

imperial court chapel (the Hofburgkapelle).
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I should also like to acknowledge with

thanks the following individuals, who provided me with assis-

tance or information, and in some cases with variant sources :

Monsieur P. Raspe (Brussels), Prof. Dr. Dorothea Schultze

(Halle), Professor Alfred Mann (Rochester, New York), Dr.

Genevleve Geffray (Salzburg), Rev. Paulus Niemetz (Heiligen-

kreuz, Austria), the Rev. Librarian (Kremsm~nster Abbey,

Austria), Herr Chr. Eisenach (Berlin), Professor Gerard Gillen

(Maynooth), Dr. Ingrid Schubert (Graz), Univ.-Prof. Dr. Othmar

Wessely (vienna), Univ.-Prof. Dr. Rudolf Flotzinger (Graz),

Dr. Otto Biba (Vienna), Herr Georg Menzel (London), and Rev.

Thomas O,Connor (Maynooth).

Finally, my warmest thanks are to my wife

Eithne, who typed the complete manuscript.
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Interior of the ~{ofburgkapelle in Vienna (sanctuary). The marble

High Altar was not insta]]ed until 1748, when it replaced a wood-

en altar, which dated from the reign of k’erdinand III (c.]650).

(_ourtesy of the Austrian press sorvlc£/\l_nn~,~e ~’ - -i " .
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(i) Introduction.

The oratorios of Johann Joseph Fux date

from a period of intense musical activity at the court of the

Holy Roman Emperor in Vienna. From the reign of Maximilian I

to that of Charles VI, a span of two centuries, the Habsburg

dynasty sponsored the organisation and development of a musical

culture that reflected the political and social absolutism

which characterised its rule. This absolutism was most force-

fully expressed during the counter-reformation

sixteenth- and early seventeenth centuries, when

Emperors sought (successfully) to restore the

faith to vienna and the immediate environs of

of the late

the Habsburg

Roman Catholic

the empire.

not without considerable opposition, and throughout

the Austro-Hungarian empire was marked by religious

did so

t e nu re

political upheaval.

and the war of the

this region during

1

They

its

and

The Thirty Years war, the Turkish sieges

Spanish Succession dominated the life of

the seventeenth- and early eighteenth cen-

turies, nevertheless the strong formalist tendencies of its

monarchs enabled a high degree of cultural and social activity

to obtain, especially in Vienna, between the years 1658-1740.

These dates mark the beginning and end respectively of the

reigns of the two Habsburgs whose influence was most keenly

felt in the socio-cultural life of Vienna, Leopold I and

Charles VI. Both rulers shared three qualities in particular

They were completely Roman

in politics, and against

philosophy.2 Leopold, indeed, had

for the Catholic priesthood, and

which informed their dominion.

Catholic in outlook, absolutist

pluralism in education and

been intended and educated
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the throne only on the sudden death of his brother

Ferdinand, in 1654. became Emperor after

the short reign of (reg. 1705-11), although

as Charles III of Spain he had waged war with the French.

Throughout his life he insisted upon the pre-eminence of his

role as absolute monarch of an empire besieged along its fron-

Charles, likewise,

his brother Joseph I

tiers, but victorious in its advocacy of the church militant

and the counter-reformation.3 The peace treaty which Austria

made with France at Rastatt in 17144 signalled the beginning

of a period of comparative stability in Vienna. This period

coincided with the duration of Charles’ reign and it yielded

to the war of the Austrian Succession on his death in 1740.

sive.

by the

century,

tualism represented

would not exert any

In the fields of education, literature,

architecture, painting, sculpture and music, the combination

of Roman Catholic ascendancy and absolutist policy was deci-

The rigorous control of Austrian universities gained

society of Jesus (the Jesuits) in the late seventeenth

ensured that the humanist or anti-clerical intellec-

by Hobbes, Locke, Descartes and others,

significant influence on the contemporary

history of Austrian ideas. The neglect of vernacular languages

during the same period resulted in a weak indigenous literature,

notwithstanding the cultural hegemony of Italian among the

several languages spoken throughout the Austrian empire in

the period 1660-1740.5 ’Italian’ became virtually synonymous

with ’culture’.

Italian trends were especially dominant

in literature, architecture, and painting. The strong
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alliances and connections with Italy which the Habsburgs made

through marriage explain the profound influence of Italianate

culture upon Vienna. By the end of the seventeenth century,

century.

Ferdinand

many family ties with the great houses of Italy had been estab-

lished6, and this trend was to continue well into the eighteenth

An Italian academy was instituted in Vienna by

III in 1657, and during the reign of his brother

Leopold, Italian became

and the intelligentsia".

recorded in German, a

purposes, despite the

"the preferred language of the court

7
Archival documents, however, were

language retained at court for official

prominence of Italian in social and

cultural spheres of activity.8 Such activity required the

wholesale importation of Italian craftsmen, painters and

architects, and several scholars have emphasised the degree to

which Italian taste and practice influenced the numerous reno-

vations and modernisations of churches, monasteries and

residences which took place in Vienna during the period

9
1740.

palatial

1660-

An emphasis on artistic development and

comparative neglect of the intellectual ferment of rational

and cartesian philosophy characterised this period. Such

emphasis and neglect, indeed, falls

cept of the Austrian Baroque. This

and foremost, a profound commitment

between church and state, ecclesia

monarchy. As the secular power of

a

into place under the con-

concept embraced first

to the notion of unity

militans and absolutist

the Habsburgs expanded, so

" t he

also did their efforts to celebrate what Robert Kann has termed

grandiose expression of the two-fold triumph of counter-

" i0reformation and princely absolutism.
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Music was especially suited to celebrate

this triumph. It unquestionably enjoyed the support of the

Habsburg monarchy to a far greater degree than did literature.

This was partly because of its politically neutral essence

(by comparison with literature)¯ and partly because of its

manifest ability to ritualise the socio-religious certainties

of temporal power and spiritual authority which nourished the

concept of a "Holy Roman Empire". Literature¯ in the form of

allegorical or historical texts in praise of the Emperor, or

of Biblical dramatisation, was a secondary means of temporal

grandeur and spiritual

occasions favoured by the court inevitably required a

but literary endeavour was not extensively patronised

these requirements.

association¯ as it

expression or

affirmation¯ in that the musical

text,

beyond

The Habsburgs sponsored literature by

were¯ with music¯ and not as a means of

iienquiry independent of church and state.

(ii) Sacred music at Vienna, 1660-1740 : The Hofmusikkapelle.

The cultivation of music at the Viennese

court was also due in no small part to the personal predilec-

tion of the Habsburgs for music. Leopold I in particular, was

trained as a musician and practised as a composer throughout

his reign. His extant works include secular and sacred com-

positions,and in many respects he bequeathed to his sons

Joseph I and Charles VI not only an interest and taste in music

but also a practical knowledge of the technical aspects of

composition and performance.12 Such personal interest was

combined with a degree of highly organized patronage, which

resulted in the establishment of a courtly retinue of composersp
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singers and instrumentalists which was known in Vienna as the

Hofmusikkapelle. Court chapels were commonplace throughout

Europe during the renaissance and, to a lesser extent, the

baroque era, but the organisation

was so extensive and far-reaching

here. It represented in essence and effect, the

condition under which music flourished in Vienna

patronage.

of the Viennese court chapel

that it calls for description

primary social

: princely

Extensive documentation, how held in the

vienna City Library (Stadtbibliothek), and in the Austrian

National Library, enabled Ludwig Ritter Von K~chel to conduct

an exhaustive study of the imperial Hofmusikkapelle in 1869.

K~chel’s findings, ratified

present day,13 drew largely upon the archives

viennese court and now grouped together under

by subsequent scholars to the

kept at the

the general

designation Haus-Hof- und Staatsarchiv der Stadt Wien. Kochel’s

yielded information as to the struc-

of the Hofmusikkapelle, a moderately

the artists employed there, (which in-

their first and last employment), and an

14
of the origins of the Hofmusikkapelle.

scrutiny of these archives

ture and administration

precise register of

cludes the dates of

historical account

With regard to

(1680-1740), it is noteworthy that

Italian musicians were employed at

ye a r s

place

until

the period under discussion,

a preponderant number of

vienna and up to forty

earlier. By 1680, an administrative structure was in

in the Hofmusikkapelle which remained largely unchanged

its demise in the late nineteenth century. The Hofmusik-

kapelle was headed by its Kapellmeister15 who held overall

responsibility to the Emperor (from 1709 through the agency of
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a Musik-Oberdirektor) for the services conducted at court.

He was assisted by a vice-Kapellmeister16 and a group of Hof-

Componisten17

several state

(court-composers) who provided music for the

and religious functions demanded by the court

calendar. Much of this music, of course, was also composed

by the incumbent Kapellmeister and his deputy.

In

the following musicians, who comprised the

under the direction of its Kapellmeister :

the years 1680-1711, the court employed

Ho fmus ikkape lle

nine keyboard

players (cembalo and organ), seventeen bass singers, sixteen

tenors, ten alto castrati, fifteen soprano castrati, three

female singers, forty-three violinists (including two who

doubled as gamba players), four violoncellists, two violone

players, four theorbists, five bassoonists, six trombonists,

seven oboists, three cornettists, one lutenist, fourteen

trumpeters. The tenure of each of these instrumentalists

varied greatly. The lutenist, for example, Andrea Boor, was

employed by the court from 1697 until 1728, whereas several

18of the string players were employed for five years of less.

In the years 1712-1740, the numbers stood

as follows : eleven organists, fourteen bass singers, sixteen

tenors, ten alto castrati, sixteen soprano castrati, eleven

female singers, forty-one violinists, ten violoncellsits,

five violone players, two gamba players, one barytonist, one

theorbist, one cembalo player, three cornettists, one

eight bassoonists, twelve oboists, eight trombonists,

horn players

and military

copyists

(J~gerhorn) , twenty-five trumpeters (for

lutenist,

two

ceremonial

occasions), and four timpanists. Three court

19
were also employed.
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These numbers are comparable to those

recorded for the earlier period with two important exceptions.

In the period 1712-40, the number of (registered) female singers

was increased from three to eleven, and in the same period

horn players and timpanists were registered for the first time.

of violinists was maintained throughout the

and one can speculate as to whether

players, since several scores from

The great number

entire period (1680-1740),

this number included viola

the period call for this instrument. There is also a discre-

pancy to be noted here between the wide range of instruments

employed in the Hofkapelle and the rudimentary scoring in

music of the period, which frequently included only the string

parts and the continuo-ensemble. (Partial scoring is a

phenomenon not unique to vienna during the baroque era, and

the problems it causes can be resolved in the main by a com-

parison between individual part-copies and ’full’ scores,

wherein parts for obbligato wind instruments occur.)

Despite

the use (and performance) of instruments by

many such instruments are evidently missing

the thorough detail concerning

the Hofmusikkapelle,

from the records.

There is no

viola players in

such instruments

We may fill such

examining the

2O
itself,    but

instrumentalists

of the employment of flute, chalumeau or

registers of the Hofmusikkapelle, but

commonplace in the repertory it performed.

in the Hofmusikkapelle records by

instrumentation as it appears in the music

information on the tenure and number of these

is unavailable;

mention

the

a re

gaps
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iii) Sources of the Hofmusikkapelle ~epertory, with

a Review of Secondary Literature 1872-1978.

members of

discussion

The repertory of music performed by

the Hofmusikkapelle during the period under

consisted of secular and sacred genres. In this

respect, at least, the term Hofmusikkapelle (retained here

because there is no corresponding English noun), is mis-

leading. It refers to the entire musical organisation em-

ployed and patronised under the Habsburg regime, and not only

to the body of performers who were responsible for sacred

music in the court chapel, known in vienna

Throughout the seventeenth-

Hofmusikkapelle also

extensive theatrical

of the Habsburg patronage of music. The secular music

Hofmusikkapelle then, included occasional instrumental

operas, serenate and feste teatrali. These works were

formed on the birth- or name-days of the

members of the imperial family, and many

state occasions, for which they were

as the Hofburgkapelle.

and eighteenth centuries the

provided music and musicians for the

performances which formed a central part

of the

pieces,

pe r-

Emperor or other

of them celebrated

expressly written. 21

The sacred repertory was also large and

it embraced all of the regular liturgical services at court,

including the mass, ~arian devotions and litanies, psalm

settings, vespers and hymns, which constituted the complex

and sophisticated liturgy of the Roman Catholic church.

Much of this music was performed in the Hofburgkapelle and

in several of the important city churches, the most prominent
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of which was St. Stephen’s Cathedral.

The Hofmusikkapelle and its composers

were also obliged to provide extra-liturgical music of

dramatic or semi-dramatic character during the Lenten period

when opera and its related (secular) genres were proscribed

at court. This ’extra-liturgical’ music was presented under

a variety of terms in the period 1660-1740~ among such descrip-

tive terms used were azione sacra, componimento sacro and

rappresentatione sacra, but in general the repertory may be

grouped under two main designations: oratorio and sepolcro.

genres depends on

here it should be observed that

during the first decades of the

similar to the Italian oratorio

The distinction between these two related

a number of factors discussed below, but

the oratorio, particularly

eighteenth century, was

vol~are, and maintained a close

stylistic parallel to its secular counterpart, opera seria.

Oratorio in Vienna was unstaged as a rule, because of the

Lenten ban on theatrical performances. The sepolcro, which

had its roots in medieval liturgical drama, was confined to

Holy Week

Friday), and it was staged with costumes and scenery

Hofburgkapelle until the beginning of the eighteenth

when the practice

(frequently Holy Tuesday, Maundy Thursday and Good

in the

century,

of staging sepolcri was gradually discontinued.

a re

The sources for this repertory of music

not comprehensive in every respect: no contemporary

archive lists the complete works performed in vienna during

the baroque era. Here again scholars have depended upon

the exhaustive researches of Ludwig Von Kochel, who provided
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a catalogue of such works in his monumental study of Johann

22
Joseph Fux, published in 1872.     The sources used by Kochel

are discussed in Chapter II of this dissertation~ it will

suffice here to note that K~chel’s primary source was the

collection of manuscripts prepared by the copyists of the

Hofmusikkapelle and

K~ni~liche) Bibliothek, now part of the Austrian

Library. These manuscripts, many of them copied

preserved in the K.U.K. (Kaiserliche und

voluminous store of

Viennese court, and

sources for the work of its most prominent baroque

Antonio Draghi, Johann FLux and Antonio Caldara.

the intermittent and incomplete court

them the Hofkalender, the

"catalogo delle compositioni ....

sotto...Carlo VI").23

of performance, contain a

sacred music given at the

principal

composers,

K6chel also consulted

diaries of the period (among

Wienerisches Diarium and the

composte

National

in the year

secular and

they include the

tB

Kochel’s most important source apart from

the music itself, however, was the treatise by Killian

Reinhardt, Court Dispensator at vienna, which is entitled

Rubriche Generali per le funzioni Ecclesiastiche musicali di

tutto L’anno, and which dates from 1729.24 This treatise

clearly identifies the various styles of liturgical

liturgical sacred music with different parts

From it we have evidence that oratorios were

and extra-

of the year.

performed during

March-April (more precisely, during Lent), and Reinhardt’s

treatise facilitates a scrutiny of the relationship between

music, ceremonial and liturgical function at the imperial

court, a scrutiny which Kochel initiated in his study of Fux.
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Subsequent scholarship, particularly that

of Alexander Von weilen, Franz Hadamowsky, Friedrich Riedel

and Herbert Seifert, has enlarged this scrutiny.

Alexander Von Weilen’s Zur Wiener

Theatergeschichte, published in 1901, established a chrono-

logical survey of musico-dramatic works, sacred and secular,

which were performed at the Viennese court between the years

1629-1740. Weilen documented 982 performances of operas,

serenate, feste teatrali, oratorios, and sepolcri in this

period, and he provided, in all but a few cases, the year in

which each was first given. His primary source for this

information was the index of manuscripts held in the Austrian

National Library, published in 1899 by Josef Mantuani,25 whom

he acknowledged in the introduction to Zur Wiener Theater-

~gschichte. Weilen also acknowledged the use of Kochel’s

catalogue,26 and of the Wienerisches Diarium, an eighteenth-

century periodical issued under the imprint of Johann Peter

van Ghelen, the imperial court publisher. From the published

libretti which accompany many of the scores held in Vienna,

weilen derived the place and occasion of many of the perfor-

mances, which information was also borne out by the Wienerisches

Diarium.27

Weilen’s study thus provides a detailed

background to the sacred dramatic works of Johann Fux and a

context in which they may be placed. This context constitutes

associated with the

from it a number of facts

socio-musical environment

a yearly catalogue of the repertory

court, and we can extrapolate

sharpen our perception of the

imperial

which

which
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existed in Vienna, and through which a

and stylised musico-dramatic tradition

relate

and to

profoundly conservative

developed. These facts

to patronage, occasions and conditions of performance,

the prominence of sacred-dramatic music at the court.

Imperial patronage was most keenly felt

the sphere of secular music. In the years 1660-1740 there

were three successive reigns of which the first, that of

Leopold I, was the longest (reg. 1658-1705). Joseph I, his

son, reigned from 1705-11, and Charles VI, Joseph’s brother,

succeeded him in 1711 and reigned until his death in 1740.

in

The

coincided with the period in which the

directly involved with music: this was

considerable activities as a composer,

28referred.     When we examine the works

the years of his reign, there emerges a

largely unaltered for the entire period

outstanding length of Leopold’s reign

Habsburg court was most

obviously due to Leopold’s

to which we have already

given at Vienna during

pattern that remains

of the Austrian

Baroque: (i) Approximately five secular-dramatic works and

four oratorios were given each year, although the total number

of such works was naturally greater

29
years.      (ii) The operas and other

invariably

or fewer in individual

secular works were almost

occasioned by state celebrations and festivities

to mark the birth-days, name-days etc. of members of the

imperial family. (iii) At least one further opera was

given to mark the period of Carnaval which immediately

Lent, during which operas were forbidden. (iv) Oratorios

given during Lent as substitutes for opera. (v) At least

sacred-dramatic work was given during Holy Week~ up to

this was generally acted, with costumes, and performed

annually

preceded

we re

one

1705

before
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a backdrop representing the holy sepulchre. After 1705 these

works, termed "rappresentationi sacri al (santo) sepolcro" or

3O
sepolcri, were usually given "oratorio" performances.

It would ~ an error to suppose that the

court rigidly adhered to this or to any such ’pattern’ for a

period of eighty years s the five points above are the result

of a scrutiny of

and their

the yearly repertory (afforded by Weilen),

authority extends no further. But if one compares

the years in which Antonio Draghi and Johann Fux were appointed

as Hofkapellmeister (1682 and 1715), for example, one finds

that the essential features of the re~rtory are little changed

in the thirty three years which elapsed h~tween both appoint-

31ments, despite a number of other changes.

In the latter year (1715), we find no

account of sepolcri or of acted sacred-dramatic works in

geDeral. No location other than the main court chapel (the

Hofburgkapelle), is given as a place of performance in 1715.

A study of the entire repertory, 1660-1740, suggests that

these absences are general after 1705, the year following which,

for the first time, an oratorio appears to have replaced the

traditional sepolcro on Good Friday.32 In the same way, the

private chapels of the Empress and Dowager-Empress are commonly

given as locations of performance prior to 1705, but after that

year this is no longer the case.

musical reason for these changes

the average of four oratorios

maintained.

No apparent historical or

has emerged. From 1705-1740

per year was most consistently
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Franz Hadamowsky’s

Kaiserhof (1955) traces the

baroque theatre - all of it,

Barocktheater am Wiener

’heyday’ (Bl~tezeit) of Viennese

significantly, musical theatre -

from its beginnings in the reign of Leopold I to its peak

under the reign of Charles VI. Much of Hadamowsky’s dis-

cussion is indebted to Kochel, and also to theories of political

absolutism expounded by twentieth-century historians, and

Hadamowsky stresses the vital and dominant role of Italian

culture throughout the Austrian Baroque. He also emphasises

the individual influence of composers, librettists and scenic-

designers throughout the late seventeenth- and eighteenth

centuries, in particular that of Antonio Draghi (music),

Niccolo Minato (text), and Lodovico

up to 1700, and of Francesco Conti,

Fux (music), Pietro Pariati, Apostolo

Galli-Bibiena family (scenic design),

Burnacini (scenic design),

Antonio Caldara, Johann

Zeno (text), and the

after 1700.

clarification

vienna.

that the

noted,

Of particular importance is Hadamowsky’s

of the role of oratorio and related genres in

His account of these genres makes it abundantly clear

oratorio, a Lenten substitute for opera, was, as we

generally unstaged in performance, whereas the se~Icro,

a genre which in its original form declined in the eighteenth

century, derived from a

presented theatrically.

of the passion-liturgy,

tradition of liturgical drama and was

Hadamowsky points out that the events

explicitly dramatic in themselves,

naturally provided the main impetus for the theatrical presen-

tation of sacred-dramatic music in vienna. There were, none-

theless, a number of oratorios which were also given with

action, costume and scenery: these are listed by Hadamowsky

in his Spielplan (catalogue of repertory). A study of the
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Spielplan shows that such works were given slightly less than

once a year, and not at all in some years, during the period

331698-1740.     None of these oratorios is by Johann Fux. It

can

mation as to the composer, librettist,

of an oratorio was only recorded,

34was theatrically represented.

several archival sources record

an invariable practice in the

Hadamowsky’s study also shows

were included in the published

a feature also common to opera

be deduced from Hadamowsky’s research that precise infor-

and performance-practice

as a rule, when an oratorio

In such cases, furthermore,

the exact date of performance,

case of secular-dramatic works.

that explicit ’stage-directions’

libretti of staged oratorios,

libretti of the period.

Friedrich Riedel’s investigation into the

relationship between ceremonial and liturgical music at vienna,

Kirchenmusik am Hof Karls VI(1977), is

of information on the Viennese baroque

the most part indirectly, since Riedel

sacred-dramatic music which derived from

function, in this instance, the sepolcro.

of the eighteenth-century sepolcro lends

also a valuable source

oratorio, although for

confined himself to

a quasi-liturgical

His classification

weight to the view

that the practice of

eighteenth century.

staged sepolcro

and he suggests

staging passion music declined in the

Riedel proposes that in place of the old,

there emerged the oratorio al santo sepolcro,

that the passion music of Fux and his contem-

poraries belongs to this new ’genre’:

an oratorio. Riedel’s investigation

Vienna is also of use

investigation below.

a sepolcro performed as

into archival sources in

in this matter~ we shall consider this
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One further study, by Herbert seifert, on

the performance of operas and serenate by Fux in vienna, which

appeared in 1978, is relevant to this discussion, seifert’s

scrutiny of three sources in particular, the journals Corriere

ordinario and Wienerisches Diarium, and the

Archiv (all described in Chapter II below),

details of the staging and performance of operas,

dict of their imperial audience as to their merit

seifert’s work, unfortunately, also suggests that

oratorios received no such attention, and were not

described in

Zeremonialprotokolle-

yields further

and the ver-

and quality.

(unstaged)

usually

35any detail in the secondary sources of the day.

The repertory-catalogues in Hadamowsky and seifert are notable

in the absence therefrom of the greater part of sacred-dramatic

music recorded by weilen and Von Kochel. The apparent neg-

ligence and evident vagueness which characterise contemporary

references to sacred-dramatic music in these eighteenth-

century sources are features which limit our knowledge of the

circumstances of this repertory, as will be seen below.

(iv) The Viennese Oratorio in the Eighteenth Century, with

a Review of Secondary Literature, 1919-1980.

In view of Howard ~mither’s cogent account

of the viennese oratorio during the entire baroque period which

appeared in 1977,36 a detailed recapitulation of the history

of the genre in Vienna is not necessary to this discussion.

number of pertinent issues must nonetheless be raised here.

The research conducted by Egon Wellesz, Naborre Campanino,

Robert Freeman, Rudolf Schnitzler, Her mine Williams, Theophil

A
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Antonicek

accurate

oratorio

turies,

and Lawrence E. Bennett yields, in summary, an

history of style in the music and text of the Viennese

in the late seventeenth- and early eighteenth cen-

and we shall survey this history here.

In the period 1680-1740, composers active

in Vienna included Antonio Draghi (Kapellmeister from 1682

until his death in 1700), Antonio Pancotti, who held the same

post from 1700 until his death in 1709, Marc’Antonio Ziani,

vice Kapellmeister from 1700 until 1711 and Kapellmeister from

1712 until his death in 1715. Those employed as court-com-

posers during these years (1680-1715), included Carlo Agostino

Badia, from 1694 until his death in 1738, Johann Joseph Fux,

from 1698 until his appointment as vice KapellmeJster in

January 1713, Giovanni Bononcini from 1697 until 1712, and

Pietro

Tosi’s

with the

death in

37Francesco Tosi, court-composer from 1705 until 1711.

period of residence at the court coincided exactly

reign of his employer Joseph I, and on the latter’s

1711 he was dismissed.

Observations

twelve years

is Ii Martirio di S. Catterina

renowned discourse, Opinioni de

(famous in English as

published in Bologna,

Among his Viennese oratorios

(given in 1701), but his

cantori antichi e moderni

on the florid song) was

after he left Vienna.

A number of other composers also contri-

buted to the Viennese court without holding an official

position there~ before 1715 these included Giovanni Battista

Pederzuoli, Felice Sances, and Pietro Andrea Ziani, uncle of

Marc’Antonio. Antonio Maria Bononcini, brother of Giovanni,

was also active in vienna from 1705 until 1711.
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In the second decade of the eighteenth

century, Antonio Caldara, (vice Kapellmeister from January

1716 until his death in 1736), Francesco Conti, Giuseppe

Porsile and Georg Reutter joined the Hofmusikkapelle, and

along with Fux and Marc’Antonio Ziani, they contributed much

sacred-dramatic music to the court.

In the history of the viennese oratorio the

most significant of these composers were Draghi, Ziani, Badia,

the brothers Bononcini, Conti, Caldara and Fux.

tute

late

of a comparatively

points are derived.

career remain

very probably

the critical

seventeenth-century Vienna. They have

recent dissertation from

38
The facts of

obscure. He was born

trained as a singer and

Draghi’s oratorios and sepolcri consti-

contribution to sacred-dramatic music in

been the subject

which the following

Draghi’s early life and

in Rimini in 1635 and

composer in Venice.

His association with the imperial court began in 1658, in a

minor position in the service of the Dowager Empress Eleonora,

widow of Ferdinand III. In 1668 he was appointed vice Kapell-

meister to the Dowager Empress’ court, and in 1669 he succeeded

to the position of Kapellmeister there. In 1682 be became

Kapellmeister to the court of Leopold I, (on the death of the

previous incumbent, Heinrich Schmelzer, in 1680). Draghi

retained this position until his death in 1700.

His secular works include 124 operas and

he composed in all 41 sacred-dramatic works, in collaboration

with the librettist Niccolo Minato and the scenic-designer
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Lodovico Burnacini. Seven of his oratorios are wholly extant

(fifteen libretti survive), as are twenty-three of his

sepolcri. The oratorios were presented during Lent (without

staging or scenery), and the sepolcri were given during Holy

Week, as we noted above. Draghi’s oratorios and sepolcri

are also distinguished one from the other by the

biblical sources which were used in the libretti.

were confined to the theme of Christ’s passion and

burial. The oratorios, however, embrace a wide

jects from the Old and New Testaments, and from

the saints.

themes and

Sepolcri

death and

range of sub-

the lives of

Instrumentation is another factor which

distinguished one genre from the other: Draghi’s oratorios

are scored for a small ensemble of two string parts and a

continuo group; his sepolcri, however, are more old fashioned

in instrumentation: violins, viols and continuo are deployed

in four- and five-part writing. Formal divisions also differ

between both genres, the oratorios are in two main parts, the

sepolcri are in one part.

The features peculiar to the sepolcro

which we have enumerated here (structural division, scoring,

staging), largely disappeared after Draghi’s death, and the

with the oratorio to become the oratorio alsepolcro merged

santo sepolcro.

Draghi’s oratorios and sepolcri, however,

share a number of textual and musical traits. Most of his

sacred settings are of texts by Niccol6 Minato (1630-1698),

who was court poet in Vienna from 1669 until his death some

thirty years afterwards. Minato’s texts exemplify features
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common to all Viennese "sacred" libretti in this period (part-

ly because he wrote a preponderant number of them himself).

These features include the frequent appearance of allegorical

or abstract personages in the libretti ("La Fede", "L’Amor

Divino" etc.), in combination with actual biblical or his-

torical personages. Many of Ninato’s oratorio texts also call

for a Testo to introduce the narrative, (the absence of a

Testo in seventeenth-century sepolcri became commonplace in

oratorio texts generally after 1700). Allegorical/Abstract

personages, however, are more prominent in Minato’s sepolcri

than are they in his oratorios - a prominence which was main-

tained in the later oratorio al santo sepolcro.

The musical features of Draghi’s sacred-

dramatic settings appear to be characteristic of the viennese

oratorio and sepolcro generally in the later seventeenth

century.39 The extraordinary degree of Italian musical (and

literary) influence which prevailed at the imperial court40

accounts

indebted

(c.1660).

for the fact that Draghi’s music is stylistically

to Italian opera and oratorio of the mid century

Rudolf Schnitzler and Howard smither have iden-

tified seven such features which can be used here to summarize

41Draghi’s treatment of oratorio texts

( 3 ) Extended

cha racte rs

in binary form

vocal structures.

(i) Free recitative and strophic arias

constitute the most common type of

Da capo arias are extremely rare.

(2) Most of Draghi’s oratorios conclude with a choral movement

in which homophonic and contrapuntal sections alternate.

scene-complexes which involve two or more

are governed by formal conditions: the oratorio
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Jephthe (given in 1687), for example, includes a scene

cast in ABCB musical design, ’A’ and ’C’ being duets and

’B’ a recurrent solo episode. Other such scene-complexes

feature binary (AA) solo arias interrupted by arioso

sections which involve a second or third soloist.

(4) Much of the vocal writing blends recitative, arioso, and

aria-styles.

(5) Individual arias are usually dominated by a single Affekt

(dictated by the text). In such arias the continuo

frequently exchanges thematic material with the vocal

part.

(6) Continuo-accompaniment is, in fact, the norm among the

oratorio-arias. Conversely, obbligato scoring is rarely

deployed.

(7) According

music does not manifest any significant degree of

tic development:

Draghi’s output

of the

to Rudolf Schnitzler, Draghi’s sacred-dramatic

stylis-

Schnitzler advances the quantity of

and the conservative musical disposition

Viennese court as explanation for this.42

followed

in the viennese oratorio. Among those

changes were Fux’s peer Carlo Agostino

1694 to the court

as Hofcomponist), his immediate predecessor in the posts

vic___~e- and Hofkapellmeister, Marc’Antonio Ziani, and the

brothers Bononcini.

Draghi died in 1700. In the years which

his decease, a number of stylistic changes occurred

responsible for such

Badia (appointed in

just four years prior to Fux’s appointment

of

The comparatively limited research which

the work of these composers has received suggests that they
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introduced mature elements of baroque style into the Viennese

oratorio. These elements include the use of a two-part

sinfonia to begin or introduce an oratorio, the deployment of

concerted obbligato scoring in vocal movements, a clear dis-

tinction between recitative and (da capo) arias, and in sum,

the instrumental and vocal conventions of early eighteenth-

century opera seria. In Egon Wellesz’s terms, these composers

created a precedent for the oratorios (and operas) of Francesco

43Conti, Antonio Caldara, and Johann Joseph Fux.

greater part of his

works include a set

armonici which he

Badia was born in 1672 and spent the

life in vienna, where he died in 1738. His

of twelve solo cantatas entitled Tributi

dedicated to Emperor Leopold I, in whose

reign he was appointed to

such vocal works by Badia

eighteen serenate

the court. K~chel lists several

along with four full-scale operas,

and fifteen oratorios.44 His oratorios

include L’innocenza illesa dal tradimento (1694),La clemenza

di Davide (1703), La sepultura di Christo (1706) and Ii

ritorno di Tobia (1707). These works manifest a gradual move

away from seventeenth-century formal structures and scoring

(evident in L’innocenza illesa dal tradimento), towards a

more modern approach. La clemenza di Davide, for example, is

introduced by a sinfonia scored for four real parts (as against

the five-part, thicker texture of the earlier work), which is

a largo

time, the

cast in the two-movement form of a French overture~

in common time is followed by an allegro in triple

largo consists of the exposition and development of a lengthy

fugue subject. Badia’s concertante scoring, elaborate ritor-

nelli and virtually exclusive emplolanent of the da capo aria

have been adduced as evidence that the composer was among the
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stylistic

court.,,45

innovations of the late

Fugal counterpoint also characterises the

sinfonie of Marc’Antonio Ziani, born in Venice in 1653. He

was appointed as vice-Hofkapellmeister to the Viennese court

in his forty-seventh year, and had achieved prominence as a

composer of operas in Mantua and Venice before he went to

vienna. Between 1701 and 1713 he contributed at least ten

sacred-dramatic works to vienna, which were performed in the

Hofburgkapelle. These include Ii mistico Giobbe (1704),I_!i

Sacrificio d’Isaaco (1706), La morte sul Calvario (1707) and

La passione sul Calvario (1708).

Much of Ziani’s music is lost (only eight

of his sixteen oratorios and sepolcri survive), and none of

it has been extensively researched. Theophil Antonicek and

Egon Wellesz, however, have both singled out Ziani’s command of

counterpoint and his general preference for sacred music in

stile antico as the most representative aspects of his style,

despite the fact that his first commitment as a Venetian com-

poser was to opera.46 Many of his sinfonie are in two parts~

those which open La morte sul Calvario and Ii sacrificio

d’Isaaco and La passione nel’orto feature a double fugue in the

second movement. The first of these works, an oratorio al

sepolcro, combines this modern technique with old fashioned

five-part scoring for viole da braccio, ’cellos and continuo.

In his earlier Giudizio di Salomone (1698), a similar blend of

new and old elements is apparent. Here also the sinfonia is

in five parts, but the concerted arias and ritornelli are in

four instrumental parts throughout.
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Four-part scoring, fugal counterpoint, d__aa

capo arias and the preference for sinfonie in two contrasted

movements are all features which are essential to the oratorio

in vienna during the second and third decades of the eighteenth

century, and it is significant that such features appear to

characterise in part the oratorios of the first decade also.

Ziani’s preference for vocal and instrumental counterpoint,

for example, may be cited as a precedent for the highly con-

trapuntal style developed by Fux in his sacred-dramatic works.

The stylistic influence of opera seria on

the oratorios of Badia and Ziani was not confined to texture

and formal design: between 1700-1710 the emergence

instrumental resource of first and second violins,

’cellos and continuo is also apparent. Obbligato

of the period included the chalumeau and bassoon,

of a basic

violas,

instruments

while the

use of viols appears to have been discontinued in favour of

increased employment of violins in their stead, a trend which

may in part be traced to the scoring of at least two oratorios

by Draghi.47

The influence of contemporary Italian opera

and oratorio upon Vienna was further strengthened by the appoint-

ment of Giovanni Bononcini as court composer in 1697. His

younger brother Antonio Maria Bononcini also contributed a

number of works to the imperial court. The composers were

sons of the theorist Giovanni Maria Bononcini (author of

Musica Prattica), and they were born in Modena, Giovanni

1670 and Antonio Maria in 1677.

the

in
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Giovanni’s tenure at the viennese court

resulted in much secular-dramatic music and at least three

oratorios, S. Nicola di Bari (1699),La conversione di Maddalena

(1701),and Ezechia, performed at least once as late as 1737.

(The original date of performance remains obscure). Antonio

was first con~issioned to compose for Vienna in 1705, the

year of the accession of Joseph I. Between that year and 1711

he produced four oratorios for the court, La Maddalena (1705),

Ii trionfo della grazia (1707), La decollazione di Giovanni

Battista (1709), and L’interciso (1711).

Although the

brothers have not yet been researched

indication that the works listed here

by the stylistic advances achieved by

oratorios of the Bononcini

in detail, there is some

were wholly informed

Giovanni in particular,

in opera.

have generally distinguished

and indeed ’galant’ style of

far more

Egon Wellesz, Lawrence Bennett and Lowell Lindgren

between the treble-dominated

Giovanni’s vocal music and the

contrapuntally complex textures favoured by Antonio.48

Francesco Bartolomeo Conti was born in

Florence in 1681 and died in vienna in 1732. He served the

Habsburg court as a theorbist and composer,

capacity he may be regarded as a prominent

Fux. His appointment as an instrumentalist

kapelle dates from April Ist 1701, although

of this position in 1705 only to resume it

until illness forced him to retire in 1726.

vacancy as court-composer in 1713 which was

promotion of Fux to vice-Kapellmeister.49

and in the latter

contemporary of

in the Hofmusik-

he was relieved

again in 1708,

He filled a

created by the

Several of his
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He wrote at least

oratorios for the

were particularly

remarked upon his

51
compo se r.
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his official appointment as Hofcomponist.

sixteen operas, thirteen serenate and ten

court. KSchel reports that his comic operas

5Owell received in Vienna,    and in 1733 Fux

extraordinary virtuosity as a theorbist and

His oratorios, according to Hermine

Williams, are stylistically sacred operas, with emphasis on

the soloist rather than on the chorus, i.e. they were written

according to the stylistic conventions which prevailed in

vienna. Most of the texts, by Pariati, Zeno and Filipeschi,

are drawn from the Old Testament, and no sepolcri (or ora-

torios al sepolcro), by Conti survive. His Old Testament

oratorios include Dio sul Sinai (1719), Mos~ preservato (1720),

and II David perse~uitato da Saul (1723). Once again, a study

of Conti’s sacred-dramatic music is lacking. Conti’s earliest

extant dramatic work is an oratorio, Ii Gioseffo (only part I,

1706). Hermine Williams asserts that the skill in characteri-

sation, mastery of duet writing, variety of orchestration and

texture in this work are characteristic of Conti’s dramatic

52music generally.

The viennese oratorios of Fux’s greatest

contemporary, Antonio Caldara, also await comprehensive re-

search. Caldara was appointed Fux’s Vice-Kapellmeister in

1716 and remained in the service of the court until his death

in 1736. He had, however, been long active as a composer in

Rome and Salzburg (and briefly in vienna in 1712), and was well

established in Italy as a writer of sacred-dramatic music be-

fore he petitioned his former patron Charles III of Spain,
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now Charles VI, for a post at the imperial court in Vienna.

During his tenure there, a period of some twenty years, he

produced an astonishingly large number of secular and sacred-

dramatic works (the greater part of which has not received

the slightest

given between

three oratorios

Venice and Rome.

by Apostolo

scrutiny),

1717-1735. Caldara is

in all, seventeen of

His viennese works

which include twenty-six oratorios

credited with forty-

which were performed in

include settings of texts

Zeno (eleven), Pariati, and Metastasio.

Although there is evidence to suggest that

the oratorios which Caldara wrote for Vienna were more contra-

puntally wrought than his earlier achievements in this genre,

one cannot assume that this was merely due to the preference

for complex textures which prevailed in vienna. Trained as he

was under Giovanni Legrenzi as a pupil in St. Mark’s Cathedral

in Venice, it is not surprising to learn that Caldara was a

highly accomplished contrapuntalist long before his employ-

ment at the imperial court. His Roman church music included

several masses a capella, among them a missa canonica, and

throughout his career he produced several hundred vocal and

instrumental canons.53 The prominence of contrapuntal tech-

nique, in the light of such canonic works, would seem to have

been as indigenous to Caldara’s

Johann Adolph Scheibe made this

Critische Musikus (1740)~

Who does not know that Fux,

style as it was to that of Fu~x.

observation in the journal

although he was the most

profound of contrapuntalists, yet possessed the dexterity

to write in an easy and natural manner, as his theatrical

work demonstrates? In the same way, Caldara, although

he wrote rather more for the theatre, was no less extra-

ordinary in his church music and his counterpoint.54
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Howard smither’s suggestion that Caldara

"evidently wanted his oratorios to conform to the Emperor’s

55
taste"    ought, then, to be tempered with the knowledge that

Caldara’s use of counterpoint was an essential ingredient of

his style. The contrapuntal passages he included in his re-

vision and enlargement of his Roman oratorio Santa Ferma (1713),

when it was given in Vienna in 1717, may be the main factor

which distinguishes this revision from the 1713 version,for

exampl@, but the moderate degree of counterpoint which obtains

throughout much of Caldara’s viennese sacred-dramatic writing

is not, finally, the result of stylistic conformity, but of

natural disposition. This, in essence, was Scheibe’s view, as

it is ours. Nonetheless, Caldara appears to have been especially

aware of the marked contrapuntal texture of sacred-dramatic

music in Vienna, and this awareness obviously had a bearing

on his own contribution to the Viennese oratorio; which contri-

bution, as we have indicated, was considerably greater than

that of the composers discussed thus far, and in fact, greater

(numerically) than Fux’s contribution. Caldara’s approach to

the Viennese oratorio is considered in greater detail in Chap-

ter VI below.

In so far as the current state of research

permits, we can suggest here that the oratorios written by

Fux’s contemporaries and immediate predecessors are, without

notable exception, formally indebted to the

structure of opera seria, and stylistically

instrumentation and vocal forms

opera on the one hand, and by a notably

on the other. Not only the social, but

text to which Fux’s oratorios belonged,

~n~ ~v~entlv conservative.

conventions and

characterised by

taken over from contemporary

contrapuntal texture

also the musical con-

was highly stylized
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(V). Aspects of the viennese oratorio-libretto, c.1700-1730.

obtained

lated genres

century.    We

Stylized and conservative elements also

to a high degree in the texts of the oratorio and re-

in Vienna during the first decades of the eighteenth

shall examine these ele~nts here, and survey

briefly the essential facts concerning the librettists asso-

imperial court. The literary dimension

is in opera, and certain

style and subject matter

ciated with the

oratorio is as important as it

tists effected a change in the

sacred-dramatic texts which parallels the musical

that occurred during the period under discussion.

of

libret-

of

developments

Both Robert Freeman and Howard smither

have traced the history and style of opera- and oratorio-

libretti respectively in eighteenth-century Vienna,56 with par-

ticular reference to the influence exerted by Apostolo Zeno.

Zeno was appointed imperial poet and historian to the court in

1718 and he was active in the latter role until 1737, although

he retired officially from the post of court poet in 1729,

when we was succeeded by Pietro Metastasio. Although Zeno’s

so-called "reform" of the opera libretto is only incidental

to this discussion, his activity as an oratorio-librettist,

together with two statements he made on the subject of sacred-

dramatic texts, are of in~nediate relevance here. These state-

ments are considered below. Zeno’s connection with Johann

Fux, however, was brief, and Fux set none of his sacred texts

and only one of his opera libretti, Psiche, once in collabo-

ration with Caldara (1720), and once alone (1722).
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Viennese sacred-dramatic texts may be

divided into two large groups. Those written for Holy Week,

sepolcro texts, inevitably concerned the passion and death of

Christ either directly or by analogy with an Old Testament

event. Oratorio texts drew upon three principal sources which

we can join together here as the second groupz the Bible,

hagiography and religious abstraction or allegory.

repertory shows

greatest number of

hagiographical and

Alexander Von Weilen’s study of the Viennese

that in the late seventeenth century, when the

sacred-dramatic works was written by Minato,

allegorical texts were most prominent; in

the sepolcri of this period abstract personages such as "A

repentant sinner","Love of God" , "Faith in Christ", abound.

Such abstractions are also common in the oratorio al sepolcro

after the turn of the century.

Oratorio-libretti in the late seventeenth

century usually presented a chronological narrative of Bib-

lical or hagiographical events, however complex, whereas

sepolcri tended towards a passive and reflective meditation

upon the events of the passion, rather than a re-enactment of

its various episodes. Both of these generalisations hold

good for oratorios and sepolcri in the eighteenth century

also, although we can discern in the passion texts which

were set by Fux, a gradual progress away from abstract specu-

lation, to the representation of actual events. This progress

reflects the influence of Zeno’s presence in vienna, as we

shall see below.
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The

oratorios and operas are for the most part

viennaz Donato Cupeda, Pietro Bernardoni,

Apostolo Zeno, Pietro Metastasio and Pietro Pariati (operas),

Bernardo Maddali, Giovanni Fi~ppeschi, Claudio Pasquini and

Pietro Pariati (oratorios). Of these, only Pariati is known

have provided Fux with texts for both genres, and indeed

librettists associated with Fux’s

those active in

Silvio ~tampiglia,

closest and most con-

Fariati provided eight

to

it was Pariati who enjoyed by far the

stant association with the composer.

of Fux’s secular dramatic texts (out of a total of twenty

works), and at least the same number of sacred texts (out of

a total of fifteen works). Twelve of Fux’s oratorios are

wholly extant, (two libretti and the second part of a score is

all that remains of the other three oratorios), and these

twelve include the eight works definitely ascribed to Pariati.

Pietro

began in Venice, where

1699. From 1705 until

versification of opera

Pariati’s career as a dramatist

he made the acquaintance of Zeno in

1713 he collaborated with Zeno on the

texts in Venice as the latter’s assis-

tant. In 1713 he was summoned to vienna by Charles VI, and

appointed Hofpoet, a position he held until his death in 1733.

in 1718, Pariati was respon-

libretti which dealt with

subjects, and during the same

contributed several texts for ora-

Robert Freeman has observed

in these years were "as

Prior to Zeno’s arrival in Vienna

sible for the large-scale secular

historical and mythological

period (1714-1718), he also

torios and shorter secular works.

that Pariati’s libretti for Vienna

57
modern as any of those...by Zeno, after his arrival in vienna",

and both Freeman

formal

and J.H. Van der ~eer maintain that Pariati’s

and technical achievements foreshadowed many of the
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"innovations" with which Zeno has been credited.58

Freeman draws attention to Pariati’s text

for Teseo in Creta, an opera by Conti given in 1715, to sub-

stantiate these claims. Fie points out that the five-act de-

sign, the serious plot devoid of comic episodes, the pre-

servation of the unity of time (the action takes twenty-

four hours to evolve), and the limited number of characters, are

all "strikingly modern" characteristics.59 In these respects

Pariati’s secular work represents an advance on that of his

immediate precursors, Pietro Bernardoni (three of whose

poemetti drammatici were set by Fux), and Silvio Stampiglia

(one setting by Fux), both of whom "laid the foundation in

6OVienna for the dramatic edifices completed by Zeno".

Zeno’s influence in the sacred sphere was

two-foldz as a dramatist his texts achieved a degree of pro-

minence unrivalled by his colleagues at court; as a writer on

drama, he clarified his attitudes to the purpose and function

of sacred (and secular) librettis attitudes which are already

implicit in the structure and content of his own texts and which

appear to represent the dramaturgical ideals of the Viennese

colony of the Arcadian

membe r.

Vienna,

academy, of which Zeno was a prominent

He contributed seventeen sacred libretti in all to

eleven of which were originally set by Antonio Caldara.

These were published individually as they were performed, and

in 1735 all but one of them appeared in the Poesie sacre dram-

matiche di Apostolo Zeno, the preface to which summarizes what

Zeno took to be his own contribution to the improvement of

sacred and secular drama. This preface appeared after the

period in which all but one of Fux’s oratorios were first
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given (1702-1728), and the observations it contains throw

much light on the state of the Viennese oratorio-libretto

during this time. Zeno’s "reformed" libretti share many

characteristics with those of his colleague Pariati, and he

Poesie

drawn exclu-

divine per-

unities (of time,

the crea-

spoken

detailed these characteristics in the preface to his

sacre drammatiche= the use of events and dialogue

sively from the holy scriptures, the avoidance of

sonages, the formal application of the three

action and place) and, not perhaps unique to Zeno,

tion of oratorio libretti which might be acted and

independently of a music~ setting.

that his

ded only to be

action(s)".61 In a

however, written five years earlier,

the strong and noble affetti are

soul: and that

for my oratorios (than his operas), in which I

the unities of place, action, time, as well

of characterisation, to such an extent that

duce them to good tragedies, rendering them

the requirements of

be performed in the

In his 1735 preface, Zeno made it clear

azioni sacre (as he termed his oratorios) were inten-

sung and not staged, despite t~ term "sacred

letter to Narchese Gravisi of Capodistra,

Zeno suggested that:

those which move the

is the reason why I nourish more affection

p re se rye

as nobility

I could re-

free from

the music with which they have to

62
imperial chapel. (my emphases).

Zeno’s esteem for his oratorio libretti (borne out in part

by the fact that he continued to write oratorio-texts for

Vienna after he

sulted in texts

of sacred

influence

left the service of the court in 1729), re-

which materially influenced the conventions

libretti in Vienna after 1718. The most notable

stemmed from Zeno’s disdain for hagiography, and
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after his arrival in Vienna there was a

the number of oratorios which concerned

saints, and a corresponding increase

Bible, especially the Old Testament.

torios, for example, are settings of

sharp decline in

the lives of the

in texts drawn from the

Only two of Fux’s ora-

hagiographical texts.

Zeno’s influence nonetheless has been

criticised, especially by Robert Freeman, who suggested that

in Zeno’s dramatic works "the recitatives were far too long

and the arias far too numerous for anything like meaningful

musical drama to result".63 The extract from Zeno’s 1730

letter, quoted above, indicates that Zeno’s interest in

appears to have been paramount,

regard for music an obligatory, but secondary consider-

His libretti are longer than the average oratorio-

period 1700-1730, but they include, in fact,

than are found in other oratorios, however nume-

rous Freeman may have found them to be.64 Freeman convin-

cingly demonstrates, however, that Zeno, in his correspon-

dence, clearly regarded himself as a man of letters compara-

tively indifferent to the complex musico-dramatic conventions

classical norms of spoken drama

with due

ation.

text in the

fewer arias

which obtained in Vienna when he went there: "despite the con-

siderable income and prestige that his Vienna position as-

sured him, the ever-recurring thought that the writing of even

the most esteemed libretti was an unworthy career for a man

of serious literary intent finally helped drive Zeno to pe-

tition Charles for retirement"65

Such scruples do not appear to have

plagued Pietro Pariati, who remained active as a court poet

in Vienna almost until his death in 1733. That he steadily
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supplied Johann Fux with secular and sacred libretti throughout

his tenure would suggest that he was more sympathetic to the

demands of the Hofmusikkapelle repertory than his colleague,

and that

that of any other librettist is beyond doubt. Of the

sacred-dramatic texts by Pariati which were published

vienna between 1712-1727 by the

at least eight were set by Fux,

texts, moreover, suggest a

of earlier Viennese sacred

Hagiography,

in Pariati’s libretti, and a

his collaborations with Fux,

his collaboration with Fux was more extensive than

twelve

in

court publisher Van Ghelen,

66
as we noted above.     Pariati’s

continuity with the subject matter

drama that Zeno’s texts do not.

allegory and abstract characterisation all figure

parallel may be drawn between

and the association between

Zeno and Caldara, to which we briefly adverted abovez whereas

Caldara’s oratorios suffer from exceptionally long recitatives

because of Zeno’s determination to establish his texts as

dramatic literature independent of musical setting, no such

ulterior purpose appears to have encumbered the libretti

which Pariati provided for Fux, although in his passion texts,

Pariati, on occasion, included recitatives of considerably

greater length than those to be found in his Biblical (Old

Testament) works. We shall examine individual texts by Pariati

further in this study,

Fux’s other librettists confined

requirements of oratorio volqare

of the componimento sacro al sepolcro.

traditions in hindsight may be seen to

the further development of the

aesthetic terms. The stylized

but here we can assert that he and

their texts to the formal

and acknowledged the traditions

Such requirements and

have posed problems for

Viennese oratorio, at least in

and rigidly conservative conven-

tions of Viennese theatrical and sacred-dramatic music undoubted-

ly inhibited any real break from, or alternative to, the pre-
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cedents of tradition. In this respect we might consider what

Robert Freeman has written of Italian opera during the first

half of the eighteenth century in generalz

It is

tasio

only in a very special sense that Zeno and Metas-

can be said to have participated in any reform of

medicine they

to administer...were to keep the

the libretto. The toxic effects of the

helped musical-dramatic

aspect of serious Italian opera in a comatose condition

for decades.67

If

vative" for Freeman’s rather

his statement, in large part,

music also.

we are prepared to substitute the phrase "rigidly conser-

extreme "comatose", we may take

to apply to sacred-dramatic

The

Pariati cannot be underestimated even when we

nificant differences between the attitudes

towards the oratorio.

importance of Zeno’s influence on

allow for sig-

of both dramatists

It is oR note that no sacred-dramatic

collaboration took place between them, despite the considerable

extent to which they collaborated on opera, in Venice. Even

in the sphere of Viennese secular drama, Zeno mainly confined

his attention to historical subjects of tragic import, whereas

68
Pariati was responsible for comic and mythological texts.

The joint work achieved by Zeno and Pariati before their suc-

appointments in Vienna however, determined to a consi-

extent the dramatic structure and technical resource

libretti.69 These libretti a re

both of which usually close

cessive

derable

which Pariati employed in his own

divided into two structural parts

with a coro. A regular succession of recitatives and (da capo)
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arias written in quantitative syllables comprises the body of

the text in Pariati’s libretti, and with one exception they

adhere closely to the norms of opera seria. This exception is

with regard to the use of a chorus, which in Pariati’s libretti

(as in many oratorio texts of the period) is used as part of the

drama, (Coro di Giudei, for example), whereas the coro in opera

seria merely comprised an ensemble of the principal characters

of the libretto. There is nothing, in sum, in Pariati’s libretti

to suggest that he radically departed from the general struc-

tural principles advanced by his colleague Zeno, notwithstand-

ing Pariati’s cultivation of the older sepolcro tradition and

Zeno’s apparent neglect of this tradition.
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END-NOTES, CHAPTER I.

(Notes in order to achieve a degree of consistency with

earlier scholarship in this field, I have retained the

bibliographical system of abbreviations used by Rudolf

schnitzler and Howard smither in their respective studies

of Viennese sacred-dramatic music. These abbreviations,

in my case, are juxtaposed with the full citations in the

bibliography attached to this dissertation)¯

¯
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0

0

.

.

Q

Q

See Kann/Habsbur@ Empire, p.103 and passim.

ibid., pp. 135-139.

ibid., p.151

This treaty ended the war of the Spanish Succession.

See Barea/Vienna and Taple/Monarchy, passlm.

Ferdinand II,Ferdinand

Italian nobility, in the case of

from the Mantuan Gonzaga family,

Leopold, a member of the Florentine

Anna Claudia Felicitas.

III and Leopold I all married

the first two, women

and in the case of

Medici family,

smither/Oratorio, p.168.

See Kochel/Fux, Beila~e I, p.285ff, and Riedel/Kirchen-

musik, pp.14-20 where such documents which relate to music

are described and discussed.

See Spielman/Leopold, pp.34, 55, 144, 178 and passim, also

Barea/Vienna, pp.58-59, Kann/Habsburg Empire, p.103 and

0J

Taple/Monarchy, p.166ff.
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Kann/Habsburg Empire, p.151.

See

ve rba 1

which ruled so

many tongues" ,

Spielman/Leopold especially p.34: "Music, not the

arts, offered a perfect artistic medium for a court

many nations and had perforce to speak so

also Kann/Habsburg Empire p.149ff. Kann

deplores the

during the baroque

Clara (1644-1709),

directly concerned

observes that this

in the service

(p.146). "The

powerful and lasting

life" (p.146).

neglect of literature by the Habsburgs

era and singles out Abraham a Sancta

as the only significant writer not

with courtly entertainment~ Kann

writer dedicated his "intellectual gifts

of a passionate anti-intellectualism"

reader today will regret his unwholesome,

influence on Austrian intellectual

For a brief summary of Leopold’s musical activities see

Smither/Oratorio, p.369, and Adler/Kaiser, pp.252-274.

weilen/Theater~eschichte lists the performance of Leopold’s

secular- and sacred-dramatic works, beginning in 1660

with Ii sacrificio d’Abramo, an oratorio, and ending

in 1700 with San Antonio, also an oratorio, throughout

his life. At least six performances of Leopold’s works

were given after his death in 1705.

Cf.

sky/Ba rocktheate r,

Federhofer/Forschung, Riedel/Kirchenmusik, Hadamow-

seifert/Auff~hrun~en. Modern Fux

scholarship is uniform in its debt to K~chel, whose

archival research and massive accumulation of detail

relation

in general, easily compare

breaking work on Mozart.

in

to Fux, the Hofmusikkapelle, and music in Vienna

to his sterling and path-
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It

Koche i/Ho fmus ikkape 1 le,

vey", K~chel divided

into three periods~ (a)

1618), (b) the Italians

(1715-1869).

pp.l-39. In his "historical sur-

the history of the Hofmusikkapelle

that of the Netherlanders (1543-

(1619-1715), (c) the Germans

In the period 1680-1740, the Kapellmeister ~ were as follows:

Antonio Draghi, 1682-1700, Marc’Antonio Ziani, 1712-1715,

Antonio Pancotti, 1700- 1709, Johann Joseph Fux, 1715-

1740.

The position of vice-Kapellmeister was occupied by the

following, 1715-1740: Antonio Pancotti, 1697-1700,

Marc’Antonio Ziani, 1700-1711, Johann Joseph Fux, 1713-

1715, Antonio Caldara, 1716-1736.

17. These were, in the same period, Carlo Agostino Badia, 1694-

1738, Johann Joseph Fux, 1698-1713, Giovanni

Bononcini 1698-1712, Pier Francesco Tosi, 1705-1711,

Francesco Conti, 1713-1732, Gius. Porsile, 1720-1750,

Georg Reutter Jun. 1731-1747

18. See K~chel/Hofmusikkapelle, Beila~e V, pp.357-363.

19. A number of appointments overlapped between both periods.

20.

21.

22.

The instrumentation of Fux’s oratorios is examined in

Chapter II of this dissertation.

See weilen/Theater@eschichte, passim, where many of these

occasions are noted and registered.

K~chel/Fux, Beila~e X. "Thematisches Verzeichnis der

Compositionen von J.J.Fux". pp.l-405 (new pagination).
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25. See Mantuani/Tabulae manuscriptorum.

26. See n.22 above.

27. As will be seen below, the Wienerisches Diarium generally

did not describe sacred-dramatic works in any but the

vaguest

ground.

the

terms unless they were staged with scenic back-

This matter is taken up in my discussion of

problems of dating and chronology, in Chapter II.

28. See n.12 above.

29. This number includes serenate as well as operas.

30. This matter is raised in greater detail in Chapter V.

31.

32.

Weilen/Theatergeschichte records the performance of four-

teen dramatic works at the imperial court in 1682. These

include nine secular-dramatic works, four oratorios and

eight works were given, of whichone sepolcro. In 1715,

four were oratorios.

See ~eilen/Theatergeschichte, p.66, no.557: "La morte

vinta sul Calvario, Oratorio." Text by P.A.Bernardoni,

music by Marc’Antonio Ziani. No rappresentatione sacra

al sepolcro is listed by weilen for the year 1706, or

in any year thereafter.
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See Hadamowsky/Barocktheater, pp.69-I15. He lists per-

formances of staged oratorios (one per year) for the

following yearsz 1698, 1699, 1700, 1701, 1702, 1704,

1705, 1720, 1721, 1722, 1723, 1724, 1725, 1727, 1728,

1729, 1731, 1732, 1733, 1734, 1735, 1737, 1738, 1740.

It is of note that no staged oratorios appear to have

been given from 1705-1720, when eight of Fux’s oratorios

were first presented. Many of the post-1720 oratorios

are by Caldara, with texts by Apostolo Zeno.

This deduction is explained in full in Chapter II below.

Three of Fux’s oratorios are mentioned by name in the

Wienerisches Diarium. These exceptions, however, prove

the rule.

I am indebted to Professor seifert for clarification of

this point.

36. Smither/Oratorio, pp.365-415.

37. See notes 15, 16, 17, above.

38. Schnitzler/Draghi, a summary of which is available in

smither/Oratorio, and in the article on Draghi in Grove

6, vol.5, 602-606, also by Rudolf Schnitzler.

39. See Smither/Oratorio p.399.

40. See Smither/Oratorio p.396. "Thus the general characteris-

tics of the Italian oratorio from the 1660s to the 1680s,...

apply to the viennese oratorio as late as the 1690s -

that is, through the entire creative life of Draghi and

his generation".
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See ° ’ ’~mlther/Oratorlo pp.398 ff., ~cb_nitzler/Draghi passlm,

and Schnitzler/Grove 6, vol.5, p.604.

42. Schnitzler/Grove 6, vol.5, p.604.

43. See

is based.

represents

Wellesz/Oratorien, on which the following discussion

Wellesz observes that the period 1700-1708

a development in style achieved by Ziani and

the Bononcini

the way for FtLx,

Musiker,

ingungen

zwischen

konnte."

brothers and that these composers paved

Caldara and Conti. ("sie sind die

welche
|1

fur Fux, Caldara und Conti die Vorbed-

schaffen Kraft deren sich Oper und Oratorium

1710 und 1740 in bedeutender Weise entfalten

p.138).

1! I!

44. Kochel/Fux, p.66. Kochel comments upon Badia’s

talent and his compositional fluency.

’moderate’

45. Lawrence E. Bennett, "Badia, Carlo Agostino",

vol. 2, p.9.

47. Of Draghi’s nine wholly extant oratorios, six are scored

three for small ensembles (two

and two viols respectively),

His sepolcri, however, call for a com-

of viols, sometimes in combination with

48.

49.

for continuo only, and

violins, three violins

plus continuo.

plete ensemble

Grove 6,

one or two violins. See Schnitzler/Draghi pp.200-202 and

Smither/Oratorio, p.396.

See for example Lowell Lindgren, "Bononcini, (2), Giovanni"

and "Bononcini, (3),Antonio Maria", Grove 6, vol.3, pp.30-36.

See KSchel/Hofmusikkapelle, pp.361-363, K~chel/Fux, p.94

and Williams/Conti, p.680, on which the following is

based.



50. Koche I/Fux, p.95.

51. ibid., p.233.

as Hofkapellmeister,

Hofrechnungsbuch z

(Conti) hat
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Extract from the recorded comments of Fux

transcribed by K~chel from the

"Der Kais. Compositor und Teorbist

dutch 33 Jahre besondere Dienste geleistet".

52. See Williams/Conti p.681.

53.

54.

55.

,!

Thirty-five canons by Caldara were published in DTO,

ixxv, Jahrgang xxxix (1932). See Freeman/Caldara for

complete list of the composer’s works.

a

Quoted in K~chel/Fux, p.94 ("Wer weiss auch nicht, dass

Fux, ob er schon der tiefsinnigste Contrapunktist war,

dennoch die Geschicklichkeit besass, leicht lieblich und

nat~rlich zu setzen, wie solches seine theatralisches

Arbeiten beweisen?

f~r das Theater zu

enarbeiten

gewesen" ) .

So wie Caldara, ob er schon mehr

sein schien, dennoch in seiner Kirch-

und Contrapunkten nicht weniger vortrefflich

See also Wessely/Urtei_____~l, pp.79-85.

smither/Oratorio, p.397. This suggestion derives from

Kirkendale/Caldara, p.317ff.

56. Cf. smither/Oratorio, pp.380-395 and Freeman/Reform, passim.

57. Freeman/Reform, p.138.

58. Van der Meer/Opernkomponist vol.II, p.25ff., Freeman/Reform,

p.138.

59. Freeman/Reform, p.138.

60. Freeman/Reform, p.135.
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61. Zeno, Poesie sacre drammatiche (vienna, 1735) preface:

"questa poesia drammatica che per non essere alla rappres-

entanza ma al solo canto ordinata..."

62. Zeno, Lettere (Venice, 1785) no. 756, quoted and translated

in Freeman/Reform, p.31.

63. Freeman/Reform, p.254.

64. See smither/Oratorio, p.389, note 48.

65. Freeman/Reform, p.29.

66. See Campanino/Precursore, p.133, where Pariati’s sacred

texts are listed.

67. Freeman/Reform, p. 255.

68. Campanino/Precursore, pp. 131-133. See also Freeman/Caldara

and Freeman/Reform for information on the relationship

between Zeno and Pariati, especially Freeman/Reform p.138.

69. Freeman/Reform, p.89 and passim.
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(i) Johann Fux s Biographical Details, Works, Reputation.

The most detailed

Joseph Fux is by K~chel~

summaries of Fux’s life

biography of Johann

more convenient and accessible

have been provided by subsequent

and Hellmut Federhofer,scholars, among them Andreas Liess

and these summaries render a

1
superfluous.    We have cause nonetheless

his career at the imperial court, and to

works and reputation in general.

similarly detailed account here

to examine in brief

take account of his

As Hellmut Federhofer has recently ob-

served, "the obscurity surrounding the first thirty-five

2
years of Fux’s ~fe has only recently begun to clear".

He was born in Styria, a province in Austria, in 1660. His

birthplace, Hirtenfeld, is

received his first musical

farming stock, and it remains

eldest son of a ~teier farmer

close to Graz, where he may have

instruction. He came from poor

difficult to explain how the

became a composer of note, and

attaine~ to the highest rank a musician could enjoy under the

Habsburgs, that of Kapellmeister to the imperial court.

Recent research has shown that he entered the Jesuit University

in Graz during his twenty-first year (1681), and that he left

that institution in 1688: his movements thereafter, until

his marriage in 1696, are unknown: he may have undertaken a

period of musical study in Bologna. In the year of his mar-

riage he was registered as organist to the ~chottenkirche in

Vienna, a post he held until 1702; and in 1698 he was appoint-

ed court-composer by Leopold I. On the ist of October 1705
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he became Vice-Kapellmeister at ~t. ~tephen’s Cathedral (in

vienna), and in 1712 he succeeded J.M. Z~cher as Essential-

kapellmeister there. He gave up this post in 1715. Fux re-

tained the office of court-composer until 1711, and in 1713

he became vice-Kapellmeister to the court and Kapellmeister

to the widow of Joseph I, Wilhelmine Amalia. In 1715, Charles

VI appointed him Kapellmeister to the imperial court and he

remained in this post until shortly before his death in 1741.

These are the bare facts of his career,

and they are easily substantiated by reference to the Archiv

des Obersthofmeister-Amtes and (occasionally) to the Wiene-

risches Diarium, in which Fux’s various appointments and pro-

motions are described and recorded. The former source also

contains several comments by Fux on individual members of the

Hofmusikkapelle, and details of appointments, salaries and

pensions, in which Fux, as Kapellmeister, was necessarily

involved.3

It

exact provenance of Fux’s training

nology of his early compositions.

that he was

works which

(c.1693),

self as a

is not easy, however, to discover the

as a composer, or the chro-

Hellmut Federhofer suggests

largely self-taught~4 in one of the earliest

can be dated, the Missa Sanctissimae Trinitatis

Fux, in the dedication to Leopold I, refers to him-

"new composer of sacred music". 5

His activities as a composer were numerous,

and they were fostered under the patronage of the Habsburgs

from 1698 until his death. Fux acknowledged this patronage

in his dedication of the Gradus ad Parnassum (1725) to
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Charles VI, which appeared in Vienna at imperial expense.

His appointment as

Cathedral was

Hofcomponist~

6

vice-Kapellmeister in St. stephen’s

probably due to the prestige of his position as

the cathedral archives report that from October

1705 "the court musician and composer Johann Fux" was appointed

to oversee the services given before the statue of Our Lady

7
of P~tsche, in the cathedral.

These services, together with his litur-

gical duties at court, occasioned the writing of a vast corpus

of church music for which he is best known by reputation.

Some eighty masses, three requiems, sixty vespers, c. thirty

litanies and complines, twenty-two offertories, one hundred

and twelve hymns, seventeen introits and graduals, eighteen

antiphons, forty-five motets and a Te Deum make up the bulk

of his sacred music.

church sonatas,

instrumentalis,

note are

His instrumental music includes several

keyboard suites, and the Concentus musico-

published in 1701 as Fux’s opus i. Also of

the instrumental partitas and overtures.

It is obviously impossible to entertain

a detailed discussion of this music here, but the publication

of several volumes of Fux’s music in the Denkmaeler der

Tonkunst in Oesterreich (DT___Oe)since 1894, together with the

volumes which have thus far appeared in the complete works

8
edition, afford a generous sampling of the composer’s style.

The essence of this style is counter-

point. Contrapuntal artifice is a vital feature of Fux’s music
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in all its variety of genres and idioms. Fux himself cited

Palestrina as his teacher in the Gradus ad Parnassum (1725),

and as Hellmut Federhofer has remarked, "sought and found the

basis of his own art in a cappella polyphony".9 This art,

nevertheless, clearly encompasses a broader conception of

counterpoint than that which is afforded by the "Palestrina"

style of the eighteenth century. In his operas and oratorios,

and also in his very large corpus of sacred music, Fux demon-

strates a complete command of the idiom, resource and manner

of the Austro-Italian Baroque.

a re

first and foremost a composer of

masses variously published to date,

Carlo and the Missa Quadragesimalis

written in the strict antico style

FUX was

church music. Of the nine

only two, the Missa di San

(both in DTOe, vol. I),

espoused by Fux in the Gradus ad Parnassum as the fons et

origo of all composition.

The first of these masses, known also as

the Missa Canonica (K.7)I0, is in double canon throughout,

and represents not merely a competent exercise in modal

counterpoint but also an intellectual

opening K__yrie for example, juxtaposes

at the ninth above and the other at

all twenty measures of the movement

tour-de-force. The

two canons, one resolved

the same interval below :

successfully integrate

this abstruse technique with the mellifluous, seamless texture

of a cappella polyphony and the clear enunciation of the

text.

The Gradual setting An@elis suis Deus

mandavit (K.143)II, manifests a less complex working in the
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same style in terms of expression that suggest

learned parody.

much more than

The remaining seven published masses are

all scored for voices and instruments~ the latter are merely

colla parte in the case of the Missa S ancti Joannis (K.34)12,

but the other six masses are written in true concertante

style, in which vocal- and instrumental-groupings are

in a variety of homophonic and contrapuntal textures.

Missa Corporis Christi (K.10)13, for example, opens

four-part K_vrie in which the outer movements (i.e.

and II), are characterised in the first instance by a

homorhythmic texture in which the comparatively rapid

movement is underlined by instrumental doubling, and

second instance by a double fugue, which essentially

the

contrasted

The

with a

K_yrie I

homophonic,

harmonic

in the

represents

primacy of counterpoint, even in a ’modern’ context.

The A~nus Dei of this mass offers further

contrasts of texture: the first invocation is set as a lightly

imitative trio of soloists (ATB), with continuo accompaniment

in common time. The second invocation alters the time sig-

nature (to triple measure), and broadens the texture to

include the full chorus with clarini, cornetti, trombones,

strings and continuo (including bassoons).

The

extant setting of the Te Deum

a tendency towards "colossal"

with more conventional, contrapuntal passages : the

section comprises a massive, homophonic declamation

opening measures of Fux’s second

(K. 270)14 further emphasise

textures which are juxtaposed

first

of the
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text ("Te Deum laudamus"), in four vocal parts, accompanied

by clarini, trumpets, timpani, one cornetto, trombones,

strings in four parts, a bassoon and a ’cello, (both marked

~), and continuo.

paniment afford

contemporary styles

The solo motets with instrumental accom-

evidence in plenty of Fux’s cultivation of

in his church music. Alongside the un-

accompanied, choral psalm settings which often feature strict

antico counterpoint, these settings for soloist may be said

to express the modern or free element in the strict/free,

archaic/modern antithesis which appears to characterise the

composer’s stylez the motet for the Assumption of the Blessed

Virgin, Gratulemur in Hac Die (K.162)15, alternates expressive

recitatives (with continuo accompaniment), and concertante

arias, in the manner

borate vocal decorations and concerted ritornelli

opening recitative

examples of this

of contemporary secular music~ the ela-

of the

and aria respectively, provide clear

"secular" idiom. The solo motets, furthermore,

appear to contain the greatest degree of independent instrument-

al writing among Fux’s strictly liturgical vocal church music,

(i.e. notwithstanding the oratorios). His church sonatas

(many used as graduals), follow the slow - fast,

established in later seventeenth-century Italian

binary pattern

ensemble

music, and they strongly suggest the influence of Corelli,

(some of whose trio-sonatas Fux may have copied). 16 In these

works also, the general, Italianate proclivity towards imita-

tive counterpoint is fortified by the occurence of fugal

movements, as in the fugue for two violins and continuo from

17
the church sonata in a minor, K.351.
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Counterpoint also prevails in the secular

chamber- and keyboard works, which reflect the influence of

French, German and Italian models. Groups of stylized dances

with recognizably national characteristics are juxtaposed

with movements which, though designated as dances, mainly

comprise intricate and freely imitative counterpoint. This

is the case, for example, with the allemande from the suite

in g minor, K.32418 for two violins and continuo. It bears

little resemblance to a dance, stylized or otherwise, in its

relentless contrapuntal exchanges,which suggest rather a

sonata da chiesa movement.

keyboard suites

works edition),

Lastly, it is useful to note that the

(which appear in vol. VI/I of the complete

also incorporate extensive fugal movements.

Fux have been the object

of the individual masses have

publication of Fux’s complete

composer’s enormous oeuvre will

the past. This oeuvre includes,

The church sonatas and the vespers of

19
of full-length assessn~gnts,    studies

also appeared. The continuing

works should ensure that the

be more accessible than in

of course, the secular and

sacred dramatic works which, according to Hellmut Federhofer,

"represent the definitive and final form of the viennese

Baroque opera and oratorio". 20 We shall briefly

oratorios in relation to the operas below;

referred to J.H. Van der Meer’s exhaustive

21which appeared in 1961.

consider the

here the reader is

study of the operas,
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Fux’s reputation towards the end of his

life and shortly after his death rested primarily, though

not exclusively, on the success of the Gradus.22 As Othmar

Wessely has indicated, his prominence as a composer only lasted

throughout his (own) lifetime, and his works, like those of

so many other baroque composers, did not endure in performance

23
beyond his death.

Fux’s music did receive continued criticism

from one contemporary, Johann Mattheson. We have already quo-

ted from Johann Adolph Scheibe’s assessment of the composer’s

ability,24 and another contemporary, Joachim Quantz, commented

upon Fux’s opera Costanza e Fortezza, given in Prague in 1723,

25
at the height of his career.

Fux was

pute concerning solmisation which was never resolved,

involved with Mattheson in a dis-

26
and,

as Hellmut Federhofer reports, this dispute resulted in Fux’s

refusal to supply Mattheson with biographical details for the

latter’s Grundlage einer Ehrenpforte (1740), hence the inju-

rious remarks about Fux in the preface to this volume. In

Mattheson,s major work, however, Der vollkommene Capellmeister,

(173~), we find several well-disposed references to Fux’s music.

Among such references, the following are of particular interest

he re ¯

(i) A fugal closing chorus from any good oratorio, such as

those by the able chief Capellmeister Fux, who has made

many, could best serve here (to illustrate the importance

of an imitative texture).27
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Short imitations,competing syncopations, and unconstrain-

ed suspensions are the main ornaments of such duets.

Steffani was incomparable in this regard...Here follows

as an

piece.

tiful

alto and continuo).

The great

illustration the beginning

28 (Mattheson then quotes

Duet by Fux in the Italian Style"

Bach, Fux,

Walther, etc.

of such a three-part

an "Example of a Beau-

for soprano,

fugal masters known to me before others are

H~ndel, J.Krieger, Kuhnau, Theile, Telemann,

To no one’s detriment.29

Such remarks from the foremost commentator of the day indicate

the esteem in which Fux was held by Mattheson as a composer,

(and not as a theorist). Here, his choral writing, his vocal

style and his command of fugue are praised~ each of these is

a critical ingredient of Fux’s style as a whole, as will be

seen below.

None of the points raised by Mattheson has

to do with a facility for strict antico counterpoint and in

the discussion which follows here, Fux is regarded as a master

of high baroque style and not as a gifted but reactionary

"Austrian Palestrina". 30

(ii) The Oratorios

Introduction.

thirteen

meister

in General : Principal Features.

Fux wrote fifteen oratorios in all, and

of these postdate his appointment as vice-Hofkapell-

to the imperial court by Charles VI in 1713. We have
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already noted that his connection with Vienna (at least

official capacity at court), dates from 1698 when he was

ted composer by Leopold

dently engaged with the

at St. Stephen’s Cathedral

have seen, he did not give

there until 1715.

I. Between 1698 and 1713 he

duties and services that his

in an

appoin-

was evi-

position

demanded of him, although, as we

up his post as Essentialkapellmeister

On the 8th of March of that year, he was

appointed Hofkapellmeister.

As

more active in the sphere of opera than he

of oratorio. From 1700 onwards, until his

wrote an average of one

court composer, (1698-1713), Fux was

was in the domain

1715 promotion, he

secular-dramatic work per year, whereas

his sacred-dramatic works in the period 1700-1713 include only

two oratorios, Santa Dimpna, 1702, (K.300a), and La Regina

Saba, given in 1705.

Robert

Fux was never a regular composer of

but, concentrating on church music,

Freeman has asserted that:

operas in Vienna,

was apparently

called upon to provide the usually mythological feste

colleagues normally

sick or overworked.

true after Fux was appointed

teatrali whenever his

for those pieces were

particularly

responsible

This was

Kapellmeister

in 1715, when his operatic activities became limited

for the most part to setting allegorical texts for

very special occasions.31

Ten of Fux’s secular-dramatic works, however, date from the

years following his 1715 appointment, and given his total

output of twenty such works, (over a period of some thirty
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years) , it

never ’regularly’

his commitment to

1715.32 This

number of his

occupied as a composer of operas

the genre significantly declined

total number (twenty) moreover, exceeds the

oratorios by five works. Nonetheless, it remains

seems an exaggeration to maintain that Fux was

and that

after

true that Fux’s activity as a composer of sacred-dramatic

music did increase on his appointment to an administrative

position in the complex structure of the court’s Kapelle of

composers, singers and instrumentalists.

Between 1714 and 1721, Fux wrote at least

one new lenten oratorio annually. The notable decline in

quantity (although not in quality), which became evident after

1721, was also true of his secular works. He gave an opera in

1723, 1725, 1726 and 1731. Similar gaps separate his later

oratoriosl one each in 1721, 1726, 1728 and 1731 (?).33 It

is perhaps noteworthy that Fux published his Gradus ad Parnassum

in 1725, when the greater part of his work as

done. In his later years, from the last part of the

time to teaching. From this

opinions of the

Fux devoted much of his

also, date his recorded

34
he worked.

a composer was

1720s,

period

musicians with whom

~low documents the sacred-drama-Table I

tic compositions which Fux wrote between 1702 and 1731. We

have already established in Chapter I that the viennese ora-

torio during the eighteenth century served as a lenten sub-

s ’tltute for opera, and this in general is true of the works

r~presented in Table I.35 Works no. 5, 8, 9, Ii, 13 and 14

were more precisely intended for performance during Holy Week

before a painted representation of Christ’s sepulchre, and
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as unstaged oratorios al santissimo sepolcro,

bably given on Holy Tuesday or Good Friday of

question.36

they were pro-

the years in

lation as

ten repertoire of

appointment. The

torio (1705) and

suggested above,

It remains a matter

to why Fux did not contribute

sacred-dramatic works

for learned specu-

regularly to the len-

prior to his 1713

gap of nine years between his second ora-

his third (1714) is perhaps explained, as we

by the fact of his appointment as vice-

Kapellmeister to St. Stephen’s in the former year, and his

subsequent appointment to the position of Essentialkapell-

meister there in the year which saw a reduction in the forces

of the Hofmusikkapelle (1712). Presumably, this

ment increased his commitment to the composition

the cathedral services (it certainly increased

bilities). By 1715,

Stephen’s Cathedral.

contribution

regular.

however, Fux had withdrawn

Thereafter, as Table I

to the viennese oratorio became

latter appoint-

of music for

his responsi-

from St.

indicates, his

more stable and

in terms of the

and latin_____~o) throughout Italy and Austria

century. In Chapter One above, we sought

immediate context of Fux’s oratorios in

This contribution can ultimately be regarded

development of the oratorio genre (both volgare

in the early eighteenth

to explain the

terms of the Italian

composers who preceded or worked alongside Fux in vienna.

We have, in addition, acknowledged the indigenous tradition

of sacred-dramatic music which obtained there. It is also

desirable to place these oratorios within a more general

context, as Howard Smither has done, in order to establish
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that the textual and musical features which characterise

Fux’s sacred-dramatic music share much in common with those

of his Italian contemporaries. The sources of Fux’s oratorio

libretti, for example, are the Bible,

allegory, as we shall see below.

textual sources which predominate

c. 1680- c.1720.37

hagiography and moral

These are precisely the

in the Italian oratorio f rom

The evolution of what smither has termed

a "single, basic, ’pan-Italian’ style" in the music of the

Italian oratorio of this period, modelled closely on the

parallel developments in opera, is one which holds good

for Fux’s oratorios also. Thus it is possible to e~fect a

degree of comparison between the oratorios of Fux and those

of his contemporaries, in order

(unique or otherwise), of Fux’s

genre within the viennese

to establish the nature

contribution to the oratorio

context and without.

Such a comparison is attempted in the

last chapter of this dissertation, where Fux’s approach to

the events of the Passion is considered against the approach

taken by his chief contemporary in Vienna, Antonio Caldara.

In the preceding chapters,

scrutiny of the individual

these works (to other

and in the assessment

(three to five), a detailed

oratorios includes reference beyond

oratorios in vienna in the same subjects),

and conclusion which close the text,

typify the genre in the

treatment of recitative,

the frequency

prominence of

later Italian Baroque.

number, length and

of concertante orchestration,

contrapuntal and homophonic

Instrumentation,

type of arias,

the comparative

textures, the use

Fux’s achievement is viewed against that of his Italian contem-

poraries, especially Alessandro Scarlatti, whose oratorios
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of vocal rhetoric and coloratura, the frequency of ensemble-

and choral writing, all are considered in relation to FtLX’S

oratorios below. Inasmuch as modern research permits, we

can assess these elen~nts in relation to the oratorios of

Caldara and Scarlatti also.

The

chapter are confined to the

What follows im~nediately is

remaining parts of the present

oratorios and op~ras of FtLX.

concerned only with the texts,

scoring and musical structure of the oratorios, three elements

which are considered more specifically in the conclusion.
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(iii) Characteristics of Fux’s oratorio libretti.

Of the

music is partly or wholly extant, two

(K.300a and E.60),four are drawn from

than the passion (K.291, K.292, K.295,

is purely allegorical of the christian

related by allegory to the passion and

(K.293). The remaining five works are

thirteen oratorios by Fux for which

are based on hagiography,

Biblical episodes other

and E.59). One work

life (K.294), and one is

death of Jesus Christ

all based directly on

the passion story (K.296, K.297, K.298, K.299, K.300). The

six works which concern the passion were given before a repre-

s~tation of the holy sepulchre,erected in the court chapel,

according to the title-pages of the scores or libretti of

¯    .    38
these individual oratorlos.

We have already established (in Chapter I),

that the dominant textual features of the Viennese oratorio

in the late seventeenth century were hagiography and

of allegory. In the oratorios of Fux, both of these

the use

features

are on the wane, with a greater emphasis on holy scripture and

the use of actual personages (from the Bible),than before. In

Fux’s passion-oratorios, for example, there is a gradual shift

away from the wholly allegorical nature of Pietro Pariati’s

first passion text (K.293),to the complete elimination of

abstract personages in his last (K.299). The greater number

of Biblical oratorios (other than passions),over allegorical

and hagiographical works, also indicates a modern trend in

these libretti, undoubtedly due to the influence of Pariati,

Zeno,s disciple, and hence an advocate of comparatively

features. Pariati’s contribution of eight sacred texts

represents by

modern

in all

far the greatest single collaboration with Fux.
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The libretti which Pariati and his col-

leagues provided for Fux (see Table I),were designed very much

according to the principles of contemporary opera texts:

recitatives are

while arias are

eight syllables.

evident in all

or author, and

libretti of any cuts to facilitate brevity. In this

Robert Freeman has observed that:

cast in non-rhyming lines of eleven syllables ,

end-rhymed in lines of shorter duration, usually

This use of quantitative syllabification is

of the oratorios irrespective of subject matter

there is no suggestion in most of the extant

respect

the complete absence of virgolette (quotation-like marks

to indicate where the text had been cut in performance),

in the libretti printed in Vienna between 1712 and 1740...

the absence of cuts in the numerous performing parts which

survive from the period in question, and the almost exact

correspondence between the individual libretti and those

versions of the same libretti which appeared in the col-

lected editions of works by Zeno and Metastasio, all in-

dicate that there was little tampering during Charles’

39reign with the texts submitted by poets.

A scrutiny of individual libretti is included in the approp-

riate chapters below~ one other

terises the printed libretti,is

or quotations from the Biblical

text was derived. This feature

general feature which charac-

the use of marginal references

chapter and verse from which the

is particularly widespread in

the passion libretti,where the text and Biblical source are

occasionally very closely related indeed: in Claudio Pasquini°s

libretto for K.300 (La deposizione dalla croce),we find the

following example:
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Maria Vergine O voi tutti che passate

Per la via qui dove
amare

0 vos omnes qui transitis

per viam, attendite, et

A morir condusse un videte si est dolor similis
Dio~

Soffermativi, e
guardate

sicut dolor meus.

Se puo darsi ugual Lament. I, i, 12.
dolore

All’intenso dolor mio.

Here, the movement from stylised allegory to intensified rendi-

tion of the scriptural poetry is completed.

(iv) Conventional details of design in the music.

(a) Scoring and instrumentation.

Table II below represents the instrumen-

tation of Fux’s wholly extant oratorios,and it is derived

from a scrutiny of the scores and part collection in A/Wn.

All of the oratorios

four real partsz Two

which also furnished the

use of other instruments

were scored for a basic ensemble of

violins, viola and ’cello, the last of

continuo line, as noted above. The

shown in Table II is indicated in

two ways

of the instruction

ded at the head of

in a continuo part

in the court copies of Fux’s oratorios (a),by means

to omit an instrument not previously inclu-

the movement or number, e.g. senza violone

apparently scored for cembalo and violon-

cello only~ (b),through the expressly employed instruments

used in obbligato arias~ these instruments are otherwise

usually absent from the ensemble. Such instruments include

the flute, the chalumeau and the theorbo.40 The last named is
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used in two of Fux’s oratorios as a concertising instrument,

most probably because Fux had at his disposal Francesco Conti,

whose virtuosity as a theorbist Fux lauded in January 1733

in an official communication to the Obersthofmusikdirektor.41

The continuo group in all of the oratorios

varied according to the complexity and size of the vocal ensem-

ble from number to number: continuo instruments employed in-

clude the cembalo, ozgan, violoncello, violone, bassoon.

The theorbo is also occasionally employed as a continuo in-

strument throughout the oratorios.

The

only in K.291 and K.292 and it is never employed

ligato instrument, but the direction "senza oboi"

parts of K.291

oboists in the

that these

parte with

sinfoniae

indicated

Table II

tino"and "tutti" markings throughout the A/Wn scores

in addition, that wind-doubling may have obtained in

mance) practice.43

use of oboes is (indirectly) indicated

as an obb-

found in

and K.292, together with the presence of five

42
register of the Hofmusikkapelle,     suggests

instruments may have been consistently used colla

the upper strings in the tutti sections of oratorio

and choruses. (Only instruments colla parte and so

by the senza marking, however, have been listed in

for each oratorio). The pervasive use of "concer-

suggests,

(perfor-

Brass

are rarely called for~

K.298, K.299 and K.300.

e Timpano" but no music

not in the A/Wn score).

oratorios.

instruments other than the trombone

the latter is employed in K.293, K.296,

K.295 calls for a "Toccata di Trombe

for this appears to be extant (it is

Trumpets are not used elsewhere in the
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(b) Structural features of the music.

All of Fux’s

oratorio vol~are format,

structural parts obtains

sermon separated each parte of Fux’s oratorios, with the

44
exception of some of his oratorios al sepolcro.

oratorios are cast in the

i.e. the usual division into two

in each work. It is likely that a

possible

Table III below represents a structural

overview of the wholly extant oratorios, and an examination

of this table shows that the musical structures correspond

closely to those employed in viennese opera seria. These

structures include accompanied recitatives, continuo arias

(with and without closing ritornelli), concertante obbligato

arias, occasional duets and trios. Each oratorio is introduced

by a sinfonia either in the modern slow-fast design of the

French overture, or in the multi-movement structure of the

older sonata da chiesa. Both parts of the oratorios conclude

with a chorus (usually for five voices), with elaborate orches-

tral accompaniment. The vocal writing in these choruses is

polyphonically complex, and derives from the continuo-mad-

rigal tradition developed in the seventeenth century. Fux

indeed, uses the term madrigal to describe these closing

choruses, and we have already seen that Mattheson recommended

them as examples of the best way to close an oratorio-parte

in his Der vollkommene Capellmeister. In the case of K.291,

K.292. K.293, K.296, K.297, K.298, K.299, K.300, a chorus is

also used to begin the work. The use of short choral passages

in K.291 amd K.292 is an unusual feature, demanded by the
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nature of the libretti in question.

The

according to da capo principles,

obbligato, include a ritornello.

arias are predominantly structured

and most arias, continuo or

In terms of style, the

arias manifest the vocal characteristics of opera seria,

although the preference for ritornelli cast in the form of

double-fugue expositions, and the consistently close contra-

puntal writing even in continuo arias, (between the bass and

voice parts), are more characteristic of Fux than of

usually with sustained,

as in contemporary

dialogue and action

naturally arise, as

seria in general. Continuo-recitative,

organ accompaniment, is used very much

secular-dramatic music: to declaim the

between characters from which the arias

occasions of reflection and reaction.

(v) The Oratorios of Fux in Relation to his Operas.

and occasions

Vienna thus:

Robert Freeman has summarized the types

of secular-dramatic music which obtained in

During

Vienna three branches of

been distinct during the

the early years of the eighteenth century in

secular music theater that had

second part of the seventeenth

century continued independent of one another. Comic

works, often with serious overtones, were performed

every year during the carnival season. Historically

based libretti of increasingly serious moral tone were

performed on the birth- and name-days of the reigning
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emperor and empress. Mythologically based libretti

(Feste Teatrali), were reserved for occasions of unusual

importance: the celebration of military victories, the

birth of male heirs and the annexation of additional

territory. Minato had written the texts for all three

branches before his death in 1698, but later each of the

three branches developed its own team of specialistsz

Pariati,

for

for

Fux

(later G.B. Pasquini), and Francesco Conti

the comical, Zeno, (later Metastasio), and Caldara

the historical, Bernardoni, (later Pariati), and

for the mythological.45

The

secular counterpart to

music, and, as we have

operas of Fux comprise the great

his achievement in sacred-dramatic

established above, occupied the com-

poser’s attention to at least t~ same degree. Howard

Smither’s general assertion that "The development of the

musical style of oratorio from about 1660 to about 1720

followed closely that of

ticular example of Fux’s

features

oratorio

from its

of Fux:

46
opera",    is borne out by the par-

oratorios and operas. Indeed, the

which in smither’s view distinguish the Viennese

of the early eighteenth century (1700-1730),

Roman equivalent, are prominent also in the operas

the elaborate Fortspinnung of the vocal writing,

the variety and complexity of instrumentation and concertante

accompaniment, and the preference for contrapuntal texture.

All of these elements characterise the operas of Fux. Their

prominence suggests

in a manner closely

dramatic settings.

given the

that Fux dramatised his secular texts

related to that which typifies his sacred-

That this should be so is hardly surprising,

close stylistic rapport between opera and oratorio
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in the later

the textual,

operas here,

genres in Fux’s

Baroque. It is nevertheless useful to outline

formal, structural and musical features of Fux’s

so as to clarify the relationship between both

case.

(a) Texts.

greater number of

and mythological texts.

include Aeneas (K.318),

Psyche (K.313), Diana (K.311),

and "Constance and Fortitude"

set historical subjects, e.g.

As Robert Freeman implies above, the

Fux’s operas are settings of allegorical

Subjects favoured by his librettists

Juno (K.316), Aurora (K.314),

Orfeo (K.309), Daphne (K.308),

(K.315). Earlier works, however,

La clemenza d’Augusto (K.302),

and Julo Ascanio (K.303). A basic distinction must be made

among these texts, between those which divide into a number

of acts, (usually three to five),

a single act. The former, termed

Feste Teatrali, generally include

secular and

a number of

discerned

and those which comprise

Drammi per musica or

choral verses, demand ela-

from Fux a complex musical

as componimenti da camera,

choral participation and

accompaniment in Fux’s

One above, the metrical

sacred texts

variations in

47
from poet to poet.

borate stage machinery and elicit

texture. The latter, described

conversely feature little or no

occasion much less elaborate orchestral

settings. As we established in Chapter

schemes employed by poets in their

were virtually identical, although

metre can naturally be

(b) Instrumentation and Orchestration.

In his study of the operas, J.H. Van der

Meet has shown that beyond the conventional continuo accom-
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paniment of recitatives, the operas of Fux manifest a general

tendency towards more elaborate orchestral accompaniment as

they progress ¯ whereas 25% of the formal numbers (arias,

ensembles) in Julo Ascanio

only, only 5% of the

48
are thus arranged.

a solo concertante instrument :

theorbo, chalumeau, bassoon and

combined with the continuo group,

’cello), throughout these operas.

in Fux’s operas are string-based,

(1708, K.303), are set for continuo

numbers in Enea neqli Elisi (1731. K.318),

Many numbers are set for continuo and

solo ’cello, gamba, violone,

flute are all individually

(usually cembalo, violone,

The majority of set numbers

and string writing in four

real

feature

sinfonie,

Trumpets,

solo stringed

the essential

parts constitutes a norm.

several additions to this norm,

elaborate aria accompaniments and

horns, flutes, oboes, chalumeaux,

instruments are all added

string-ensemble.

Individual movements, however,

most especially in

choral sections.

theorboes and

at various points to

(c) Formal and Structural Features.

The

conventional in terms of contemporary

ductory sinfonie, recitatives, arias,

formal divisions of a Fux opera are

opera seria s intro-

ensembles and choruses.

The sinfonie manifest a number of Italianate designs, the

most common of which is a canzona-intrada type, derived from

the Venetian opera-overture of the mid seventeenth century.

Such introductions feature (I) a fanfare for trumpets,

(2) a slow transition passage for strings, (3) an allegro

double fugue. Twelve of Fux’s operas so begin. The slow-

fast, binary scheme of the "French overture", the fast-slow-

fast contemporary Italian sinfonia and the multi-movement

sonata da chiesa also have a bearing on the design of Fux’s
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also.

most music
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Fugal texture is organized within these schemes

The recitatives and arias comprise the

in Fux’s operas; Van der Meer asserts that the

recitatives firmly establish the rhetorical orientation of

Fux’s compositional process : drawing upon Fux’s instructions

on recitative in the Gradus, (see section vi of the present

chapter), Van der Neer argues that Fux systematically em-

ploys melodic figures and harmonic progressions to register

the prevailing Affekt of the text in question. The use of

vocal coloratura is, therefore, strictly textual, (rather

sparing. Accompa~nato

of systematic, rhetorical

the recurrent use of se-

than ornamental), and comparatively

recitatives reinforce the notion

settings s as we shall see below,

quential, chromatic and rhythmically patterned vocal figures

in the oratorio-recitatives lends some support to Van der

Meer’s view of Fux as a rhetorician, in the context of his

ope ra s.

A great number of stylistic and textual

features can be discerned in Fux’s operas under the aegis

of the da capo aria. The use of fugal ritornelli, vocal

and instrumental mottos, Devisen, concertante instrumentation

and a gamut of textures and styles provide a

despite the almost invariable formal design.

to the prevailing da capo or dal segno schemes

cast in repeat binary forms, ’rondo’ forms and

over bass ostinati.

rich variety

Rare exceptions

include arias

arias written

The vocal and instrumental melodic

writing in the arias is primarily motivic and sequential.
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The long, spun-out

rate a basic melodic idea

then

rhythms,

rhythmic

in the vocal Devise.

howeve r, tempers

patterns which are

phrases (Fortspinnun~) generally elabo-

heard first in the ritornello and

The influence of stylized dance-

this elaborateness with regular

often associated with moods or

sentiments in the

is conservative, (the keys most

are B, A, D, g, G and b),49 but

underline textual meaning. In

plexity increases in the later

presence of several arias in

texts. The harmonic vocabulary explored

commonly deployed by Fux

chromatic embellishments

general,

operas,

which the

of dance-movements prevails. Minuets, gigues

for example, determine the rhythmic shape and

contrapuntal com-

notwithstanding the

homophonic texture

and sarabandes,

texture of

several arias, and these dance forms combine with contrapuntal

(often explicitly fugal) textures to register the baroque

range of affections : joy, sorrow, rage, hatred, pride,

mockery, love, are all articulated by means of the arias.

Choral writing in Fux’s operas is compara-

tively more frequent than in opera seria generally: this is

especially true of Costanza e Fortezza (K.315, 1723), which

features sixteen choral numbers in all~ many of the operas

contain choral ’scenes’ in which smaller ensembles (duets,

trios), are combined with choral ritornelli to form large-

scale da capo movements.50 This essentially old-fashioned

procedure is evidently more characteristic of Fux than it

is of contemporary opera, although it is worth noting that

the early one-act operas contain only a choral licenza at

the conclusion.51
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The

and

J.H. Van der Meer posits three main style-

influences in Fux’s operas. The recitative, much of the aria-

writing, the choruses and orchestration (especially the con-

certante principle), clearly are derived from Italian sources.

use of homophonic dance forms bespeaks a French influence,

the predilection for counterpoint is perceptibly German

in orientation. This blend of national traits is important

to note here, because it obtains in Fux.s sacred-dramatic

music also.

The manifold examples

music available in the Fux-GA, DTOe

and Van der Meer,verify the general

52
here.     These

assertion that

tially very similar

This

ment

the present chapter cites

asse rtion.

(vi)

of Fux’s operatic

(Costanza e Fortezza),

points of style summarized

examples also bear out the more general

the oratorios and operas of Fux share essen-

features in terms of musical resource.

assertion is further considered

and conclusion which close this

several examples

in the critical assess-

discussion~ End-note 52 of

in support of this

Prescriptions for rhetorical style

Gradus ad Parnassum.

in the

In his comprehensive study of these operas,

Van der Meer argued that the doctrine of affections,

ded in the eighteenth century by Mattheson, Marpurg,

and others, is of extreme importance to Fux’s music.

Meet maintained that in his choice of tonality,

style, melodic contour, modulation etc., Fux was

this doctrine, and that consequently his operas

propoun-

Quantz

van der

tempo, vocal

governed by

must be re-
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garded as the result of a conscious deployment of musical

rhetoric on Fux’s part. Van der Meer identified several

rhetorical devices in the operas which he described by means

of the musico-rhetorical terminology developed by Burmeister,

53
Kircher and Bernhard.

It is difficult, nevertheless, to concur

wholly with this point of view~ while Fux undoubtedly embra-

ced the notion of generalised Affekt and employed musico-

rhetorical means to convey the ruling Affekt of arias, it

must be open to question whether, for example, the complex

terminology of German music theory actually impinged on the

process of composition. Van der Meet argues thus:

The question as to whether Fux was aware of musical

rhetoric, since it was mainly developed in protestant

Germany by such authors as Burmeister, Nucius, Thurin-

gius .... can be answered, in this sense, very probably in

the affirmative: the doctrine of musical rhetoric was

also expounded by the Jesuit (Athanasius) Kircher, and

~.     .     54
Fux was a student of the Jesuit Feralnanaeum.

Fux’s composition treatise, the Gradus ad Parnassum (1725),

does contain a number of rhetorical points of instruction in

its closing chapter, entitled De stylo recitativo. Fux con-

fines himself, however, to very general comments

and is explicit only in terms of musical figures

for elementary grammatical

semi-colon, colon, period,

mark.55 His music examples, moreover, are restricted to

accompanied recitative, and there is scarcely more than a

on Affekt,

required

punctuation, including the comma,

question mark and exclamation
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~eneral acknowledgement of grammatically-derived rhetoric in

musical composition ,

Recitative style is none other than musical speech with

changing expression or oratorical delivery. Therefore,

just as an orator attends to the different branches of

oratory, modulating his voice

in a gentle or uplifting way,

he takes pains to improve his

the composer must do l~kewise

56
of the text. (Present

in an inciteful manner, or

or in a depressed tone,

style of expression...

with regard to t~ variety

author’s emphasis).

This general acknowledgement of musical rhetoric in the Gradus

is ~rne out by the recurrent use of a numh~r of vocal and

instrumental figures in the oratorios, which may k~ tabulated

and descrih~d in the terms of baroque German music-theory.

find this to be the case in Chapter IV below, but

to which the doctrine of affections materially

We shall

the extent

influenced the compositional process of Fux’s music cannot

be ascertained. Here follows a list of those figures which

most frequently occur: (N.B. See also Chapter IV below,

end-note 26). The terms used to describe these figures have

no empirical value, (except, of course, for the theorists who

used them), but they do signify important musical phenomena.

A~aphora

Assimilatio

Circulatio

Fu~a realis

: Melodic or harmonic sequence.

: Imitation in music of the sense of the text.

(Onomatopoeia).

: ,Circular’ melodic motive, vocal or instru-

mental.

: Abstract fugal imitation, the rhetorical

n~aning of which is determined by the text.
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Hypotyposis

Mimesis

Saltus dur~sculus :
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: Unusual extension of

chromatic ascent.

: (Pleonasmus), general

the vocal range by

"word-painting" :

coloratura which amplifies the sense

of the text.

Literal musical imitation.

A sudden leap in the vocal part.

vocal

or sound

(vii) The Oratorios in General : Primary Sources

and Performance Practice.

(a) Brief description of the sources.

The most important and complete collection

of Fux oratorio-manuscripts is located in the Austrian National

Library (formerly the Kaiserliche und K~nigliche Hofbibliothek),

which also houses the largest corpus of Fux’s music generally.

A complete report on all of the sources of Fux’s oratorios is

appended to this dissertation,57 a table of papertypes, bindings

and watermarks is also appended for the oratorio-score coliec-

58tion in the Austrian National Library (A/Wn).

Of the fifteen works listed in Table I

above, only twelve have been preserved wholly extant. Santa

~, Fux’s earliest oratorio, is partly lost: only the music

for its seconda parte remains. His second oratorio,La regina Saba,
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is lost in its entirety save for its libretto, the whereabouts

of which have recently been called into question.59 The last

oratorio attributed to Fux, the oratorium ~ermanicum (1731),

is also lost, although a paper-bound handwritten libretto,

not entirely legible, survives.

served in multiple

a detailed

oratorio. Among

are (a) complete

lished libretti.

Ten of the remaining twelve works are pre-

sources, and it is these works which afford

account of Fux’s achievement in the history of the

the most important of the multiple sources

scores,(b) incomplete sets of parts,(c) pub-

(b) Complete scores.

Few extant autographs of Fux’s music sur-

vive and none of his oratorios is extant in the composer’s

hand. All of the oratorio scores are preserved in "court"

copies made

The ten scores from the A/Wn

by J.Mantuani in his Tabulae

1899),and these scores have

60
torial details in common.

oblong format, bound in leather. Each score

150 folios

by a copyist in the employ of the Hofmusikkapelle.

collection are briefly described

codicum manuscriptorum (vienna,

a number of physical and scrip-

All of them are manuscripts in

comprises c.120-

(handstitched),with ten staves per half-folio.

The first folio of each score quotes the title of the work,

the author of the libretto (with the exception of K.295),

the composer, the

and the members of

original performances.

year of performance, the cast of characters

the Kapelle who sang these roles in the

The Hofburgkapelle (Augustissima
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Capella) is invariably cited as the place of performance.61

The paper-type of these A/Wn scores is

similar throughout the collections thick in texture and cream-

white in colour, and dark brown ink is used throughout. Two

watermarks can be discerned in the paper used, one of which

incorporates the double-headed eagle, symbol of the Habsburg

monarchy, and each score is uniformly in the hand of a single

62
copyist.

(c) Parts.

He re

lection in A/Wn is of the first

the instrumental parts are not

particularly the Fux oratorio-col-

importance, because copies of

known outside this collection.

Such parts exist for all the wholly extant oratorios with

the exception of E.59 and E.60 (Santa Geltrude and Ismaele),

and they were copied by the same copyists who made the court

scores described in (b) above. (The sets of parts which

accompany the A/Wn scores of K.291 and K.292, for example,

are in the same hand as the scores of these works. )63 These

sets invariably include only the four string and continuo

parts of the complete oratorios (violin I, II, viola and figur-

ed    violoncello),although in the case of K.291 complete in-

strumental parts are also extant for the sinfonia of this

64
work.     The restriction in these parts to the essential core

of the orchestral ensemble emphasises the principles of in-

strumental

orchestral

writing in

by these

the full

scoring and instrumentation which governed Fux’s

writing (and that of his comtemporaries), string

four real parts is evidently the norm represented

sources, a norm which is borne out by a scrutiny of

65
sco~es.
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Next to the contemporary court-copies of

the scores and parts,66 the printed libretti, published by the

imperial publisher attached to the Viennese court, are our most

important source

libretti for six of the fifteen oratorios

are extant.67 All of these libretti were

of information on the oratorios. Printed

listed in Table I

naturally published

in Italian, although the

German

namely

text of K.300a was also provided in

translation. They share a uniform design and format,

(i),a title page which imparts information identical

to that contained in the A/Wn scores, with the publisher’s

name in addition (Cosmerovius in the case of K.300a and Van

Ghelen characters

text, are divided

texts are clearly indented, with the

first (’A’) section and "etc." used to

indicate the reprise (iv),the occasional use of quotations

or chapter and verse references to indicate the scriptural

source of the text in question.

in all others) (ii),a list of

in which the individual numbers

set as da capo arias

line of the opening

( iii ), the

by character~

(e) Problems of dating and performance practice.

the

information as to

of the oratorios.

made between those

for opera

according

santissimo

None of the sources described above (with

exception of the ~ score of K.293),contains explicit

the precise date and manner of performance

Nor is there a stylistic division to be

scores which represent lenten substitutes

(i.e. unstaged oratorios),and oratorios which,

to their title-pages,were cantato e applicato al

sepolcro (i.e. performances also unstaged, but
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pe rfo rme d

christ). We have

made in stylistic

oratorio and the

Moreover, extant

in the printed

of performance

before a representation of the holy sepulchre of

seen in Chapter I that such a distinction was

and structural terms between the unstaged

staged sepolcro in the seventeenth century.

stage designs and performance instructions

sepolcro libretti greatly facilitate a study

practice in sacred-dramatic music of the seven-

68
teenth century.     No such designs or instructions exist in the

case of Fux’s oratorios. Neither are the terms

or rappresentatione sacra used in the score and

pages, terms which also distinguished staged

azione sacra

libretto title

sepolcri from

unstaged oratorios

on this point suggest

sacred-dramatic works

types of performance~

before 1700. Howard smither’s observations

that title pages of eighteenth-century

did distinguish, to a degree, between

At vienna

t he word

act ion.

were acted

’oratorio’

in the first half of the eighteenth century,

’oratorio’ was applied to works performed without

Even in the sevent~enthcentury, when sepolcri

at the Viennese court, they were not labelled

- among the labels used were ’rappresentatione

sacra’ and, of course, ,sepolcro’    After the

Emperor Leopold I in 1705 there seems to have

support for the sepolcro. The

representing the sepulchre of

death of

been little

tradition of building a scene

christ in the court chapel du-

ring Holy Week continued but the works performed in the pre-

sence of this scene were apparently not acted, for the

title-pa~es of the libretti specify "cantato" - never

69
"rappresentato".     (Present author’s emphases.)

Conclusive evidence to support this view, which is the one

maintained here, is lacking, although the changes in termi-
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the absence of scenic designs

sources, tend to support it.

and stage directions

these

In the same way, the precise dating of

many of Fux’s oratorios will inevitably remain a problem be-

cause of the lack of unambiguous reference to these works in

the numerous contemporary sources which yield information on

music at the Viennese court. Nevertheless, when we examine

sources a number of points emerge in relation to dating

and performance-practice.

Source A I. dates

und Staats-Archiv der Stadt Wien (no.26;

Table IV below lists these sources:

from 1715 and is contained in Haus-Hof-

title reads as follows: Ordnung Buch wie

Kays(erliche) und Konigl(iche) Cathol(ische)

Kitchen Andacht in Wienn celebrieren. Anno

HHStA). Its full

Ihro Rom(ische)

|I

Ma[est (at) ihre

1715 ( ’Drde rbook

of religious

olic majesty in

services celebrated by his imperial and royal cath-

vienna, 1715"). Little of relevant information

is described in this manuscrip~ and along with Source A 2.,

the Kayserlicher Hofkalender published from 1715-1739, the

on performance practice which it contains are of

nature as to render them without real use for

The Hofkalender published the church services

as late as 1722, although

and agreed only in part with

statements

so general a

our purposes.

current in the reign of Leopold I

these services were long invalid,

7O
the services in Charles’ reign.

Source A 3., the Rubriche Generali, has

C
been briefly discussed in Chapter I, and e:~rpts from this im-

portant treatise on the liturgical practices of the Viennese

court were published by Kochel in 186971 and Riedel in 197772.

The treatise was compiled by the Concert-Dispensator to the
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court, Killian Reinhardt, and a copy of the work is in A/Wn.73

Reinhardt detailed the major liturgical occasions for each

month of the year (1727),and specifically described

in the form of an oratorio"formance of a "sepolcro

day of Holy Week with a "passion and

sepulchre" on Good Friday of 1727.74

the per-

on Tues-

procession to the holy

This source is the only

one of

degree

torio al

Source A

the court

red music:

Group ’A’ (in Table IV above),which records with any

of exactitude the performance of an oratorio or ora-

sepolcro, and is consequently of importance here.

4. comprises a political register of the business of

in all aspects of life, including secular and sac-

it is contained in the HHStA under the title Pro-

tocollum aulicum in Ceremoniali 1652-1740. Hof Protocoll

deren er~an~enen Resolutionen (Zp) (Princely protocol in

ceremonial, 1652-1740...). This source refers, however, only

in vague terms to the performance of sacred-dramatic music,

and beyond ambiguous references to vortrefflich ("extra-

ordinary") and @eistliches ("sacred") music, the Zp is not

concerned in detail with the date and manner of oratorio per-

formances.75

Sources A 5. and A 6.

,!
provided Kochel with the principal means of compiling the

lists of members who made up the Hofmusikkapelle throughout

the middle and later Baroque. Although both sources contain

detailed accounts of the engagement and remuneration of musi-

cians, together with a comprehensive collection of Fux’s offi-

c/al correspondence with the Hofmusikdirektor and the Oberst-

h ofmeister76 we find, once again, that in terms of concrete

description of performance practice and repertorial distinc-

tions, these two sources have little to relate in respect of
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The absence of unequivocal information

about the oratorios in these six sources is somewhat redeem-

ed by consultation of the two contemporary journals which are

rich

late

in information on Viennese secular dramatic music of the

77
seventeenth- and early eighteenth centuries.

italiani ordinarii

Source B I., the Corriere ordinario, Avisi

e straordinarii (C_~o), a viennese journal,

proves a valuable source for Fux’s operas

but is an acute disappointment in respect

Although it contains several general

formance of oratorios at court, some

and serenate,

of his oratorios.

references to the per-

of which (references)

coincide with the year of performance of a Fux oratorio, the

terms are opaque and general, rather than unambiguous and

specific. Consider the following

Tra le divozioni della quaerisima a palazzo e in altre

chiese di questa citt~, si continuano le prediche

78
Italiane in Corte con oratorii ogni settimana.

(Among the lenten devotions in the palace and in

other churches of this city, the Italian sermons at

court were continued, with oratorios every week).

This is an excerpt from the March/1702 issue of C_oo which might

refer to the performance (among others) of Fux’s Santa Dimpna

given in the court chapel in Lent of that year. But the ge-

neral terms of the excerpt illustrate the habitually imprecise

mode of reference to sacred-dramatic music which characterises

the pages of the Corriere ordinario.

With four exceptions, tabulated and tran-

scribed in Appendix D below, the Wienerisches Diarium (W__DD),
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source B

pect to the

f era%ce in this

2)    is likewise imprecise and circuitous with res-

oratorios of Johann Fux. If one compares the re-

journal to Fux’s oratorio La donna forte (1715)

with references from the same journal to Fux’s Orfeo ed

Euridice, given in the same year, one can grasp the differ-

ences in approach taken by the WD to secular and sacred drama-

tic music respectively.

Herbert Seifert’s

dramatic works

This comparison is facilitated by

1978 study of the performances of secular-

by Fux in contemporary sources (WD, Co and Zp)

quote here directly:from which we

Orfeo ed Euridice. "Componimento da camera per musica°’

(A/Wn title-page),"Serenada" (so termed in Zp and WD

entries),"Musica" (in Co). Performed on the 1.10.1715

"nach dem Abendessen in der Zweiten Antecamera der Fav-

orita", (Zp), (After the evening meal, in the second ante-

room of the Favorita palace). "Zum Geburtstag des Kais-

ers" (C_oo, WD, Zp), (for the Emperor’s birthday). Publi-

kum:Das

t

innen,

le,the

Kaiserpaar, die

und der Kurf~rst

daughters

of Trier), (WD).

(WD),"una bellissima musica" (C__oo),"eine

mit stimmen und Instrumenten" (Zp).79

Tochter der Verwitweten Kaiser-

yon Trier." (The imperial coup-

of the Dowager Empress and the e[�c~c

Remarks: "eine staatliche serenada"

sch~ne Serenata

Here the contemporary sources (Co, WD, Zp), yield the date,

place and manner of performance together with the principal

members of the audience and the general critical verdict.

The Wienerisches Diarium contains only two

entries, however, for Lent 1715, which mention the attendance
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of the imperial household upon the performance of a sacred-

dramatic work. In the first entry one readsz

"Samstag den 6 Aprill...Und des Abends in der kayser-

lichen Hof-Kirchen...den 5 gew~hnlichen Predigen unter

einer Geistlichen Beleuchtigung und f~rtrefflicher

Hof-Music beygewohnet.’’80 (Saturday April 6th...and

in the evening (the royal family) attended the 5 ordi-

n~sermons and extraordinary court music during a ser-

vice of spiritual enlightenment in the court-chapel).

The second entry reads in part z

Samstag den 13 Aprill. Heut Abends haben ihre Regie-

rend~aiserlich und Catholische Majest~ten...in der

Kaiserlichen Hof-Kirchen...bey einer Geistlichen

., 81
Beleuchtigung und gewohnlichen Music...Beygewohnet.

(Saturday April 13th. This evening their catholic

majesties attended upon a spiritual enlightenment and

ordinary music in the imperial court chapel).

0thmar Wessely, in the 1976 edition of La donna forte, to which

one of these entries may refer, commentsz"if one understands

the term spiritual enlightenment (Geistliche Beleuchtigung)

in these entries

the reference on the 6th of April

contrast to ordinary music on the

date of the first performance of La

of April..~2 Wessely’s conjectural

cated by a reference to Table IV

geschichte). We learn from this source that

83
ten oratorios were given at court in 1715.

reasonable, therefore,to suggest that

to mean the performance of an oratorio, then

to extraordinary music in

13th, could speak for the

donna forte...on the 6th

reasoning here is compli-

source C 2. (Weilen/Theater-

three other Len-

It is not un-

given their remarkable
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opacity,

refer to one

we obviously

The WD entry

these WD entries (quoted above) could quite easily

of the other oratorios listed by Weilen, since

do not know which one the imperial family attended.

for Fux’s earlier oratorio La fede sacrilega is

equally vague. As with the other sources listed in sections

A and B of Table IV above, the Wienerisches Diarium generally

omitted specific

instances when a

reports on the oratorios of Fux. In the four

Fux oratorio is named in the WD, the reports

in question clearly indicate unstaged performances in the court

chapel, before members of the imperial household, and within

the context of a quasi-liturgical service (see Appendix D).

These WD reports are exceptional~ and they prove the rule that

only works which were acted and/or given

by the court archivists and journalists.

in Vienna was usually unstaged in the

oratorios, conversely, were detailed.

an elaboration of this point:

in costume were recorded

since the oratorio

eighteenth-century, few

Source C 4. facilitates

The oratorios were clearly given "concert performances"

(Gesan@s-Darbietun@en), without theatrical action, scenery

or costume, with the exception of those works whose lib-

retti indicate scenery and action, and which were given

84
theatrical performances.

rage

and not at all between

the author of source C

Such oratorios were given on ave-

slightly less than once a year between 1698 and 1740,

1705-1720. For each of these oratorios

4., Hadamowsky, found precise dates and

performance details in the primary sources listed in Table IV.

Stage directions, scenic designs and the place of performance

are also included in the sources for oratorios given in theat-
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rical performance.

,azione sacra’) listed by Hadamowsky are by Fux.

the information afforded by the sources in Table

with a knowledge of liturgical practice at the imperial court,

permit a reasonably accurate dating of Fux’s oratorios, espe-

C~lly the sepolcro works, given during Holy Week.

C below, therefore, must be regarded as an attempt

the various sources discussed here with respect to

and circumstances of Fux’s oratorios.

None of the oratorios (many of them titled

Nevertheless,

IV, combined

Appendix

to collate

the date

These circumstances point to a quasi-litur-

gical    context, as we indicated above. The quotations from

the WD and Co cited earlier corroborate Friedrich Riedel’s

observation thatz

During Lent each Tuesday and Friday afternoon church

services were held with German and Italian sermons and

stabat maters etc.

sepolcri were held

Under Charles VI all oratorios and

85
in the Hofkapelle during these services.

This statement in turn largely supports the views of Franz

Hadamowsky, Hellmut Federhofer, Othmar Wessely, Herbert sei-

fert and Howard smither, to which we have adverted in part here.

Why the

been so

precise

ably scant,

unrecorded"

the exceptional

terms of reference in contemporary sources should have

vague remains open to question. The evidence for

dates and performance-practice information is remark-

even if the argument for "unstaged and therefore

oratorios is remarkably strong, notwithstanding

WD quotations transcribed in Appendix D.
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END-NOTES , CHAPTER II.

i ¯ Cf. Andreas Liess, "Fux, Johann Joseph," MGG, vol.4.,

1160-1176; Federhofer, "Fux, Johann Joseph", Grove 6,

vol.6, 43-46 and, Federhofer, "Fux, Johann Joseph",

Das Grosse Lexikon Der Musik (1980) vol.3, pp.203-204.

It is interesting to note that a short entry on Fux is

included in Johann Gottfried Walther’s Musikalisches

Lexicon (175~, repr. 1953) which mentions Fux’s position

as Kapellmeister, his coneento musico-instrumentalem (sic),

the Gradus, and the opera Elisa.

2. Federhofer/Grove 6, p.43.

0
See K~chel/Fux, Beilage II, p.297ff., especially entries

from the Obersthofmeister-Archiv for the 16th of April

1698, the 19th of August 1702, the 26th of January 1713,

and the seventh of February 1715.

4. Federhofer/Grosse Lexikon, p.203.

o

1

novellum authorem, sacrae musices Tyronem. Quoted in

Riedel/Trinitatis, p.l17. Riedel points out that shortly

after the performance of this mass, written in stile an-

tico, Fux was appointed court-composer by Leopold.

Hoc opusculum Tuam est origine,

orum Tuorum sub Auspiciis Musica

mentum traxit ("This -i.e., the

quia Inclytorum Antecess-

initium sumpsit et incre-

Gradus ad Parnassum- is

your doing, because the indulgence of your predecessors

introduced (me) to music and increased (my) knowledge of

it") Gradus dedication, Vienna, 1725.
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see Kochel/Fux, Beilage II, no.34.

8. See vols. 1, 3, 19, 34/5, 47, and

eight series of collected works¯

Werke, ed. H.Federhofer and others,

Fux/GA )

85 of the DTOe, and the

(Johann Joseph Fux, S~mtliche

Kassel, Graz, 1959-

¯ Federhofer/Grove 6, p.44. There

Palestrina throughout the Gradus,

are several references to

and in the dialogue between

teacher and pupil which comprises the text, the teacher is

called Aloysius’ (i.e. Aloysius Praenestinus, i.e. Giovanni

Pierluigi da Palestrina) and the pupil Josephus (i.e.

Joseph Fux). For an examination of the close musical

ship between Fux’ s

and Palestrina’ s own masses,

It would be misleading to suggest that

ation of the contrapuntal idiom of

music was tantamount to a grasp of the whole gamut of

styles employed in the sixteenth century¯

Fux’s approach to the fundamentals of musical style

clearly informed by the polemics of his theoretical

’ precursor ’

Johann

g

relatlon-

version of "palestrinian" counterpoint

see Day/Echoes, pp.463-464.

Fux’s assimil-

late renaissance church

Neve rthe less,

wa s

Zarlino, and by other such "conservatives"

after him.

I0. DTOe, vol.l, pp.67-88.

Ii. DTOe, vol.3, p.40ff.

12. Published in Musica divina, New series, II
( Regensburg, 1956 )

13. Edited in Fux/GA, Set. I, vol.l by Hellmut

14. Edited in Fux/GA, Set II, vol.2 by Ingrid

Neuwirth.

Fede rho fe r.

Schubert and Gosta
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15. Edited in Fux/GA, Ser. III, vol. 1, by Hellmut Federhofer

tt

and Renate Federhofer-Konigs.

16. See Liess/MGG, vol. 4, coll.

that K.351 and K.352,

#!

by Kochel,

1167, where

both trio-sonatas

it is stated

ascribed to Fux

are identical with sonatas in Corelli’ sop. 1.

17. Reprinted in Liess/Wiener Barockmusik pp.210-212,

it is ascribed to Fux.

vol. 19, which contains

(See n. 16 above).

several such works.

whe re

See also DTOe,

18. Edited in Fux/GA, Ser. VI, vol.2, by Erich Schenk and

Theophil Antonicek. The allemande in question begins

on p.70 of this edition.

19. A. Liess, Die Triosonaten von

and Gleissner/Vespern (1980).

J.J.Fux,

In the

(Berlin, 1940)

latter disser-

tation,

musical style and liturgical function.

with regard to Fux’s vesper settings are

Riedel/Kirchenmusik (1977) which examines

liturgical repertory performed by the

in

Gleissner establishes a relationship between

His findings

enlarged in

the complete

Ho fmus ikkape 1 le

terms of this relationship, from 1711-1740.

20. Federhofer/Grove 6, p.44.

21. i.e. Van der Meer/Opernkomponist.

22. For a

of the

discussion of this success,

Gradus in translation, see

and the dissemination

Mann/Facsimile, preface.

23. See Wessely/Urteil, passim.

ii24. In Der Critische Musikus, (1745)
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Quantz maintained that the style of Costanza

was more ecclesiastical than theatrical but that was

than "a more galant style of singing, de-

lot of little ornaments and grace notes"

Historisch-Kritische Beytr~ge i, 1754-5,

and quoted in Federhofer/Grove 6, vol.6, p.44).

more effective

corated with a

(in Marpurg’ s

pp. 216 ff.

e Fortezza

this

26. See Leste r/Fux-Nattheson

detailed account

between Fux and Mattheson in

of the church modes to two ¯

and Lester/Recognition for a

of this dispute and the differences

respect of the reduction

major and minor.

27. This passage and the two following are

Capellmeister (1981) which is a revised

Mattheson’s treatise. The first passage is from Part

III of the treatise, Chapter 19, no.39. (Harriss, p.686).

taken from Harriss/

translation of

28. Part III, Chapter 19, no.33. (Harriss, p.664. The

by Fux appears, in a facsimile photoreproduction of

Mattheson’s plates, on pp.665-666 of Harriss).

due t

29. Part III, Chapter 20, no.129. (Harriss, p.737).

30. A term coined by Carl Schnabl in his

,!

der osterreichische Palestrina" in the

(Vienna, 1895 ).Gesellschaft

article "J.J.Fux,

Jahrbuch de r Leo-

31. Freeman/Reform, p.89.

32. Largescale (multi-act)

include K.312 (1719),

operas by Fux written after 1715

K.314 (1722), K.315 (1723), K.317

(1726), and K.318 (1731).
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33. Evidence

position, the Oratorium Germanicum is slender:

written libretto now in

sole source of this work. I am indebted to the Reverend

Librarian of A-KR for information on this libretto.

for the authenticity of Fux’s last dramatic com-

a hand-

the possession of A-KR is the

,t

34. In Kochel/Fux, Beila~e VI, p.376 ff.

35. See Chapter I above, also Gruber/$epolcro and Gruber/

Ausserliturgischen Husik, passim.

36. The term "Good Friday" is specified on the court copy of

II fonte della salute but such precision as to days of

performance is extremely unusual. Contemporary secondary

sources indicate that several sepolcro oratorios were also

given on Tuesday of Holy ~Jeek. (See below). There appears

to be no extant account as to the scenery or backdrops

used for performances of Fux’s oratorios al sepolcro.

37. See Smither/’Oratorio’, Grove 6, vol.16, p.663.

38. The wording in each case is "applicato al santissimo sepol-

cro". Acted passion-oratorios (sepolcri) in seventeenth-

century Vienna were generally termed rappresentationi

sacr~ in the eighteenth century such works were termed

azioni sacr6 and in such cases the Co in particular

recorded performances before "a holy sepulchre erected

in the chapel". See Hadamowsky/Barocktheater, p.70

and passim.

39. Freeman/Reform, p.29.

40. For the use of the chalumeau (a precursor of the clarinet),

in eighteenth-century music see Becker/Chalumeau pp.32-34.



According to Becker, the

Viennese dramatic music

Cajo pompilio in 1704.

p.84

was

See

ff.
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earliest use of the instrument in

in Marc’Antonio Ziani’s opera

also Fitzpatrick/Woodwinds

and Lawson/Chalumeau p.125.

41. Kochel/Fux p.233.

,t

42. See Kochel/Fux p.228.

43. This is the view taken by the editors of Fux’s

K.291 and K.292 in 1959 and 1976 respectively.

editions the original senza oboi markings have

supplemented by similar editorial instructions

the scores.

oratorios

In these

been

throughout

44. See Riedel/Kirchenmusik, p.252 where Fux’s oratorios al

sepolcro are listed as "passion music in oratorio format...

probably without a sermon". This view is contradicted,

however, by references in the WD~ see Appendix D.

45. Freeman/Reform p.89. Freeman’s statement that "Fux wrote

only two multi-act secular-dramatic works after 1715"

(p.89, fn.104) is mistaken. Cf. Van der Meer/Opernkom-

ponist, vol.III, p.5.

46. Smither/’Oratorio’, Grove 6, vol.16, p.663

47. See Van der Meer/Opernkomponist, vol. III, ch.l,

O~Derntext, p.3 ff. and especially pp. 23-25.

Der

48. See Van der Meer/Opernkomponist, vol. III, ch.10, p.167 ff.

49. Van der Meer/Opernkomponist, vol. III, p.89 ff.

50. See Van der Meer/Opernkomponist, vol. III, p.143 ff.

51. Van der Meer/Opernkomponist, vil. III, p.143.
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Costanza e Fortezza (K.315), appears in DTOe, vols. 34,

35, (Jahrgang XVII,1910, repr. Graz, 1959). Julo Ascanio

(K.304), and Pulcheria (K.303), appear in Ser.V, vols.l

and 2 respectively, of the Fux/G__AA (1962~ 1967).

The most plentiful examples of Fux’s

secular-dramatic music are available in Van der Meer/Opern-

komponist. For a table of ensembles in Fux’s operas see

vol. III, ch.7, p.135. For a table of choruses, see ibid,

p.143.

Fux’s

For examples of

opera arias, see Van der

’Notenbeispiele’, as follows:

p.15, Aria from Julo Ascanio,

the range and style of

Meer/Opernkomponist,

with concertante accompani-

ment for strings, continuo, chalumeaux and bassoon; p.19,

another aria from the same work, which characterizes the

"stylized dance" texture, and marked tempo di bore; p.25,

aria from Pulcheria for continuo only (with added ritornello

for strings): Cf. the vocal elaborations of affa~o and

tiranno systematically deployed to dramatize the affection

of the work; p.29, aria from Gll ossequi della notte (K.

d’amore306), which sponsors a concertante ensemble of viola

and two viole da gamba. The exchange of material

these in the three ritornelli comprise the

which the vocal material is derived; p.41,

between

from

p. 74, an aria from Psiche (K.313),

fugal procedure in his operas.

Many more

which t3~pifies Fux’s

examples of this kind could be

source

an aria from

Dafne in Lauro (K.308), in which the vocal figuration

(rhetorically deployed) is systematically drawn from the

ritornelli scored for chalumeaux, flute and continuo (a 3);
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cited, but this would be beyond the scope and intent of the

present discussion, which is to indicate that the operas

(and secular-dramatic music generally) of Fux compare

with Fux’s oratorios in terms of musico-dramatic resource.

53. See especially Van der Meer/vol. III, p.252 ff.

54. Van der Meer/vol. III, p.209.

55. Fux, Gradus ad Parnassum, Ch.VI, De stylo recitativo

(p.274 ff.).

56. Ch.VI, Gradus, p.274. (Stylus recitativus aliud non

est, quam sermo musicae modulis expressus, sire oratoria

elocutio. Quemadmodum enim Declamator pro vario Orationis

genere, varie quoque vocem flectit, modo incitando,

remittendo, modo

affectus indue re

idem composito ri

est) .

modo

extollendo, modo deprimendo, ejus habitum

studet, quem animo exprimere concepit:

musices, pro textus varietate faciendum

57. Appendix A: "Extant sources of oratorios by Johann Joseph

Fux."

58. See Appendix B, below.

59. La regina Saba is listed among Fux’s oratorios in Fux/GA

Ser. IV, ~d.(i) p.VIII, fn. 24, where the reader is referred

eto Weilen/Theatergeschlcht , p.65. Here it is given as

item no. 545

sources (GA

only extant

Fux’s works

Grove 6,

Director of

(in the year 1705). Both of these secondary

and weilen), list a printed libretto as the

source. La regina S aba is not listed among

however, in Liess/MGG (1955), or Federhofer/

(1980), and in a recent communication with the

the Musiksammlung in A/Wn (Dr. G{~nter Brosche),
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the present author received a negative reply to his en-

quiry after this source. In Herbert seifert’s Die Oper

am Wiener Kaiserhof im 17. Jahrhundert (in press),La

regina Saba is listed as having been performed in Lent,

1705. seifert quotes an A/Wn source for this work (406.

737-BM), the librettist (Ruggieri) and the Viennese pub-

lisher (Cosmerovius).

foregoing information.

cur with Hellmut Federhofer (Grove 6,

of a source for La regina Saba.

I am indebted to Dr.Seifert for the

At present, however, we must con-

1980) in the absence

These characteristics are described in detail in Appendix

B. See also La Rue/Datierung and La Rue/Watermarks.

61. For the full titles of all A/Wn scores see Appendix C

below.

62. See Appendix B.

63. Cf. Fux/GA, Ser. IV, ~d.(i) p.273 and kx~.(ii) p.204.

64. See Appendix A.

65. See section (iii) of the present chapter.

66. Many scores other than the court-copies of Fux’s oratorios

are extant~ these are listed and briefly described in

Appendix A.

67. These works are K.293, K.296, K.298, K.299, K.300 and K.30Oa.

68.

sacra,

See Schnitzler/D~ p.59. "Although the terminology in

Ii Corriere Ordinario is confused, all works performed

on Maundy Thursday and Good Friday are designated rappres-

entatione sepolcro, azione sacra or azione sepol-
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crale in the librettos and/or scores, and consist of one

part only, whereas two-part oratorios were performed during

the preceding weeks of Lent". (Present author’s emphases).

schnitzler’s observations refer only to the seventeenth

century.

69. Smither/Oratorio and sacred opera, p.97. ~e shall return

to the question of performance practice and the sepolcro

in Chapter V below.

70. See Riedel/Kirchenmusik, p.15. The Haus-Hof- und Staats-

archiv des Stadts Wien (HHStA) possesses the following

issues of the calendar: 1715-1718, 1720-1722, 1725-1728,

1730-1731, 1733-1739. A/Wn has the year 1723.

71. Kochel/Hofmuslkkapelle, Beilage IV, p.133.

72. Riedel/Kirchenmusik, p.17.

73. A/Wn sig.2503.

in leather.

The manuscript contains 116 folios, bound

74. Quoted

Draghi p.296 si canta il sepolcro in forma d’un oratorio

(foi.27). Seven such references in all to the oratorio

performances are contained in Reinhardt’s treatise. See

also, Appendix D below.

in K~chel/Hofmusikkapelle, p.139 and in Schnitzler/

75. See Riedel/Kirchenmusik, p.15. The Zp is a valuable

source, however, for secular-dramatic performances.

76. See Kochel/Fux,"      __ Beilage VI: Gutachten ~ber Hofmusiker yon

|!

1715 bis 1740 which Kochel drew from Fux’s correspondence

in the Archiv des Obersthofmeisteramtes (Table IV, source

A.5).
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The editors of La fede sacrile@a (in 1959) and La donna

forte (in 1976), confined their inquiries to the second

of these sources, the Wienerisches Diarium, perhaps for

this reason. (See Fux/GA, Set. IV, ~d.(i) p.VII and bd.

(ii) p.VII).

78. C__oo, 25/III,1702, quoted by seifert/Kaiserhof (in press).

It is noteworthy that Schnitzler/D~ p.284 quotes

precisely the same entry from the issue of C__oo dated

25/IV,1697. In earlier issues of Co precise dates are

given which enable an alignment between the performance

of a work (information from the score/libretto) and the

journal entry in question. Thus, C_oo for 6/IV,1695 records=

"Venerdi Santo...In sera fu fatta nella capella publica

di Corte una hella, e divota Rappresentatione della

morte del Nostro Redentore nel vago Sepolcro cola

eretto." (S cbnit zle r/Draghi, p.284).

which names the

April ist, Good Friday,

We shall see h~low that

Schnitzler identified this entry with Draghi’s Trasfig-

uratione sul Calvario, an acted sepolcro, the libretto of

date and cccasion of the performance as

1695.

the Co maintains this level of

precise reference in the eighteenth century also, with

regard to those oratorios given staged performances.

0 |1

79. In Selfert/Auffuhrungen, p.19.

80. In Fux/GA, Ser. IV ~d.(ii) p.VII.

81. In Fux/GA, Ser. IV ~d.(ii) p.VII.
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Othmar Wessely, in Fux/GA, Ser. IV,

l!

man die in diesen Notizen erwahnte

~d. (ii) p.VII. (Will

"Geist fiche Be leuchti-

~ung" (d.i. Erleuchtung, etwa im Sinne yon Belehrung)

die Auff~hrung eines Oratoriums beziehen, dann d~rfte

Hinweis auf die "furtrefllche Hof-musik"

|0

in Gegensatz zur "gewob_nllchen Music" am

erstgenannte Datum als Zeitpunkt

Donna forte .... sprechen).

auf

der

am 6. April 1715

13. April f~r das

der Darbietung yon La

83. weilen/~heatergeschichte, pp.76-77.

84. Hadamowsky/Barocktheater, p.58.

85. Riedel/Kirchenmusik, p.34. See also Appendix D below,

where the WD entries indicate that at least three of

Fux’s sepolcro oratorios were given on Tuesday.



PLATE II

Interior of the Hofburgkapelle : the galleries and oratories

shown in this photographic reproduction date from the sixteenth

century. (Courtesy of the Austrian press service/Viennese

Bildarchiv).
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(i) Preliminary.

Twelve oratorios by Fux are wholly extant.

Pietro Pariati wrote the libretti for eight ~f these works, and

the collaboration between poet and composer is of extraordinary

interest as a consequence. We have already established that

Pariati’s contribution to Fux’s Werke far exceeded that of any

other librettist in both sacred and secular spheres.1 Pa-

r~ti’s appointment to the position of imperial court-poet

in 1714 antedated by a year the

meister, and by some months his

oratorio-libretto La

S. Giovanni Battista.

promotion of Fux to Hofkapell-

first text for the court: the

fede sacrile@a nella morte del Precursor

(K.291).

riati oratorio,

forte nella madre de’sette Maccabei (K.292,

II disfacimento di sisara (K.295, given in

La fede sacrilega was the first Fux-Pa-

and together with their next such work La donna

given in 1715),and

1717),it may be

2
classified as a Biblical oratorio. In La fede sacrilega and

La donna forte, Pariati adhered to the recommendations of his

colleague and mentor Apostolo Zeno with respect to subject-

matter and dramaturgy, which the latter made in his (retros-

pective) preface to the Poesie sacre drammatiche of 1735~

i,e.,

(New Testament in the

of K.292),and he observed the

3not of place.

characteristics

Pariati restricted his subject matter to Biblical sources

obtain, and the unknown author of this text

drew on the Book of Judges (Old Testament) to provide an

oratorio-libretto that is much in accord with the later "re-

forms., of Zeno, discussed in Chapter I of this dissertation.

case of K.291, Old Testament in the case

unities of time and action, if

In II disfacimento di $isara, the same ’modern’
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The three oratorios grouped together

were performed during the season of Lent in the viennese __

burgkapelle. The primary and secondary (archival)

each of these works, however, pose precisely those

which we encountered in Chapter II

4
to the exact dates of performance.

ence of full-scores in contemporary

pies,of instrumental parts (often in

r~ral information on performance practice

he re

Hof-

sources for

difficulties

above, especially with regard

Nevertheless, the exist-

(eighteenth-century) co-

the same hand),and of ge-

(e.g.the Rubriche gen-

erali and quotations from the Corriere ordinario discussed

above),enable a thorough scrutiny of these works.5 No printed

libretto for any of these three oratorios is extant.

La fede sacrilega (1714), was Fux’s first

major dramatic work after his appointment as Vice-Hofkapell-

meister in 1713. His earliest contribution to viennese oratorio

came four years after Leopold had employed him as Hofcomponist

in 1698, and to this work (Santa Dimpna, K.300a, 1702), may be

6
added La regina Saba, which was probably given in 1705.    The

regular composition of oratorios occupied Fux only

1713 appointment,and La fede sacrile@a inaugurated

sacred-dramatic works which he

after his

a series of

produced between 1714 and 1731.

In 1714 two other sacred-dramatic works

were given at the court: Antonio Caldara’s Santa Flavia Domi-

till____~a (with a libretto by Carolus Musarra~ a small-scale work

7
intended perhaps only for the most intimate court circle,

and Antonio Lotti’s L’Umilta coronata (with a text by Pariati).

We have already noted the performance

8
four oratorios at the court in the following year, 1715.

of
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These included Fux’s La donna forte, and oratorios by C.B.Gra-

zianini(a work revived from 1705),and J.A.Costa. In 1716, Fux,s

association with Pariati was maintained, and he set the latter’s

Ii fonte della salute (K.293). In that year he also set

Bernardo Maddali’s text Ii trionfo della fede (K.294). In 1717

there followed another Fux oratorio, Ii disfacimento di Sisara

(K.295),which was given during Lent along with oratorios by

Caldara (Cristo condannato, Santa Ferma), and by the court-corn-

9
poser Carlo Agostino Badia (Ismaelle).~

(ii) The Libretti.

We have suggested above that Pietro Pa-

riati was more sympathetic to the indigenous traditions of

i0sacred-dramatic music in vienna than was Apostolo Zeno.

Hagiography and Allegory, two important types

torio-tex~ featured in Pariati’s work for the

such types were evidently spurned

latter, moreover, collaborated in

data, Fux,s assistant from 1714, and never with the Hofkapell-

meister himself, in the production of oratorio volgare. The

Caldara/Zeno and Fux/Pariati parallel has already been observed

here. Zeno’s comparative indifference to music, and his desire

to render his texts suitable as spoken dramas

of Viennese ora-

court, whereas

and disdained by Zeno. The

the main with Antonio Cal-

clearly acknowledged the traditions of viennese oratorio, even

as they reflected the influence of Zeno. In his texts for L__aa

may have retarded

(as Robert Free-

fede sacrilega and La donna forte, however, the influence of

Zeno on Pariati was paramount. Indeed, the ’modern (i.e.

Biblical) subject-matter, and the technical deployment of the

Caldara’s contribution to the oratorio genre

man suggested),but Pariati’s libretti, however conventional,
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verse suggest that Pariati’s first oratorios for Vienna impli-

dtly recognized his association with Zeno, and his membership

of the accademia dell’Arcadia, the most august literary so-

dety in Italy and the Holy Roman Empire.II

The lack of a printed libretto or of con-

clusive secondary evidence makes it impossible to ascertain the

author of the text of Fux’s third Biblical oratorio. The prin-

cipal source for this work uncharacteristically omits the name

of the poet in question, and given the degree of homogeneity

that obtained in oratorio-libretti of the period, it would be

foolish to essay an exclusive ascription to Pariati on stylistic

grounds. It is reasonable, however, to show that Sisara shares

a number of features with Pariati’s Biblical libretti, and that

all three texts (K.291, 292, 295~ drew upon episodes from the

Bible which were also used as the subject matter of other

oratorios in Vienna.

oratorios,

ed and the

Table I below lists a number of such

together with the years in which they were perform-

authors and composers, where available. It is clear

from this table that the subject matter of K.291 and K.292

occupied the interest of a number of librettists before and

during Pariati’s tenure in vienna. Table I also shows that

Pariati himself anticipated Zeno’s libretto on the death of

John the Baptist (in K.291),and that the librettist of the

third oratorio likewise anticipated Zeno’s treatment of the

murder of Sisara (K.295), by thirteen and two years respect-

ively.12 Given Zeno’s direct influence on Pariati, it is not

surprising that this should be the case, but these ’anticip-

ations’ on Pariati’s part once again beg the question of
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Zeno’s ’reform’ of the oratorio libretto.

Pariati may have been the first librettist

to treat the subject of Sisara in Vienna. He was the second

poet to write a libretto on the death of John the Baptist.

The

Bononcini), was by

Fu~x with the text

13
trude in 1719.

earlier version of this Biblical episode (set by Antonio

Giovanni Domenico Filippeschi, who provided

of his hagiographical oratorio Santa Gel-

The martyrdom of

been the subject of an oratorio in Vienna

- prior to the performance of Fux’s work.

work in particular, Lamadre de’Maccabei

the Maccabees had also

- on three occasions

The title of one

(1704), suggests that

Pariati may have been familiar with an earlier version of

the story set by Attilio Ariosti in Vienna, eleven

fore La doruna forte. Although no printed libretto

iosti’s version is extant, there is evidence to

the text was by Girolamo Gigli, a member of the

years be-

for Ar-

suggest that

Academy to

which Pariati

drammatiche

guriali, and it

in Rome c.1700.

sion, and it is

fluenced by its

belonged. Gigli’s text, published in his Poesie

(Venice, 1700),had also been set by

was performed in the oratory of

It shows many similarities to

conceivable that Pariati might

shape and structure.

Felice Met-

St. Philip Neri

Pariati’s ver-

have been in-

Gigli,s text shows that the poet’s

racters correspond closely to those

14
The Roman print of

argoment~ and list of cha-

15
found in Pariati’s text.

Whether or not Pariati drew upon any of the earlier (viennese)

versions of these oratorio-texts matters somewhat less than

the fact that his choice of Biblical subjects was characterised,

two out of three times, by the existence of a previous text on

the san~ episode.
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The

directly from the account of the

Matthew, Chapter 14, verses 1-12.

libretto can be rendered as "The

death of the precursor, St. John

plot of La fede sacrilega is drawn

death of John the Baptist in

16
The title of Pariati’s

sacreligious

the " "Baptlst

the anguished indecision which afflicts Herod

with regard to his vow to his

faith in the

and it refers to

the Tetrarch

wife’s daughter, a vow which

results in the decapitation of John. In the Biblical account,

we find that Herod has arrested John and imprisoned him at the

request of Herodias, because John has told Herod that it is

’against the Law’ for Herod to have married her. Matthew

narrates that Herod had "wanted to kill him, but was afraid

of the people, who regarded John as a prophet". Pariati,

however, emphasises Herod’s distress, which arises during his

birthday celebrations, when the daughter of Herodias dances

for the king, who is infatuated with her performance and pro-

mises on oath that she shall have whatever she wishes in return.

The Biblical account relates that,prompted by Herodias, her

daughter asks for the head of the Baptist on a dish, and that

despite his dismay, the king acquiesces in this macabre request.

Pariati organised these elements of the plot

in order to emphasise the central dilemma of Erode, who is the

principal personage of the libretto. Erodia and her daughter,

here termed Oletria,

execute San Giovanni

of the libretto, because of the

Erodia’s adulterous marriage

Oletria dances for the

quests the head of St.

to this demand,and at

urge Erode (Herod) to incarcerate and

(the Baptist) throughout the first parte

latter’s condemnation of

to Erode. In the seconda parte,

king, and on her mother’s advice, re-

John in return. Herod eventually yields

the climax of the oratorio he articulates
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his despair at having agreed to keep his word (hence the ’sac-

religious faith’ of the title),and he orders the execution of

the Baptist. A further character, Aronte - not in the Bib-

lical source - is added by Pariati. He begins the oratorio

with an encomium in favour of the king, and his main function

is to aid in the condemnation of John. A coro is used to com-

ment on the drama’s meaning at the close of both parts of the

work, and it also participates briefly in the action as a coro

di popolQ and a coro di ministri in the seconda parte of the

work.

The

Maccabees, verses 1-42,

libretto in this

context for this

ple at the hands of

B.C. In Maccabees,

seventh chapter of the second book of

comprises the source of the second

group, La donna forte. The general historical

source is the persecution of the Jewish peo-

Antiochus Epiphanes, King of syria, c.170

the narrative relates the arrest of seven

Jewish brothers along with their mother because of their re-

fusal to abandon the abstinence laws of their religion. An-

tiochus commands them, under threat of torture, to eat un-

clean meat (pig’s flesh), and one of the brothers announces

that they shall never do so. There follows a gruesome account

of

the family.

fastness of

abees, "for

course of a

mother to

the vividly described tortures to which Antiochus subjects

Particular admiration for the remarkable stead-

the mother is expressed by the narrator of Macc-

she watched the death of her seven sons in the

single day." Antiochus attempts to persuade the

plead with her seventh son (last to be threatened

with execution), but he remains firm in his intentions, and

announces, along with his mother, his readiness to die.

Verse 42 concludes the episode with the remark that "this be
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sufficient account of the ritual meals and excessive torments"

which the Jews endured under the persecution of Antiochus.

The following chapter narrates the advent and triumphant vic-

tory of Judas Maccabeus over the Syrians.

Once again,

material resulted in a modification of

The appalling brutality and horrendous

omitted from the libretto, and in their

conflict between Antioco (Antiochus)

Eliodoro and Nicanore (neither named

and Maccabea (the mother), and

Pariati’s organization of this

the Biblical source.

pictorial details are

place there is a verbal

and his two advisers,

in the Bible), on one side,

her youngest son, Giaccobe (also

unnamed in the Bible), and a coro di fratelli maccabei on the

other. In the prima parte of the text, Antioco deplores the

persistence and obstinacy of his Jewish subjects in adhering

to their religious laws. His advisers urge him to censure and

punish them; not to do so would be to offer further insult to

the (Syrian) gods. After some hesitation (in order to appear

just and righteous~ Antioco resolves to punish the Jews as a

consequence of their continued and provocative disobedience.

Maccabea is identified as the principal figure responsible

for the ’rebellion’ against the gods. Her dignity before the

king is held up as an example to her sons. She reviles the

false idols of the King when he presents her with the alter-

native of worshipping Jupiter or facing the full wrath of his

displeasure. The coro di fratelli intervenes with a song of

praise to God. Antioco condemns all of the brothers to death,

with the exception of ~, the youngest of the seven.

The death of her sons is described in a duet between Maccabea

and Antioco. Giacobbe is separated from his mother, and the

prima parte closes with a chorus which glorifies the heroism
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of Maccabea and her own impending martyrdom.

In the seconda parte, Antioco urges Gia-

cob____~_~ to seek his mercy, but this youngest brother refuses the

King’s request and relies on the power of God. He maintains,

however, that he would only worship false gods at the behest

of his mother. The boy goes to his death, and Maccabea offers

herself as a final sacrifice to God. Again the chorus closes

the parte with a song of praise to the courage and fortitude

of the mother.

In her literary introduction to the modern

edition of the oratorio, Erika Kanduth draws attention to Pau

ria~ ’s depiction of Antioco, and his constant emphasis upon the

strength and fortitude of Maccabea. Kanduth plausibly suggests

that the terms used by Pariati to describe these qualities,

costanza and fortezza, deliberately echo the Habsburg motto

constantia et fortitudine, the Italian version of which Pa-

~iati used to entitle his libretto Costanza e fortezza, which

Fux set in 1723. In La donna forte, Pariati’s "heroine" is im-

bued with the particular strengths officially associated with

Charles VI, and the author thereby extols the merits of the

Emperor himself.

Ii disfacimento

these libretti, is based upon chapter

Judges, verses 1-24. Therein we find

di sisara, the third of

four of the Book of

the Israelites besieged

by Jabin, King of Hazor and commander-in-chief of the Canaanite

army. The prophetess Deborah rouses the Israelites under Barak

to fight against the Canaanite forces which are headed in the

field by Sisera.(sic.) The battle between the two sides ensues,
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the Canaanite army is badly defeated and sisera flees north-

wards. He happens upon Jael, wife of Heber the Kenite. She

admits sisera to her tent "because there was peace between

Jabin the King of Hazor and the family of Heber the Kenite".

Jael counsels Sisera to have no fear, she feeds him and invites

him to rest. As he sleeps, Jael kills him by driving a tent

peg through his head. The Biblical account closes with a song

of victory performed by Deborah and Barac.

The libretto of K.295 adheres closely to

this source. Jabin and ~isara begin the drama in a short

exchange during which they resolve to march against the Is-

raelites. This is followed by Debora’s peroration before God

in which she supplicates for a release from the Canaanite ty-

rann9 under which the Israelites have long suffered. Jahel is

next introduced~ she fears the impending conflict between the

Israelites and Canaanites and resolves to be brave. Two longer

scenes follow, in which Debora assures Jabin that his forces

will be defeated,

Israelite army. The

and Debor_____~a and Barac

A coro urges on the

pious for the glory

happy".

and afterwards exhorts Barac to lead the

prima parte ends with sisara on one side

on the other predicting victory in battle.

Israelites, "those who are zealous and

of God shall always be fortunate and

In the seconda parte sisara is defeated,

Bara______cc is jubilan% and while he celebrates the outcome of the

battle, the Canaanite General resolves to flee. He sights

Jahel, and a dialogue ensues between them. Debora (meanwhile),

announces to the Israelite army that sisara is still alive.

Jabi______n bemoans his fate as a defeated monarch, Jahel prays for
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the courage to slay Sisara, and in an encounter with Barac and

Debora which follows, she invites them both into

they shall see "Sisara estinto". Deborah and

her bravery,and the oratorio ends with a coro

that Jahel’s action has redeemed her in

that she has done enough to assuage his

her tent, where

Barac commend

which proclaims

the eyes of God, and

anger.

It is noteworthy

tegrated into the fabric of the plot:

donna forte feature choral ensembles

part of the

which close each part of

that this

whereas La

that are, to

plot,

coro is not in-

fede and La

an extent,

Sisara includes only the customary madrigali

the libretto.

A close correspondence in structure and

technique is discernible between each of these oratorio-texts.

Table II below shows that each text includes the same number of

characters, and a fairly equal distribution of arias between

characters is also obvious:

TABLE II

Number of arias per character in the Biblical oratorios.

(Figures in parentheses indicate that the character also par-

ticipates in duets or trios.)

K.291

S. Giovanni Battista

Erode

Erodia

01etria

Aronte

L_____C°r°

E.292 ~ K~295

I .
4 (2) Maccabea 4 (2) JJabln

[4

4

4

2

4

(2)

(1)

Nicanore

Ant ioco

E i iodo ro

Giacobbe

Coro

4

4 (1)

4

3 (i)

8

Sisara

Debo ra

Ja he 1

Barac

Co ro

4

4

4 (2)

5

3 (2)

2
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We have already established that the over-

all division into two structural partes, both marked by the

appearance of the coro, typifies all of the sacred libretti

set by Fux. Within this general structure the recitatives

are distinguished from the set-pieces (arias, duets, trios,

choruses), by means of syllabification and rhyme. Recitatives

are cast in lines of eleven syllables, sometimes in alternation

with seven- or five-syllable lines, as in the following ¯

1 2 3    4 5    6      7    8    9 I0 Ii
signore al di cui braccio al di cui senno

u_J

1    234 5 67
La Romana fortuna (K.291, no.l)

The elision of vowels in this example (indicated by the

brackets), is standard procedure~ occasionally the conclusion

of a passage of recitative is marked by rhyme, as the follow-

ing will show :

1 2    3 4     5    6    7     8 9 I0 ii
Veder congionte insieme in Regio core

1 2 3 4 5 6 7    8    9 i0 ii
maest~ coronata e dolce Alnore (K.291, no.3)

Set

two libretti ascribed to Pariati show that

means to those used in his secular texts.

his study of Fux’s

The most common of

pieces are cast in a variety of syllabic schemata. The

he employed similar

Van der Meer, in

19
operas,    identifies several such schemata.

these are verses cast predominantly in
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lines

nario) ,

such as

syllable

syllable

lines is

of eight syllables (ottonario), seven syllables (sette-

and six syllables (senario). Other line-lengths,

four-syllables, are found in alternation with eight-

lines (ottenario/qua~ernario). Ten- and eleven-

lines are also used. The use of eight-syllable

the most prominent of these schemes in the opera-

libretti, and the same is true of La fede, La donna forte, and

to a lesser degree, Ii disfacimento. Table III below details

this use.

TABLE III.

Regular (octosyllabic) aria texts in the Biblical libretti.

K.291 : Nos. 4, 6, 9, ii, 19, 23, 29, 32, 51, 54.

(Total no: 18)

K.292 : Nos. 2, 6, 16, 24, 41, 43, 45, 47, 56.

(Total no: 19)

E.295 : Nos. 2, 4, 9, ii, 19, 30, 32, 40.

(Total no: 19)

The accentuation of individual words affects the number of

syllables in any given line (verso). In Italian versifi-

cation, the accentual norm places the stress on the pen-

ultimate syllable (e.g. Regnante); a line which ends with
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such a stress is termed a verso piano. If the stress falls

on the ultimate syllable (e.g. Maest~), the line thus con-

cluded is termed a verso tronco. If the stress falls on the

antepenultimate syllable (e.g. formidabile), the line is

termed a verso sdrucciolo. In terms of syllabification,

the verso piano establishes the type of lime employed in any

given text with regard to number of syllables. Consequent-

ly, a verso tronco requires the addition of one syllable in

reckoning the syllabification scheme used.20 Many ottonario

verses and half verses in these oratorios are customarily

rounded off with a seven-syllable verso tronco, which none-

theless counts as an eight-syllable line. The following

example from La donna forte, (no. 24), illustrates these

points :

Text. No. of syllables.

Primo impegno d’un Regnante (8)

e’l difender del Tonante (8)

la negletta Delta. (7)

Ed armata d’aspra vena (8)

vendicar dee la terrena (8)

la Divina Maest~. (7)

(Lines three and six must be reckoned

(ottonarlo piano)

(ottonarlo piano)

(ottonarlo tronco)

(ottonarlo piano)

(ottonarlo piano)

(ottonarlo tronco)

to contain ~ syllables.)
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Ii disfacimento di Sisara is distinguished from the other lib-

here in its slightly less frequent use

the arias. The aria-verses are also

fede and La donna forte : most of them

of between four to six lines, whereas

several numbers which are eight

retti under scrutiny

of octosyllabic lines in

shorter than those in La

constitute single verses

in K.291 and K.292 there are

lines in length (subdividing

scheme corresponds to the

Pariati’s operas, i.e.the

of the aria, the second verse

into two verses). This last

formal disposition of the texts in

of the first verse yields the da capo (A).

Ii disfacimento di sisara demonstrates the

compressed into a single verse (no.32):

first verse provides the ’A’ section

the ’B’ section, and a reiteration

A typical aria from

same principles

Text Rhyme Musical division

Chi lascia di sperar a

plu non si pu~ vantar a

d’aver costanza, b

E’accresce il tuo dolor c

quel cor che teme ogn’or c

senza spe ranza, b

’A’

’B’

This formally perfect text combines a rare alignment of syll-

abification and rhyme scheme,with an unusually equal subdiv-

ision into two subsections.

A great number of rhyme-patterns are also

systematically employed in these libretti, and the use of

rhyme is a principal means of distinguishing set-pieces from

recitative,which is generally cast in blank verse throughout

Pariati’s libretti, notwithstanding the occasional use of a

"cadence-rhyme" to close a long passage of recitative.
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Van der Meer found that seven rhyme-schemes

predominate in Pariati’s opera libretti,21 many of which are

also to be found in the libretti of his contemporaries, in-

cluding Zeno. These schemes are as follows:

(i) ab, ab, (variant, ab, ba)

(ii) abc,abc, (variant, abc, adc)

(iii) abcd, abcd,(variant, abcd, acbd)

(iv) aab, ccb, (variant, abbc, ddc)

(v) aba, acca

(vi) abc, caddc

(vii) abcd, eebcd.

Examples of such rhyme-schemes abound in the three libretti

under scrutiny here. A simple analysis of the set numbers in

each text demonstrates that a different rhyme scheme predomi-

~tes in every case as follows :

TABLE IV

K.291: aab ccb, nos. 9, 17, 29, 32 , 34 , 3~ 41, 49.

K.292: abc abc, nos. 2, 6, 16, 26, 43 , 4Z, 51 , 56.

K.295z ab ab2nos. 2, 4, 9, 13, 17, 19, 21, 23, ~ , 36 , 38, 40,42.

Each of these schemes corresponds with one of those identified

by Van der Meer’s examination of Pariati’s opera-libretti, and

cited above (nos. iv, ii and i respectively). This correspon-

dence permits us to suggest that the author of K.295 undertook

his task by means of the same technical conventions which go-

22~rned Pariati’s texts.
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These Pariati texts share little more than

formal traits and conventional techniques : in La fede sacri-

lega, Herod the Tetrarch is torn between the indignity and

shame of his wife and the severity of the Bap-

tist’s condemnation of his Throughout the drama he

the demand of John’s ex-

remorseless

marriage.

is beset by Oletria and Erodias with

ecution. The shape of the libretto is determined by the Bib-

lical account, but the characterisation is Pariati’s own.

Herod emerges as the central character of the drama, tragic-

ally indecisive for the most part, but eloquent with grief in

the resolution of the plot. Erodias, likewise, is drawn as a

woman impelled not merely by anger but also by the abiding

for Herod.

con-

viction that the Baptist has vilified her love It

is Herod’s adviser Aronte who translates this conviction into

political terms, and together with Erodias, he attempts to

persuade the King that John’s condemnation of the royal couple

signifies rebellion against the Tetrarch’s rule. The Baptist

is resolute throughout, and scarcely alters his position from

beginning to end (although he pardons the king’s decision at

the close): he personifies a moral force in the oratorio, and

Pariati was not concerned to develop him beyond the embodiment

of a vital abstraction.

In La donna fort~ the dramatic interest

formally resides once again in the conflict between a King and

a personified abstraction. Urged on by his vengeful advisers

Antioco steadily battles against the

will of~, her seven sons in

the process. The La donna forte is

Nicanore and Eliodoro,

and in so doing, executes

range of dramatic play in

narrow, however, and the degree of characterisation shallow,

by comparison with La fede sacrilega. Antioco is merely brutal
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(whereas Herod is by turns anxious, imperious, reckless, indec-

isive, guilty and remorseful). Nicanore and Eliodoro are barely

distinguished one from the other in their insistence on death,

( whe re a s

tion,

ery).

Giacobbe, are both strong in moral and

but are otherwise weakly characterised.

Erodias and Oletria respectively convey wifely affec-

filial concern, hysterical revenge and seductive mock-

Finally, the donna forte herself and her youngest son,

religious certainty

Although they exchange

a frankly emotional farewell (when Antioco separates them at

the end of the prima parte),Pariati does not attempt to ob-

viate the dramatic difficulty of their oppressive steadfast-

ness and dull courage. It is not

preposterous brutality of the Biblical

fused - was ill-suited to the literary

eenth-century Vienna. There is

extreme to suggest that the

account - however dif-

conventions of eight-

certainly an indifference to

dramatic colour in this text which compares unfavourably with

La fede and, indeed, with sisara, wherein the characters of

Jahel and Sisara particularly, achieve a degree of individ-

uality which cannot be found in La donna forte.

(III) The Music.

The

the three oratorios separately. The

consists of analysis and commentary. In the

found a detailed resume of the da capo arias

represents theThe aria

( and his

account of

discussion which follows takes each of

scrutiny is two-fold, and

tables below are

in each work.

chief musical resource employed by Fux

contemporaries) and the tables here afford a precise

its various manifestations in these oratorios.
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In his study of the operas, Van der Meer

has isolated several textual, formal, structural and harmonic

norms in Fux’s da capo arias. Such norms are also a feature

abbreviated terms in Tables

from Van der

These terms

norms, are derived

require explanation here.

of the oratorio-arias. A number of

V, VI and VII relate to these

Meer’s terminology, and

relate to the structure of the arias, the t__ypes of aria to

be found, and the instrumentation employed by Fux.

(a) Structure: Van der Meer posited the

v~ion of the da capo aria into Hauptteil

Mittelteil (middle section),and Da Capo

division, he identified

termediate and closing ritornelli

ritornell) in the Hauptteil or "A"

standard formal di-

(principal section),

(repeat). Within this

the consistent use of introductory, in-

(Anfan~s - Mittel - ~chluss-

section of Fux’s arias.

These ritornelli are regular features of the oratorio-arias

also, and are described and indicated below as HR (Hauptrit-

23
ornell),MR (Mittelritornell), and SR (Schlussritornell).

These instrumental sections articulate the main points of re-

feren~ to structure in the ’A’ section of the arias. A mo-

dif~ation of this terminology is required when the aria in

question is scored for continuo only. Van der Meer described

such arias as secco-Arien, but used the term Continuo-Ritor-

nell, and in these tables his usage is incorporated thus :

HauptContinuoRitornell (HCR), MittelContinuoRitornell (MCR), and

SchlussContinuoRitornell (SCR). In this case, and in the case

of concerted arias, the term Haupt

Anf~ because the former generates

instrumental episodes

(H) has been preferred to

the material of the other

in these arias, which often comprise
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either a literal or abridged repetition of the HR in a different

key. In the shorter ’B’ sections of longer arias (Mittelteil

in Van der Meer’s usage),Fux frequently incorporates a second

MR which relates to the MR of the Hauptteil.

The German term Devise, abbreviated in the

tables as Dev., signifies a vocal phrase which separates the

first and second statement of the HR, after which the first

verse (abbreviated in the tables as V.I),continues uninter-

rupted. Van der Meer’s term Ritornello nach der Devise24 is

here represented simply by HR, or where this differs signi~-

cantly from the HR, by HR II. The intermediate ritornello

(MR) generally separates the first verse of the text from a

repeat of this verse, often in a key other than the tonic.

The closing ritornello ($R), concludes the ’A’ section of the

aria. In the ’B’ section the second verse is usually set in

an extraneous key, with the closing section of this verse

frequently in the mediant minor in the case of major-key arias,

and in the relative major or dominant minor in the case of

minor-key arias. The repetition of the second verse (V.II~

is invariably separated from the first statement of this verse

by a second MR, as noted above. A number of continuo-arias

are concluded with a concerted ritornello based on the HCR

of the aria: these ritornelli replace the $CR on the repeat

of the ’A’ section, and are duly noted in the tables.

The main key-areas, length and predominant

technical and textural features are also given in the tables

below. In general, it will be found that a complex ritor-

nello which is organised fugally, or is cast in invertible

counterpoint, is juxtaposed with comparatively unornamented
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vocal writing. Arias in which the vocal line is itself de-

manding, ornamented and complex, tend away from other than

homophonic ritornelli. A number of arias, however, sponsor

both complex instrumental sections and vocal parts in which

the contrapuntal interplay of the ritornelli is sustained.

Other arias are characterised by the use of ostinato or mo-

tivic rhythms in the instrumental sections, which are taken

over by the vocal part. Dance-rhythms are also used to or-

ganize the ’A° section of arias, and still other numbers main-

tain a degree of thematic interplay between a solo instrument

in the cccompanying ensemble and the voice part: the term

concertato indicates this feature in the tables below. Many

of the arias naturally include considerably demanding vocal

writing: when this style is only incidental to the number (e.g.

if it is employed only on the reprise of V.I),the term color-

atura is used below~ when complex writing pervades the voice

part, the more general term vocal virtuosity is used.

(b)

"fury-" and

arias likewise

portrayal of a

Number types: Van der Meer codified "pastoral-" "heroic-"

"revenge-" arias in the operas. The oratorio-

tend, by virtue of their texts, towards the

reigning Affekt. These Affekten are listed

also in the tables, but no attempt has been made to derive a

be seen that

for example,

Thus in K.291

and with didac-

specific Affektenlehre from Fux’s arias. It will

the rhetorical function of fugue in one oratorio,

differs sharply from its function in another.

fugue is associated with nobility of sentiment

ticism, in K.295 it encodes courage,

Other explicit rhetorical devices

to individual arias below.

sorrow and lamentation.

are discussed in relation
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(c) Instrumentation: The abbreviation "a 4" in the tables sig-

nifies the standard scoring used throughout the oratoriosj

and discussed in Chapter II: two violin parts, a viola part

and a basso-continuo line,frequently with the violoncello

specifically prescribed. Continuo similarly indicates the bas-

so continuo (often registered in the violoncello line which is

figured),in continuo-arias. Less frequent combinations

similarly indicated, a 2 and a 3 refer to the number of

parts; the one exception

ence to K.295, no.l, in which a 5 designates

and three string parts. The court-copies of

K.295 frequently distinguish between tutti

groupings, and occasionally include directions which indicate

the participation of an instrument not explicitly indicated

at the head of the score (e.g.senza cembalo, senza l’organo).

These distinctions are not listed in the tables; they are,

however, taken into account elsewhere in this dissertation.25

a re

(string)

to this general usage is with refer-

two trumpet parts

K.291, K.292 and

and concertino

Commentary.

Under this heading, specific examples of

recitative (secco and accompagnato), da-capo aria, ensemble,

chorus and instrumental movements from each of the oratorios

are discussed. These examples supplement what information

the tables afford, and they accommodate discussion of the

specific application of techniques employed by Fux.
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La fede sacrilega nella morte del Precursor S. Giovanni

Battista, K.291 (Lent, 1714):

Analysis~

I. The vocal ranges a re as follows ¯ S. Giov. Battista -Tenor.

Erode - Alto.

Erodia - Soprano.

Oletria - Soprano.

Aronte - Bass.

¯ The choruses are scored for Soprano I, II, Alto, Tenor and

Bass (a 5) .

.
Table V below summarises the technical data with regard to

26
the concerted- and continuo-arias in K.291.

Commentary:

I. Instrumental music.

There are but two instrumental movements in

K.291, of which one is the introductory sinfonia and the other

the sonatina which accompanies Oletria’s dance before Erode

in the seconda parte. The sinfonia is in two movements and

cast in the form of a French overture : a homophonic, chordal

andante (18 mm) in C major is

fugue in the same key (52 mm)

is interpolated. This

followed with a vigorous double

between which a three-measure

adagio is repeated at the close

of the sinfonia in the relative minor (a). The disposition of

the double fugue is characteristic of Fux’s contrapuntal tex-

ture, and the following exposition-pattern is also used else-

where, notably in the first aria of this oratorio (no. 4)~
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first entry : subject I (vln II) subject II (vln I), second

entry: subject I (viola) subject II (b.c.). Third entry :

subject I (vln I) e t cetera. It is noteworthy that the A/Wn

copy of the work contains piano-forte dynamic markings which

are aligned with the concertino/tutti directions evident in

this movement. The sinfonia is scored a 4.

The sonatina (no. 42) functions not only

as music for ~s dance, it also serves as an intro-

duction to the ensuing coro, the first section of which is

directly based on the first theme of the sonatina. This piece

(the dance) is in G major, is cast in binary form, and marked

presto. Its dotted rhythms suggest a French origin, and the

chorus which follows it has prompted one commentator to regard

this number as a small-scale divertissement, in the manner of

27
French baroque opera.

2. Recitative.

Three recitatives, nos. i, 38 and 52, wili

illustrate the range and manner employed by Fux in setting the

dialogue of this oratorio. In the opening recitative of the

work, Aronte is engaged in praising Herod on the occasion of

his birthday. Ex.I(a) shows two comparatively rare melismas

on the words gioconda and arride (joyo~smiles) normally found

only in set pieces. Ex.I(b), from the same recitative, illus-

trates a simple rhetorical device : the use of musical sequen-

ces to match the anaphora (or sequence) of the text. In Ex. II,

from no. 38, a similar device underlines 5. Giovanni’s rheto-

rical questions (in reaction to the King’s desperate asser-

tion that the Baptist is planning a rebellion against Herod,

and desires his downfall and death - this, at the instigation
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of Erodias). Equally direct and dramatic enunciation of the

text informs Erodias’ repudiation of Herod’s indecisive be-

haviour in the prima parte, no. 13.

In no. 52 (Ex. III) we find the only example

of an accompanied recitative in the oratorio. It sets the

climax of Herod’s woeful recognition that his "sacreligious

faith" obliges him to have the Baptist executed and to keep his

vow to Oletria. The g minor tonality, the andante marking and

the steady quaver-pulse of the accompanying strings (which recall

the slow movement of the sinfonia),create a sombre context for

Herod’s tragic declamation.

3. Choral writing.

The four choruses in K.291 manifest a con-

siderable range of texture : the first of these (no.2) is a

Lobgesang in favour of the King’s birthday, and is organised

in terms of homophonic texture, dance rhythm, (compound and

"siciliano" in character),and da capo

(no. 27) which closes

binary

double

structure. The Madrigale

the prima parte is typically disposed in

form, and the first movement is clearly derived from the

counterpoint of its opening ritornello. (Ex. IV). The

themes of this paired imitation yield the primary melodic ma-

~ial for forty-nine measures of the seventy-four which make up

both movements. A second ritornello and a second vocal section

(mm 49-74) complete the madrigal which expresses the hope that

"innocence, faith and pity" will assist the precursor (St. John)

in his hour of affliction" - the prima parte closes with his

imprisonment. The last number in the oratorio, Questa si che’

virtute is also seventy-four measures in length, although its

organization into five alternating allegro and adagio sections
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is not at all comparable to the formal scheme which governs no.

27.

4. Ensembles.

One trio (no. 25), and

comprise the smaller ensembles in K.291.

along formally conventional lines : it is

format, but its text, ritornelli, and vocal writing

it as one of the more arresting pieces in the prima

this oratorio. Erodia and Oletria warn the Baptist

one duet (no. 41),

The trio is organized

cast in full da__capo

distinguish

parte of

(whom they

shall die

address as "haughty villain"- fellon superbo) that he will die.

He contemptuously replies "yes, yes I

%
with pleasure" (sl, sl morro, trionfa e godi).

usual, inasmuch as it briefly transgresses the

sonified abstraction" behind which the Baptist

stricted.

triumphant, and

This text is un-

boundary of "per-

is otherwise re-

Example V quotes

the piece, the presto

over in the Baptist’s

This rhythmic feature

the opening ritornello of

semiquavers of which are directly taken

reply to his taunting oppressors (Ex.Va).

is consistently maintained throughout the

’B’ section of the trio, when it is disposed between the con-

certising string parts (violins and violas in unison),and the

three (vocal) soloists. The steady quaver bass which underpins

the rapid harmonic movement of the opening HR (which reappears

in a slightly modified version as the MR and SR),and the tension

between this even rhythm and the rising harmonic sequence,

generate much of the trio’s dramatically urgent character.

5. Arias.

’Heroism’, ’Revenge’ , and ’Remorse’ are the
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Affekten which dominate the arias of La fede sacrilega,in addit-

ion to didactic sentiment. ~m~__Qig_~m~’s first number is a

clear example of the ’heroic’ type, entitled Sdegni umani

non paventa (" He does not fear human wrath"). In this aria

the Baptist boldly asserts that God, through his agent, does not

distinguish between men in terms of moral behaviour and social

status. As the agent of God, John asserts, "Parla al volgo e

parla al Re" ( He speaks to the populace and to the King.)

The HR comprises a vigorous thema that is built on three motives,

each of which generates part of the ensuing vocal line. The

theme is given in Ex.VI,which may be divided into motive a (1-3)

(4-5) and ~ (6-7). This Hauptritornell recurs exactly as the

Schlussritornell which ends the ’A’ section : the material it

draws upon is notably absent

instead on vocal elaboration

ex.VIa quotes the melisma

section of this aria. One

from the ’B’ section, which relies

and decoration for musical interest;

~ marking over the words quoted above

which emphasises their dramatic potency.

on libert~ which dominates the

further detail must be noted :

(Par~

second

the

al volgo...)

In harmonic terms, the organisation of this

aria is typical of Fux’s procedure throughout these oratorios:

HR : Bb (tonic)

V.l: Bb ~ F

MR : F

V.I (rep.) : Bb

SR : Bb

V.II : g

V.II (rep.) : d

The shift here from dominant to tonic in the ’A’ sectio~ and the

corresponding move in the ’B’ section from the relative minor to
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a more distant key (the minor mediant),are conventional in terms

of these oratorios, and represent a

monic movement used again and again

music.

standard pattern of har-

in Fux,s sacred-dramatic

Erodia’s first aria (no. 14, Tu senti con

mia pena),expresses considerable hatred for the Baptist, but

the text is concerned with sorrow rather than revenge. Ero-

d[a___l’s chief purpose is to vent her dismay that Herod should re-

main silent,while her love for him is openly defamed. The

lyric simplicity of the

a characteristic motive

orical trope for anguish. Ex.VII

HR and ex.VIIa the opening of the

ritornello yields to a vocal line where

from the HR is elaborated into a rhet-

quotes the opening of the

vocal part.

A more direct portrayal of coloratura anger

(a less sophisticated emotion than anguish),is evident in

Erodi~’s next aria, Ingrato! (no. 21),where the ’cello and vocal

part share two motives, both of which are initiated by the

is one of the very few

an instrumental

voice, without ceremony. This number

arias in a Fux oratorio which begins without

introduction, and the

iy evident in the ’B’

systematically associated

singled out above set the

in another context

here the status of

virtuosity of the vocal part (particular-

section, mm 35-37, 39-40, 43-45),is

with high emotion.

word tiranno three

might become mere technical

musica rhetorica.

The measures

times, and what

display,achieves

, . "Be -Erode s aria Fra due nembi (no 23,

tween two rain-clouds") is the central statement of his pre-

dicament, prior to the climax of the work. In one of the few
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metaphor-arias

in a violent sea between

sire and fear" (i.e.that

and his respect for the

and indecision’ and its

in La fede sacrilega he states that he is"caught

two winds, two storms which I both de-

he is torn between his love for Erodia

Baptist). The Affekt here is ’turmoil

musical depiction is achieved by means

of a ritornello which renders

The ’B’ section¯ in G major and b minor,

these semiquavers, and although the vocal

sea-storm and anxiety : ex.VIII.

maintains the use of

line is not directly

related to the HR, Fux lends it thematic coherence in part,

by beginning each vocal phrase with this rhythmic gesture :

; n " ¯ 7"

sections

and tutti

trope of

Anxiety is stylised not only in the instrumental

: long melismas on turbato (against which concertino

versions of the HR are counterpointed)¯introduce the

unease into the vocal part also.

Three of Oletria’s four arias are ’Ven-

geance’ pieces : the first of these (no. 6) even incorporates

the term into its first line : Tu ci nieghi la vendetta ("you

deny us

tinguished from Erodia, even in

line and peremptory, coquettish

work against the sense of tu ci

between text

vengeance" ) ¯

these numbers.

phrases which

nieghi, and this contradiction

and music facilitates the portrayal of Oletria as

but Oletria is nonetheless clearly dis-

The lively vocal

characterize it,

a young woman,markedly different in age and temperament to

her mother : Ex. IX. Oletria’s final aria (no. 46),which she

head of the Baptist,

between youth and

: the number is a lil-

rhetoric for

simple and

sings immediately upon having demanded the

illustrates,in musical terms, the contrast

cruelty that informs her characterisation

registers the musical

in 2, graceful roulades,

ting, coloratura piece which

charm (a siciliano rhythm

symmetric phrasing), while the words insist that a king who

fails ~n k~n h~s word is unworthy of his throne.
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The Baptist’s penultimate aria (no. 39, chi

al’infermo) shares with Aronte’s first aria (no. 4, the first

aria in the work),the use of fugal ritornelli. The double-

exposition which comprises the first six measures of no. 39

are quoted in Ex.X to illustrate the kind of rhythmic and con-

trapuntal complexity which distinguishes Fux’s ritornelli from

those of his contemporaries. In chi a l’infermo (no. 39),this

complexity extends even to the

panying ensemble maintains the

acter of

vocal sections, where the

rhythmic and contrapuntal

the HR against the voice part.

accom-

char-

II. La donna forte nella madre de’sette Maccabei, K.292.

(Lent, 1715).

Analysis:

I. The vocal ranges are as follows: Giacobbe

Nicanore

Maccabea

Antioco

Eliodoro

- Soprano

- Alto

- Soprano

- Tenor

- Bass

2. The choruses are scored for Soprano I, II, Alto, Tenor and

Bass (a 5).

3. Table VI below summarises the technical data with regard

to the concerted- and continuo- arias in K.292.

C omme nt a ry,

i. Instrumental music.

In contrast to the French overture which

heads La fede sacrilega, the sinfonia to K.292 is in five
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short movements in the style of a church sonata, (sonata da

chiesa). A four-measure, chordal adagio opens the piece in

D major, an alle@ro assai in A major follows, in which the

violin parts lead with a single phrase that generates the eleven

measures of the movement, a short adagio leads to the domi-

nant of F sharp minor, but the principal, third movement is

clearly in A major. This allegro (thirty-eight measures),

comprises a double fugue, the exposition of which is quoted

in Ex.XI. Another ~ closes the sinfonia, which rests

on the dominant of A major.

There are no other independent instrumental movements in

La donna forte.

2. Recitatives.

There are two accompagnato recitatives in

K.292, one placed towards the end of the prima parte and one

towards the end of the seconda parte; both uttered by Mac-

cabea. In the first of these (no. 33, ate, mio Dio) she

offers the lives of her six sons slain by Antioco, to God.

In the second, she reflects upon the extent of her grande

martirio z the sacrifice of seven sons and her own proxi-

mate death. Both numbers are little more than secco recita-

t ~e s with added string parts to sustain the chords outlined

by the basso-continuo.

The recitatives in general do not achieve

the same degree of rhetorical expression which the examples

from K.291 afford. The text which most suggests an oppor-

tunity for vivid declamation receives instead a perfunc-

tory setting ~ Maccabea’s prophesy of the advent of Judas

Maccabeus in no.44 culminates a furious exchange (in the text)
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between La donna forte (Maccabea) and the Syrian advisers

Nicanore and Eliodoro. Nicanore demands that she offer gifts

and incense to the Syrian gods in order to secure the life

remaining son, Giacobbe. Maccabea replies as fol-of her one

lows s

Is it not enough to have desecrated our Temple?...

And you, furious leader of the sacreligious hordes,

are you not yet sated with our blood?

The time will come when the valiant Maccabee

shall restore our treasures to the temple and .......

revile your gods.

These are my gifts. This is my incense.

Ex. XII shows the indifferent treatment which part of this

text receivesj the octave leap at the word satolo (sated) in

measures 3-4 of this example is the only vivid departure from

mundane recitation.

3. Choruses.

The eight

clude a five-fold refrain sung

cabei (no. 8, 12, 14, 20, 22).

(forty-eight measures) in

as a vocal ritornello set

choral sections in K.292 in-

by the coro di fratelli Mac-

No. 8 is a full-scale chorus

h2 in which the refrain functions

between four verses of the text.

Ex. XIII quotes this refrain. The text is trite, in view of

the dramatic situation which prompts the choruss Great and mer-

ciful and strong is our God in response to persecution, tor-

ture and imminent martyrdom. The use of choral ritornelli

is extremely rare, however, and peculiar to this oratorio in

the case of Fux~ for this reason, attention is drawn to it here.
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The Madrigal which closes the prima parte

(no. 35, Va Maccah~a felice) is altogether more complex in

construction,and is built on a chain of fugal expositions,

three in all, of which the second and third are separated

by a homophonic adagio. Exx.xIV (a) (b) (c) quote the

subjects of each vocal exposition. The consequent formal

organization of the madrigal, which can be summarised thus

(G major) B (a minor) C (c minor) D (g minor, c minor), is

unusual, in that it is the close succession of fugato move-

ments (rather than any thematic homogeneity),which secures

the continuity of musical thought.

4, Ensembles.

Both duets in K.292 (no. 28, no. 53)

exploit the technique of the Italian chamber-duet. No. 53,

between_~and Giacobbe, is scored for continuo only,

and thereby the Italianate origin of this work is exphasisedz

precedents abound in the chamber cantatas of Fux’s contem-

porary (A.) Scarlatti and several composers before him. In

this duet, the tex~ which expresses the optimism of mother

and son in the face of death, is cast in short, imitative

phrases which yield in turn to brief melismas on rhyming

words (rinforza il mio cot, radoppia il mio amor). Ex. XV

illustrates this procedure; it also briefly indicates the

Italianate style of the whole number.

5.     Arias.

The monotony of protracted anger and un-

relieved incompatibility which spoils Pariati’s text, also

affects, to some degree, the response of the composer.

Whereas K.291 abounds in contrapuntal textures and charac-
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°teristically complex imitative procedures, the arias of this

oratorio are, for the most part, less carefully wrought than

are those in K.291. Having acknowledged the fugal construc-

tion of the chorus Va maccabei felice and the imitation in

al faccia di morte (duet, no. 53),we find that counterpoint

is notable by its absence in most of the arias. (See Table

One exception can be found in Eliodoro’s second number,

suggests that "if you bear away

not seem so splendid after all"

her children the mother’s heroic stature

will collapse). The aria opens with a Devise (an unusual

gesture),but thereafter the piece is characterised by an

unusually high degree of concertato counterpoint between the

VI).

a metaphor-aria in which he

the branches, the tree will

(i.e.,if you kill

voice and string parts, derived from the following material in

the HR (quoted in Ex. XVI). Ex. XVI (a) indicates this level

of concertante writing between voice and ensemble.

Pe r

by a very slow harmonic rhythm (from C major

and back again in seventy measures), and by a

Nicanore’s first aria, however (no. 4,

far le pie vendette) a "Vengeance"- number, is marred

to its dominant

ritornello that

is repetitious, pedestrian and circular, to no profitable end

(Ex. XVII). The concertato part (violins in unison) and the

voice scarcely interact, and the undue length of the piece

(one hundred and four measures) is not redeemed by the paucity

of thematic material. Nicanore’s third aria - again a "Ven-

geance" piece - demonstrates a much richer textur~ and per-

haps also an attempt to circumvent the prevailing tenor of the

text by means of experiment. Although this aria (no. 39,

0
tu chiederai pleta, addressed to Maccabea), falls under the

general designation da capo, the alternation of rigorous,
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sequential ritornello-material and adagio passages, creates

a musico-rhetorical context of some novelty for the sentiments

expresseds "You will h~g for mercy (ada_d~qi2) but your prayers

will be in vain!" (rep_~_~). See Ex. XVIII.

No

many of the arias assigned to Maccabea and

ter’s Pria col lampo e poi col tuono (no.

lightning, then thunder"),is set only with

such musico-rhetorical context enriches

Antioco. The lat-

6, "first with

’cellos and bass-

oons (colla parte) and continuo, and the opportunities for

musical onomatopoeia that the text affords, are not realisedz

First with lightning then with thunder...

We shall summon the impious to repentance.

If they are yet obstinate, lightning will

rapidly strike them.

The first four measures contain what melodic material is in

the number. This material is allied to a particularly awk-

ward rhythmic gesture that merely distracts from the text z

Ex. XIX demonstrates this to be the case.

piece,

the obvious, rhetorical

herself in this number (no.

who guides her young by the

sequent

musical

also shows how the continuo part makes some reference

triplet figure which characterises the vocal melisma.

key scheme employed here

Maccabea’s first aria, another simile

relies on coloratura and vocal elaboration to register

device of mimesis. Maccabea compares

I0, Tal qual l’aquila),to an eagle

example of her flight. The con-

decoration of volo (flight) constitutes the principal

feature of note z it is represented in Ex. XX, which

to the

The

illustrates the minor-key tonal plan
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as it is employed in these arias, quite well ¯

HR z c

V.Iz c - Eb

SR ~ c

V.]Ia Bb

V.II (rep.) - g.

Maccabea ’ s ’farewell ’

prays for God’s assistance in death (no. 56,

amati),is scored for chalumeau and continuo

the concertising instrument to

poignant commentary on the text,

is resignation (e moro in pace).

aria, in which she

Cari pegni, figli

¯ the proximity of

the voice affords a degree of

the reigning Affekt of which

Ex. XXI illustrates the

manner in which the chalumeau reinforces the reiterated fall

of a seventh in the vocal line s this fall encodes acquies-

cence, and the chalumeau’s answering fourth endorses the vocal

rendition of the text, and the figure (falling seventh) by

which it is achieved.

III. Ii disfacimento di sisara, K.295.

(Lent, 1717).

Analysis z

I. The vocal ranges are as follows : Jabin - Bass

sisara - Tenor

Debora - Soprano

Jahel - Soprano

Barac - Alto
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2. The choruses are scored for Soprano I, II, Alto, Tenor and

Bass ( a 5).

1
Table VII below summarises the technical data with regard

to the concerted- and continuo- arias in K.295.

Commentary s

i ¯ Instrumental music.

The only instrumental music independent

of a vocal number in K.295 which is extant, is the intro-

ductory sinfonia. A Toccata di trombe e di timpani is indic-

ated between no. 6, Debora’s first aria ( in which she appeases

the wrath of God at the enslavement of His people),and no. 8,

the recitative which introduces Jahel into the oratorio.28

Jahel’s opening remarks indicate that a toccata was intended

at this point in the actionz "Already the warlike timpani and

serried trumpets and savage shrieking exhort battle against

Israel" (Gia i timpani ~uerrieri le armate trombe e le feroci

strida

toccata

sources

are

invitano a pugnar contro Israele). No music for this

survives (it is not included in any of the known

for the work),but as we shall see below, trumpets

used elsewhere in the score.

The sinfonia is neither a French overture

(as in the case of K.291), nor a sonata da chiesa (K.292) but

an Italianate movement organized in the fast - slow - fast

tripartite scheme of the

The first section of the

the main musical idea of

military tenor of

contemporary (Italian) overture.

sinfonia is an allegro in G major,

which establishes the prevailing

the entire oratorio. It is given in Ex. XXII.
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An imitative Largo in e minor follows (the beginning of which

is quoted in Ex. XXIII)~ the third movement is a four-part

fugue in G major.

2. Recitative.

The one accompanied recitative in

is untypically located near the beginning of the work.

marks the first appearance of the prophetess Debora,

invocation to God is placed directly after the first

sisara

It

whose

"scene"

in the oratorio, in which the

General sisara, through a series of

arias, resolve to march against the Israelites.

Debora’s recitative (no. 5, Inereato immortal,

is distinguished from secco numbers only by the

held string chords, the writing here underlines

urgency of the text, ~.g. the slow crotchets

which set nostro duolo acerbo

gent.

the hands of Barac

castigates his own

opens,

Here the defeated General

(Commander of

cowardly indecision.

Canaanite King Jabin and his

bellicose recitatives and

Although

superno Nume),

addition of

the dramatic

and Neapolitan sixth

("our bitter sorrow"). (Ex. XXIV).

sisara’s recitative,with which the seconda

(no. 25,Qual folta selva oh Dio!),is equally ur-

laments his humiliation at

the Israelite forces) and

The number is a secco

piece, but the vocal line is as expressively written as that

of any recitativo accompa~nato in these oratorios, and the

rhetoric of dismay in the text finds a counterpart in the

music (Ex. XXV).

3. Choruses.

unlike the tex~of K.291 and K.292, the

libretto of sisara does not provide a dramatic role for the

chorus, and so the only choral numbers are set at the end of
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both parts of the work. The madri~ale,Va sempre al vittoria,

which closes the parte prima, is the more complex and varied

of the two, and it divides into four sections (in F major,

C major, d minor and F major),each of which is structured by

means of a different technique. The first section sponsors

separate points of imitation for each phrase of the text, and

a textual contrast is drawn between higher and lower voice

groupings (Ex. XXVI). The second section is a shorter move-

ment for

oratorio,

Bass),and

(third and

soloists (possibly the principal characters of the

since they combine as Soprano I, II, Alto, Tenor,

the full chorus resumes for the closing sections

fourth) of the piece.

4. Ensembles.

Two duets (no. 23 and no. 42),both located

~owards the end of either part, comprise the only smaller

ensembles in K.295. Both pieces are for_BaxAc_and Debora.

In the first of these, the pair exhort the Israelites to war

%      ¯

and vengeance (Su, su guerrieri, a la vendetta),in the second

due~ Barac and Debora unite in congratulating Jahel on the

slaughter of Sisara, who lies dead in her arms.

Neither movement is

Italian chamber-duet style

are rather cast in da capo

distinguished by the

which Fux employed in K.292j both

form, and neither (vocal) part is

distinguished figuratively, thematically or stylistically

from the other. The absence of counterpoint and the frequent

doubling in thirds between the voices,diminishes the musical

interest. The lack of dialogue in both texts (which could
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easily be read as aria-texts for Debora or Barac

perhaps accounts for the slender musical result,

in no. 42.

individually),

particularly

5. Arias.

Orchestral scoring is slightly more pro-

minent in the arias of this work than it is in K.291 and K.292.

Table VIII below facilitates an accurate comparison between

the three oratorios

Continuo-arias Concerted-arias Work

8

8

6

I0

II

13

K. 291

K.292

K.295

In particular, the use of chalumeau and

(no. 36),and of solo violin (no. 32), as

is new, in the context of these three oratorios.

also used once, in the first aria of the oratorio

flute in combination

concertante instruments

Trumpets are

(no. 2).

Here,the military rhetoric of the text is explicitly articul-

ated in the exchanges between concertato trumpets and voice.

(Ex. XXVII)r A comparison between this example and Ex. XXII

above, will show that the instrumental material in no. 2 is

clearly derived from the first movement of the sinfonia.

Although such thematic correspondences and quotations are

extremely rare in the oratorios, an exactly similar correlation

in Ii trionfo della fede (K.294), is observed in Chapter IV

below.

Several (instrumental) ritornelli in K.295

are fugally- or contrapuntally-organized (see Table VII above).
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In two arias, no. 15 (Debora’s Tu vedrai fatta scorta) and no.

17 (Barac’s D’un giusto sdegno) such contrapuntal writing in

the instrumental parts is combined with considerable virtuo-

sity in the vocal part. Example XXVIII quotes the opening of

the HR in no. 15, and Ex. XXIX is an unusually elaborate MR

placed in the ’B’ section of no. 17. Ex. XXIX(a) shows the use

of vocal melismas in the same aria, which are (characteristic-

ally) set only with continuo accompaniment.

Barac’s aria No,

is comparable to the

in terms of scoring.

no, no non temero (no.21)

dark colours of Pria col lampo in K.292,

Here, the alto voice is set against ’cello

and bassoon (in unison), and a continuo group~which includes

the violone and cembalo. The texture is that of a continuo-

aria with occasional concertante passages for solo bassoon and

’cello. A short ritornello a 4 is attached to the reprise, and

it replaces the SR (47-59). The ab ab rhyme scheme and the

alternating seven- and ten-syllable lines in this instance are

reflected in the symmetric construction of the phrases (see

Table VII).

Sisara’s most telling aria (no. 26, Piango,

sospiro e peno) is the first set number of the seconda parte,

and it conveys the General’s painful recognition that his

only comfort lies in death. The reigning Affekt is sorrow ,

and the key (e minor) the tempo marking (Largo) and the

technique (fugue) all combine to register it. Ex. XXX quotes

the beginning of the HR,and XXX(a) the first statement of Verse

II in the ’B’ section. A marked contrast is drawn between the

first and second statement of each part of the text in this

aria. The first statement is set for continuo only~ the second
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features a degree of concertante writing for strings and voice.

The scale of the ’B’ section here is also comparable to that of

the ’A’ section~ the use of an MR in the ’B’ section which

compares so closely in length to the’A’ section (five

in ’A’ and six measures

This use, however, does

towards more elaborate

in

measures

in ’B’),is unexpected and unusual.

characterise the extreme of a trend

’B’ sections in K.295 than is the case

the other two oratorios.

Jahel’s aria Chi lascia di sperar (no.32)~

in which she treacherously encourages S_~sara with false hope,

is the clearest example of elaborate concertante writing in

K.295. The piece is in effect a concerto-movement for solo

violin, soprano and strings (with continuo). The HR estab-

lishes a pattern of solo/tutti alternation that informs the

whole aria, the first verse is set for voice and continuo

onl~ and is answered by the short MR for violin (solo) and

continuo (Ex. XXXI), which leads to the second statement of the

first verse, with the vocal part and the solo violin exchang-

ing material. A second MR ensues, along with an elaborate

restatement of the first verse, in which vocal melisma and

instrumental virtuosity are balanced against each other.

The ’B’ section of this aria (also) in-

eludes two features of note, (i) the use of an elaborate MR -

- and (ii) the setting of the second verse (first

without continuo but with concertino contributions

see above

statement)

from the upper strings. 29

An element of style which Howard smither

has described as ’pre-classic’ in another context~0 can be
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discerned in the HR of no.36, sisara’s aria Sonno armato, in

which the same material is divided between an elaborate wood-

wind section (chalumeaux and German flute) and strings a 4,

plus continuo, in a homophonic context.

Jabin’s final aria (no. 40, Su, si tolga

a miei nemici),restores to supremacy the use of baroque coun-

terpoint and the unity of Affekt. This number is dramatic-

ally powerfulz the King has been met with news of S’s~’s

death by Jahel herself, and his crestfallen resignation rounds

out the portrayal of a monarch who,in the first scene of the

oratorio,boasted with trumpets and strings of his war against

Israel. The ritornelli are fugal in this aria, and there are

as many as six in all (Verse I is heard four times). Ex.XXXII

indicates how this ritornello material combines with the vocal

writing, to register the Affekt of sorrow.

Stylised

less frequently in this oratorio than is the

and K.292~ but Jahel’s last aria (no.

a siciliano rhythm,and the ritornello

a context for the joyful tenor of the

happily ascribes her bravery and zeal

Sisara) not to herself, but to God.

dance-rhythms are used somewhat

case in K.291

44) is partly based on

( six mm. ) establishes

verse,in which Jahel

(in the slaughter of

The variety of mood and feeling afforded

by the libretto of K.295 (martial swagger, humiliated pathos,

vengeance, prophetic grandeur, triumph),is met by the music~

the main distinction in the score, however, is the elaboration

of the concertato principle in the arias,which obtains to a

greater degree here than in the other oratorios discussed

in this chapter.
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END NOTES, CHAPTER III.

¯

I

.

1

See Chapter I , section (V) above.

Fux’s other works in this genre include settings of hag-

iographical libretti (discussed in Chapter IV below),

and passion oratorios, which are treated separately in

Chapter V.

Zeno himself acknowledged that unity of place was not al-

ways a consideration in the construction of oratorio-lib-

retti :

"I restricted them (i.e. oratorio-libretti)

little, in accordance with the precepts of

action and time, and for the most part, even of

(Prefatory dedication, Poesie Sacre Drammatiche,

lated and quoted in smither/Oratorio, p.386.

inal reads as follows ¯ "io li ridussi a poco a

@iusta i precetti a un~ta di azione e di tempo,

.%

_io plu ancora di luogo...")

little by

unity of
11

place...

trans-

The orig-

poco ¯

e per

of which were

the years

In his critical edition of K.291, Hugo

See Chapter II¯ section (vii)above¯ where the performance

of K.292 is considered. As we shall see below, more

accurate dating of performance is possible in the case

of Fux’s passion oratorios al sepolcro¯ some

performed on Holy Tuesday and Good Friday of

in question.

not possible to determine the precise date of the first

performance of this work. (See Zelzer’s reasoned spe-

Culations on this matter in Fux/GA, Ser. IV, bd.(i)p. IX,

Zelzer quotes three entries from the Wienerisches Diarium

for Lent 171~ each of which is so vague with regard to

oratorlos with sermons" that it isthe performance of "
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where the WD entries are also given). The work list and

appendices attached to this dissertation also include

further information on dating of performance.

A full list of sources is given in Appendix A below.

The whereabouts of the one (known) source for this work

which is extant (a libretto printed by Cosmerovius in

vienna in 1705),have recently been called into question.

See Chapter II, end-note 59, which explains the matter

in full.

7. See Zelzer, Fux/G__AA, Ser. IV, bd, (i) p. IX.

8. See Chapter II, section (vii) above.

9. See ~eilen/Theatergeschichte, p.79. The
is questioned in Bennet/Badia p.9, where

i0. In Chapter I, section (v).

II.

12.

13.

authorship of
the date 1713

Zeno had established a sister establishment of this Acade-

my in Venice, to which Pariati also belonged. For fur-

ther information on such literary societies within the

Holy Roman Empire, see Carini/Arcadia, passim and Cam-

panino/Precursore.

Zeno’s texts were published in his Poesie sacre dramma-

tiche, cited above. (Note 3.) sisara was his first

oratorio-libretto for the Viennese court.

of K.295 differs considerably in detail.

The libretto

Filippeschi wrote a number of secular and sacred texts

for Vienna, although he does not appear to have held a

post there.

Ismaelle
is given.
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15.

16.

17.
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Gigli provided the libretti for several works by Attilio

Ariosti. See the article on the composer in Grove 6,

vol. I, pp.582-585. For further information on Gigli,

Cf Allacci/Drammaturgia, p.495,and Enciclopedia dello

spettacolo, vol.V, p.128 ff.

A copy of Gigli’s libretto is in C - Tu.

The title page of this print reads as follows :

La Madre de Maccabei/oratorio/del Sig. Girolamo Gigli/

posto in musica/dal Sig. Felice Merguriali/Organista

della Chiesa nova/ ....

The details of the Biblical source, however, would large-

ly account for the correspondence between both versions,

a correspondence which does not

unequivocally that Pariati knew

was consciously influenced by

p.495, asserts that Gigli also

branch of

suffice to maintain

the Gigli setting or

it. Allacci/Drammatur~ia,

belonged to the Venetian

the Arcadian ~ccademia.

This episode is also narrated in Mark 6 : 17-29 and Luke

3 : 19-20.

i.e. Salome, as the biblical commentator Josephus called

her. Oletria means "criminal one" and is derived from

the Greek 0~O103 ("spoilt one"). (See Fux/GA, Ser. IV,

bd. (i) p.XVII, fn.8.)

18. Fux/GA, Ser. IV, bd. (ii) (1976), p.XV.

19. Van der Meer/Opernkomponist, vol. III, pp.22-25. For a

detailed discussion of the technical conventions of

eighteenth-century Italian dramatic poetry, see Freeman/

Reform, p.93 ff. and Carini/Arcadia.
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For a more comprehensive explanation of Italian metrics,see

Elwert/Versificazione, on which these observations are based.

21. Van der Meer/Opernkomponist, vol. III,pp. 30-31.

22.

23.

For further discussion of Pariati’s use of literary con-

vention and tradition see Erika Kanduth, "Literarhis-

torisches Einleitung", Fux/G_~A, Ser. IV, bd.(ii), pp.

XII-XVII. As implied above, the speculation that Pa-

ri ati also provided the text of Sisara is not unreasonable.

For Van der Meer’s use of these terms see his Opernkom-

ponist, vol. III, p.lO0 ff.

24. Van der Meer/Opernkomponist, Chapter V.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

i.e. In Chapter II, Table II above, where as accurate

an inventory of instrumentation for the oratorios as the

sources will allow, is provided.

The numerical order followed here is that of the modern

edition of K.291 in the G__AA, Ser. IV, bd. (i). The same

holds true for Table VI in relation to bd.(ii) of the GA.

See Hugo Zelzer, G__AA, Ser. IV, bd. (i), p.XV. Musical

citations from K.291 and K.292 are keyed to the scholarly

editions of these works, published in 1959 and 1976.

References to the score of K.295 are derived from the

court-copy of the oratorio (~ 18 192).

The same arrangement of parts in which the singer

most (i.e.without a bass line) obtains in no.44,

final aria, at precisely the same point.

is lower-

Jahel’s

i.e.With regard to

La fede sacrile~a.

the HR of Erode’s aria Fra due nem~ in

See smither/Qrator$o p.413, see also

bd.(i) p.XIV.



CHAPTER THREE, MUSICAL EXAMPLES.

(Note Examples from the first two oratorios discussed

in this chapter are taken directly from the

GA editions. All other musical examples,
1

throughout the dissertation,are taken from

the court copies of the oratorios, identified

by the sigillum A/Wn.)
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Ex. I. GA IV Bd. (i) p.6.

Ex. Ib. GA IV Bd. (i) p.6.

l u ~ I
I I

Ex. II. GA IV Bd. (i) p.168.

~ ~ ot o~ ~

MSM 77
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Ex. III. GA IV Bd. (i) p.243.
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Ex. IV. GA IV Bd. (i) p.l13.
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Ex. V. GA IV Bd.(i) p.105.

P~uTo

Ex. Va. GA IV Bd.(i) pp.105-106.

MSM 77
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Ex. VI. GA IV Bd.(i) p.48.

MSM 77
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Ex. VII. GA IV Bd.(i) p.65..
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Ex, VIII, GA IV Bd.(i) p.94.

./

C

Ex. IX. GA IV Bd.(i) p.42.
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Vld

Ex. X. GA IV Bd.(i) p.170.
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Ex. XII. GA IV Bd.(ii) pp. 147-148.
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~eb

Ex. XIII. GA IV Bd.(ii) p.37.
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A

T

Ex. XIV. GA IV Bd.(ii) p.105.
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T

EX. XIVb. GA IV Bd.(ii) pp.108-109.
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Ex. XIVC. GA IV Bd.(ii) pp.l12-113.
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(Ex. XV, continued.)

v~

Ex. XVI. GA IV Bd.(ii) pp. 60-61.
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v~
T
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Ex. XVIa. GA IV Bd.(ii) pp.62-63.
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Ex. XVII. GA IV Bd.(ii) p.19.
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Ex. XVIII. GA IV Bd.(ii) pp.125-126.

MSM 77
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Ex. XIX. GA IV Bd.(ii) p.30.
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Ex. xxii. A/Wn i8 i92 f61.2r.
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4@

Ex. XXIII. A/Wn 18 192 fol.[,v.

41’

Ex. XXIV. A/Wn 18 192 fol.~t~~.
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Ex. XXVI. A/Wn 18 192 fol.7{vff.
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Ex. XXVII. A/Wn 18 192 fol.~v.
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Ex.XXVIII. A/Wn 18 192 fol.4~v.
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Ex. XXIX. A/Wn 18 192 foi.57r.
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Ex. XXX. A/Wn 18 192 fol.8~v.
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Ex. XXXI. A/Wn 18 192 fol.1O~v.
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Ex. XXXII. A/Wn 18 192 fol.13~y.
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Hagiographical And Allegorical Oratorios.

( i ) Preliminary.

In his discussion of the sacred-dramatic

music of Antonio Draghi, Rudolf Schnitzler has observed that:

An outstanding characteristic can be seen in the large

number of allegorical personages employed throughout

the works of Draghi, in oratorios, rappresentationi

sacre and sepolcri alike. Especially noteworthy is the

fact that in five of the last seven works (performed

from 1692-1699) all participants are allegorical with

real persons being completely absent. This tendency

follows the general trend in the oratorio and other

religious drama during the second half of the seventeenth

personified attributes of supernatu-

human beings.1 (Present author’s

century to include

ral as well as of

emphasis.)

It is equally true of Fux’s oratorios that they manifest a

move away from the use of allegorical characters, and that

not only his Biblical (Old Testament) settings but also his

last oratorios al santissimo sepolcro feature "real" personages

exclusively.

Fux nevertheless set two allegorical texts,

~I trionfo della fede by Bernardino Maddali (K.294),and I_~l

f onte della salute by Pietro Pariati (K.293),both of which were

first given in 1716. Pariati’s text reflects the influence of

the Arcadia in general and of Zeno in particular~ moreover,
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Fux’s setting represents his first contribution to the oratorio-

al sepolcro (passion-oratorio) in Vienna, where K.293 was given

on Good Friday of 1716. For these reasons Ii fonte is not group-

ed here with II trionfo della fede, but more logically is con-

sidered along with the five other Fux oratorios performed during

Passiontide, and discussed below.2 Whereas Ii trionfo is wholly

allegorical in its

fonte della salute

abstract and didactic terms of reference, Ii

is directly related to Biblical sources and

its terms of reference

death of Christ.

are circumscribed by the passion and

The

(K.300a~ was also his

after his appointment

Fux also set two hagiographical libretti.

first of these settings,Santa Dimpna, Infanta d’Irlandia

first oratorio, given in 1702, four years

to the position of court composer by

Leopold I. The work is consequently of special interest, al-

though only the music of its seconda parte is extant, along

with the complete (anonymous) libretto. The other hagiograph-

ical oratorio by Fux, Santa Geltrude (E.59), was given in 1719.

The text, by Giovanni Domenico Filippeschi, had previously been

set by the court-composer Carlo Agostino Badia in 1711.It is the

only Fux oratorio-libretto not originally written for the com-

poser. It is also clearly untypical of Fux’s choice of subject,

which by 1719 was more usually disposed towards Biblical sour-

ces.

unlike the

fede sacrile@a and La donna forte) the texts

and Ii trionfo della fede were

these oratorios existed in the

though hagiography and

libretti of K.291 and K.292 (L_~a

of Santa Dimpna

"unique" : no other versions of

Hofmusikkapelle repertory. AI-

didactic allegory were favourite libretto
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sources, particularly prior to Zeno’s arrival in Vienna (1718),

II trionfo and Geltrude were given at a time when interest in

these topics was on the wane. Allegory, however, endured long-

er as a source of oratorio text in Vienna than did hagiography.

Table I below shows the sacred-dramatic

works given in 1702, 1716 and 1719, the years in which Dimpna,

II trionfo and Geltrude respectively were (first)

From this table it is clear that in 1702 and 1716

performed.

hagiograph-

ical and allegroical oratorios were in the majority, but that

by 1719 neither was common z a trend borne out in the years fol-

lowing 1719. This trend, of course, is also borne out by the

range of Fux’s choice of text s after 1713 his primary commit-

ment was to Biblical- and passion-oratorios, although many of

the latter contained much allegorical characterisation.

Evidence for the precise date of perfor-

mance in the case of all three works under discussion is slen-

der. ~ is the only oratorio of the three for which a

(published) libretto is extant,3 although, as noted above, the

single musical source of this work preserves only its second

part. Both II trionfo della fede and Santa Geltrude are extant

in contemporary (eighteenth-century) court copies~ no other

sources are known.

of that year, as

WOrks.4 This title-page reads as follows s

The title-page of the Dimpna libretto re-

cords that the work was performed in 1702, and this information

can be compared with the general records of court diaries and

newspapers of the period to suggest that the oratorio was

in Lent

given

were all of Fux’s sacred-dramatic
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Saint

most venerable chapel of his

Emperor Leopold, in the

signor Giovanni Antonio

Dympna, Princess of Ireland. Oratorio sung in the

royal Catholic majesty,

year 1702, set to music by

(sic) Fux, chamber musician and

court-composer to his Catholic majesty, Vienna Austria.

Published by Susanna Christina, widow of Matteo Cos-

merovio, printer to his Catholic majesty.5

Thereafter a list of characters (interlocutori) is given, and

the text follows. The author of the text is conspicuously ab-

sent from this source (as he is from the extant score, which

is merely headed Santa Dimpna, parte seconda). Unlike many

opera- and sepolcro-libretti of the period, there is no ar-

~omento, preface, or descriptive detail to be found in the prin-

ted libretto. This is the case with all extant Fux libretti.6

Ii

were likewise performed during Lent in the

though the title-pages of the court-copies

en less information than

libretto.7

trionfo della fede and Santa Geltrude

Hgfburgkapelle, al-

in question yield ev-

the printed title-page of the Dimpna

(ii) The Libretti.

Work close to

worthy that the

all prominently

by the members

None of these three libretti represents a

the aims of the Arcadian accademia, and it is note-

authors of K.294 and E.59 did not feature at

in secular-and sacred-dramatic music performed

of the Hofmusikkapelle.

Bernardino Maddali, author of Ii trionfo
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della fede, does not appear to have belonged to the Viennese

"colony" of the &rcadia. There is no mention of him in the

Drammatur~ia of Lione Allacci, (published in Qe~ue in 17~5),

and he is not known to have contributed any opera- or sere-

nata-texts to the Viennese court.

an official (literary) post there,

first text for the

ration with Fux s

He certainly did not occupy

unlike Pariati, and his

Hofmusikkapelle represents his sole collabo-

Ii trionfo della fede.

Hofmusikkapelle,

Giuseppe Porsile, Hofcomponist from 1720 until 1737.

of these texts were based on Old Testament sources,

di Giuditta (1723)9 and

His L’anima immortale e

text, was given in 1722

Unlike the texts of K.3OOa and E.59, Maddali’s

derived from any source other than that of the

such allegorical works which obtained in vienna. Oratorios

Maddali wrote three other texts for the

each of which was set by the court-composer

8
Two

II Trionfo

L’esaltazione di Salomone (1727).10

redenta per il cielo, an allegorical

Ii
and repeated as late as 1737.

libretto is not

tradition of

della pieta, della grazia

in Vienna in 1671, 1696,

as Rudolf Schnitzler has

entitled Ii trionfo della croce,

and della castita were performed

12
1707 and 1712 respectively,    and

shown, the con~ention of didactic

al personages enacted the triumph

humanity, held currency

century onwards. It is

text and distinguishes

and passion dramas that

red libretti.

libretti, in which allegoric-

of divine will over aberrant

in Vienna from the late seventeenth

this convention which informs Maddali’s

it from the Biblical, hagiographical,

form the greater number of Fux’s sac-

Giovanni Domenico Filippeschi, author of
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Santa Geltrude, almost certainly engaged in no direct collabo-

ration whatsoever with Johann Fux. As with Bernardino Mad-

dali, the exact

Hofmusikkapelle

suggest that he

he belonged to

13
viennese.

nature of Filippeschi’s relationship with the

remains obscure, as there is no evidence to

was ever officially attached to it, or that

any literary association, Venetian, Roman or

Filippeschi is known to have contributed

four works in all to the Viennese repertory, another detail

he shares with Maddali. These works were set and first per-

formed with one exception during the reign of Joseph I (1705-

1711). They include a cantata set by Car~Agostino Badia14 for

the nameday of the then heir-apparent Joseph, in 1701~ a Bib-

lical text on the death of John the Baptist set by Antonio Maria

Bononcini in 1709,and already mentioned in this dissertation,15

and finally two hagiographical works, II martirio di Santo

Lorenzo set by the court-composer and theorbist Francesco

Conti in 1710, and Santa Geltrude, originally set by Badia in

1711 and again by Johann Fux in 1719.

The source of Filippeschi’s text Santa

Geltrude derives from the life of the late thirteenth-century

saint Gertrude (or Geltrude) who died in 1302. She was

Benedictine nun, educated in Thuringia and acclaimed

lifetime as a visionary, contemplative, and mystic.

a

in her

Ge rt rude

was associated with the

sacred heart of Christ, which she pioneered partly

and partly through her writings, which were printed

two centuries after her death in 1536. Tradition mainta%ns

that she was martyred but never formally canonized. Many of

religious practice of devotion to the

by example

in Latin
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her visionary experiences are said to have

16
the chanting of the divine office.

taken place during

We have already established that

raphy was a popular source of oratorio-libretti

to the second decade of the eighteenth century,

that Santa Dimpna was performed (1702), three

oratorios were given, the other two based on

17
saints Cecilia and Ursula.

hagiog-

in Vienna up

and in the year

hagiographical

the li~s of

of

martyr associated with the

forms the basis of K.300a.

that Fux’s librettist based

The Legend of Dimpna (Dympna), a princess

Ireland in the seventh-century and subsequently a canonized

dawn of Christianity in that country,

It is possible,

his text on the

saint’s life found in the Acta Sanctorum, a

"anthology" published in Antwerp in 1643.18

the story as they are found in this

with those in the libretto under discussion here.

in Acta Sanctorum relates that the pagan King of

and even likely,

account of the

hagiographical

The details of

source,correspond closely

The version

Ireland inces-

tuously desired his daughter Dympna. In order to frustrate

her father’s decision to marry her, Dympna fled Ireland under

the protection of her confessor Saint Gerebernus~ when the King

discovered her absence he pursued and found his daughter in

Antwerp. There he proposed again that Dympna marry him and

return to Treland, or face death in consequence of her diso-

~dience. She refused to accede to his demands, and was slain.19

The story is almost pure folklore : Dympna

resembles her mother (who has died during her childhood),and

this resemblance is the ultimate source of the King’s unnatural
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he discovers her whereabouts by means of the coinage

her confessor have used on their journey to Antwerp,

legend concludes with the slaughter of Dympna at the

attentions~

she and

and the

King’s hands,

of the King’s

as a patroness of

and that of her sainted companion at the hands

attendants. In later years, Dympna was regarded

insanity and epilepsy.

The libretto

landi______~a adheres closely to this account of the

It contains six individual characters in allz

Dimpna, sua figlia (his daughter), S.Gerberno

Santa Dimpna Infanta d’Ir-

martyr’s life.

Re d’Irlandia,

(described as a

hermit),and three further personages not in the original

source : a favourite concubine of the King (favorita del Re),

an adviser (Consigliero),and a "maid of honour, or waiting"

(Dami~ella) to Dympna. A chorus of soldiers (coro de’ soldati)

and of angels (coro di angioli) appear at the close of the

first and second parts of the work respectively.

The

tween the King and his

grief of the turbulent

libretto opens with an exchange be-

concubine, who tries to assuage the

monarch, in his desperate loss on the

death of his wife. His consigliero (adviser) reminds him that

the King’s daughter Dimpna is currently besieged by English,

French, German and Italian suitors of noble descent, but he

maintains that she ought not to marry, because to do so would

imperil the succession of the Kingdom of Ireland. The King

commands his qqnsi~liero to communicate this to ~ and

meanwhile he expresses his own affection for her.

upon this, a scene takes

(Dami~ella), in which the

recent death of

Following

place between Dimpna and her maid

princess reflects upon the apparently

her mother and the consolation which her
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christian faith affords her. This contemplation is inter-

rupted by the arrival of the King’s adviser who informs Dym-

pna that she is to be "elevated from daughter to consort of

the King". Dympna bitterly rejects

against the proposed marriage with

bukes her for her ingratitude.

thened by the King’s insistence

attenuated by Gerberno, who urges her to flee

evening from Ireland.

this news, and argues

the King, who angrily re-

Dympna’s anguish, streng-

that he shall marry her, is

with him that

The following scene finds the King brief-

ly alone. He dwells upon the unhappiness which Dympna’s re-

fusal has caused him. The Damigella approaches, distraught

and confused, and tells the King that his daughter has taken

flight.

this to

escape.

The King defames his gods that they should allow

happen, and summons his soldiers to route Dympna’s

Thus,the prima parte ends.

The seconda parte opens sotto il Belgico

ciel ("beneath the Belgian sky"),with a scene between Ger-

which they express gratitude to God for

An exchange between Gerberno, the King,

in which the King violently demands

of his daughter. Dympna appears and

once again is challenged by the King to return with him to

Ireland as his wife. When she again rejects his demands he

bern___~o and Dympna,in

their safe keeping.

and his adviser follows,

to know the whereabouts

draws his sword and kills her. A chorus of angels comments on

the saint’s assumption into Heaven, and the oratorio ends.

It should be clear from this outline that

the unities of time, place and action are not preserved in
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Santa Dimpna, and

with its (part?-)

structural and literary prescriptions

Zeno and embodied in his libretti and

contemporaries, chief among them

less many points of style in the

text which resemble

libretto.

that the structure of this libretto, together

legendary source,conflict with the stylistic,

advanced by Apostolo

in the libretti of his

Pariati. There are neverthe-

language and poetry of this

the pitch and tone of the later Viennese

At least

obtain throughout Dimpna :the

terises the King’s grief, and

(this style is also employed

three levels of poetic diction

exalted rhetoric which charac-

fatal desire for his daughter

to convey Dympna’s consequent

distress): the religious imagery used to express Dympna’s

spiritual fortitude and resolve (and that of her sainted

confessor):and, finally, a more urgently direct style which

pervades the drama, especially evident at critical points in

the action. Examples of this style abound in the text : the

King’s discovery of Dympna’s clandestine departure is drama-

tised thus :

Re          : Ma vien la Damigella :/Come confusa apparar!
--            01~ che porti!?

Damigella : Novella di tal sorte/Che predice rovine,
intendi~e Morte. L’infanta .....

Re : S~, Dimpna,
\

Damigella : $’en fuggi, s’involo.

Re          : Cieli, che ascolto? E dove si nasconde?20

The use

ber of the simile-arias in the text.

pared to the "sea-images" in La fede

of natural and nautical imagery characterises a num-

Such language can be com-

sacrile~a (K.291) which

convey Herod’s afflicted conscience in that oratorio. One

a ’rla-text in particular illustrates this usage in Dimpna :
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I Palischermo in Mare irato

Agitato

Semper’ e un alma in mortal sen.

Che da l’onde ognor sbalzato~

Travagliato

Mai ha posage non ha ben.21

In the seconda parte it is Dympna who do-

nates the text. Consequently, the imperial (and occasionally

bellicose) rhetoric of the prima parte yields here to religious

sentiment. This sentiment is most forcefully expressed at

the climax of the action, which occurs immediately prior to

the close of the oratorio:

/
Re ¯ In fine, che risolvi?/o il talamo reale,

morte brami?

Dimpna ¯ Morir pria che mancare al mio slgnore/gla
solut& sono.

Re ¯ Ed io col brando mio morte ti dono.

Dimpna ¯ Pellicano di santo tuo amore
~uesto seno, signore) divien.
Teco al cielo nel’alto splendore 22
Liet’amante quest’anima vien.

O

ri-

Dympna’s use of natural imagery here secures a continuity be-

tween the diction of both parts of the work, natural and spi-

ritual respectively. The"pelica~-metaphor is vividly natural :

her blood will sustain the love of Christ, and the spiritual

function of this physical (natural) image coheres the poetic

diction and the dramatic moral drawn here.

The didactic sentiment of Ii trionfo della

fed___ee scarcely facilitates more than one poetic diction. The

libretto begins with a speech from il secolo, a character who

personifies "the secular age". In this speech secolo asserts

his supremacy in the world, which is now plunged into the
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abyss of

He is answered by L’amor profano (Profane love) who

this secular age,because in such times

over sacred. This affirmation in turn

moral darkness, since innocence has been vanquished.

rejoices in

profane love will triumph

provokes a stern re-

buke from L’amor divino (Divine love), who warns that those

who offend against heaven will be severely punished (ch’offeso

il ciel...con fulmini d’orror punir sapra). La fede (Faith)

then announces to Divine love (diletto amor divino) that she

has come to

heart. She

the repentant sinner, but that the

to eternal death.

realise her desires,and to calm her afflicted

assures L’amor divino that God will not punish

obstinate sinner is doomed

L’amor divino, however, inquires whether

it is possible for a corrupt, effeminate age, given to reck-

less pleasure, to perceive the transient and foolish nature

of its ways (che un secolo corrotto da morbidezze, e da de-

lizie insane veda le sue follie caduche e vane?). Can it

recognize the true God? La fede assures her again that God

can touch the heart of the sinner with remorse, and that all

of heaven rejoices at the repentance of even one sinner -

(Tutt’il cielo di ~ioia feste~i~, per ~acquisto d’un alma

redenta).

L’innocenza next bemoans her fallen state

and rebukes the secular age (Secolo) for having given its heart

per un vil profano amor (for a dreadful,profane love), and for

having rejected La bella luce della fede (the lovely light of

faith.) The prima parte closes with a joint pronouncement

from L’amor divino and La fede on the certainty of God’s mercy

for the penitent offender and for the human race, created in
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a state of innocence. L’innocenza expresses the hope that her

shining beauty will be restored, and the choral madrigale ends

the part with an exhortation to her to remain hopeful (spera,

spera innocenza),and that with the help of God she shall be

restored to her pristine brilliance (e..andrai col tuo prim-

ier candore).

The seconda parte begins with an ailing

speech from L’amor profano who rebukes himself for being oc-

cupied with frivolous and unrealistic speculation on higher

things (con favole ragioni d’alte speculazio~ ). He declares

that he recognizes no other God than the delight which life

itself offers (non conosco altro Nume, altro diletto chela

vita presente). He is reassured in his declaration by I_ll

secol_______oo, who promises him fatherly protection, but both person-

ages are rebuked by L’amor divino,who points out that all ac-

tions are controlled by God, who governs the world (e governa

23
il mondo).

At this

posed by Secolo and Amor profano, which embody

ery used throughout this text; the light/faith

innocence association z

point there follow two questions,

the scant imag-

and shining/

Secolo

Am prof

z Qual insolita luce la vita abbaglia e instu-
pidisce i sensi?

Qual incognita forza di sopranatural vago

splendo~g il core ingombra in un gradito
orrore?

These dramatic interrogations produce a

lengthy rhetorical answer from La fede who identifies herself

as the source of light and force. (Son io, secolo ingrato,

amor profano). Thereafter, she preaches a sermon on the power
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of God, the three-fold splendour of the Holy Trinity, the Word

made flesh, the suffering of Christ, the defeat of original sin,

the purity and brilliance of the Virgin mother, and finally,

the extent of God’s love embodied in the Eucharistic banquet

instituted by Christ in bread and wine, for the redemption of

mankind. The length of this passage (set in recitative by

Fux) is redeemed by its explicitly didactic purpose s to re-

hearse the cardinal points of Roman Catholic doctrine. This

recension is rhetorically organized by means of anaphora

its central five-fold clauses are each initiated with the com-

mand to observe : Mira nel petto..., Mira ed insieme; Mira

le sacre spoglie; Mira la hella imago; Mira in fine l’eccesso...

in the repentance ofThis speech results

Secolo and Amor divino, who seek God’s pardon and mercy.

Innocenza rejoices in her restoration to the centre of the

age, and she declares that the light of faith has revealed to

men the worth of her own brilliance (or ch’il lume de la

fede ti discopre la bellezza del pregiato mio candor). The

closing madrigale further asserts that innocence has been il-

luminated by the triumph of faith over secular and profane

notions.

The relentless moral tenor of this lib-

retto and the very rationale which informs its construction,

preclude "characterisation" or dramatic development. It

should h~ observed, however, that this kind

was absolutely in accord with the moral and

vatism of the Habsburg household (in terms

ter I above) for whom it was written.

of moral tract

spiritual conser-

discussed in Chap-
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Tables

the pertinent technical

of K.300a and of K.294. It can

tables that this information is

we derived from the libretti of

Chapter III above. There are ,nevertheless ,a number of

portant differences between the texts presented

considered in the previous chapter.

II, III and IV below summarize

information which obtains in the texts

be readily surmised from these

generally similar to that which

K.291, K.292 and K.295 in

im-

here and those

tribution of

son with the

K.300a. In

and all but

Table II shows an even, conventional dis-

set numbers per character in K.294 by compari-

other Fux-libretti,and indeed

i.e. 1700-1740. The material

divided between both parts of

arrangement and disposition of such material in

the latter there are six characters, not five,

one of these depart from the norm established by

by many libretti of the period,

allotted to Dimpna is typically

the text,with five numbers in

each. The Re d’Irlandia, however, has six arias in the first

part,with only two in the second (this is occasioned by the

structure of the plot, as we have seen above).

TABLE II

No. of arias per character in K.294, K.300a.

(Figures in parentheses indicate a duet).

K. 294

Secolo

Amor profano

Amor divino

Fede

Innocenza

Coro

3 (2)

3 (2)

4 (2)
5 (2)

2

2

Re d’Irlandia

Favorita

Consigliero

Santa Dimpna

Damigella

Santo Gerberno

K.300a

8 (1)

2 (1)

1 (1)
lO (2)

1

2 (1)

(K.300a)

Co ro 3
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Such an imbalance is scarcely redeemed by

the disposition of the material allotted to the other charac-

ters in K.300a z the Favorita sing~ two arias in the first

part and none in the second, and the maid-in-waiting, the

Dami@ella, is altogether absent from the seconda parte. The

Consi~liero is likewise restricted to one aria in the prima

parte,and although he participates in a duet in the seconda

parte, he has otherwise no set numbers beyond the prima parte

of the work. These formal "abberations" (not necessarily

dramatic flaws) in K.300a testify perhaps to the work of a

librettist largely uninfluenced by the style of the a~zademia.

The text of course, antedates, by several years, the ’reforms’

of Zeno and his associates.

Tables IIIa and IIIb below establish the

use of octosyllabic and endecasyllabic schemes in both orator-

ios, although many of

syllabification, e.g.

following text from K.300a

these schemes incorporate alternating

eight and four syllables, as in the

Tortorella suenturata 8

Angustiata 4

Glesu’mlo son senza te 8

Nel candore tormentata 8

Infidiata 4

Nel tuo amor, ne la tua fe    8

(ottonario piano)

(quadernario piano)

(7)(ottonario tronco)

(7)

TABLE IIIa

Octosyllabic aria texts in K.300a and K.294

K.300a Nos.

K.294 Nos.

9, 13, 15, 17, 23, 52, 54.

2, 22, 28, 30, 34.
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TABLE IIIb

K. 300a

K.294

Endecasyllabic aria texts in

NOS. ii, 19, 29, 40, 58.

NOS. 6, 12, 20, 24.

K.300a and K.294

Just as ottonario verses sometimes alternate

(seven-syllable) lines, endecasyllabic texts

the following, from K.294:

NO non credete no superbi Antei     ii

Ch’il vostro ingrato cor trionfera ii(I0)

Ch’offeso il ciel tutt’i disegni rei ii

Con fulmini d’orror punir sapr~     Ii(i0)

piano with tronco

do likewise, as in

(verso piano)

(verso tronco)

Tables IVa and IVb likewise demonstrate the employment of con-

ventional rhyme-schemes in these texts : it is especially

noteworthy that by far the most common rhyme-scheme in K.300a

(aab,ccb) is also that most commonly employed by Pariati in

La fede sacrile@a (K.291).

TABLE IVa

Rhyme schemes employed in K.300a and K.294

K.300a

K.294

abab/abba : Nos.     7, 9, Ii, 13, 19,

abab : Nos.     4, 6, 8, 28, 36.

29, 38, 58.

TABLE IVb

K.300a

K.294

aab, ccb : Nos.     15, 17, 21, 23, 25,

abcb : Nos.     i0, 12, 14, 20, 26.

27, 40, 44, 52, 54.
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I. Ii trionfo della fede. K.294. (Lent, 1716).

Analysisz

I. The vocal ranges are as follows z Secolo - Bass

Amor profano- Tenor

Amor divino - Soprano

Fede - Alto

Innocenza - Soprano

2. The choruses are scored for Soprano I, II, Alto, Tenor

and Bass.

3. Table V below summarizes the technical data with regard

to the concerted- and continuo-arias in K.294.

Commentary:

I ¯ Instrumental music¯

The

ment in K.294 is the

five movements. The

reiterates a single

to an adagio of the

only independent instrumental move-

introductory sinfonia which is cast in

opening allegro (mm 1-4)

rhythmic and melodic idea

same duration in f minor,

of the allegro in the dominant key. An eight measure grave

in the tonic constitutes the fourth movement, which leads to

an extended presto movement (mm 20-74),in which the system-

atic alternation between tutti, concertino and solo violin

sections suggests the texture and formal disposition of a

in B flat major

which yields

and a reiteration
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concerto @rosso. Ex. I quotes the exposition of the fugue

subject which pervades the movement as thematic material

(also by inversion,as in this exposition), and Ex. I(a) a

passage for violin solo, in which the lowermost part (violin

II), is derived from the fugue subject (mm 39-47). It is

noteworthy that the copyist of this oratorio distinguished

between the concertino and tutti sections far more frequent-

ly than is the case with the copyist of the oratorios dis-

cussed in Chapter III. The overall formal design of this

movement, which can be represented thus, abacD, is compara-

25
tively rare among Fux’s instrumental formal schemes.

2. Recitatives.

K.294 is unusual in that it opens with

an accompagnato recitative, although the texture of this

movement (no. i, Secolo, "Dal abisso del niente") is scarce-

ly more than a chordal realization in the string parts, of

the figured continuo line. Other accompanied recitatives

mark the first appearance of Innocenza late in the

parte (no. 6, "Ahi misera"),and the conversion of Secolo in

the seconda parte (no. 27, "ond’io converso"). Ex. II(a)

quotes the beginning of this accompagnato passage,which oc-

curs only part way through no. 27.

Rhetorical

itatives ¯ the opening of no. 21,

structure of the text is mirrored

devices are few in these rec-

in which the three-fold

by sequential musical

phrases, is a modest example of Hypotyposis or pleonasmus

(Ex. II(b)), but to insist upon these terms is to exaggerate

(in this context) their relevance

place in Fux’s music as elsewhere,

determine the degree to which they

z such gestures are common-

and it is difficult to

are systematically de-
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26
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A clearly rhetorical usage is evident,

however, in the longest recitative in the oratorio (no. 25,

Fede, "son io"), wherein Fede preaches to and converts Secolo

and Amor profano. The anaphora in the text is registered in

the musical setting (Ex. III(a)),and moreover, certain words

are emphasised by sequence and rests : Ex. III(b) ("visse",

"pati ", "mori~").

3. Choruses.

The only choral movements in K.294 are

the customary pair of madrigali which end both parts of the

work respectively. Both movements are scored, as usual, for

five vocal parts and four instrumental parts,and in both the

musical interest derives from the textural and technical

contrast between sections of the text. The closing number

of the work (no. 41, Mortal tu gia scorgesti),begins with

an instrumental fugal exposition, the opening of which is

quoted in Ex. IV(a). The fugal subject provides thematic

material for the systematic vocal entries (Alto, Soprano II,

Bass, Tenor, Soprano I),and the texture is by turns fugal,

homophonic, and contrasted, in terms of register. Ex. IV(b)

shows the main thematic gestures which are associated with

each phrase of the text I the chromatic contour of the third

idea is noteworthy. The larger divisions are articulated by

tempo and textural

currence as a

In this case,

alterations, which replace thematic re-

means of formal structUre in Fux’s madrigals.

the divisions are four in all s the instrumen-

tal exposition, the first choral entries and subsequent

development thereof, an adagio section in which the vocal
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parts are exactly

a final allegro section which

all five parts, who articulate

sequently taken up

homophonic and homorhythmic (Ex. IV(c)),and

is initiated by soloists in

fresh material which is sub-

by the full ensemble.

Once

motivic variation, imitation etc.

described in the rhetorical terms

again, the use of fugue, sequence,

in this chorus could be

appropriate to baroque

theory (fuga realis, circulatio, variatio, mimesis, respec-

tively), but this would be to obscure the clarity and dir-

ectness inform Fux,s manipulation of large resources

in the piece, to stress, however, that the

organization scrutiny of these madrigali

reveals, is to Fux’s systematic employ-

ment, again and again, of a number of musical devices which

belong to the arsenal of baroque composition, and which ob-

jectify the texts to a degree entirely typical of the age.

which

It is necessary

of texture that a

one which testifies

4. Ensembles.

bles in K.294 z no.

Fede, scored for continuo, is cast

though without a Schlussritornell.

ber is conventionally

Italian chamber duet.

before the Madrigale

Three duets comprise the smaller ensem-

16 in g minor between Amor divino and L_aa

in da capo format, al-

The texture of this num-

imitative,and derives from that of the

It is placed as the last set number

(no. 18) which closes the prima parte.

No. 32, between Amor profano and Secolo,in G major, is

scored for two violin parts and continuo. Here the voices

are generally together,and imitation arises between them and

the string parts. No. 40, also for Amor divino and Fede, is

situated in the seconda parte, similarly to their first duet
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(i.e. Once again the tex-

ture is that of a continuo chamber duet (in e minor),but the

thematic structure is (initially) two-fold, and separate

motives in either part register the mutual address of

prior to the closing madri@ale).

the text:

"rejoice o faith; rejoice o love". The continuo part, in ad-

dition, registers a third, independent idea in the Hauptritor-

nel___!l,part of which recurs between and during the vocal sec-

tions. Ex. V(a) quotes the first measures of the piece,

in which all three items are present.

An important formal departure in this

duet is demanded by the t~xt, the second stanza~of which is

sung by Amor profano andlSecolo. The tempo and metre (~)

remain as in the ~A’ section of the piece, but the key and

vocal writing differ substantially : Ex. V(b) quotes the be-

ginning of the ’B’ section which moves through C major, G ma-

jor and closes in D major.

5. Arias.

of stylized

timent through

and pious joy.

The sixteen arias

Affekten that ranges from simple

heroic effrontery, to remorse,

in K.294 express a gamut

didactic sen-

zealous rebuke

Although these numbers compare,in general

terms, with their counterparts in La fede sacrilega, La donna

forte and sisara, there are considerable differences in de-

tail. One such difference resides in the absence of fugal

ritornelli in the arias of K.294; nor are contrapuntal pas-

sages as commonplace : only two of the Hauptritornelli are

cast in paired imitation (nos. 24 and 28).
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In place of such complexity there are

other techniques, chief among them motivic rhythmic imitation,

concertante exchanges between the vocal and instrumental

parts, and a high degree of vocal coloratura.

The

the opening aria of the oratorio,

boldly maintains that there is no

regulate "with haughty caprice"

first of these techniques obtains in

in which Secolo somewhat

longer a God in heaven to

(con superba fantasia) the

uncertain events and customs of the age. Ex. VI(a) quotes

the opening of the HR which is generated by a single rhyth-

mic idea that governs the ’A’ section of the aria. This idea

is maintained throughout the first statement of the first

verse of the text, notably scored for continuo only~ it is

also shared between concertino and tutti in the instrumental

sections. The vocal material, clearly distinct from this

ritornello-motive, is instead related to the fugue subject

of the introductory sinfonia of the work by means of its

sixth leaps (a precise example of saltus duri~sculus - in

rhetorical terms - used here to convey the Affekt of heroic

disdain). Ex. VI(b) shows this figure in combination with

the HR motive in the continuo-part (ne re nel cielo un Nume).

An equally

in which Amor divino

heart of profane love

unusual HR introduces no. 6,

rejects the notion that the "ungrateful

will triumph" (ch’il vostro ingrato cor

ish "those who offend

ornello, twenty-three

trlonfera),and zealously maintains that God will direly pun-

against heaven". In the opening rit-

measures in length, the musical struc-

ture subdivides between a homorhythmic idea in the tutti,and

a chromatic figure introduced by the concertino strings.
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Both

ures 9-15),a

arias examined

quotes part of

this material,

ideas are separated by passages for continuo only (meas-

feature the concerted

thus Ex. VII(a)

this the deployment of

which once an alternative to

Fux employs for similar

Two instances of colora-

section of this aria illustrate how the chroma-

HR is adapted in the vocal part to encode the

the rhythmic independence

(Ex.VII(b)),

a chroma-

quite unknown in any of

far in this discussion.

opening HR,to indicate

again represents

the kind of contrapuntal texture

texts in K.291, K.292 and K.295.

tura in the ’A’

ticism of the

%

word trionfera, and how, likewise,

of the vocal part also contributes to the coloratura.

%

The word sapra in the ’B’ section similarly is set to

tic line which establishes a rhetorical gesture (hypotyposis

or assimilatio), but which is also clearly related to the

chromatic idea in the HR (Ex. VII(c)).

The second

use of concertante exchanges -

aria Tutt’il cielo di gioia festeggi@ (no.

virtuoso violin part, viola and b.c. z

prises an eleven measure episode

the continuo outlines a rhythmic

the motive which governs the HR

technique listed above - the

is primarily evident in Fede’s

12),scored for a

the opening HR com-

for the ensemble in which

figure closely related to

of no. 2. The sequential

phrasing of the first violin part,(Anaphora),combines with

this figure to produce a clear concertante texture. Ex. VIII(a)

quotes the opening of this HR.

In the vocal part,the most notable rhetor-

ical figure is the coloratura passages which set the words

festeggia and alma. Ex. VIII(b) illustrates the use of

circulatio in the first word,and a protracted example of
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variatio

VIII(a) and

part in the

the latter.

in the second word. A comparison between examples

VIII(c) will demonstrate that the first violin

former is the source of this vocal variatio in

Such thematic concision clarifies the prominent

role of instrumental material in the number (12), which con-

tains in all seven short ritornello sections prior to the da

capo repeat (see Table V above).

Innocenza’s first aria (no.14, cor infido),

is a rare example of a continuo-aria with realized string

parts. All of the ritornello sections are scored for basso

continuo only, whereas the vocal parts are supported by

strings which merely

plied by the bass.

cedure lies between

articulate the chordal harmonies im-

The single exception to this unusual pro-

measures eighty and eighty-eight, where

the MR which separates the first statement of

from the second statement,is scored in full.

idiom is conventional, with the

sixths to colour the phrase vil

the ’B’ verse

The harmonic

added use of Neapolitan

_ profano amor. The continuo

line of the ’A’ section is systematically composed of a single,

reiterated figure derived from the opening ritornello. Ex.

IX(a) quotes this ritornello and Ex. IX(b) the figure in ques-

tion, from which the lowermost part never deviates throughout

the ’A’ section, and for much of the ’B’ section.

20, Le

Howard

Herod’s aria Fra due nembi in K.291.27 In this present

the Affekt of joy is registered by means of a siciliano

rhythmic motive in a predominantly homophonic texture.

The first aria of the seconda parte (no.

gioie d’amore) introduces another example of what

smither termed "pre-classic" elements in relation to

aria
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Example X(a)

simplicity of the

with an elaborate

function:(i)

’rhetorical’

quotes the opening of the HR to indicate the

orchestral texture which is juxtaposed

series of colorature which have a dual

to express the reigning Affekt in systematically

figures, (ii) to imitate the sense of the text in

musical terms. E~ X(b/c)quote two of these colorature (mea-

~res 32-35, 37-38~ which combine sequence and circulatio,and

which illustrate the demanding level of vocal writing which is

as florid in the baroque manner as the ritornelli are simple

in the classic manner.

The aria which follows upon Secolo’s

"conversion" (no. 28, Secolo, ’fu pur troppo ingrato il core’)

articulates remorsep by the more conventional means of paired

imitation in the ritornelli, and also by an expressive chro-

maticism which characterises both instrumental and vocal

parts : EX. XI(a) quotes the opening of the HR and the vocal

Devise which follows upon it : both demonstrate this chro-

maticism. In rhetorical terms, the vocal figure which results

from this idiom i s described by baroque theorists as H~er-

bol____ee, to describe an unusual extension of the vocal range by

chromatic ascent = the phrase col mio pianto e col dolore

(measures 89-95) illustrates the use of this figure (Ex.XI(b)).

In the aria which follows (no. 30, Am prof. Io fui sin ’or

macchiato),a similar vocal device is used to register the

three-fold statement of the phrase figlio d’Inlqulta. Ex. XII

quotes this device : the relationship to Ex. XI(b) is thereby

clear.

Pre-classic elements also obtain in the

penultimate aria of the oratorio (no. 36, Fed___~e, Ecco mio Dio)
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particularly with respect to the ritornelli, the first of which

is quoted in Ex. XIII(a). Its sequential structure and homo-

phonic texture are maintained in the vocal sections,where an

independent concertino motive is reiterated against the vocal/

ritornello theme s Ex. XIII(b) (measures 9-13). The colorature

in the ’B’ section on graziar are not unrelated to this con-

certino figure z Ex. XIII(c) (measures 78-82). Once again, the

dominant technical contrast resides in the tension between a

simple, dance-like ritornello structure and a systematically

complex vocal elaboration of key words in the text.

of

Mirate

rive

aria

The short senario phrases in the last aria

the work are matched in this continuo-setting (no. 38,

fedele),by similarly terse musical phrases which de-

from the opening figure of the HCR. The opening of the

is quoted in Ex. XIV(a).

As with no. 40 (see section 4 above), the

text of this number results in a formal departure from the

usua_____~l da capo scheme. At the close of the ’B’ section (mea-

sure 34),Fede interrupts Amor Divino,and

marked by a change of key (from F major

or),and metre (from common time to 3).

this interpolation is

to a minor, via d min-

The vocal line, how-

ever, is related to the preceding material,not only in terms

of phrase-structure (the syllabification remains unchanged),

but also by means of the octave leap which defines this ’B’

section z Ex. XIV(b): - F major to d minor.
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Santa Dimpna, Infanta d’Irlandia. K.300a. (Lent, 1702).

Analysis:

¯ Only the

sequence it is not

the vocal range of

parte of the work.

seconda parte of this work is extantj as a con-

possible to determine (absolutely)

the Damigella who appears in the prima

The other vocal ranges are as follows

Gerberno - Tenor

Dimpna - Soprano

Re d’Irlandia - Bass

Favorita del Re     - Alto

Consigliero del Re - Tenor

0
The Madri~ale which closes the work is scored for Soprano

I, II, Alto, Tenor I, II and Bass.

0
Table VI below summarizes the technical data with regard

to the concerted- and continuo-arias in the seconda

parte of this work, K.300a.

Commentary:

I. Recitatives.

There are no accompagnato recitatives in

of this work, and the recitatives are other-the seconda parte

wise conservatively set, without any significant use of other

than commonplace rhetorical figures. Ex. XV(a) quotes an

excerpt from no. 11/47 in which the King confronts Gerberno

as to the whereabouts of his daughter. The climax of the work
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(in dramatic terms) is similarly cast in recitative

makes little use of rhetorical Fi@uren z Ex. XV(b)

cribes the fatal exchange between the King and his

which results in the latter’s death.

which

trans-

daughter,

2. Choruses.

It is noteworthy that the closing madri-

gal (no. 24/60) of K.300a is scored for six vocal parts (and

not five)~ this scoring therefore probably corresponds with

the vocal ranges of the solo parts, as is the case elsewhere,

throughout these oratorios. The second tenor part in this

chorus, for example, presumably derives from the fact that

there are two tenor roles in K.300a (Gerberno and Consigliero)

and from this $SATTB disposition we can reasonably suggest

also that the role of Damigella was likewise cast for sop-

rano. The madrigal is sung by a coro d’angioli which declares

that Dympna’s blood "sacrificed on the altar of faith" is

glorified in Heaven.

be described,

sections is an

tation (A),the

The formal structure of this number can

in thematic terms, as AA,BC~ the first of these

instrumental introduction cast in paired imi-

first vocal section reiterates and elaborates

this material (A’),the third section, marked adagio,is text-

urally distinguished from the previous sections by the use of

six-part vocal homophony, with only occasional chords in the

string-parts (B)j the final section (C), is clearly based on

the second idea deployed in the instrumental introduction.

Exx. XVI(a) and (b) quote the opening of the ’A’ and ’B’

sections respectively. It is instructive to compare this

chorus with the closing Madrigale of K.294, where virtually
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the same techniques and structure obtain.

3. Ensembles.

Rarte : no. 6/42

ween Favorita and

and Re d’Irlandia.

These comprise three duets in the seconda

between ~ and Gerberno, no. 10/46 bet-

Consi~liero and no. 20/56 between Dimpna

The first of these begins, untypically,

without an introduction, but otherwise maintains the stylis-

tic features which are characteristic of such movements in

Fux’s later oratorios (as we have established), and which

earned Mattheson’s special commendation in Der Vollkommene

Capellmeister.29

Ex. XVII quotes the opening of this number,

which includes the "short imitations, competing syncopations

and unconstrained suspensions" which Mattheson regarded as

3Onecessary to the style of such duets.

4. Arias.

The eight arias in the seconda parte of

Dimpna are unevenly divided between only three of the six

individuals in the libretto z five are sung by Dimpna, two

by Re d’Irlandia, one by Gerberno. There is scant evidence,

in these arias, of the contrapuntal complexity which charac-

terises Fux’s later style in such numbers,especially in the

Biblical- and passion-oratorios. The dominant techniques

used here are figurative coloratura and abstract instrumental

rhetoric, which frequently is related to the textual content.

All but the elaborate concertante and fugal aspects of Fux’s

later style is intact in the arias of this early oratorio.
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One

arias extant in

parison with the usual

rios (see Table V). The

fifty-three measures

notable feature common to all of the

is their remarkable brevity, by corn-

length of arias in Fux’s other orato-

longest aria here, no. 22/58, is

length (plus the D.C. repeat). Nos.

2/38, 4/40 and 8/44,

in length, no. 12/48 and no.

and nos. 16/52 and 18/54 are

in

moreover, are all forty-eight measures

14/50 are forty-three measures,

thirty-eight measures. These

correspondences are hardly mere coincidence, but it is dif-

ficult to explain why they should arise. This exactitude

between numbers does not obtain in Fux,s later oratorios.

The first two arias in the seconda parte

illustrate the use of abstract instrumental figures which are

absent from the vocal part, but which relate nevertheless to

the texts in question. In no. 2/38, Soggiorni reali, (Dimpna)

the opening HCR establishes a sequence of rhythmically iden-

tical seventh-leaps (saltus dur~sculus) which pervades the aria

as a trope of flight and rejection : Ex. XVIII(a) quotes the

opening Devise and the reiteration of this

it. Dympna’s second

is dominated only by

the "hope

HR which succeeds

aria (no. 4/40 Brilla nel petto),likewise

6a 4 siciliano ritornello which registers

of tranquility",of which the text speaks.

A different

first aria (no. 8/44 Bella speme di

again the Affekt of fiery vengeance

expectation informs the King’s

fiera vendetta),and here

(fury) is objectively

registered in a stereotypical instrumental figure~ a rapid

semiquaver pattern unfolded by sequence in the HR (Ex. XIX(a)).

Ex. XIX(b) quotes the coloratura on infiamma which derives from

this HR figure (measures 14-18),and Ex. XIX(c) the extremely
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protracted

37-42) in the

makes it clear

circulatio to

most forceful

circulatio which sets

’B’ section of this number.

that the original

fortify the Affekt

expression

the word fomenta (measures

Ex. XIX(c) also

figure is combined with this

of rage,which is given its

in these measures (37-42). The

sequential octave leaps in this last example invite immediate

comparison with the reiterated sevenths shown in Ex. XVIII(a).

In both cases, the predominant means of musical dramatisation

are rhythmic and motivic.

dolce signor)

chromatic idea in the

(diminished) fourth

(quoted in Ex.

discrete. The

in the five instrumental sections

is most evidently realised.

Gerberno’s poignant aria (no. 12/48, mio

is realised in terms of simple imitation of a

HR, which is characterised by a chromatic

here, however, the ritornello figure,

XX), and the vocal material remain conspicuously

latter is notably free of coloratura, and it is

that the Affekt of the text

A musical parallel obtains between no.16/52

and no.18/54, two arias whose texts mirror each other remark-

ably in terms of metre, syllabification and rhyme :

No. 16/52 (Re) No. 18/54 (Dimpna)

Sian tuele mie grandezze Disprezzo tue grandezze

Per te le mie richezze Schernisco tue richezze

E tuo, il mio fidor Abomino il tuo amor

Te coronare io voglio Corone tue non voglio

Compagna meco al soglio E fuggo dal tuo soglio

Dar ti tutt’il mio cor. Per te mai auro cot.

In no. 16, the King offers his wealth, his life, his crown to

Dympna and in no.18, Dympna systematically rejects everything
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he tenders, one by one. In musical terms.a similar relation-

ship is established by means of the Figuren used to register

the King’s advances and Dympna’s parallel rejections. AI-

though no.16 is a continuo-aria and no.18 is scored for two

violin parts (and continuo),the instrumental circulatio and

sequential hypotyposis which feature as the most significant

characteristics in both, establish the connection between

these numbers. Exx. XXI(a) and (b) quote these figures.

The last aria in the work is uncharac-

teristically restrained in rhetorical terms, given the text

(see above),and the baroque elaborations which pervade the

earlier numbers. Dympna’s strong imagery is not matched by

any musical Figur, instrumental or vocal. The scoring,how-

ever,is unusual : two viole da gamba , a violoncello and con-

tinuo. This dark colouring obliquely suggests the mood of the

text, and the instrumentation marks a trait common to many of

Fux’s oratorios, namely, the scoring of one aria for instru-

ments otherwise silent throughout the entire work. We have

already seen this to be the case in K.291, K.292 and K.295,

but not in K.294.
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END NOTES, CHAPTER IV.

I ¯

.

1

.

¯

Schnitzler/Draghi, p.161

In Chapter V of this dissertation.

See Appendix A below. This libretto is one of a bound

collection held in the Austrian National Library under

the sigill~nn A/Wn 406. 747 - B M. It was published in

1702 by Cosmerovius, who also issued simultaneously

a German translation entitled Die Heilige Dympna, In-

fantin yon Irland which is bound in the collection

noted here.

See the worklist appended to this dissertation.

See

which follows the Italian

in ~ 406¯ 747 - B M is

Appendix C below for the original. The libretto

and German prints of Dimpna

that of Ziani’s Le Profezie

Adempiute,

this was the work which

that year (1702):

Le Profezie Adempiute/E/Le

the full title of which demonstrates that

was given on Good Friday of

figure illust rate/Rappres-

entazione Sacra/Al Santissimo Sepolcro./CANTATA/ nella

Cesarea Cappella/Della S.(acra) C.(esarea) R.(eale)

M.(aesta) DelI’IMPERATOR/LEOPOLDO I/La sera del Venerdi

Santo/Dell’Ann. 1702.

Schnitzler records that by contrast, "twenty-seven of

the thirty-six librettos of different works by the pres-

ent author (i.e.Draghi’s principal librettist Niccolo

Minato) contain prefaces. It may be noted here that six

of the nine works without prefaces are oratorios, and only
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.

So

Draghi p.138).

fatory material

four of the ten oratorios for which librettos were loc-

ated contain prefaces, of

the lesser importance

sepolcri and rappresentationi sacre..."

We may

in the

relates to the paucity

their performance-practice in contemporary archives,

precisely because they were cantata and not rappresentata,

as the extant title-pages make abundantly clear.

See Appendix C below.

This fact may be indicative

of oratorios in comparison to

(Schnitzler/

add here that the absence of pre-

printed libretti of oratorios

of precise information as to

For information on this composer see Kochel/Fux p.96 and

Bennett/Porsile. Porsile was born in Naples in

1680 and was Kapellmeister to Charles III of Spain until

1711. On the latter’s elevation to the throne of the

Holy Roman Empire,Porsile became tutor to the Empress,

and in 1720, Hofcomponist. He died in Vienna

29th of May, 1750.

9. We i len/The ate rge schichte no. 751.

i0. Weilen/Theater~eschichte no. 802.

on the

Ii. Weilen/Theatergeschichte nos.734, 946.

12. Weilen/Theater~eschichte nos.106, 422, 579, 626.

13. Filippeschi is also not

He may, of course, have

but there is no mention

reference as Isi~or0 Carini’s Arcadia and

dello spettacolo etc. Neither K~chel/Fux

included in Allacci’s Drammaturgia.

been a member of such a society,

of him in such s~andard works of

Enciclopedia

__ nor Liess/Fux
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acknowledged him as a Fux

first associated with the

and Federhofer/Unbekannte

librettist~and his name was

composer in M~hlfeld/Meinin@en

Kirchenmusik.

14. For information on Badia, see Chapter I above.

15.

16.

See Chapter III, Table I. Bononcini’s contribution to

the Hofmusikkapelle is outlined in Chapter I above.

This is the account of the saint’s life as it is found

David Hugh Farmer, ed. The Oxford Dictionary of Saints

(Clarendon press, 1978), pp. 169-170.

17. See Table I above.

18.

in

Acta Sanctorum, p.477. I have concentrated on the pitch

and tone of Santa Dimpna (a) because it is the first

oratorio text set by Fux and (b) because it is far re-

moved in subject-matter from the libretti which prevailed

during the period 1714-1731, when Fux set most of his

oratorios.

19. Farmer, op.cit., p.l15.

20. A/Wn s ig. 406. 747 - B M.

oratorio are based on the

this source.

Translation ."

King

Dam :

Kin~ ,-

Dam :

King.

All translations from this

text as it is presented in

But here comes the maid-in-waiting.

she appears! Ho! what do you bear?

News of a kind that spells ruin;

the princess...

Yes, Dimp na.

Has taken flight, has fled.

what do I hear? And whereHeavens,

How confused

hear and die;

is she hidden?



21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.
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The soul is always a small boat in an angry sea,

wretchedly tossed from side to side, never to

know peace or goodness.

z Finally what have you decided? Do you desire the

royal bed or death?

Dimpna z I am resolved to die rather than to disappoint

my Lord.

King    z And I give you death with my sword.

Dimpna s This breast becomes a pelican of your holy love,

O Lord, this soul joyfully comes to you in the

high splendour of heaven.

This phrase parallels the same assertion "io governo il

mondo" made by Secolo at the beginning of the oratorio.

Secolo z What strange

the senses?

Amor prof ¯

light dazzles my view and stupefies

What unknown force of pte%5~9 supernatural

splendour oppresses the heart in ~6%~OhD~

terror?

Compare the formal structures which are used in the

sinfonie to K.291, 292 and 295 given in Chapter III

above.

Cf. Fux’s limited rhetorical instructions in the closing

chapters of the Gradus (discussed in Chapter II above),

and the observations contained in Van der Meer/Opernkom-

ponist, Bk. III, Ch. II, Fux und die Musikalische Oratorie.

Van der Meer persuasively maintains that the doctrine of

affections

baroque composition and that the theoretical

of Werckmeister, Mattheson, Quantz, Marpurg,

etc. (many of whom discussed also Fux’s music,as we have

established), have a bearing on Fux’s compositional practice.

and rhetorical thinking were inseparable in

discussions

Kirnberger
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In this

tematic deployment of musical

in the rhetorical terminology

chapter I have shown that the sys-

motives can be described

of these theorists, and

that such description is partly justified by Fux’s own

(tentative) prescriptions for rhetorical formulae in the

Gradus. The often repetitious and unnecessarily arcane

language of musico-rhetorical description, however, fre-

quently obscures the comparative simplicity of the issue

under discussion : like most baroque composers, Johann

Fux objectified emotional states rather than personally

expressed them, and he achieved this by means of definite

motivic gestures which can be recouped and codified in

paralinguistic terms. What matters in this dissertation

is to examine the range of his objective style, rather than

to argue the extent of his rhetorical "consciousness".

One is patently empirical, the other, speculative.

27. smither/0ratorio, p.411.

28.

29.

There are no independent instrumental movements in the

seconda parte of Dimpna. N.B. The numerals attached to the

extant parte in this discussion have been reckoned from the

beginning of this p_arte. The numerals which follow (after

the stroke) are reckoned from the beginning of the prima

parte (derived from the libretto).

See Chapter II,section (i),where Mattheson’s references

to Fux are given and discussed.

30. Harriss/Capellmeister, p.664.
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(Ex. XIa continued, fol.(iv_.)
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Ex. XXIb. A/Wn 18 953 fol.3~v.
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(i) Introduction

The Viennese sepolcro in the seventeenth century.

In

we established in brief

Fux are partly indebted

the first chapter of this dissertation,

that the passion oratorios of Johann

to a tradition of sacred-dramatic

music which originated in Vienna during the second half of

the seventeenth century. This tradition derived,in turn, from

the medieval liturgical drama associated with the events of

Holy Week

institution of the Eucharist on Maundy Thursday and

and death of Christ on Good Friday. Here, we shall

pects of Viennese sacred-dramatic music in the seventeenth

century, in order to determine the extent to which these as-

pects informed the passion music of the eighteenth century,

in the Roman Catholic liturgy, in particular, the

the passion

examine as-

are primarily

secondary

with particular reference to Fux. These aspects

dramatic and liturgical. With the assistance of

material surveyed earlier in this study, particularly the

research conducted by Franz Hadamowsky in 1955, Rudolf Schnit-

zler in 1971, Gernot Gruber in 1972 and Friedrich Riedel in

1977, it can be shown that the passion oratorios of Fux ac-

knowledge the distinctive factors of baroque sacred music

peculiar to Vienna, and that they nevertheless represent a

definitive version of the oratorio vol~are in the eighteenth

century.

We have already seen that the events of

Holy Week liturgy gave rise to semi-staged sacred-dramatic

music performed with costumes and scenery,during the reign

of Leopold I (1658 - 1705) in vienna. These performances,

the
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known as sacre rappresentationi and sepolcri, have been asso-

ciated especially with the compositions of Antonio Draghi,

Kapellmeister from 1682 until his death in 1700.I Rudolf

schnitzler’s research into Draghi’s sacred-dramatic music has

shown that these sepolcri were usually performed in two loca-

tions~ the private chapel of the Dowager Empress Eleonora, and

the Hofburgkapelle itself. The extant libretti distributed

at the performances of such works contain detailed instruc-

tions as to the conditions of presentation and ’stage’ direc-

tions which obtained, and from these instructions and from

contemporary archival documents, Schnitzler derived a compre-

hensive account of the manner in which such sepolcri were per-

formed. What follows here is a summary of that account, cor-

roborated by the findings of Hadamowsky in his study of the

repertory of theatrical works given by the Hofmusikkapelle in

the baroque era, and by Riedel’s examination of the relation-

ship between these works and the Catholic liturgy which pro-

2
duced them.

(i) Although no design sketches are extant, the practice of

erecting sepulchres at the court is known to date from

as early as 1587. (The custom of building representations

of Christ’s tomb in the churches of Vienna was commonplace

in the seventeenth century.)

were probably relatively small structures in the

a coffin which contained a plaster statue of the

of Christ.3

The holy sepulchres at court

form of

body

(ii) The passion music of Draghi and his contemporaries was

enacted before such sepulchres, on Maundy Thursday in the

Dowager’s chapel, and on Good Friday in the Hofburgkapelle.

In the latter location, a painted backdrop, designed by
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the theatre architect Burnacini, was the second principal

feature of the scenic representation.4

(iii)Most of Draghi’s passion texts contain explicit directions

as to this representation, and to the limited action

which accompanied the performances of sepolcri. Thus

the libretto of Ii sa@rificio non impedito, a sepolcro

by Draghi performed on Good Friday of 1692, begins as

follows:

After the opening of the most holy sepulchre,

one sees the summit of a mountain on which

the sacrifice of Abraham is depicted. Enter

Ii Rito della chiesa cattolica, La commemoratione

della passione di Christo, Due peccatori pentiti...

They turn to see who has arrived. Enter La Fede,

L’interpretatione della sacra scrittura. Enter

Ii desiderio della vita eterna, II timor dell’in-

ferno, La verita evangelica. They begin to exclaim

5from a distance before they are seen.

(iv) Performances of sepolcri on Good Friday were followed by

a short liturgical service.

be

archives and

tion between

This summary of performance-practice can

combined with the reports of sepolcri in contemporary

journals, which clearly maintained the distinc-

cantato and rappresentato which differentiates

the wording on the title-pages of oratorio- and sepolcro-

libretti respectively, in the seventeenth century. Two ex-

cerpts from the court circular, Ii corriere ordinario will

illustrate this distinction:

(i) E martedi fu cantato divoto oratorio nella...capella

imperiale di corte. (Co, Feb. 26th, 1695).
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(ii) Venerdi santo...la sera fu fatta nella capella publica

di Corte una bella e divota rappresentatione della morte

del Nostro Redentore nel va~o Sepolcro cola eretto.

(Co, April 6th, 1695).6

The theatrical dimension,to which the underlined wording in

this second extract refers, was combined

listic and thematic features in the text

seventeenth-century sepolcro, many of

teristic of the contemporary oratorio.

with a number of sty-

and music of the

which were not charac-

Whereas the oratorio

presented

pc[cro was

an event from the Bible in dramatic form, the se-

characterised by its neglect of Biblical sources

and by "the absence of dramatic conflict and (of) a sequence

of chronological events",which "permitted the librettist to

7emphasise descriptive, doctrinal and meditative aspects".

We have already noted the preponderance of allegorical per-

sonages in both Draghi’s oratorios and sepolcri : in his last

sepolcri performed between 1692 and 1699, all participants

are allegorical,and real personages are completely absent.

The musical features of Draghi’s sepolcri

and oratorios have been discussed at some length in Chapter I

of this study. Here we shall summarize those features only

insofar as they apply to his sepolcri (just as we emphasised

the oratorios in Chapter I) as follows :

(i) The sepolcri are cast in one structural part (as distinct

from the two-part structure of the contemporary ora-

torio).

(ii) The most notable feature of the overall design of these

works is the striking absence of a regular alternation

between recitatives and arias or ensembles. "Rather
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there is an irregular arrangement of these types, char-

acterised by lengthy passages of recitative combined with

aria-like sections, and (by) a succession of two or more

8
arias and/or arias and ensembles".

(iii)Approximately sixty-five percent of Draghi’s sacred-

dramatic arias are binary in design (AB or ABB’),twenty-

five percent are ternary, and of these twenty-five per-

five percent, fifteen percent constitute da capo formats.

(iv) Instrumentation in the sepolcri comprises the old-fash-

ioned five- and six-part scoring of violas and viole da

gamba and da bracci0 (by comparison with the more modern

three-part scoring for two violins and continuo in

Draghi’s oratorios).

(v) Recitatives are characterised by comparatively free de-

clamation, and ’coloratura’ arias are almost completely

absent. The melodic writing in set pieces is largely

syllabic (word painting is generally restricted to

Draghi’s oratorios).

~%ion of

zler which

took place

in Vienna

Finally, we shall close this brief exami-

the sepolcro with an observation from Rudolf Schnit-

predicates an explanation for the changes which

in the presentation of passion music,(as a rule),

after 1700 :

The fact that the performances of sacred-dramatic

music were not nearly as elaborate as those of operas

resulted from the physical limitations of the chapels

and the close relationship to the liturgy. Thus there

an interaction of historical background, sacred and

is
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secular

created

only of

the

works

short lived duration.

eighteenth century saw the

such

(Present

purposes and physical considerations which

a peculiar repertory without equal but also

Already the be@inning

complete disappearance

9
as sepolcri and rappresentationi sacre.

author’s emphases.)

of

of

(ii) Formal and other changes in the sepolcro circa 1700;

The emergence of the oratorio al santissimo sepolcro.

cally performed

was marked by a

practice, archival

musical structure.

in the context

of this study;

these changes

Fux wrote

This "complete disappearance" of theatri-

passion music after the turn of the century,

number of changes in location, performance-

reference, libretto design and wording, and

All of these elements have been indicated

of Fux’s oratorios in general in Chapter II

it remains here to summarize and interpret

as they apply to the six passion oratorios which

between 1716 and 1728.

The extant libretti and relevant archival

sources which pertain to the beginning of the eighteenth

century show that the first notable change was with respect

to location : after 1700 the Hofburgkapelle only is invar-

iably cited as the place of performance for all sacred-dramatic

music given at court, including passion oratorios.I0 The

practice of building a sepulchre in the court chapel on Good

Friday continued, however, and a number of passion works,

given between 1700 and 1705, included further scenic elaboration

and limited stage action. In his repertorial study, Hadamowsky
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lists four rappresentationi sacre by the Hofkapellmeister of

the day, Marc’Antonio Ziani, which were performed on Good Fri-

day of 1701, 1702, 1704, and 1705. Each of these works was

recorded in the Corriere ordinario as having been performed

before

court chapel"

actions which closely correspond with

retti of seventeenth-century sepolcri.

tions did not die out

together with weilen’s

"a representation of the holy sepulchre erected in the

and the libretto of each includes theatrical

those found in the lib-

ii
Thus the old tradi-

immediately. Hadamowsky’s Spielplan,

Theatergeschichte show, however, that

such performances after 1705 were the exception rather than

the norm, and in contemporary sources the term oratorio began

to replace the term rappresentatione sacra as the commonplace

description of passion music.

piled by the court Dispensator

for example, such passion works are described as

in the form of oratorios".12

In the Rubriche Generali, com-

Killian Reinhardt in 1727,

"sepolcros

Reinhardt’s description of these works also

includes information to the effect that after 1700,passion

oratorios continued to be given in a liturgical context and

that,specifically,a ~arian litany and hymn ensued at the close

of the passion work. In the same way, both the Corriere

ordinario and the Wienerisches Diarium indicate that a

was preached between both

eenth century, whether or

ed on Good Friday.13

parts of the oratorio in the

not the work in question was

sermon

eight-

perform-

We have already established that these

sources generally omitted the title and manner of performance

of oratorios which were unstaged in the eighteenth century ¯
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these

absence of explicit (or implicit)

libretti of most Viennese passion

addition, the term oratorio was

given on Good Friday (from 1705

term rappresentatione sacra

habitual omissions are corroborated by the complete

directions in the printed

oratorios after 1705. In

used to describe passion works

onwards) ,in preference to the

on the title-pages of the scores,

and the

ustissima capella replaced the

al sepolcro on the title-pages of both printed

description Applicato al sepolcro e cantato nell’Au~-

earlier cantato e rappresentato...

libretti and

manuscript scores. We have just now adverted to the same

change of terminology in contemporary sources. Together,

these changes signify an alteration in the performance prac-

tice of Viennese passion music in the early eighteenth century,

and this alteration coincides with the gradual introduction of

a new musical idiom into the oratorio,which was taken over

14
from contemporary opera.

Although there is no evidence, then, to

suggest that most passion oratorios after 1705 were given with

costumes, scenery and dramatic action as before, the conven-

tional wording of many libretto title-pages does suggest that

many such works w~re given before a representation of the holy

sepulchre of Christ. In the case of Fux’s oratorios, the con-

sistent use of certain terms in the libretto title-pages, to-

gether with information contained in the scores, combine with

contemporary references to suggest that one important link

with the seventeenth-century sepolcro was maintained in per-

formance. That link was the sepolcro itself, and,as Howard

Smither has observed, "just as oratorios in Italy were sung

without action in the presence of the scene for the devotion

of the Forty Hours, so also they were evidently sung in vienna
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in the presence of the sepulchre.’’15 This observation is

borne out particularly by the libretto title-pages. Printed

libretti for five of Fux’s six passion oratorios are extant.

The title-pages of these prints16 consistently advert to the

fact that these works were sung in the court chapel in front

of a representation of the holy sepulchre, as in the following

example :

La Cena del Signore. Componimento sacro per musica

applicato al suo santissimo sepolcro e cantato nell’

augustissima capella (etc.)17

Once again, applicato e cantato, and not rappresentato. Al-

though none of the libretti or the archival sources

any further information as to the size and shape of

chres (the same want of information is true of the

teenth-century sepolcro),the underlined terms are

enough to suggest the manner of performance, proposed here

a standard element in the presentation of Fux’s oratorios.

term componimento .sacro seems to have been reserved for

indicate

the sepul-

seven-

consistent

as

The

the description of oratorios

title pages of four of the

works not as componimenti

thus:

performed at the sepulchre. The

six scores, however, describe these

sacri, but simply as oratorios,

18
La Cena del signore. Oratorio. L’anno 1720.

Another of these six scores refers to the work in question as

an oratorio per il santissimo sepolcro~9 and a comparison be-

tween the extant scores and libretti of these oratorios allows

us to conclude with Gernot Gruber and Friedrich Riedel that,

after 1705, the old one-part sepolcro with costumes, action

and scenery, gave way to the new two-part oratorio al santis-
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without action or costume before the

The remarkable mention by name of three of

Fux’s passion oratorios in the Wienerisches Diarium (WD) fur-

ther testifies to the performance practice of these works,

when we recall that no other of Fux’s oratorios is specifi-

c~ly recorded by name in the WD,and that reference therein to

his oratorios is usually extraordinarily oblique.21 An example

here of the named references, however, will serve to illustrate

another aspect of performance, namely the ’liturgical’ context,

in which Fux’s passion oratorios were given.

Dienstag den 8.Dito

kaiserliche grossen

Predig/als

atorio bei

Cristo sul

(April)...nach Mittag...in der

hof-Capellen der Italzanlschen

auch den lebten Italzanzschen gesungen Or-

welches Testamento del n®stro ~ignor Ges~

Calvario...benamset ware, yon dem herrn

Pariati verfasset und yon dem herrn

22in die music gebracht worden.

Johann Joseph Fux...

The "Italian sermon" mentioned in this entry

practice of holding church services in the fore-

noons during Lent, which centered upon a sermon,

mance of passion music, and a ~arian liturgy.23

appear that oratorios generally were given in this

that passion music was also performed as part

service. This is borne out by the references

in the Rubriche Generali cited above (in which the

in the form of an oratorio" was given),and also by

in the letters of Apostolo Zeno to the length of

fifteen minutes duration - which were

refers

usually of

of

to

to the

and after-

the perfor-

It would

context,and

a liturgical

such services

"sepolcro

re fe rence s

the sermons -

inserted
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between both parti of oratorios, and which were preached

24
a Jesuit priest specially engaged for the purpose.

by

oratorio

published

elaborate

Textual and musical changes in the new

al sepolcro were paramount : not only are libretti

after 1700 conspicuously lacking in the kind of

directions and descriptions which characterise the

seventeenth-century sepolcro text~ they are

imbued with a different literary approach.

sepolcro-libretto was defined

of allegorical personages,and

also gradually

Whereas the old

by the exclusive participation

by a neglect of the Biblical

sources, the texts of the later oratorio al sepolcro were

gradually characterised by the exclusive participation of

actual personages and by a concentration upon Biblical sources.

This process of change came by stages : as we shall see below,

Fux’s earlier passion oratorios are also characterised by

allegorical (abstract) characters, and only his last oratorios

set texts which are wholly ’real’ in characterisation.

the traditional

tive and doctrinal poetry - was

accademia active in Vienna after

The trend towards the Bible and away from

source of the Viennese sacred drama - specula-

stimulated by members of the

1700 - chief among them Zeno

and Pariati - whose influence we have considered at some length

earlier in this study.25 If we compare the personages of Fux’s

first oratorio al sepolcro given in 1716 with those of his last,

given in 172~ and those of a passion oratorio set by Caldara in

1730, the extent of this influence will be clear. The list

below sets out the characters of Ii fonte della salute (Par-

iati,K.293, 1716),La deposizione dalla croce (Pasquini, K.300,

1728),and La passione di Gesh Cristo (Metastasio, 1730).
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Fux 1716

La misericordia

La Grazia

La Giustizia

Ii peccato re

Ii peccato re

Ii Demonio

Coro d ’ angioli/di
Peccatori

contrite

ost inato

Fux 1728

Maria Ve rgine

3iovanni

Maria Maddalena

Gioseppe d°Arimatea

Nicodemo

Coro di Peccatori

Caldara 1730

Pietro

Giovanni

Maddalena

Giuseppe d’Arimatea

Coro di Seguaci Gesu

In FLux 1716 the characters are allegorical,

Caldara 1730 they are actual and Biblical.

in Fux 1728 and

Viennese passion

We have shown, in

Badia and Marc’Antonio

phrase) for the operas

the early part of the

above in the sepolcri

altered after 1700.

The greatest change that took place in

music c.1700 was, of course, a musical one.

Chapter I, how composers such as Card Agostino

Ziani "paved the

and oratorios of

century.

of Draghi

way" (in Egon Wellesz’s

Fttx and Caldara, in

Almost every element discerned

(and his contemporaries) was

The sum of these alterations resulted

serious operain the wholesale application of the techniques of

to oratorio, and the passion oratorios of Badia, the Bononcinis

stylistic precedent for those of Fux and

The irregular scene-complexes, binary

and Ziani provided a

his contemporaries.

structures and "old-fashioned"

Draghi in his sepolcri distinguish the forms

red-dramatic music in the seventeenth century from the

recitatives and arias, the predominancealternation of

capo form, and

music, and of

Vienna.

instrumentation employed by

of Viennese sac-

regular

of da

the "modern" instrumentation of Fux’s passion

passion music generally, in eighteenth-century
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(iii) The Passion Oratorios of Fux : Preliminary.

Table I below

tic music which was performed during Holy Week

Friday)26, in the imperial court chapel between

It will ~>e seen from this table

represents the sacred-drama-

(often on Good

1700 and 1730.

that from 1700 until 1715,

the

Ziani, Fttx’s predecessor in the post

that from 1700 until 1706 six of the

ed in this period included some ’stage’

sented before the holy sepulchre, with

costume.

greater number of these works was composed by Marc’Antonio

of Hofkapellmeister; and

passion oratorios present-

movement and were pre-

additional scenery and

From 1716 until 1730 the greater number of

sepolcro-oratorios were given by the new Hofkapellmeister Fux

(nine years out of fourteen),with the remaining works by Fux’s

deputy, Antonio Caldara. As noted above, the extant libretti

of Fux’s passion oratorios uniformly testify to a performance

of these works before the holy sepulchre in the court chapel,

and similar wording is found in the extant libretti (and scores)

27of some of Caldara’s passion oratorios also.

The texts of five of Fux’s oratorios were

written by Pietro Pariati, whose association with the composer

we have discussed above, together with an account of his ca-

28reef.     Fux’s sixth and last Italian passion-oratorio was a

setting of Giovanni Claudio Pasquini’s drama La deposizione

dalla croce di Gesu Cristo, 5alvator Nostro (K.300).
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was ordained a

secretary to Cardinal Coscia.

r~l court in Vienna dates from 1725,when he

protection and influence of Apostolo Zeno.

Pasquini was born in Siena in 169529 and

Roman Catholic priest there, where he worked as

His connection with the impe -

came under the

His official ap-

pointment to the

of four of his works there in

imperial court poet at Vienna,

VI, in 1741, Pasquini

Dresden.Of Pasquini’s

court as a poet followed upon the production

1726. In 1739 he was appointed

but after the death of Charles

left Vienna for Mannheim, and later,

sixty-two secular- and seven sacred-dramatic

texts, only La deposizione was set by Johann Fux. The six

maining sacred texts were also written for Vienna, however,

and were set by Reutter, Conti    and Bonno. La deposizione

dalla croce was subsequently set by composers in Dresden

(Hasse and Ristori),venice (Ferdinando Turrini),and Mannheim

(F.X.Richter and G.M.Orlandini).30

re-

(iv) The Libretti.

The texts which Pariati and Pasquini pro-

vided for Fux’s passion oratorios represent a progression

from the wholly allegorical to the wholly actual in terms of

characterisation, but all of them are based to a lesser or

greater extent on Biblical sources. The first of these, I_!l

fonte della salute (K.293, Pariati), was set by Fux in 1716

as we saw, and performed on Good Friday of that year. A

second performance of the oratorio took place in 1721 and the

printed textbook which survives dates from that year.31 This

textbook is similar in many respects to the extant libretti

of Fux’s oratorios in general, with the important addition of
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abbreviated sources on which the text is based, which are

given in the right-hand margin of each page of the libretto.

These sources are primarily Biblical. They include the Letters

of St. Paul, the Psalms, the Acts of the Apostles, the Book of

Proverbs,

the Apocryphal books, and very infrequent

pels. References to the Church Fathers,

nard and Augustine, are also in evidence.

the Lamentations of Jeremiah, the Book of Ezekiel,

references to the Gos-

particularly SS. Ber-

Table II below shows that all six charac-

ters in K.293 are allegorical. Such characterisation is clear-

ly derived from the seventeenth-century sepolcro and is at

odds with the predominantly Biblical sources of the libretto.

This libretto is, however, also closely related in structural

and thematic terms to the didactic and doctrinal sentiments

of Fux’s other wholly allegorical oratorio, Ii trionfo della

fede. As is the case in that

and purpose of Ii fonte della

preclude the exposition of

its Biblical sources, this

tic ideas proposed and

and by Pariati himself

libretto, the prevailing tenor

salute (The source of hope)

a chronological drama, and despite

work is far removed from the drama-

adopted by Pariati’s colleague Zeno,

in La fede sacrilega and other of his

libretti. The text divides between a

appeals to Christ for forgiveness and

by Divine Mercy, Grace and Justice~

who repudiates the warning of these

contrite sinner who

who is aided and advised

and an obstinate sinner

abstract characters, and

who is urged on to greater recklessness and moral transgression

by a demon. A lively exchange

the demon and the three divine abstractions in the

parte,represents these last in a struggle with the

the soul of the obstinate sinner who is

"approach the Cross" and ask for mercy.

between the obstinate sinner,

seconda

demon for

finally persuaded to
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Abstract characterisation also predominates

in the second of these six libretti, Cristo nell’orto ("Christ

in the Garden", Pariati, K.296),which was also given twice,

in 1718 and 1723. Reference to Table II will show that the

one exception to abstract characterisation in the libretto is

Christ himself. This text also represents an advance in drama-

tic terms on K.293,in that it addresses a particular episode

from the Bible = the suffering of Christ in the Garden of

Gethsemane. Although the extant libretto of this work does

not include the marginal Biblical sources found in the printed

text of K.293, it is clear that the dramatic sections of K.296

were drawn from the Gospel

which contains the account

The exp{icitly dramatic events which this

however, are omitted from the libretto of

of St. Mark (Chapters XIV and XV)

of Christ’s "Agony in the Garden".

account includes,

K.296 - namely the

betrayal of Christ by Judas and his subsequent arrest. Once

again, abstract meditation usurps the role of dramatic de-

ve~pment in this text, and the moral commentary furthered by

the divine graces (’Love’ and .Justice’),combines with the

consolatory sentiments of a "comforting Angel" and a "contem-

plative soul"

which is Christ’s

quotation from St.

parte, Facciarsi il

but thine be done’)

to amplify the central concern of the work,

obedience unto death. The thrice-stated

Mark which Cristo utters in the prima

tuo volere e non il mio (’Not my will,

is, of course, Christ’s address to his

Father, which, in the Biblical account, immediately precedes

his rebuke of the disciples, who have fallen asleep. In the

libretto, the weary disciples are replaced by the "consoling

Angel’% who reacts to each statement in turn with a brief

eulogy of the Redeemer’s supreme sacrifice on behalf of sinful

mankind.
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%
Gesu Cristo ne@ato da Pietro (K.297, Par-

iati),was given in Holy Week, 1719. The title of the work

(’Jesus Christ denied by Peter’) indicates a stronger subject

in dramatic terms than those which K.293 and K.296 concern.

Nevertheless, Pariati

and abstract material

actual personages,

Again the abstract

continued to favour a

in

Peter

characters

blend of Biblical

this tex~ which features but two

and Ballila, daughter of Caiaphas.

comment on the action of the text,

which begins with a chorus of Jews who mock Christ on his ar-

rest, and ends with the last denial of Peter. The Biblical

account follows almost directly upon the agony in the garden,

and,from the point of view of this libretto, its chief matter

of interest lies in the characterisation of Peter.

a brave defender of his

protect Christ from the

parte, however, he twice

is unknown to him,

and shame

ative and

In the prima parte, Peter is depicted as

Lord, "solo audace e forte" who will

hatred of the Jews. In the seconda

swears that ’this man’ (i.e.Christ)

and

for these denials

aria of the work.

is amplified by the commentary of L’amor divino (Divine

and L’~anita peccatrice (Sinful mankind),the first of

rebukes Peter for his

extent, L’amor divino

subsequently expresses his remorse

in the closing accompagnato recit-

This slender dramatic material

love)

whom

denial in the seconda parte. To this

is involved in the action of the text :

Pietro

L’Amor divino

Io quell’uom non conosco. Ii dico e ’i giuro.

s Ah Pietro! Che dicesti? Che giurasti?!32

For the most part, the remaining characters

moralise upon the situation rather than contribute to it. Thus
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the coro di peccatori, with which the work closes, draws age-

neral moral s mankind must not be quick to condemn Peter, for

who ever thinks himself superior to Peter will next fall from

grace to cowardice and shame. Halfway between direct partici-

pation in the drama and abstract commentary, are the parts of

the text allotted to L’odio di Giudei contra Gesu (’the hatred

of the Jews for Jesus’) s the mockery of Christ’s claims to be

the Son of God is part of the Biblical account, and the purpose

of this character is to portray that mockery.

With La cena del Signore (’The Lord’s supper’)

(K.298),Pariati achieved a more satisfactory integration of the

sepolcro tradition of abstract moral commentary and the A rca-

dian concept of Biblical drama,than heretofore. Given in Holy

Week, 1720, this oratorio may be regarded as the ’watershed’

work among the six passion oratorios. The text differs sig-

nificantly from the three earlier works, in that Pariati recon-

ciled the demands of two

abstract characters from

ing the number of

traditions by reducing the number of

five to two,and consequently by increas-

real persons from one to four.

Within the framework

Pariati included several dramatic elements from the

Biblical accounts,33 namely Christ’s washing of his

feet, his announcement

protestations of Judas

tu~on of the holy Eucharist, and the dialogue between Christ

and his apostles which ensued upon it. Christ, Peter, John

Judas participate in

Lo spirito profetico

lativa

of the Lord’s supper,

various

disciples

that "one of you will betray me," the

(and the other disciples) ,the insti-

and

this drama, and two abstract characters,

(prophetic spirit),and un’anima contemp-

(a contemplative soul),comment upon the drama as it
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develops.    Frequent exchanges between these two characters

arise out of the moral implications of the drama. The exces-

sive length of these exchanges occasionally results in a dis-

sipation of the inherent impetus of the dramatic events.

Seven years separated the performance of

sacred-dramatic collaboration between Fux and Pariatithe last

from La cena del Signore. Ii fonte was repeated in 1721 and

Cristo nell’orto was given again in 1723. There followed Ii

testamento di nostro signore Gesu Cristo sul Calvario (The will

of our Lord Jesus Christ on Calvary’),on the 16th of April 1726,

a work which was repeated on the 8th of April in the following

year.

Ii testamento (K.299) is drawn directly

from the Gospel of St. John, and it relates the last words of

Christ on the Cross to his mother (here termed La santissima

ver~ine), and to the "disciple whom Jesus loved", St. John

(Giovanni l’evan~elista). Pariati adds the Angel Gabriel, Lu-

c~er,and a sinner. A chorus of Jews, scribes, and pharisees

is introduced at significant points in the text. The most

notable absence is that of Christ : significantly, in the light

,    34of Zeno’s recommenaatlons p his words are reported, not direct-

ly uttered. Thus Giovanni, in the prima parte narrates Christ’s

invocation "Father, forgive them, for they know not what they

do",and proceeds to speculate upon this statement. The Angel

Gabriel is similarly introduced with the narration of Christ’s

words to the repentant sinner, crucified beside him : "I tell

you truly, today you will be with me in Paradise." It is

generally the Angel Gabriel who relates the cardinal points of

the story s Christ’s presentation of John to his mother (and of
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his mother to John),and his second invocation to God,Perch~

m’hai abbandonato? (’Why have you forsaken me?’). Once again,

the length of the recitatives retards the impetus of dramatic

movement, and diffuses the impact of the scriptural episodes.

The sorrow of La santissima ver~ine repre-

~nts a secondary concern of Ii testamento (it accounts partly

for the length of the recitatives). It is also a concern of

Fux’s last extant passion-oratorio, La deposizione dalla croce

(’The removal from the cross’, K.300, Pasquini),given on the

23rd of March, 1728. The text draws upon the episode from St.

John’s Gospel which follows that on which Ii Testamento is

based z La deposizione concerns the removal of Christ from his

(in the prima parte),and his burial (in the seconda parte.)cross

The extant libretto is distinguished by

the use of complete quotations from the Bible and related sour-

ces35 which include several excerpts from the Lamentations of

The Blessed Virgin Mary by Saint Bernard. These excerpts indi-

cate the sources of most of the arias, and that portion of the

recitative which is

than with the events of

elsewhere in the text.

lene and St. John all

concerned with religious meditation rather

the passion, as they are presented

The Virgin, Nicodemus, Joseph, Magda-

discuss and contemplate the sorrowful

death of Christ and its effect on themselves, and it is this

contemplation which forms the greater part of the text. An

example will make this clear z

Maria Ver~ine

E tutte quelle piaghe ad una (And all his wounds

L’ha scolpite il dolore hath sorrow carved

Nel misero mio core upon my miserable
heart.
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Giovanni

Madre infelice

Maria Ve r@ine

S[ figlio mio,

morir dovev a.

I0 SO,

Unhappy mother

Yes my son, I know,

he had to die )

In summary,

these six passion texts retain the

tion of the old sepolcro libretto,

sent a gradual divestment of allegorical

terisation in favour of personages from

it should be observed that

contemplative mood and dic-

but that they also repre-

and abstract charac-

the Bible. Five of the

six texts relate Biblical episodes : the institution of the

Eucharist, the agony in the garden, the denial of Peter, the

last words of Christ on the cross, and the removal and burial

of his body. The use of these episodes as structural and drama-

tic points of departure in these texts must be regarded as mo-

dern, and in accord with the ideas of the accademia.

Table II above indicates the distribution

of arias per character in these six works. It can be seen from

this table that a number of characters are common to some of

these texts, which is partly explained by the fact that all six

are ultimately derived from the same source z the passion of

Christ. K.293 and K.298 are cast for six characters, the re-

maining four works are cast each for five. The distribution of

arias between characters is similar in all six oratorios, al-

though K.300 is notable for the smaller number of arias it con-

tains z this number is similarly distributed after the manner of

the other oratorios.
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s~hemes are

significant

(K.293, 296, 297,

in these respects.

Tables III and IV below, establish that

all of these texts were written according to the technical

principles investigated in Chapters III and IV above,and which

inform the libretti of Fux’s other oratorios. Thus, the quan-

tification of syllables and the employment of regular rhyme-

both paramount features here also. There is no

technical difference between Pariati’s libretti

298, 299),and that of Claudio Pasquini (K.300),

(V) The Music.

Each of the six oratorios is considered

below in the same terms of analysis and commentary which ap-

plied in Chapters III and IV. The following will illustrate

the degree to which these passion works share the same formal,

structural and musical elements which together define Fux’s

manipulation of the oratorio vol@are convention in his sac-

red-dramatic music. There are, nevertheless, a number of

important divergences in these six sepolcro oratorios which

emerge under analysis, and which are detailed below.

Ii fonte della salute, aperto nel Calvario.

(Good Friday, 1716.)

K. 293.

Analysis z

i. The vocal ranges are as follows :

La Misericordia - Soprano

La Grazia - Soprano

La Giustizia - Soprano

II peccatore contrito - Alto
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CHAPTER V, TABLE III.

Octosyllabic aria texts in the passion oratorios.

K. 293

K.296

K .297

K.298

K.299

K. 300

Nos. 3 5 II 17 20 32

Nos. 5 9 Ii 18 20 23

Nos. 3 7 II 13 17 26 28

Nos. 3 5 16 20 23 28 34

Nos. I0 14 16 24 26 35

Nos. 3    7 12 20

36

29 31 35

36 41

37 39

CHAPTER V, TABLE IV a

Aria texts with rhyme scheme aab/ccb.

K.293

K. 296

K.297

K.298

K. 299

K.300

Nos. II 13 15 20 36

Nos. 5 16 18 20 29 33

Nos. 7 11 13 26 33

Nos. 3 8 I0 14 16 18 20 28 30 41

Nos. 9 27 37

Nos. 12     20 24

CHAPTER V, TABLE IV b

Aria texts with rhyme schemes abab/abba and abc.

q

K.293

K. 296

K. 297

K.298

K.299

K. 300

abab abc

Nos. 9 24 40

Nos. 7 27

Nos. 5 36

Nos. 23 32

Nos. ii 31

Nos.

5 18

9 23 37 39

3 15 22 28

12

13 20 29 35

3 18
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Ii peccatore ostinato - Tenor

Ii demonio - Bass

2. The choruses are

(no. l),and for three Sopranos, Alto,

(no. 42) respectively.

3. Table V below summarises

regard to the concerted-

scored for Soprano, Alto, Tenor and Bass

Tenor and Bass

the technical information with

and continuo-arias in K.293.

Commentary

(i) Instrumental music.

The only instrumental music independent

of vocal numbers in K.293 is the introductory sinfonia. This

is cast in the form of a French overture (the structural de-

sign employed by Fux in the sinfonia of

of the two movements is a chromatic and

g minor, ten measures in length,

in the same key, marked andante.

K.291). The first

chordal Largo in

which leads to a double fugue

(The term ’double’ fugue once

again refers to the simultaneous introduction of subject and

countersubject throughout the exposition and subsequent en-

tries). The sequential chromaticism of the subject is charac-

teristic of the melodic cast of such subjects when Fux employs

them in the fugal ritornelli of his arias. Compare Ex. I,

which quotes this subject, with the fugal ritornelli cited

earlier in this study.

(ii) Recitatives.

The re are

K.293, conventionally located

two accompaqnato recitatives

near the close of the prima

in
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sinner

pride ;

at the

t rope

first

parte and seconda parte respectively. The remaining continuo-

recitatives embrace the systematic use of rhetorical figures

discussed in Chapter IV : Ex. II quotes a brief excerpt from

K.293 no. I0, in which La misericordia rebukes the obstinate

because ’the spark of hope is not within him, but

’2.

and audacity rather than faith.’ The saltus dur~culus

opening of this excerpt is recognizably a standard

for emotional expression in Fux’s recitatives. The

of the two accompanied recitatives (no. 14),is uttered

by the contrite sinner; the second (no. 39), is declaimed by

La Misericordia and is the penultimate recitative of the ora-

torio : both differ from no. i0 only in the use of held

chords in the string ensemble : the range of vocal (rhetor-

ical) expression, however, is not increased.

(iii) Choruses.

choral numbers, no.

of penitent sinners

the prima parte);and

in six parts

The text of Ii fonte provides for three

i, a chorus of Angels; no. 18, a chorus

(located in the libretto at the close of

a combined chorus of sinners and angels

(no. 42), which closes the work.

the first and last

Cor____~o at the end

of the work.36 The six-part

which the oratorio concludes,

found in the

introduction

which yields

in six parts,

The 1716 score of this work includes only

of these choruses, which suggests that the

of part one was added for the 1721 performance

chorus Di salute e purita, with

is typical of the madrigali

oratorios discussed heretofore; the instrumental

comprises another fugal exposition in F major,

to alternating passages of homophonic declamation

and passages of vocal imitation. Fux also takes
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advantage of the large number of vocal parts to divide the

text antiphonally between smaller sub-groups, for example,

altos, tenors and basses against the three soprano parts.

nato and contrito).

accompaniment

cantata style

heretofore.

(iv) Ensembles.

Both small scale

located in the seconda parte : no. 28

the three divine abstractions for the

oratorio, and no. 38 is a duet between

Both ensembles are

only, and both are

which we have

ensembles in K.293 are

is a trio which unites

only occasion in the

the two sinners (osti-

scored for continuo-

derived from the Italianate

observed in Fux’s other oratorios

The trio is in F major and is cast in da

capo format. The text represents a concerted moral attack

upon the obstinate sinner, and its eight lines are rhetoric-

ally organized into two anaphoric periods, the first of which

is as follows :

Dio ti vuole, e non intendi

Dio ti chiama, e non rispondi

Dio ti parla, e tu non senti
37

Va superbo : ingrato, va.

This anaphora is met in the music with the simplest means :

each character sings a phrase alone (Dio ti vuole; Dio ti

chiam_______aa etc.) and the voices are combined for the final phrase

va superbo, ingrato, va. Ex. III quotes the opening of this

trio,and the intensified idiom which is used to register the

dismissive sense of va superbo, ingrato. The formal organ-

ization of the number is remarkably clear : two statements of

the first verse (’A’ section) in F major,with a subdivision
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between the anaphora and the last line, and a ’B’ section in

d minor with a further subdivision (marked with an adagio),

for the second anaphora, and an allegro passage for the dis-

missive figlio d’iniquita. Thus the balance in the text be-

tween cumulative rhetoric and outright condemnation (in both

verses) ,is exactly mirrored in the music.

5, the

first aria assigned to La misericordia. In this number (se

dolente un dl si pente), the HR presents two contrasting sub-

(v) Arias.

Table V above indicates that a wide range

of keys, instrumentation, and technical means is employed in

the arias of K.293. In many cases contrapuntal complexity is

replaced by chromatic and rhythmic figuration, as in no.

themes which are used

first and second verses (A and B

IV(a) quotes these ideas and Ex.

to generate the melodic interest of the

sections) respectively. Ex.

IV(b) quotes part of the first

verse based upon them

which is derived from

aria which introduces La Grazia,

- note especially the melisma on sciolto

the second idea. The HR of no. 7, the

exemplifies another textual

device used throughout these passion oratorios, which incor-

porates the rhythmic contour of a treble-dominated dance-move-

ment (Ex. V). It is noteworthy that throughout the vocal sec-

tions of this aria, the lowermost part is the voice itself,

i.e. the continuo is silent.

scored for

al figures

Five of the seventeen arias in K.293 are

continuo only, but these numbers maintain rhetoric-

in the vocal parts which compensate (as it were)

for the lack of instrumental complexity. The Hypotyposis and

Circulatio figures,used to set disarma l’amor in no. 9, illus-

trate this rhetorical usage. (Ex. VI : mm 22-33).
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The first aria assigned to La Giustizia

(no. Ii, Dio pietoso),combines elements of instrumental and

vocal technique deployed separately in nos. 5, 7 and 9, including

the use of an essentially homophonic HR which generates the

thematic an__dd ornamental material of the vocal part (from no.5),

and the setting of that vocal part as lowermost in the texture

(from no. 7).

The six-part scoring of no. 13, puoi pec-

car quanto tu vuoi, in which the demon advises the obstinate

sinner to scorn piety and to transgress

bines virtuoso writing for two bassoons,

as he pleases, com-

with strings and con-

tinuo in four parts. A recurring bassoon figure is used to

articulate the progressive phrases of this aria, and the total

effect is one of concertante texture. It will be seen below

that bassoons are similarly employed in other passion-oratorios

by Fux.

Unusual scoring also characterises the

following aria in K.293, assigned to the contrite sinner (no.

15, non t’amo),in which a virtuoso

ployed with two ’cello parts.

of the HR, which indicates the

obbligato baryton is de-

Ex. VII(a) quotes the beginning

material used against the voice

part when

the SR of

instead violins, violas and continuo in four parts,

vocal sections retain the obbligato baryton part :

quotes the opening of

it enters thereafter.    It is noteworthy that while

the number dispenses with this scoring, and employs

all of the

Ex. VII(b)

the second verse (’B’ section.)

The second aria of the seconda parte in
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which the obstinate sinner rejects responsibility for his ac-

tions (no. 22, No, colpa mia non ~),maintains the homorhythmic

and homophonic principles (exemplified earlier in the oratorio),

against a vocal part that is set throughout for continuo only,

with the exception of the first statement of the second verse

(mm 40-47). The use of an essentially dance-like ritornello

(in 182) specifically recalls the HR of no. 7 (see Ex. V).

The aria assigned to the peccator contrito

in the seconda parte (no. 26, sai perch’, vil peccator),is the

only one in K.293 which employs a fugal ritornello. It is

clear from the foregoing commentary (and from Table V),that

contrapuntal ritornelli by no means dominate in the arias of

K.293 (as they do in other oratorios), but this aria revives

the characteristic features of Fux’s contrapuntal style ~ Ex.

VIII quotes the HR which generates contrapuntal activity through-

out the aria, notwithstanding a degree of homophonic texture in

the ’B’ section.

Ex. IX quotes the opening of the next aria,

assigned to La misericordia (no. 30, Reo fu Adamo),to illus-

trate another manifestation of the ,dance-like’ homophony

which characterises several of the ritornelli in these arias.

The vocal writing is syllabic throughout (with the single

exception of a chromatic gloss on esan~ue at mm 43-45),and con-

sequently the aria is devoid of any significant rhetorical

figure, other than the stylized dance rhythm represented in

Ex. IX.

Rhetorical vocal writing is employed,

however, for the ’fury’ aria Dio potea mandar il fi~lio (no.32,
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La Giustizia) in which circulatio and hyperbole are employed

to portray the Affekt in the vocal part : these devices are

illustrated in Ex. X.

mentation favoured

final aria assigned to

chalttmeau and trombone

K.293 also introduces a

elsewhere in the passion

La Grazia (no. 34~ is

which are deployed in

texture and instru-

oratorios : the

scored for a

imitative figur-

ations over a steady continuo which suggest the texture and

technique of a trio sonata~ finally, attention is drawn to the

Demon’s last aria, in which a single melodic and rhythmic fig-

ure is used to register the distress, turmoil and defeat of

the character : Ex. XI quotes the Devise and ensuing figure

which is accurately described by the term stile concitato.

II. Cristo nell’orto. K.296. (Holy Week, 1718)

Analysis :

i. The vocal ranges are as follows :

1

Cristo

L’amor divino

La giustizia divina

Un’anima contemplativa

Un’angelo confortare

- Bass

- Tenor

- Soprano

- Soprano

- Alto

The choruses are scored for two Sopranos, Alto and Tenor

(nos. I, 21), and for two Sopranos, Alto, Tenor and Bass

(no. 41),
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¯ Table VI below summarizes the technical information with

regard to the concerted- and continuo-arias in K.296.

Commentary ¯

(i) Instrumental music¯

Again,the only

movement in K.296 is the sinfonia. It

ments, a larghetto in c minor, a largo

independent instrumental

is cast in four move-

in Ab major, a presto in

c minor and an ~ in c minor :

fast - slow - fast - slow, and the

the design is,therefore,

imitative textures in the

first and third movements suggest the structure of a church

sonata. The only unusual feature is the scoring in five parts

(as against the standard four-part texture ) : this sinfonia

adds a separate organ part to the ensemble.

(ii) Recitatives.

Only one recitative in K.296 is accompagnato.

This is no. 13, which sets Christ’s invocation to his Father :

"If it is possible, take this bitter cup away from me". It

shares with the other recitatives assigned to Cristo (partic-

ularly nos. 24 and 34 in the seconda parte), a heightened use

of rhetorical figures to illustrate Pariati’s elaboration of

the Biblical

the Redeemer.

designed,

texts which relate the suffering and anguish of

The continuo-recitatives are also rhetorically

38
despite the length of the texts which they set.

(iii) Choruses.

Of the three choral numbers in K.296, the

first calls for special comment here. Nos. 21 and 41 are cast

in the multi-sectional/thematic design which Fux favours in
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most of his m~dri@ali, but no. i, the opening Coro di An~eli,

departs, to a degree, from this design. It is cast instead

in seven sections which can be grouped (by means of thematic

recurrence),into an ABB’A schema. This design mirrors the

text, which comprises three verses with a repeat of the first,

and the seven sections are grouped as fQllows

B’(4,5~ A(6,7). This loose ternary schema

harmonic path, which moves from f minor in

: A(I,2),B(3),

is reflected in the

the opening section,

to c minor in the B sections, and back to f minor at the rep-

rise of A. The internal sections (B,B’), are set for sopranos

only and altos only (both with continuo), respectively. The

’A’ sections are characterised by the homorhythmic declamatory

style which we observed in the choral parts of K.293. Ex. XII

quotes the opening phrase of this first Coro, to illustrate

that style here.

(iv) Ensembles.

There is one duet in K.296, between La

Giustizia and Un An~elo Confortare (no. 35, Va Gesh),in which

they exhort the Redeemer to save mankind through his suffering.

The duet is scored for continuo, and its closely imitative tex-

ture compares with the corresponding number in K. 293.

(v) Arias.

A comparison between Tables V and VI

above will show that the arias of K.296 share a number of tech-

nical features with those of K.293. (K.296 also coincidentally

contains the same number of arias as does K.293.)

The use of a chromatic, quasi-arioso figure

in the first aria assigned to Cristo (no. 5, Mira o cieco pecca-
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to___[r) may

in the seconda parte of K.293 (no.

is restricted to the instrumental

be compared with the same device in the Demon’s aria

36). Here also,the figure

sections, with the vocal parts

set for continuo accompaniment only. The omission of the con-

tinuo bass in vocal sections is another feature common to K.293

K.296 it characterises the aria which intro-

9, Fu d’amore, opra superna).

(verse I),is also notable for

concertato participation of the upper strings,

is derived from the HR, and in particular from

part, which reiterates, at different levels,

Ex. XIII quotes this motive in combination

from the first section of the aria.

and this work : in

duces La Giustizia Divina (no.

The first section of this aria

the thoroughly

whose material

the first violin

a single motive.

with vocal material

continuo scoring

the ensuing aria

ployed in K.293.

fortare (no. Ii,

The combination of trio-sonata texture and

which is the outstanding technical feature of

brings together two techniques separately de-

This first aria assigned to the An@elo con-

si duol Ges~),compares with K.293 no. 34, in

its use of imitative

ornelli,

the ’B’

and Ex.

interplay between the violins in the rit-

and with K.293 no. 13, in the use of continuo only in

section. Ex. XIV(a) quotes from the HR of the number,

XIV(b) from the beginning of the ’B’ section.

templativa

nical means

The second aria assigned to the Anima con-

(no. 16) ,justifies further comparison with the tech-

employed in K.293. Here, the four-part texture of

the instrumental ensemble divides between chalumeaux (in one

part), and strings (in three parts). Separate figuration dis-

tinguishes one group from the other. The chalumeaux alone with

the continuo provide the HR~ the HR II is for strings only,
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and the SR for chalumeaux onlyj these alternations compare

with the varied use of baryton and strings in K.293 no.15 (see

above).

The opening aria of the seconda parte fac-

ilitates still further comparison with K.293. In K.296, this aria,

assigned to Amor Divino (no. 23, Tanto fece e non contento),may

be paralleled with K.293 no.26 (Peccatore contrito ~ sai per-

ch~). Although the Affekten of both numbers naturally differ,

the musical techniques compare. Both numbers are in g minor,

both are in quadruple metre, both are scored in four parts,

and both employ fugal ritornelli. Ex. XV quotes the first

repeat of verse I in K.296 no.23, to illustrate the application

of this fugal ritornello-material in the concertante vocal

sections of the aria.

One of the most elaborately wrought arias

throughout these oratorios occurs in the seconda parte of

K.296. No.29, (Sul tuo capo scellerato),is sung by La Gius-

tizia Divina and is addressed to sinful mankind in consequence

of Christ’s ordeal on its behalf. Ex. XVI(a) quotes the HR

and Ex. XVI(b) the first vocal statement of the ’A’ section,

to indicate the manipulation of two rhetorical figures (mark-

ed in the HR),which generate the systematic melismas and

throughout the number. It

derivation of vocal mater-

instrumental elaborations here and

is nevertheless true that the same

ial from ritornello figures obtains in K.293, as we saw was

the case in no.5 of that oratorio.

Fux introduces

which features

In the aria which follows ~ul tuo capo,

the homophonic, treble-dominated dance-texture

so prominently in K.293. Here, in the aria
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assigned to the An~elo Confortare (no.31, Dal limbo gia ti

chiama),the four-part texture (with trombone in place of the

viola) is maintained for the "dance-movement" ritornelli, and

the vocal statements are characterised by different combin-

ations of the same instrumental resource. Thus verse I is

set for strings only, its repeat for trombone and continuo

only, verse II employs the full ensemble, and its repeat is

set for continuo only. Ex. XVII(a) cites the beginning of

the HR which will indicate the dance-like rhythm of the aria;

Ex. XVII(b) quotes the repeat of verse I. Once again, textural

variety and stylized rhythmic movement are preferred here to

contrapuntal complexity and vocal rhetoric. A comparison be-

tween Ex. XVII(a) (K.296, no.31),and Ex.V (K.293, no.7),shows

the same key, metre, and texture in both examples.

Ex. XVIII quotes the beginning of the HR

of no.37, another aria which maintains the dance-rhythm and

homophonic texture of no.31,

of the last aria in the work

of counterpoint to primacy : this aria

es the second example in K.296 of fugal

aria-ritornelli.

and Ex.XIX cites the opening

which restores the principles

(no.39, Cristo),compris-

counterpoint in the

III. Ges~ Cristo ne@ato da Pietro. K.297. (Holy Week, 1719)

Analysis :

1.    The vocal ranges are as follows :

L ’Amor Divino

L’Um anlta peccatrice

Piet ro Apostolo

L’odio di Giudei contra Gesu -

Ballila,ancilla di Ca~pha(s) -

Alto

Soprano

Tenor

Bass

Soprano
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¯ The choruses are scored for Soprano, Alto, Tenor and Bass

(nos. 1 and 42),and for two Sopranos, Alto, Tenor and

Bass (no. 18).

o Table VII, below, summarizes the technical information

with regard to the concerted- and continuo-arias in

K.297.

Commentary

(i) Instrumental music.

The sinfonia at the

the only independent instrumental

scored for five real parts (as

with the uppermost violin part

head of this work is

music in K.297. It is

is the sinfonia to K.296),

marked violino solo. The for-

mal design of the movement corresponds to that which governs

the introduction to K.293, i.e. a French overture (binary

form). The first movement is predominantly chordal in texture

and is in triple metre. There is no tempo-marking on the

court copy of the score, but the texture suggests a largo

pace. Within the forty-eight measures of this first movement

there are three passages for violin solo and continuo alone,

but these are not of sufficient magnitude to suggest a concer-

tino/ripieno exchange. The second movement comprises a

double fugue ,which leads without break to the coro, which be-

gins the work itself.

(ii) Recitatives.

atives

greater prominence

The occurrence of four accompagnato recit-

in the seconda parte of this oratorio signifies the

of dramatic events in this work than is the
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case in K.293 and K.296. These recitatives (no.32, for L’um-

manita peccatrice, no.35, for L’amor divino, no.38, for

Pietro and no.40, for Pietro),concern the denial of Christ

by Peter (which is the oratorio’s central theme),and the e-

~ents which surround it. Thus, in no.32, L’ummanita peccatrice

bemoans the vulnerability of Christ and asks of the whereabouts

of angels to defend him. This text is set with a complete

string ensemble which articulates a piano/forte agitato fig-

ure,used to register despair ~ Ex. XX(a).

No. 38 occurs immediately upon Peter’s

denial (which is registered in continuo-recitative). Although

no. 38 is more conventionally cast than no.32 (i.e. without an

independent instrumental gesture),the use of stromentato

chords to underline the tragic inquiries of L’amor divino is

a clear,

Peter’s denial

di Giudei), and

recitative

effective and dramatic stroke. Ex. XX(b) quotes

(in response to an accusation made by L’odio

the first measures of the ensuing accompagnato

(no.38).

(iii) Choruses.

None of the choruses in K.297 departs

from the stylistic norms established by those choruses we have

examined to here. The opening chords is partly dramatic in

function, in that its text mocks the captured Christ, and it is

assigned to a coro di Giudei. The madrigale which closes the

prima parte is the most elaborate of the three choral numbers

in the oratorio, and it divides into seven sections which

alternate slow and fast tempi. The main textural contrast

which informs these alternations lies between homophonic dec-

lamation in the slow sections,and instrumental and vocal pas-
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ages of imitative and fugal counterpoint in the fast sections.

(iv)

the

Ensembles.

The only small-scale ensemble in K.297 is

duet between L’ummanita peccatrice and L’amor divino (no.30,

se

ation of close imitation

music which is typical

rical melisma. Ex. XXI

illustrates the latter

(mm 7-12).

risponder tu non sai), which is noteworthy for its combin-

(in the manner of Italianate chamber

of such ensembles),and extensive rheto-

quotes part of the first verse which

z an elaborate circulatio on "ingrato"

(v) Arias.

Counterpoint resumes its former prominence

in the arias of K.297, although only two arias sponsor fugal

ritornelli. Homophonic instrumental writing also remains an

important technical and stylistic trait in these arias however,

and the dance-like, rhythmic, and textural elements discerned in

the arias of K.296 and K.293 are also available for scrutiny

he re.

Concerted arias are in the majority in this

work (ten out of sixteen),and the first such number, assigned

to L’Ummanlta peccatrice (no.5, Lo so Gesu),is distinguished

by one of the thickest-textured accompaniments throughout the

oratorios. Most of the remaining concerted arias are notable,

in fact, for precisely the opposite phenomenon z the use of

elaborate ritornelli juxtaposed with vocal sections with con-

tinuo accompaniment only.

This latter is the case in the first aria
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assigned to Pietro Apostolo (no.7, Manchi a ~li altri amore),

in which the disciple boasts of his love for Christ and his

readiness to face death on the Redeemer’s behalf. The HR

articulates a stylized dance figure which is elaborated through-

out the succeeding ritornelli, and the vocal sections are set,

with one exception,

tion comprises the

for continuo accompaniment. This excep-

repeat of t~e first verse (mm 33-45),where

Pietro’s no, non mancher~ (no, I shall not shirk (death) ), is

repeated and elaborated,

the accompanying parts.

which ensuesupon this passage and

the ’B’ section, to illustrate the

means. This contrast is in itself

a means of expression throughout the aria.

from Pietro solo audace...affronter~).

with exchanges between the voice and

Ex. XXII(a) quotes part of the SR,

Ex. XXII(b) quotes part of

contrast of expressive

systematically exploited

(Ex. XXII(b) :

as

The exposition of

comprises the HR of the

tervening recitative) :

an angular fugue subject

aria which follows no.7 (after an in-

the first concerted number assigned

to L’odio di Giudei (no.9, L,innocenza non vive sicura).

Ex. XXIII(a) quotes the opening of the HR. As in no. 7, much

of the vocal part is restricted to continuo scoring, although

there are two passages which combine the vocal melody against

the fugue subject (mm 23-27, 38-50). In addition, the second

verse offers one passage in which rhetorical melisma in the voc-

al part is juxtaposed with a reference to the fugue subject in

the strings : this is represented in Ex. XXIII(b) (mm 70-73).

The second aria assigned to L’amor divina

in the prima parte (no.13, Chi ha ver~ogna de vantar) also

sponsors elaborate instrumental counterpoint in the ritornelli,
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along with a variety of accompanimental textures in the vocal

parts. In the HR, paired imitation is deployed for the first

time in the arias of these passion-oratorios. Ex. XXIV(a)

indicates the two ideas announced in the HR, and Ex. XXIV(b)

shows how these are used in the first vocal section to provide

the melodic and contrapuntal interest respectively. The var-

textures includes

and ensemble (for

the remainder

statement of verse

the use of paired

the first phrase of

of verse I), upper

II),and again

iety of accompanimental

imitation between voice

verse I),continuo only (for

strings only (for the first

continuo only (for the repetition of verse II).

17,

The second aria assigned to Pietro (no.

Tutta fede e l’alma mia),compares closely in stylistic

terms to his first (no.7, Ex. XXII(a)/(b)). The metre is

triple as before, and the ritornelli employ a stylized homo-

no.17 to facilitate a

instrumental material of both arias.

phonic figure which recalls

Ex. XXV(a) quotes the SR of

between the

those of the earlier number.

comparison

The vocal

sections, however, are characterised by full instrumental ac-

companiments, by contrast with the continuo textures of no.7.

Ex. XXV(b) quotes the one vocal decoration in the aria : these

measures will indicate the level at which the string parts

participate in the vocal sections.

The third aria assigned to L’amor divino

(no.22, Tanto Cristo), likewise compares with her second aria

(no.13). Here agai~ paired imitation is the technique employed

in a series of elaborate ritornelli which are systematically

contrasted with the (greater number of) vocal sections scored

for continuo only. In these latter, however, the pairing of
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two ideas is sustained, and the melodic material in the ritor-

nelli may be said to generate these continuo sections, where

the bass juxtaposes idea "a" against idea "b" in the vocal

part, or vice versa. One other feature, quite unrelated to

this sophisticated use of counterpoint, must be recorded s

the harmonic scheme in the ’B’ section includes a brisk mod-

ulation from g minor to a minor in three measures, after an

elaborate MR statement in the former key (g minor). It can

be seen from the tables which accompany this commentary that

Fux generally closes the ’B’ section of his minor-key arias in

the dominant minor, which may explain the sudden shift here

from g minor to a minor, the dominant of the home key. Ne-

~rtheless, as many as four minor-key arias in K.297 include a

’B’ section which closes in the subdominant minor (nos. 24,

33, 36 and 41).

to

scored for a virtuoso trombone and continuo,and

ally placed near the close of the seconda parte.

this aria is

in the vocal

one mo re

The obbligato aria in K.297     assigned

L’ummanita peccatrice (no. 33, Da Christo che si pio),is

is convention-

39
Once again,

characterised also by the use of continuo only

sections - a trait which we have established as

than usually prominent in the arias of K.297 generally.

The closing aria of K.297 emphasises the

importance of counterpoint as a systematic means of articulation

and dramatisation in this oratorio. Pietro’s Del mio cot (no.

41) is fugally constructed, and,as with the previous fugal aria

in this work (no. 9) the HR comprises the exposition of a

subject, which is quoted in Ex. XXVI(a). The chromatically

filled third which is the main feature of this subject (beyond
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the stereotypical opening gesture),is never stated in the vocal

part, where chromaticism is eschewed until the closing measures

of the ’B’ section. Nevertheless, this chromatic figure is

used instrumentally throughout the vocal sections as a cipher

for grief and remorse. Ex. XXVI(b) quotes an illustration of

this figure in the repetition of the first verse (mm 25-28).

IV. La cena del Signore. K.298. (Holy Week, 1720).

Analysis

I. The vocal ranges are as follows

¯

¯

Lo spirito profetico - Alto

Un’A~nima contemplativa - Soprano

Gesh Cristo - Tenor

Pietro Apostolo - Tenor

Giovanni Apostolo - Soprano

Giuda il traditore - Bass

The choruses are scored for two Sopranos,

Bass.

Table VIII, below, summarizes the

with regard to the concerted- and

Alto, Tenor and

technical information

continuo-arias in K.298.

~9mmentary :

(i)

and is

two movements,

first movement

Instrumental music.

The sinfonia to K.298 is scored in four parts

cast in the binary form of a French overture, i.e. in

one slow (grave), and one fast (allegro). The

is in e minor, the second begins in the relative
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major, but e minor

passage

in this

is quickly re-established. A short chordal

closes the movement. The main distinguishing factor

sinfonia is the concerto texture employed in both

movements, where an alternation between tutti strings and a

solo violin is central in each case. In the second movement

a double-fugue exposition alternates with five passages for

solo violin. The last section of the movement abandons the

fugal subject in favour of a tutti version of the solo material.

There are no further independent instrumental movements in

K. 298.

(ii) Recitatives.

in

There are

K.298, all of them located

three

in the seconda parte.

central episodes in

of Christ : no. 27,

the sacred words of

accompagnato recitatives

used to reinforce or underline

Two of the three set the words

Eucharist is instituted - here

are framed by held string chords; and no. 40, the

recitative of the work, in which Christ addresses

his Father in an

They are

the drama.

in which the

consecration

penultimate

himself to

act of pious resignation. Again, held chords

are used to

ing use of

profetico,

of Judas (no. 36,

figure is used to

surround the words of the Redeemer.

recitative, however, is reserved for

who condemns outright

Scellerato’ ).

register the

in a manner comparable to that

The most strik-

the spirito

the scepticism and disbelief

Here, a semiquaver agitato

anger of the spirito profetico

in which the despair of L’um-

is conveyed in K.297, no.32. Ex. XXVIImanita peccatrice

quotes the beginning of this recitative (K.298 no.36).

The continuo recitatives throughout K.298

support the view that Fux consciously deployed rhetorical fig-
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to suggestions for these in the text. The

which Judas vents his frank rejection of the con-

transubstantiation provides precise examples of

One of these is quoted in Ex. XXVIII.

(iii) Choruses.

The

is half-repeated as no.6)

peculiar to this oratorio.

is set with the five vocal parts

three choral numbers (of which no.l

in K.298 include a number of elements

In no. 1 a separate continuo-part

(in addition to the continuo

which underlies the entire ensemble). Although the text of

this first number suggests a ternary form,the musical design

precludes such simple organization and the setthg is fragmented

by sudden changes of texture and key.

A more successful integration of text and

music is achieved in the closing madrigal of the work, in which

Fux essays a quasi-rondeau structure. The chorus divides into

ten sections of which the first, fourth, sixth and eighth are

instrumental and identical. These instrumental sections un-

ite the piece (in the absence of textual repetition) and the

overall design of this chorus can be summarized thus z

A b c A d A b’ AII B C, if ’A’ is allowed to stand for the

recurring instrumental section. The capital letters after the

vertical strokes (If) indicate the two final sections which are

(curiously) scored for voices and continuo only. This scoring

results in an overall imbalance, but the homogeneity of the

style throughout the greater part of this madrigal compensates,

to an extent, for the sudden abandonment of the "rondeau"

schema. This style is overwhelmingly homophonic and declama-

tory in the vocal sections.
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(iv) Ensembles.

As with K.296 and K.297, K.298 contains

only one small ensemble, placed towards the conclusion of the

oratorio, and shared between the Anima contemplativa and the

spirito profetico (no. 38, O beate l’alme umane). It differs

considerably from similar duets in Fux’s earlier passion-

oratorios, in that it does not derive from the

of vocal chamber music but is scored (instead)

intimate setting

for chalumeau,

in six real parts.two violins, viola,trombone and continuo, i.e.

The ritornelli sustain a concerto grosso texture that refers,

in some measure, to the opening sinfonia of K.298, and a clear

distinction is made between the tutti and the concertino,

which here comprises the wind instruments. The vocal sections

receive individual settings,which are drawn from this concer-

tino/tutti ensemble as follows :

Verse I : Chalumeau, trombone, continuo.

Verse I : (Repeat) : Full ensemble (Tutti).

Verse II : strings and continuo only.

Verse II : (Repeat) : Continuo only.

Ex. XXIX(a) quotes from the HR of this due% and Ex. XXIX(b)

from the beginning of Verse II,to indicate something of the

manipulation of this wide range of texture and instrumental

colour.

(v) Arias.

The absence of contrapuntal artifice

in general and of fugal ritornelli in particular, is marked-

4O
ly apparent in all but one aria in this oratorio.     Homophon-

ic textures predominate, along with vocal and instrumental

figures which are used to illustrate the texts. Thus, the
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opening aria of the work (no. 3, Alme sante sl sperate),in

which the spirito profetico predicts freedom and joy for those

who believe in Christ, is characterised by a treble-dominated

ritornello in ~ and a sequential vocal figure,which combine

to register the joyous import of the text.

the opening Devise and HR of this aria, and

Ex. XXX(a) quotes

Ex. XXX(b) the

hypotyposis (or epizeuxis) which sets the anaphorically

phrased predictions of the text. (XXX(b) : mm 20-30).

Pietro’s first aria (no. i0, Col pianto

i piedi tuoi),further emphasises the predominant technical

means employed in the arias of this oratorio. The text - in

which the apostle declares that he cannot allow Christ to wash

his feet - is set within a musical context whose chief charac-

teristics are an ostinato quaver pulse and sustained chordal

writing throughout. Ex. XXXI quotes the last measures of the

’B’ section, to illustrate this context (mm 36-37, no, non Io

soffrlro), similar means

assigned to Giovanni (no.

single idea in triple

sections.

are employed in the first aria

12, son quest’acque),in which a

metre pervades both ritornelli and vocal

ostinato figures are also the cardinal

technical feature of Judas’ first aria (no. 14, Di quest’opra).

The HR combines two ideas which are rhythmically independent,

one in the upper strings and the

latter idea is used in the vocal

part, but in the continuo, as a

of refusal and repudiation. It

tematic deployment of an ostinato figure

section, where all of the vocal sections

other in the continuo. The

sections not in the voice

systematic expression or code

is noteworthy that this sys-

is limited to the ’A’

are scored for contin-
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uo only. Likewise in the ’B’ section, all of the vocal sections

are scored for full string accompaniment and the figure is whol-

ly absent. Ex. XXXII(a) quotes the close of the ’A’ section and

Ex. XXXII(b) the ensuing SR,which together will illustrate the

relationship between both elements, maintained by the recurring

figure in the continuo part of both excerpts.

The single obbligato aria in K.298 (no. 18,

Io ~la ’~ salva),invites immediate comparison with similar arias

from the oratorios examined above. Although the piece is

scored for four string parts, only eighteen of its fifty-two

measures contain more than two-part writing, and these eighteen

measures represent short tutti endorsements of the concertante

texture which predominates, between violin solo, voice and con-

tinuo.

Alternating passages of allegro and adagio

homophony characterise the first aria assigned to the spirito

profetico in the seconda parte of K.298 (no. 25, Cristo a

salvart~ viene). The use of a single rhythmic gesture is com-

mon to both allegro and adagio sections, and the main distinc-

tion between these sections is, in fact, in terms of tempo.

Exx. XXXIII(a) and (b) quote part of the first vocal allegro

and adagio, with the HR material indicated in each case.

The final aria assigned to Pietro (no. 30,

Se tu successor),combines the homophonic texture

(which is so common a feature of these

mi vuoi

arias),with

articulated in the ritornelli,

in turn the sequential and virtuosic melismas of

writing. Exx. XXXIV(a) and (b) quote this figure

sic’ figure that is

gene rate s

the vocal

a ’preclas-

and which
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(from the HR) and the vocal melisma (from the first verse),

which results from it.

The single example of pervasive contrapun-

tal artifice used as the technical means of dramatic expression

in the arias of this oratorio,occurs in the number assigned to

Judas in the seconda parte (no. 34, L’impossibil del mistero).

Here the character’s outraged incredulity is registered by

means of a series of vocal leaps, derived from the paired imi-

tations which comprise the ritornelli. Exx. XXXV(a) and (b)

quote the first MR,and part of the repeat of the first verse,in

which the elaboration of contrasto clearly relates to the inst-

rumental idea marked in the example.

It is noteworthy that the arias in this

oratorio are confined to string instruments (and continuo),

but the elaborate instrumentation of the duet (no. 38) -

discussed above - compensates for this restriction.

V. Ii Testamento di nostro signor Ges~ Cristo. K.299.

(16th of April/Tuesday of Holy Week, 1726).

Analysis :

i. The vocal ranges are as follows :

La santissima vergine - Soprano

L’angelo Gabriele - Alto

Giovanni, l,Evangelista - Alto

II peccatore - Tenor

Lucifero - Bass
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The choruses are scored for Soprano, Alto, Tenor and Bass

(in four parts)throughout. (Nos. 1, 3, 23, 39.)

o Table IX, below, sumnv/rises the technical information

with regard to the concerted- and continuo-arias in K.299.

Commentary :

(i) Instrumental music.

The sinfonia which opens K.299 is cast as

a French overture~ it is scored in four parts and features a

chordal largo in Bb major followed by a double fugue (allegro)

in the same key. There are no other independent instrumental

movements in this oratorio¯

(ii) Recitatives.

Both accompagnato recitatives in K.299

are to be found in the prima parte,and both are assigned

La Vergine. In no.4 (Deh!

the shameful taunts of the

on her son on the cross;

the disciple John as her

to

non udissi),the mother of God laments

scribes and the suffering imposed up-

in no.16 (Misera madre!),she accepts

son (whom Christ had presented to her

with the words ’woman, behold your son’),but speculates as to

whether she can truly exchange Christ for John, the master for

the disciple. Neither recitative includes anything beyond a

realization of the continuo in the string parts, but both empha-

sise the central position of Mary, virgin and mother, in the

text of this oratorio¯

(iii) Choruses¯

The four choruses in K.299 include madri~ali
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at the close of each

sung by the Jews and

(nos. 1,3), at the

dramatic function~

"who in three

who now hangs

reason aloud

part (no. 22, no. 39),and two choruses

the scribes and pharisees respectively,

beginning of the work. These latter have a

in the first chorus the Jews mock the man

days would destroy and rebuild the temple",but

on the cross. In the second chorus, the scribes

as to Christ’s claims to divinity.

suggests a

only no. 3

both numbers

though no. 1

Although the printed libretto of K.299

ternary (da capo?) design in the case of both numbers,

realises this suggestion in the music. The style of

is predominantly homophonic and declamatory, al-

is distinguished by a short section for altos

alone with al__~l other parts silent (including the continuo).

This is the only such passage throughout these oratorios.

The closing madri~ale of K.299 maintains

a wider variety of texture than that of nos.l and 3, but it is

not organized within a formal schema. The stern, didactic sen-

timents of the text dictate the design of this chorus, which

alternates chromatic declamation and imitation in five sections.

This pattern has several precedents in Fux’s other oratorios, as

we established above.

(iv) Ensembles.

The single small-scale ensemble in K.299 is

a duet between La vergine and L.An~elo Gabriele (no. 32, Venite

Angioli tutti). It is scored for chalumeau, trombone and con-

tinuo, and it combines trio-sonata texture with the idiom of

Italianate vocal chamber music. A degree of concertante dia-

logue marks the repeat of both verses of the text, which are
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originally set for

wrought, this duet

duet between Anima

is scored

above ) .

continuo only. Although not as elaborately

bears comparison with K.298 no. 38, the

contemplativa and Spirito profetico,which

for chalumeau, trombone, strings and continuo (see

(v) Arias.

As is the case with K.298 (and to a lesser

extent, K.296 and K.293),the arias in this oratorio are dis-

tinguished in the main by a high degree of treble-dominated

textures and a corresponding absence of counterpoint. Ad-

ditional features discerned in some of the arias discussed

below include the deployment of a rhythmic figure,for the pur-

pose of textual illustration,or in order to emphasise the

reigning Affekt of the aria in question. ’Dance’ rhythms are

also in evidence, as in the arias of K.298.

The first aria assigned to the Angel Gab-

riel, for example, (no. 8, per provar ch’Egli e fi~lio di Dio),

is characterised throughout by a stylized rhythmic homophony

(suggestive of a courtly dance),which is evident first in the

then throughout all of the ensuing ritornelli. Ex. XXXVIHR and

quotes the beginning of the HR to illustrate this rhythmic

’dance’ texture, which readily compares with several such rit-

ornelli described and quoted in the present chapter, e.g.

K.293, nos. 7 and 22, K.296, no. 31, K.297, no. 7, K.298 no.30.

A more elaborate, concertante texture

characterises the first aria assigned to Giovanni (no. i0,

~uell’amor),in which the apostle reflects on the immensity

of Christ’s love for mankind. A vigorous contrapuntal exchange
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in the string parts comprises the dominant textural feature

of the ritornelli ( and of the vocal parts also). Such an

exchange is decidedly untypical of the arias of K.299 as a

whole. Exx.XXXVII(a) and (b) quote part of the SR and of the

second verse respectively, to indicate this contrapuntal fea-

ture, which combines with a melisma on the word morte in the

second example.

aria in which Lucifero makes his ap-The

Se d’Assuero) bears out the general obser-

z both instrumental and vocal sections par-

treble-dominated rhythmic texture, which ob-

Ex. XXXVIII isolates the idea

pearance (no. 14,

vations made above

take of a single,

tains throughout the aria.

which informs this texture.

Rhythmic figuration is also the cardinal

means of dramatic expression in the aria which opens the secon-

da parte of the oratorio. In this number (no. 24, Tolga Laz-

aro),Giovanni contrasts the honour showered upon christ when

he raised Lazarus from the

attends him on the cross.

rily in rhythmic gestures.

tomb, and the ignominy which now

This contrast is expressed prima-

The HR, and all subsequent ritor-

nelli, articulate two rhythmic motives which generate the prime

melodic material, and which combine with vocal rhetoric to

convey the anger of the apostle. Ex. XXXIX quotes from the

’A’ section of the aria,in order to clarify the importance of

rhythmic figuration here.

An independent vocal melody is combined

with rhythmic figuration in the instrumental parts in the pen-

ultimate aria assigned to La Vergine (no. 28, Seal tuo san-
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gue). This figuration is announced in the HR (Ex.XL(a)), and

thereafter pervades the vocal sections : Ex. XL(b) quotes from

the repetition of the first verse, to illustrate this unusual

figure, which, nevertheless, is comparable (in structural terms),

to several such figures deployed in these arias. The combin-

ative deployment of three rhythmic motives (which together

comprise a non-contrapuntal HR) in no. 30, an aria assigned to

the Peccatore, further develops the use of rhythm and texture

as means of expression, in preference to counterpoint.

is also the

follows no.

The three-part

Rhythmic contrast

critical means of articulation in the

30, assigned to Lucifero (no. 34, son

ritornello texture

(or rhythmic counterpoint)

aria which

de l’uomo).

comprises unison violins,

four unison bassoons,

of the vocal writing

instrumental writing

from the HR and

technique.

and continuo. The extreme

allows the development of the

to dominate. Exx. XLI(a) and

the repeat of

simplicity

figurative

(b) quote

the first verse,to indicate this

The closing aria of the oratorio (La Ver-

gine, no. 38, si tempra il mio martir),restores to the work

the technical means typical of Fux’s oratorios in general.

This aria is scored for obbligato violin and continuo, and

its various sections are clearly disposed between concertante

and continuo textures z the first verse is set for continuo

only~ in the second verse (’B’ section) the voice and violin

parts are set in counterpoint. Ex. XLII(a) quotes the SR

and Ex. XLII(b) the beginning of this second verse.

examples demonstrate how instrumental rhetoric (the

gant saltus

These

ext rava-

dur%sculus in the SR), and concertante exchanges be-
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tween voice and violin, establish the

nation which is the mood of the text.

ral arias similarly wrought throughout

however, is unique in the context of K.299.

tenor of grievous resig-

We have observed seve-

the oratorios z si tempra,

VI. La deposizione dalla croce.

day of Holy Week, 1728.)

K.300. (23rd of March/Tues-

Analysis z

i. The vocal ranges are as follows z

Maria Vergine - Soprano

Maria Maddalena - Soprano

Giovanni Apostolo - Alto

Gioseppe d’Arimatea - Tenor

Nicodemo - Bass

2. The choruses are scored for Soprano, Alto, Tenor and

Bass in four parts (nos. i, 14, 31).

3. Table X, below, summarises the technical information with

regard to the concerted- and continuo-arias of K.300.

Commentary z

(i) Instrumental music.

The Introduzione to K.300 is best des-

cribed as a multisectional canzona. It is scored in five

parts (violin I, II, viola, cellos/bassoons,

divides into nine sections,in which slow and

violone),and

fast tempi are
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alternated.

thematic correspondence z

four sections, which are

largo (A) allegro

a fugal episode.

episode.

Some of these sections are paired by means of

this is the case with the opening

respectively largo (A) allegro (B)

(B). The most extensive section comprises

Ex. XLIII quotes from the beginning of this

(ii) Recitatives.

Three accompagnato recitatives mark cri-

tical points in the text of K.300. In the first (no. 8, Nico-

demo; Caro Redentor),and the second (no. 22, Maddalena~ Caro

Maestro) the characters in question express the depth of their

feeling for the Redeemer as he hangs dead on the cross. In

the third (no. 26, Giovanni; O Luce della mente), Fux uses

stromentato chordal accompaniment to emphasise a passage from

the meditations of St. Augustine (put into the mouth of John/

Giovanni). Ex. XLIV quotes from this recitative, in which

three anaphoric exclamations are set in sequential vocal

phrases.

(iii) Choruses.

Pasquini’s text for this oratorio follows

the trends established by Zeno and Pariati in favour of

thy recitatives, and in fact this libretto provides for

siderably fewer set numbers than do the texts of Fux’s

oratorios. Whereas K.298 and K.299 contain twenty-one and

teen set numbers respectively, K.300 contains but fourteen

all.

leng-

con-

other

nine-

in

Three of these numbers are choruses, con-

ventionally placed at the opening and close of the prima parte
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identically

the numbers.

in general,

ticularly in

to a close.

this chorus

and at the close of the seconda parte. The first and second

of these choruses are suggestive of ternary form : in both

cases, short instrumental passages which closely recall (or

repeat) the opening sections, are used to conclude

Paired imitation, in particular, and counterpoint

are primary features of the choral writing, par-

the third chorus, the madrigale which brings K.300

Ex. XLV quotes briefly from three sections of

z the fugal introduction, the first vocal entries

in paired

together

not only

we have

imitation, and the last, declamatory section, which

indicate the textural range of Fux’s choral style

in K.300, but throughout these passion oratorios, as

described it here.

(iv) Ensembles.

Again, a duet comprises the only small-

scale ensemble in K.300. This number, disposed between Maria

Vergine and Giovanni (no. 28, Chi ti conosce),compares close-

ly with K.299, no. 32 (between La Vergine and L’Angelo Gabriele),

in formal terms. It is scored for two trombones and continuo,

and it is characterised by trio sonata texture and imitative

chamber style, so skilfully blended in K.299. The two textures

are kept apart in this number, however,(all the vocal sections

are set with continuo only),and the pedestrian, circular writ-

ing of both instrumental and vocal parts greatly reduces the

potential impact of this duet.

(v) Arias.

Of the ten arias in K.300, none is organ-

ized in terms of fugal counterpoint, and only one is cast in

paired imitation - two techniques employed in the choral num-
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bers. In many respects these arias embody the style-principles

which inform the solo vocal writing in K.299 and K.298 : the

first two arias in K.300, for example, (nos. 3 and 5),show

an exactly similar use of concertante homophony to that de-

ployed in several of the arias in the previous oratorios.

The text of Gioseppe’s aria in the prima

parte (no. 7, Quasi Agnelle tutti noi),is based on the Book

of Isaiah : "All we like sheep have gone astray, every one to

his own way". In Fux’s setting of this text, rhythmic figur-

ation and chromaticism are deployed along with invertible coun-

terpoint, to convey spiritual turmoil and disarray. Ex. XLVI

quotes the beginning of the first verse (after the Devise and

HR) to indicate the three figures used in the aria. These are

(I) a long-note descending motive in the first violin part,

(2) a semiquaver/quaver figure in the second violin part, and

(3) a crotchet-note,descending motive in the continuo. This

same example shows how the melisma on traviammo is derived from

(2) above. In subsequent vocal sections,figures (I) and (3)

are inverted.

Nicodemo’s aria in the prima parte (no. 12,

Sulle torri diroccate),similarly depends upon rhythmic, figur-

ative contrast as a means of textual expression, in the context

of a treble-dominated texture. The righteous anger with which

Nicodemo presages the fall of Jerusalem is here translated

into a concertante idiom that pervades the whole aria. The

alternation of symmetrical blocks of instrumental and vocal

passages,(see Table X : Structural Design),of nearly equal

length, is preferred to vocal rhetoric or instrumental counter-

point. The vocal sections are virtually devoid of melisma42
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and are

of Verse

measures

(a) quotes the MR between first verse and

XLVII(b) the beginning of this repeat.

heavily scored throughout (notwithstanding the close

I, (rep.),and Verse II, (rep.),where the last three

in both cases are set with continuo only). Ex. XLVII

its repeat, and Ex.

Rhythmic figuration and treble-dominated

texture are also the technical means of the opening aria in

the seconda parte (no. 16) in which a stylized ’dance’ rhyth-

mic pattern and an isolated figure are juxtaposed.

Fux in the duet of

the second aria of

18, Maria Vergine~

The concerto grosso texture employed by

K.298 (discussed above),is also evident in

the seconda parte in this oratorio (no.

Aveva ancor un bambino). The aria is

scored for a chalumeau, strings and continuo,and in the HR

this scoring accommodates a "concertino" grouping between

and continuo,and a "ripieno" grouping

The length of the HR (24 mm) facili-

this texture, but the figures which

chalumeau, solo violin

of the whole ensemble.

tates the deployment of

it introduces are developed only in the vocal sections,which

are separated by

In the vocal sections,elaborate rhetorical writing is

fully combined

Verse I :

Verse I :

Verse II :

Verse II s

negligible ritornelli of one or two measures.

skil-

with instrumental material from the HR thus :

voice, chalumeau and viola (all other

including basso continuo,tacet.)

rep.)

parts,

Voice, strings a 4. (Chalumeau racer.)

(rep.) voice and continuo~ then strings

(Chalumeau tacet.)

parts,

voice, Chalumeau and viola (all other

including basso continuo, tacet.)

a 4.
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Ex. XLVIII(a) quotes from the repeat of the first verse to

indicate the level of this concertante idiom, and Ex. XLVIII

(b) shows a passage from the HR.

the HR of

a means of

rhetorical

Treble-dominated homophony is restored in

the ensuing aria (no. 20, Gioseppe~ Questo Dio),as

musical dramatisation, in combination with vocal-

figures derived from the first violin-part in the

HR. The length of the HR,(which in this instance compares

favourably with that of the SR),is a noteworthy feature

ritornelli of such proportions emphasise the dominant, ins-

~n~nentally-derived features of the style.

A remarkable juxtaposition of concertante

texture, paired imitation and obbligato writing characterises

the ritornelli of Maddalena’s aria (no. 24, Caro mio Dio),in

the seconda parte. Ex. XLIX(a) quotes from the HR I, Ex.

XLIX(b) from the HR II,and XLIX(c) from the repetition of the

first verse,

~ration of the

Both verses of

where the material from HR II generates an ela-

last two lines of the text (che pien d’ardore).

the text are first stated with continuo only

and then combined with violin solo, as in XLIX(c) above.

This solo material, is, of course, derived from HR II, and a

formal balance between this material (also used in the vocal

sections), and that of HR I, is achieved by means of the two MR

sections,both of which are based on HR I. (The examples cited

at the end of this chapter will clarify these points.)

We have established that a virtuoso

obbligato aria in the seconda parte is a conservative feature

in these oratorios.43 This is the case with K.300 also, where
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the final aria, assigned to Nicodemo, combines a demanding

vocal part with virtuoso bassoon and continuo. Ex. L cites

’B’ section of this aria, to indicate

which the saltus dur~sculus of the vocal

sequential instrumental phrases drawn

the beginning of the

this combination, in

part is juxtaposed with

directly from the HR.
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END-NOTES ~ CHAPTER V.

¯

1

.

.

1

For an outline of Draghi’s career and a description of

his sacred-dramatic music in general, see Chapter I

above.

Cf. Hadamowsky/Barocktheater and Riedel/Kirchenmusik

passim; also Chapter I of the present study, n. 33.

Schnitzler/Draghi, Appendix B (p.286 ff.) lists twenty-

three sets of performance instructions taken from the

printed libretti of Draghi’s sepolcri and rappresentationi

sacr£. The term sepolcro is used in this dissertation

to designate both genres,since Schnitzler’s distinction

between the two rests primarily on the differences be-

tween performances in the Dowager’s chapel, where only a

sepulchre was used,and in the Hofburgkapelle, where a

painted backdrop was also used.

See Schnitzler/Draghi, p.66 ff. Plate IV of Schnitzler’s

dissertation shows a sepulchre located before the high

altar of the parish church in Linz; this is a rectangular,

coffin-shaped tomb, in which the body of Christ is vis-

ible. It was erected by J.A.Stoller in 1752 and appears

to be a permanent fixture on the altar. No illustrations

of the temporary sepulchres erected in the Hofburgkapelle

appear to be extant. See ibid., p.68.

Schnitzler/Draghi, p.103.

For the original Italian, see Schnitzler/Draghi, Appendix

B. Of course, no such directions are included in the lib-

retti of Draghi’s oratorios.
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6. Quoted in Schnitzler/Draghi, p.284.

7. Schnitzler/~, p.170.

¯

¯

I0.

Schnitzler/Draghi, p.216.

S chnitzler/Draghi, p.268. Schnitzler’s phrase "complete

disappearance" would appear to require some modification

in the light of Hadamowsky’s research discussed in the

present chapter and in Chapters I and II above¯

Cf. Hadamowsky/Barocktheater, p.21 and Riedel/Kirchen-

musik, p.34.

II. See Hadamowsky/Barocktheater,

12.

in Chapter II above, oratorios

movement were given on average

between 1700-1705

research.

pp. 59-69¯ As we indicated

with a degree of dramatic

once yearly in Vienna,

and 1719-1740, according to Hadamowsky’s

Of the seven references to the performance of oratorio and

related genres at court contained in the Rubrichegenerali,

the following entry most directly adverts to passion

music ¯

senza compieta la sera. Ma invece si canta il

sepolcro in forma d’Oratorio con le litanie della

B.M.V. e "sub tuum praesidium" in fine.

A/Wn Ms. 2503 fol. 27.      (Present author’s emphasis.)

13. Cf. the quotations from C__oo in Chapter II above, and from

WD in the present chapter below, and Riedel/Kirchenmusik

p. 33.
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See Table I below, for the titles of works performed on

Good Friday, 1706, 1707 and 1708 which are all described

as ’oratorio’ on the score title-pages in question.

15. See smither/PRMA 1979/80, p.97.

16. Given in Appendix C below.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

Title page of printed libretto, Van Ghelen 1720, A/Wn

Ms 25.205 B.

From the first folio of the court copy of the score,

(A/Wn 18 198).

See Appendix C below, where the title-pages of extant

libretti are juxtaposed with the inscriptions on the scores.

See Gruber/Sepolcro,

Kirch 1976, p. 143 :

H~ifte des 17.Jahrhunderts an

Pflege zumindest gleichrangig

und verschmolz

santo sepolcro.

p.35 and Gruber/Geschichte der Kat.

Das sepolcro stand in der zweiten

Bedeutung und Umfang der

neben den oratorio volgare

mit diesem nach 1700 zum Oratorio per il

Cf. Riedel/Kirchenmusik, p. 252.

Examples of such references are cited and discussed in

Chapter II above.

"Tuesday, the 8th inst., in the afternoon .... (were given)

in the great imperial court chapel, the Italian sermon

and also the sung Italian oratorio entitled Testament of

our Lord....authored by Herr Pariati, imperial poet, and

set to music by Herr Johann Joseph Fux, imperial chapel

master." WD, 9th of April 1727. Tuesday of Holy Week

appears to have ranked with Good Friday as a suitable

day for the performance of passion oratorios after

See Appendix C and Appendix D below.

1720.
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23. See Riedel/Kirchenmusik, p. 33.

24. Cf. smither/Oratorio, p.371 ff. and Zeno, Lettere ¯ vol.

4 ¯ p. 243, letter 739, quoted in smither.

25. See Chapters I and III above.

26. But see note 22 above.

27. E.g. Caldara’s Passione di Gesu Cristo signor Nostro

(cited above),the score-title of which reads (in part)

Componimento sacro per musica applicato al suo san-

tissimo sepolcro e cantato nell’augustissima capella

etc .... (A~_W~ Ms. 17 131).

28. See Chapters I and III above.

29.

30.

The following account is based on the articles on Pas-

quini in the Enciclopedia dello spettacolo (Rome, 1960)

VII, 1727-1730, and in the

della Letteratura Italiana

IV, 282-284.

Pasquini

these

work,

omits

Dizionario Enciclopedico

(Unedi : ~o~e , 1967)

altered the text of La deposizione for some of

subsequent settings : the Venetian version of the

performed in that city’s oratory of St. Philip Neri

a character from the ,Fux’ version (Maria Ver~ine),

and adds another (simone Cireneo).

31. See Appendix A below.

32. Peter z I do not know this man. I affirm and swear it.

Divine Love : Ah Peter! What have you said? What have

you sworn?~

33. From the Gospels of St. Mark and St. John especially.
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34. See the preface to Zeno’s Poesie sacre drammatiche

quoted in Chapter I above, which recommends the avoidance

of divine persons in sacred-dramatic texts.

35. An example is quoted in Chapter II above.

36. The extant text which includes this second chorus was

published in 1721.

37. "God wants you, and you do not attend/God calls you and

you do not respond/God speaks to you and you do not hear/

Begone, haughty ingrate, go."

38. Cristo’s continuo recitative "Ah! qual patire agonizzante

un Dio" in the seconda parte,(no. 24),exemplifies the use

of rhetorical figures in this oratorio.

39. Cf. The relevant tables in Chapters III and IV for other

examples of arias uniquely scored in the context of the ora-

torios in question. These arias also feature the use of an

obbligato solo instrument (theorbo, chalumeau, viola da

gamba etc.).

40. The single exception to this generalisation is to be

found in no. 34~ see below.

41. This observation compares with the generalisation made

in respect of the arias in K.299 (see fn. 40 above).

42. I.e. One word, pieta, is melismatically set. In the same

way, the opening gesture of the HR (and of all subsequent

ritornelli) is introduced imitatively~ it would be mis-

leading, however, to suggest that the ritornelli of no.

12 are contrapuntally conceived, notwithstanding this

preliminary imitation.
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43. See fn. 39 above, and Cf. the obbligato arias tabled

in this chapter and in Chapters III and IV.
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Introduction.

The detailed information in the foregoing

chapters represents an empirical investigation into the music-

al and stylistic resources employed by Fux in his oratorios~

the several excerpts which close these

illustrate these resources, and the discussions

read in conjunction with these excerpts, afford

sive survey of the composer’s achievement.

chapters clarify

within,

a

and

if

comp re he n-

In this chapter, the intention is to

strengthen our perception of that achievement by taking one

of the oratorios and setting it in the immediate, comparative

context of a similar oratorio by Antonio Caldara, Fux’s chief

contemporary in Vienna, and a primary figure in the history

of the Italian oratorio generally. In such a context, the

close scrutiny of a Fux oratorio as a single entity (in

musico-dramatic terms), enriches our grasp of the composer’s

contribution, conventional and novel. Furthermore, we can

show, in brief, how similar situations or expressions of

sentiment, in libretti set by Fux and Caldara, are articulated

by either composer. Such a comparison helps to show how Fux

and Caldara approach the conventions and dramatic content of

the Viennese oratorio-libretto.

The main emphasis below, of course, falls

upon Fux, and the ensuing analyses attempt to rationalise the

detailed investigation of the previous chapters by intensifi-

cation of the focus upon a single work. In the critical assess-



ment and conclusion which

widen this focus, in order to consider the

more general and evaluative terms.
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follow the present chapter, we shall

oratorios of Fux in

The means of

comparatively simple~ in section

tent of a Caldara oratorio

(and the particular choice

the following discussion are

(i) below, the textual con-

and a Fux oratorio are explored,

of oratorios explained), and in

section (ii), Caldara’s musical resource is surveyed in terms

which accommodate comparison with the information already

provided on Fux in Chapter V. Thereafter, five primary

episodes from the Fux oratorio are analysed in detail, with

lengthy transcriptions, (many of them complete), attached.

These transcriptions are to be regarded as an integral part

of the present chapter, as they best bespeak the composer’s

dramatic method. The main part of this chapter is then con-

cluded with a brief comparison between Fux and Caldara.

gamut of

For this

No one oratorio by Fux contains the whole

the composer’s resources and musico-dramatic approach.

reason, material from a second Fux oratorio is selec-

ted, analysed and transcribed, in an addendum to the present

chapter.

Section (i).

We have already cited Antonio Caldara’s

setting of La passione di Ges~ Cristo (1730), in Chapter V

above, to indicate the dominant preference for actual, Biblical

personages in the viennese passion oratorio of the late 1720s
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and early 1730s. The text of La passione is by Pietro Metas-

tasio, (1698-1782), Zeno’s successor as imperial court poet in

vienna. Caldara’s setting of this text is significant in its

own right of course, and also because it is the first of seve-

ral such settings of La passione throughout the eighteenth

1
century.

stylistic,

libretto

earlier,

the most

La cena

At almost every level, superficial and

La passione invites comparison with Pasquini’s

dalla croce, set

La deposizione, as we

passion libretto set

and Ii testamento,

La deposizione

in 1728.

"modern"

del Signore

by Fux some two years

have seen, represents

by Fux, and along with

it reflects the in-

fluence of the prescriptive norms of the Viennese colony of

the Arcadian accademia, as defined by its chief luminary,

2
Apostolo Zeno.

~e

fluence of Zeno in Chapter I

tive indifference to musical

have discussed the achievement and in-

above with regard to his compara-

settings, his avowed attempts to

render his texts as closely as possible to spoken drama, and

his disdain for hagiography and allegorical abstraction. We

have shown, further, that Zeno’s concern for the unities of

action, place and time, (in that order), and his habitually

close poetic paraphrases of the Bible were both absorbed by

his colleagues Pariati and Pasquini, notwithstanding Pariati’s

obvious empathy with the indigenous traditions of viennese

sepolcro texts.

The weak characterization, lengthy recita-

tives and doctrinal cast of Zeno’s libretti (and those of his



colleagues), inform,

Metastasio. The
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to a degree, the texts of his successor

latter, recognized as a superior poet to Zeno

both then and now,3 shares much in common with Zeno, as his

viennese oratorio-libretti indicate. Only one of these is

hagiographical, five are based on the Old Testament, and one,

La passione, is taken from the Gospels. As with Zeno, Metas-

tasio also drew heavily from the writings

of the Church Fathers, and the consequence

tic method which emphasises reflection and

expense of action, with characterization midway

first two of these. Nevertheless, Metastasio’s

(doctrinal and poetic)

of this is a drama-

narration at the

between the

rendition of

character and mood, wealth of imagery and musicality of verse

have all been admired, and his poetic gift must be taken as

a datum, within the context established by Zeno in the pre-

face to his Poesie sacre drammatiche. Given this context, it

is easy to recognize La deposizione and La passione as two of

a kind, written under the same stylistic and dramaturgical

principles established by Zeno, absorbed by Pasquini and main-

tained by Metastasio.

La deposizione and La passione also share

a number of more tangible factors:

(I) They were written for the same audience, place of per-

formance and period (the imperial circle, the sepolcro

erected in the Hofburgkappelle, Holy Week 1728 and 1730

re spe ctive iy ).

(2) They share three characters in common .. Giovanni, Maddalena

and Gioseppe (La passione has Pietro in addition, L_aa

deposizione has Nicodemo and Maria Vergine).

(3) Both texts were widely admired as ’typical’ or ’definitive’
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passion texts, to judge by the number of subsequent set-

tings. La deposizione is the only text set by Fux to have

4
been set by subsequent composers.

These factors predicate a useful comparison between both texts.

around

alone

La passione is organized, in two parts,

the character of Pietro. It is he who begins the drama

in an anguished recitative, in which he describes his

state of mind, having denied knowledge of Christ : Dopo il

mio fallo/Non ritrovo pace. The language of this recitative

sets

rhetorical. Nature trembles at Pietro’s transgression,

sun is hidden in shame, every bird he hears accuses him

his crime, he is cold, frightened, and confused. (0gni

the tone of much of the text z vivid, hyperbolic and

the

of

augello che

langue e si

trema. Nulla so, bramo assai, tutto

aria, Pietro

ingrato cor).

ascolto/Accusator dell’incostanza mia/...Perche

oscura/Fra le tenebre il sole?/...A chela terra...

pavento). In the ensuing

deliberates on the feebleness of his heart (debole

The next recitative is also for Pietro, who

sees a crowd approaching him.

teristic mode z all but Pietro

of God.

They rebuke him in charac-

feel remorse for the suffering

character

is introduced into the

point and, as it were,

followed by a series of

Giovanni and Giuseppe.

and envisages

It is a feature of La passione that each

(including this chorus of ’followers of Jesus’),

drama by Pietro~ he is our vantage

chief witness. Thus the chorus is

questions from Pietro of Maddalena,

Pietro urgently demands news of Jesus,

all the damage of his sin, and the "horror of
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aria,

but the

in silence,

labbro i mesti accenti/M_~i

risonar). Thereafter,
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this dreadful (tremendo) day". Maddalena, in her first

replies that she would like to express her sorrow,

words which rise from her lips return to her heart

too sad to sound aloud. (Ma dal

ritornano sul core pie dolenti a

Giovanni and Giuseppe are introduced~ Metastasio apportions

to each a part of the Gospel narrative which is featured here

for the first time z the suffering of Christ on the cross,

drinking of the vinegar, crowning with thorns and mockery

all recalled. This account is interrupted by Giuseppe’s

aria in which he asserts that the turbulent sea takes greater

cognizance of fearful travellers than does Jerusalem of

Christ’s suffering. This comparison is extravagant, and

sustains the style of literary conceit found in Maddalena’s

aria. It also excites an interjection from Pietro (0 barbari!

0 crudeli!), and an assurance from Maddalena that worse is to

follow. Giovanni then resumes the Biblical account of Christ’s

sufferings. The action turns again when Pietro demands of

Giovanni the fate,meanwhile, of the mother (of Ood), inthe

of the impious hordes

squadre/Giovanni, che

midst

(E la madre frattanto/In mezzo all’empie

facea?).

This inquiry results in a recitative and

on the sorrow of the Virgin from Maddalena, and Giovanni and

Giuseppe relate how Christ bestowed the Virgin upon Giovanni

as his mother and gave Giovanni to her as her son. Again

Pietro interrupts this Biblical account in his second aria,

to contemplate the "happy sorrow" of Giovanni as son of she

aria

who "carries God within her breast", and to recognize that his

own sin forbids such happiness for himself. Thereafter,

Giovanni resumes the account of Christ’s last words and death,
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(udirlo/Nell’esterme agonie ~ tutto ~ compito), and in the

work’s only small ensemble (a duet), Pietro and Maddalena

crave forgiveness. The prima parte ends with a coro in which

we are assured that all sins are washed pure in the blood of

Christ.

Each of the four characters maintains a

distinctive role in the prima parte z Pietro is the dramatic

agent of sorrow whose interrogations further the progress of

the drama; Maddalena expresses a more muted remorse, and aids

in the narration, which is Giovanni’s chief function, while

Giuseppe articulates the pious indignation directed against

those responsible for the death of Christ.

in the seconda parte.

rative with a further

tinto Signor?), but

burial arrangements

These distinctions are somewhat blurred

Pietro admittedly instigates the nar-

question (Ed insepolta ancora/E l’es-

once we establish that Giuseppe has made

despite the suspicious guards, it is

Giovanni who promises that Christ will return victorious to

avenge the ’outrage’ of his death. Action, even in narrative,

gives way to predictions of vengeance upon Jerusalem (Her

temples shall

scattered...).

Metastasio’s

follows with

the divinity

failed to recognize. Pietro

but one of righteous anger.

be burnt down, her towers destroyed, her priests

These predictions exercise the full range of

power of vivid, accumulative description. Pietro

a catalogue of events which clearly manifested

of christ as a man, a divinity which the Jews

is no longer an agent of remorse,
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The language gradually becomes more ab-

stract and remote from the immediate concerns of the passion.

This process culminates in a series of arias which are moral

in content and purpose. The first of these is assigned to

Giovanni, who contemplates the omnipresence of God. The

second aria is preceded by a recitative which recovers the

thread of sorrow, and Maddalena’s poem expresses the sense of

loss which results from the death of Christ s "The stars have

no splendour for us, we are sailors without a pilot, lambs

without a shepherd" (Siam naviganti/senza nocchiero,/_E

siamo agnelle/senza pastor). The third aria, assigned to

Pietro, is in response to this assertion of loss. The aria

is an extraordinary avowal of hope, in which Christ is com-

pared to an experienced swimmer who rescues the struggling

infant s the sea (and by extension the swimmer), is used as

a metaphor for life itselfz

Sea librarsi in mezzo all’onde

Incomincia il fanciuletto,

Con la man gli regge il petto,

Ii canuto nuotator.

The oratorio ends with a series of exclamations of hope from

each of the characters in turn, and a spiritual licenza from

the coro.

To summarize, we can observe that in the

prima parte the passion is narrated in the context of charac-

terization (Pietro’s guilt, Giuseppe’s indignation etc.),

whereas in the seconda parte the passion is contemplated,
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(and used as a point of departure

terms of simile and metaphor).

for moral speculation, in

La

common with La passione than with any other Fux libretto.

This is precisely because of its modern characteristics,

the Biblical personages, the

deposizione shares perhaps more in

i,e,

use of quotations from the Gos-

pels, (La passione is permeated by references to scripture

which are indicated, rather than quoted in full), and the

development of the drama according to Zeno’s recommendations :

are no devils, angels, saints or allegorical abstractions

deposizione.

there

in La

As in La passione, the action of this text

turns on the plight of an individual character - Maria Vergine

- although her characterisation is less dramatic than that of

Pietro in the prima parte of Metastasio’s text. In La depo-

sizione,Maria Ver~ine also initiates the drama (after the

first coro), and to an extent, she dominates it. The doc-

trinal, meditative and narrative aspects of the text are or-

ganized around her, and her sorrow represents the prevailing

concern secondary only to the raison d’etre of the text :

the passion itself.

The

sinners, however, and

rhetorical conceit of

with the stylized anguish of Pietro

deposizione, "the earth shook, the

the mountains gaped,and we? And we

stone": -

oratorio begins with a chorus of

the pathetic fallacy which is the main

their text invites immediate comparison

in La passione: in La

sun concealed its rays,

still possess hearts of
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(See the

Trem~ la terra, e il sole

Nascose i raggi suoi

S’apriro i monti, e noi?

E noi di scoglio abbiamo ancora il core.

similar text from La passione quoted above).

call upon Giovanni (as Pietro

and Giovanni in La passione),

"0 all ye who pass this way

Although Maria Vergine does not directly

calls upon Maddalena, Giuseppe

the text of her first aria,

see if there is any sorrow like

unto my sorrow", appears to provoke a

In his first aria he contemplates the

(rather than the suffering of Christ).

the introduction of Nicodemo, Maddalena

response f~om Giovanni.

sorrow of the Virgin,

This is followed with

and Gioseppe, each

of whom assists in the removal of Christ from the cross.

Maddalena expresses her particular wish to do so despite her

sins, and

that "all

and that

and they

Nicodemo halts the action to eonsider the notion

we like sheep have gone astray". Both this text

(metaphorically expressed), are put into the

ters, to balance the

aspects of the text.

of the Virgin are close paraphrases of Biblical texts,

typify the manner in which general moral statements,

mouths of charac-

active elements against the contemplative

Nicodemo’s aria is followed by a reitera-

tion (in recitative-verse), of the Virgin’s grief and of

Maddalena’s remorse. In a characteristic conceit, Maddalenam....

promises that her eyes shall become two

of tears until her sins are washed

Saran questi lumi/Due

Lavata sara). At this

fonti, due fl1~nl

point, Nicodemo

of Sion and predicts her ruin in

streams, or springs

away (Di lagrime amare/

/Finch~ la mia colpa/

condemns the cruelty

terms very close to those
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employed by Giuseppe

(Sulle Torri diroccate s see Episode III

compares the text of Pasquini’s libretto

terms used in Metastasio’swith the

Biblical sources (the

similar descriptions.

Le rue mura distrutte~

incenerito

in the parallel text in La passione :

below). If one

here (shown below)

recitative, the common

prophet Hosea and St. Luke), yield very

Metastasio has: Gia di veder mi sembra/

a terra sparsi/Gli archi, le torri~

il tempio...etc. (La passione, seconda parte).

The action of the prima parte of La depo-

sizione ends with Gioseppe’s decision to shroud the body of

Christ. This decision leads to a meditation on the reason

for Christ’s suffering, and a choral paraphrase of psalm

twenty-one, v.25z "They have pierced my hands and my feet,

they have numbered all my bones".

There is a contrast, therefore, to be

drawn between the set numbers in La deposizione (prima parte),

which paraphrase Biblical texts, and those which are free,

(e.g. the arias assigned to Giovanni and Maddalena). The

Biblical texts offer meditation and extravagant prediction,

the free texts meditative sentiment or rhetorical conceit.

Perhaps the language throughout

immediacy of Metastasio’s verse, but

of alternated action and expression

recitative/aria alternation), bears

lacks the vividly phrased

the structural device

(quite independent of the

comparison with Metastasio’s

structural procedure in La passione, which favours instead

’action’ in the first part, (and characterization), and ’ex-

pression’ in the second.
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The alternation of action and expression

informs the beginning of the seconda parte of Fux’s oratorio

also. Gioseppe requests the Virgin to behold the removal of

her son from the cross(action), and this is followed with

further reiteration of the Virgin’s grief (expression). This

expression culminates in Giovanni’s assertion that in his new

role as son to the Virgin he worsens her grief.

The climax of the libretto follows. The

Virgin rejects Giovanni’s claim and asserts in turn that her

sorrow derives from hi.~ who drank the bitter cup and died to

redeem mankind; hi~ who was taken from her virgin breast and

I

whom she would follow now: ~omh,~ who was still to her a child,

who now lies "bleeding, torn, battered and crushed". This

aria, which is not from the Bible, contains the strongest

accumulation of descriptive terms

series of adjectives given above,

pesto e infranto), together produce

tization of both the Virgin’s grief

by her son.

in the entire text, and the

(piagato, svenato, lacero,

the most powerful drama-

and the suffering endured

This impassioned expression shades over

into doctrinal contemplation in Maddalena’s ensuing recitative.

Nicodemo and Gioseppe both moralize on Christ’s death, and the

latter reminds us that the man who is slain on the cross is

also He who led the people of Israel out of Egypt, and parted

the sea in the process.

The desolate sentiments of loss expressed

by Maddalena in La passion_____ee and the subsequent exchange with

Pietr_______o are paralleled at this point in La deposizione : in
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Fux’s oratorio, Giovanni insists that Christ will

the beam of light which guided the people of Israel

Egypt, but Maddalena repliess

E raggio, ~ ver, ma

Ed estinto per me.

in questa Terra

return like

out of

estinto

("He is a beam, it is true, but extinguished on this earth

and extinguished for me). This directly compares with Ma___dd___aa-

lena’s response to Giovanni in La passione, when the latter

asserts the omnipresence of God :

Maddalena s Giovanni, anch’io io

Ma intanto ai nostri

Piu visibil non e.

so, per tutto e Dio~

sguardi

In the aria which follows in both texts, the lack of Christ’s

physical presence on earth informs the prevailing sentiment :

in La passione this is desolation, in La deposizione it is

pleading love.

La deposizione closes with a return to the

central secondary concern : the grief of the virgin, whose soul

is "eager" for God (sitibonda quest’alma). Giovanni and

Maddalena testify to the eternal verities of Christ, and

Gios___eppe restores to the text a degree of movement : "We

will take the beloved body, Virgin, to a fresh tomb, the

token of mercy to be ~ound in the guilty heart of Pilate

only

facilitates this." Immediately, Nicodemo affirms that his

own breast shall become an urn (repository), in which to

house his Lord s it is entirely characteristic that the action

reported by Gioseppe should stimulate, as it were, the re-
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lated expression uttered by Nicodemo. The second part of

this final aria brings the text full circle in an expression

dentro son veleno.of self repudiation : Nulla son fuora e

This precise expression, ("I am nothing on the outside and

am poisonous within"), is taken up by the coro, which brings

the text to a close.

Two principal features then, distinguish

this text from La passione s firstly, the characterization

of the central personage is maker, and secondly, the struc-

ture is more complex, in that characterization, narrative,

and doctrinal or moral contemplation are alternated, rather

than separately deployed.

(ii) The Music.

One of the enduring

Viennese oratorio of this period is the

ship which exists between literary text

problems in the

paradoxical relation-

and musical setting.

We have noted several times Zeno’s comparative indifference

to the latter~ of equal importance is the inherent paradox,

(as it were), which characterizes the conventions of musico-

dramatic works ~ whereas the most vivid and penetrating verse

is frequently to be found in the recitatives (which advance

the action but also enhance characterization), the greatest

musical interest is invested in the arias and other set num-

bers (which are occasions of reflection, definitive expres-

sion or metaphorical abstraction in the texts). The only

means of obviating this ’displaced’ musical interest are
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accompagnato recitatives, which can dramatically underline

the text in question and lend it musical depth of expression,

or recurrent rhetorical figures within the recitative, which

mirror the formal, rhetorical thrust of the text. Neverthe-

less, the aesthetic difficulty posed by a convention which

demands that the set numbers receive the most intense musical

treatment at the expense of the all-important and preponderant

recitative-verse (from the dramatist’s point of view), must

by countenanced. The limitations of the oratorio convention

cannot be denied~ they undoubtedly derive from contemporary

opera, and they are brought into sharp relief by the conflict

of interest which informs much of opera seria and its sacred

counterpart oratorio volgare z a demand on one side for serious

drama and on the other for elaborate, vocally ambitious music.

We have already seen how Fux reconciles these apparently con-

flicting interests through the vocal

surveyed in Chapters III, IV and V.

his application of those means in

those employed by Antonio Caldara

Cristo.

and instrumental means

Here we shall scrutinize

a comparative study with

in La passione di Ges~

style only as

helpful to remind ourselves that the composer was

conscious of the predilection

Ne are concerned here with Caldara’s

it is manifested in La passione, but it is

court

innate

Smither,

apparently

for counterpoint at the imperial

position to satisfy, given his

Robert Freeman and Howard

Kirkendale, have emphasised

(one which he was in a

contrapuntal prowess).

both following Ursula

that in the oratorios of Caldara’s Venetian, Mantuan and Roman

periods, a significant stylistic development occurs : whereas

the earlier works are "characterised by carefully-wrought
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accompanied recitative, skilful part-writing and a variety

of interesting orchestral textures and formal schemes for

individual arias", the later oratorios feature weaker drama-

tisation, "texture less varied and more homophonic, the reci-

tatives less carefully made and more often accompanied by

continuo only, and the arias less imaginative in their melo-

1|5dic material and more schematic in their presentatlon.

When one turns to the particular example

of La passione (composed late in Caldara’s career, fourteen

years after his arrival in Vienna, and six years before his

death there), one finds a musico-dramatic entity that bears

out only some of these general assertions. It needs to be

stressed again that the entire validity of these assertions

can only be proved or otherwise by a complete investigation

of Caldara’s Viennese oratorios| La passione, however, is

a work in which the prevailing, late baroque influence of Fux

and his colleagues doe_~s obtain, in combination with the more

favouredmodern and less elaborate type of oratorio writing

in Italy,not least by Caldara himself.

Table I below offers a brief resume of

the musical layout and resource of Caldara’s oratorio La

passione, and the contents of this table should be compared

with the general overview of La deposizione given in Chapter

V above. The present table shows that just as Pasquini’s

text compares in structural and linguistic terms to that of

Metastasio, so also Caldara’s musical response to his text

compares with that of Fux : in general terms it is plain that

the means of articulation are very similar. A closer lOOk at

Caldara’s music will show precise similarities and divergences

of approach.
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The two-part introduzione sets up expec-

tations of a Fuxian setting, with its double-fugal texture

in the second movement. It is, typically, the only instru-

mental movement in the work independent of a vocal number,

and its formal design, minor tonality and rg_qay_e opening com-

bine with the short subject and countersubject of the fugue

to render a solemn introduction to the matter of the text.

There are no accompagnato recitatives

La passione, and scant evidence that the crucial dramatic

material contained in the recitative texts is articulated

by means of anything other than a syllabic, rapid and stereo-

typed manner. Thus the characterization of Pietro (which owes

far more to the recitative verse than to the aria texts), the

and

i,

vivid predictions of Giuseppe about the fall of Jerusalem,

Pietro’s descriptive evidence of Christ’s divinity, (nos.

in

21, and 23 respectively), receive comparatively banal treat-

ment.

Ex. Ia cites Pietro’s bitter self-repu-

diation at the beginning of the oratorio, and Ex. Ib quotes

from Giuseppe’s vision of the destruction of Jerusalem’s

walls, collapsed towers, burning temple, scattered priests

and drowning

merely support the

said to articulate

virgins. Clearly, the musical

drama of the text

or complement it.

settings here

¯ they can scarcely be

Caldara’s rather per-

functory treatment merely accentuates the problem of conven-

tion, to which we referred at length above: despite the rich-

ness of the texts, usage demands in each case an accompagnato

setting at best, and a rapid declamation of the dialogue at

worst.
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A middle way is achieved by means of

simple rhetorical usage z Ex. Ic shows the introduction of

Maddalena, Giovanni and Giuseppe into the oratorio (they are

questioned by Pietro),

which underlines their names, together with the saltus

culus at questo dl tremendo later in the same extract,

how Caldara dramatises (in fairly limited

pathos of Pietro’s inquiries.

and the simple anaphora (sequence)

duri~s-

show

terms), the immediate

The

afford a series of fixed affections upon which to build

musical characterization or dramatization, and Caldara ex-

aria texts in La passione do,however,

ploits these affections with fairly limited musical means.

but one of the arias is set for strings and continuo, and a

homophonic style is in evidence. Vocal melisma

heighten the dramatic impact

exchanges between voice and

predominantly

is conventionally deployed (to

of a key word), and concertante

instrumental ensemble are fairly frequent. Pietro’s first

aria, for example, uses the succession of two instrumental

figures introduced in the HI{, to permeate the vocal sections,

both instrumentally and vocally. Ex. IIa shows part of the

HR with these figures marked, and then the phrases "Everything

dissolves into tears" and "My feeble ungrateful heart", in

which these figures are used. Thus, the remorse central to

Pietro’s character is at least once systematically and drama-

tically articulated in the music, despite the conservative

attention it receives in the recitative settings.

All

In like manner, the concertante violin

part in Pietro’s second aria (no.15, Tu nel duol felice sei),
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is used

(Giovanni’s

is denied to

beginning of

writing ( in

enriches the

by Caldara to heighten the poignant matter of the text,

"happy sorrow" as the adopted son of the virgin

Pietro because of his sin) : Ex. IIb shows the

verse I of this aria~ the sequential violin

obbligato counterpoint against the vocal part),

sense of the text.

The musical means of expression in both

arias, of course, recall at once those which Fux employs

frequently in La deposizione (see below), and throughout

his oratorios.

affords a

setting of

striking

The scene in which Giuseppe is introduced

similar enrichment of character in the musical

the aria text. The preceding recitative text

"Oh how more fortunate than we, Peter, not to

have seen the adored master among the impious ones". (O_hh

pi~ di noi felice,/Pietro, che

in mezzo agli empii...). Here

dull and uneventful, despite

(the crowning of Christ, the

is

non

also, the musical

the vivid import of

helplessness of

mirasti/L’adorato Maestro

setting is

the text

Giuseppe, the

virulent mockery of the crowds). But the ensuing aria,

(Torbido mar), in which Giuseppe affirms that the stormy sea

is less cruel to its passengers than is Jerusalem to Christ,

achieves drama and

setting z Metastasio’s descriptive

the turbulent figuration of the HR

characterization together in Caldara’s

recitative finds echo in

(ostensibly used to por-

tray the sea), and also in the interaction of this figure

with vocal decorations that are used to establish the conceit

of the poem. Ex. III illustrates the HR figure in the con-

text of the ’B’ section : this shows how Caldara responds
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not only to the suggestive comparison of Metastasio’s text

(between the sea and Jerusalem), but also to the accumulated

indignation of Giuseppe which the preceding text (recit) re-

veals.

Giuseppe’s aria in the seconda parte,

(no. 22), follows on the recitative (no. 21) assigned to

him which concerns the terrible vengeance that shall fall

upon Jerusalem, discussed above. The aria illustrates a

means of articulation which we readily associate with Fux :

the HR of All’idea de’tuoi perigli ("At the thought of your

perils...I am paralysed with fear"), comprises the exposition

of a double fugue, (22 measures),

ject of which are combined in the

logue of disaster recounted in the recitative

more stable, abstract prediction in the poem;

music progresses from dull recitative to a

evenly suggests the tenor of the text. Ex.

of the repetition of verse I with

and part of the SR which follows.

the subject and countersub-

vocal sections. The cata-

yields to a

likewise, the

fuga realis which

IV quotes part

its melisma on detestar,

It is noteworthy that

Caldara combines vocal and instrumental parts in an arti-

culation of the fugal material in the ’A’ section, but jux-

taposes fugal material and vocal writing (most of it continuo

only), in the ’B’ section z a formal characteristic which he

shares with Fux. The ’B’ section of this aria seems to be

typical :

V.II: continuo only, fugal MR; V.II (part rep), con-

tinuo only, decoration of one word; MR II: fugal;

V.II (part rep.), continuo only, MR III: fugal~

V.II (part rep.), joined by upper strings in ref.
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to fugue subject (but not fugal in texture), over

repeat of decoration.

This complex

is a stylized, conventional and wholly typical means

terization or articulation in Fux’s oratorios also.

alternation of vocal and instrumental passages

of charac-

It is of

ext reme

which the vocal

word are allied

HR. The

the portent

and Caldara

ba ckg round

quotes one

interest to see such a scheme adopted by Caldara, in

insistence upon and dramatization of a single

with the primary instrumental material of the

text asserts that Jerusalem will fail to recognize

of its doom (a flash - lampeggiar - of

chooses to dramatize this word against

of Giuseppe’s now orderly predictions.

of

lightening),

the stolid

Ex. IVb

these lampeggiar melismas and its companion MR

to clarify this procedure : the example is instantly reminis-

cent of Fux’s manner and style of musico-dramatic articulation~

vocal elaboration of the affective word (lampeggiar), and

fugal commentary following upon it.

The first aria of the seconda parte is

assigned to Giovanni, who predicts that Christ will return

to avenge the outrage of his death. This aria, (no. 20),

also

degree of vocal melisma to be

ter the Affekt of vengeance.

employs counterpoint in two parts with the highest

found in the oratorio, to regis-

Once again, the contrapuntal HR,

which opens canonically, is used to establish an objective,

musical correlative with the purpose of the text (prediction),

while the vocal decorations convey the prevailing affection

(vengeance)s the repetition of the first verse, with its

elaboration of ~lauso (praise), and the ensuing SR are shown

in Ex. V to illustrate how the lively sense of the text, full

of dire warning ("He shall return amongst you~ he shall not
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h~ pacified by the praise of the populace"), is registered by

Caldaraz the first part of the text (Ritornera...in volto),

is set almost syllabically, in symmetrical phrases of one -

and - a - half bars, with continuo accompaniment only; the

melisma on plauso (a vocal-sequential figure immediately

recognizable in several Fux arias), is enhanced by a piano

version of the HR material (specifically, the close imitation

in the upper parts),

continued alone.

of the affecti~

forthright,

for two bars, and then the melisma is

The concluding forte SR is an affirmation

sentiments, summarized, as it were, in this

canonic ritornello, having been dramatized in the

preceding vocal section.

passione

The characterization of Maddalena in La

is of particular interest here, because it can be

compared with Fu~x,s treatment

deposizione. Three arias are

tasio’s text, and two of them, no. 7 and

the homophonic style favoured by Caldara

oratorios.

of the same character in La

assigned to Maddalena in Metas-

no. 28, exemplify

in his later Roman

The first of these follows directly after

the recitative quoted in Ex. Ic above, and sustains the hyper-

bolic tone of Pietro’s grief in a related emotion. We have

already noted the conceit of Maddalena’s poem above s she

cannot respond to Pietro’s request for news of the Saviour

because, quite literally, her words fail her. Ex. VI shows the

opening of this aria, (vocal Devise), the close of verse I,

(rep.) with an elakx)ration of risuonar, and the SR (= HR),

which follows this elaboration. These three excerpts indicate

the extreme simplicity of Caldara’s musico-dramatic response
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tO the sophisticated, affective richness of the text. The

Devise and all ensuing vocal sections omit the continuo (a

characteristic of Caldara’s

string parts in this

register the mood of

later style), and the homorhythmic

Devise rely on simple chromaticism to

the poem. The degree of instrumental

doubling here (the second violin simply replicates the vocal

part), and the general absence of a firm harmonic support or

of contrapuntal interplay between bass and upper parts, are

features of the whole number, notwithstanding the simple five-

note imitation reiterated in the SR. The risuonar melisma,

for example, is accompanied with a steady,

pattern. All three excerpts here traverse

path (from VI in d, to II chromatic, to V7).

observations, we must conclude that the result

chordal quaver

the same chromatic

Beyond such

is extremely

limited in scope and interest.

This criticism obtains with greater force

in the second aria (no.28), in which the sense of desolation

expressed by Maddalena is met with a musical style wholly in-

appropriate to the text. Ex. VIb shows the opening of verse I

and of verse II to indicate that this style is maintained

throughout z a jaunty, homorhythmic texture (again without

continuo support or firm bass), which frankly defeats the

dramatic and moral aspects of the poem. The characterization

of Maddalena is thus diminished at best and distorted at worst.

In Pietro’s final aria, however, the

central conceit of the text, the soul amidst the waves, is

registered by a pervasive rhythmic and melodic figure that

obviously articulates both the sea and the anxiety and struggle

it represents s compare Ex. VII, which quotes from this aria,
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with a very similar figure from La fede sacrile~a, no.23,

(quoted as Ex. VIII in Chapter III above), which shows how

Fux responded to essen~ial~y the same conceit.

The three choruses and single duet in La

passione might have been written by Fux. The choral alternation

of massive, homophonic declamation and more lightly scored

soloistic imitation, and the tendency to operate within a tri-

partite scheme

Fux’s oratorios, the duet

also, notwithstanding the

teristic of Caldara than of

the piece for continuo only.

are evident in La passione just as they are in

is conventional in form and content

chordal string writing, more charac-

Fux, who would probably have set

In

setting of La passione

to the text which closely compares with the approach of

as we have examined it in the previous chapters of this

tation. Neither composer associates a musical texture

figure exclusively with any given Affekt, and both are

constrained by the formal

associated with the text.

recitative appears

set numbers reveal

articulation which we

standing the somewhat

zation in some

summary, we can observe that Caldara’s

di Gesh Cristo represents an approach

Fux,

disser-

or

clearly

demands and musico-dramatic problems

In Caldara’s case, much of the

rushed or of secondary concern, while the

essentially the same powers of musical

have ascribed earlier to Fux, notwith-

perfunctory musico-dramatic characteri-

arias observed here.

a given text,

this chapter.

How these powers are deployed by Fux within

is the question which occupies the remainder of
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Five episodes from La deposizione (K.300),

are attached to this chapter to facilitate an answer to this

question. These episodes illustrate in turn (i), the role of

the chorus and Fux’s treatment of the text assigned to it,

(2), the manner in which short "scenes" in the oratorio pro-

gress from recitative to aria, (3), the musical articulation

of mood and character within the confines of the Biblical and

doctrinal text, (4), Fux’s elaboration and reification of

sorrow - the enduring Affekt of these passion oratorios, and

(5), the characterization of Maddalena.

The texts of Fux’s passion-oratorios are

invariably inaugurated by the chorus, which is used to frame

the drama of Biblical events. In La deposizione, the opening

number centres upon a pathetic fallacy (see p. 392 above), in

order to characterise the scale of grief which the Passion

demands, and to contrast this grief with the callous indiffer-

ence of this "chorus of sinners". Episode I below shows how

Fux responds to this text, in a choral setting which exem-

plifies the composer’s musico-dramatic approach.

The outstanding characteristic of this

approach is the composer’s freedom from any obligation to

formal design. By contrast with solo numbers, the prevailing

concern is not with the proportions of da capo form. Instead,

the rhetorical structure of this chorus is determined by the

text, from phrase to phrase. Thus, the opening phrase, "the

earth shook," is met by a monotonal rhythmic articulation

which echoes the hyperbole of the text, of which the first word,

Tremo, is unaccompanied. This stark, dramatic beginning reaches
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down an octave-and-a-half in the basses to mirror the central

conceit. Thereafter, the independent string figure (mm. 2-3),

and the successive vocal entries culminating in the shift to

e at m.5, affirm the burden of sorrow : Fux is immediately

alert to the stylized anguish of the poetry. The subsequent

development of this poetic expression is met by a corres-

ponding development in the music (mm. 6-12) : a seriesof anti-

phonal exchanges between soprano and the remaining parts,

which builds towards the relative major of the tonic key ,

semiquaver figure

and marked by the

(m. 12). These exchanges are separated by a

in the upper strings (mm. 7, 9, i0, ii, 12),

correspondences which distinguish the soprano (the

8 and the sequential intervals in the

i0-ii, and 11-12). Such correspondences

rhetorical thrust of e noi? (the interrogation

intervallic

augmented fourth at m.

same part in mm. 9-10,

acknowledge the

mark is not in the score), and this repeated question is

answered by a broad, homophonic and chromatic descent back

to the dominant minor (and reaffirmed in a cadence in that key).

This descent, of course, is a dramatic articulation of the

gloomy reply : "And we still possess hearts of stone" (to m.18).

The

nature of this approach. It

tal episode in e (mm. 18-23),

second verse bears out the provisional

is preceded by a short instrumen-

in which a chain of sevenths

( and

break with the

the antiphonal

falling fifths in the continuo), establishes a rhythmic

steady pulse of the first verse. Fux retains

relationship between soprano and other vocal

parts in the

at the reiteration

phrase (m.36 ff.),

sification of the

second verse, and suddenly accelerates the pace

of the pathetic fallacy m. 29). The final

builds on this acceleration with an inten-

antiphonal relationship between the parts,
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(mm. 37-44). The home-tonic cadences at mm. 41 and 44 signal

the close of the movement, which

tirely new instrumental episode.

is achieved by a second, en-

The correspondence between

verse

in that key, and verse II

herent formal and harmonic

I (to the dominant minor),with it__~s instrumental episode

(back to the tonic), satisfies in-

expectations (not obligations),

without any cost to the composer’s expressive freedom. In

Tremo la terra, therefore, Fux manifests cogent means of

dramatic articulation which are quite distinct from those of

his arias. Whereas the latter frequently depend upon a system-

atic-affective treatment of instrumental sections (which generate

the vocal material), Tremo la terra shows an entirely different

method of articulation, in which the vivid imagery of the text

is directly translated into vocal figures which give the poetry

dramatic life.

Two recitatives and arias separate this

choral episode from the second episode considered here, which

introduces Nicodemo, Maddalena and Gioseppe into the oratorio.

In brief, the sorrow of the Virgin is articulated in the first

of these ’scenes’, and in the second ’scene’ Giovanni contem-

plates this sorrow. The predominantly homophonic concertante

writing which Fux uses here in nos. 3 and 5 (see Table X in

Chapter V above), is more effectively displayed elsewhere in

Fux’s oratorios, and the sorrow of the Virgin does not attain

here to anything beyond rather conventional, even dull musical

articulation.

A rather mundane musical figure permeates

the HR and the vocal sections as the chief means of this arti-

culation~ its primary interest for us is its homophonic texture,

(represented in Ex. VIII below, which quotes from the HR and
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the ensuing verse I). It would be erroneous to suggest that

such a disappointing response to the text (in musico-dramatic

terms) is characteristic of Fux’s homophonic movements, many

of which are wholly successful intrinsically and dramatically,

6
as we have shown.    Nevertheless, the absence here of concer-

tante exchanges, complex obbligato or fugal counterpoint, or

of an invigorating treble-dominated idea,deprives the musical

setting of much of its dramatic potential.

Episode

directly addresses the

(which forms of

Nicodemo’s text

failing" whom he

directs Nicodemo

body from below,

II shows the first scene which

removal of Christ from the cross

course, the subject of the work’s title).

draws attention to the "adored victim of human

would bathe with bitter tears. Giovanni

to ascend the cross while he receives the

and Maddalena protests her desire to aid in

this work, despite her sins which are worsened in the wounds

of Christ. Gioseppe advises

the internal dialogue of his

capacious wounds his own cruel

ly to Gioseppe’s aria (based

like sheep have gone astray, and

(Adam) guides each of us...Jesus,

us a new route (or way)". Thus,

her that "anyone who listens to

heart can well observe in these

handiwork". This leads direct-

on Isaiah, Ch.53): "All we

the sin of the first man

with his blood,indicates to

the episode progresses (text-

ually)

aria registers

Isaiah’s verse

recitative

possible.

monotonal,

dictable

from description and action to moral reflection : the

the spiritual turmoil and moral disarray of

and Pasquini’s paraphrase, but the preceding

setting dispenses with the text as quickly as

Episode II shows that much of this recitative is

and the phrases of text are organized into pre-

cadence-patterns. The predominantly syllabic setting
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which the text receives here is generally characteristic of

Fux, notwithstanding the notable absence of more sensitive

rhetorical

saltus durisculus

cerned earlier in

elsewhere in this

incrudelir is

figures (anaphora, assimilatio, hyperbole and

being the most common of those we dis-

this discussion), which are in evidence

and other Fux oratorios.7 0nly the word

expressively set here.

Fux’s setting of Gioseppe’s text, Quasi

agnelle, results in a lengthy aria. As we saw in Chapter V

above, three figures are combined in the HR to register the

confusion of which the text speaks in its first verse. This

HR is preceded by a simple Devise (mm.l-4),

continuo only : having simply enunciated the

(mm. 4-11), proceeds by sequence using these

the long-note (dotted minim) descent in the

the patterned semiquaver movement in the second violin,

the descending chromatic bass which moves in crotchets,

for voice and

text, the HR,

three figures

first violin,

and

the

tied notes of which result in a chain of suspensions. The

ensuing verse I builds carefully on these figures, which deter-

mine the dramatic scope of the number.

tinuo only, (a reprise of the Devise),

strings enter against the first vocal melisma

It begins with con-

but at m.14 the upper

on t raviammo

("we wander", "go astray"). This melisma is based on the

second violin figure from m.4, and is a precise example of

how the HR prefigures the meaning of the text, in this

case, disarray. The string parts,meanwhile, reiterate the

other two figures, and the aria moves from tonic (a) to

dominant (e), where the remainder of the first verse is heard

(for continuo only), in the latter key. A harmonic balance

is restored in the repetition of verse I, (ram. 37-56), which
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returns

further exploitation of the

entirely original melisma

Fux combines against the HR material.

terity (inversion of the first two HR

to the tonic. ~uch leisurely proportions permit

af fective verb

(in fourths

traviammo in an

and octaves), which

Thus contrapuntal dex-

figures in subsequent

sections),

combine here to dramatize the

the four-measure extension of the HR

is achieved by reiterating the vocal

strumental guise.

motivic economy, and expressive vocal articulation

text. It is noteworthy that

in the SR, (mm. 56-66),

Devise in a purely in-

The ’B’ section is set for continuo only.

The half verse and its repetition are separated conventionally

by short references to the HR (MR II and III). It should be

observed that Fux is content to set the second part of the

verse almost syllabically throughout. There is a predictable

progress through related keys, (F and C), but apart from a

brief melisma on segno (mm. 79-80 and 98-100), the ’B’

section simply results in a modest contrast to the forthcoming

da capo. The continuo line throughout is drawn from the bass

line of the original Devise and the second violin motive from

the HR, which also yields the more elaborate melisma on segno.

The repetition of so much material, es-

pecially the MR sections and the decidedly weak’B’ section,

dissipates the force of the opening part of Quasi a~nelle.

Such repetition is a feature of many

their dramatic potence.

contains many cuts which draw

length of Quasi a~nelle and other

detracts from

this oratorio

excessive

8
work.

Fux arias, and generally

At least one copy of

attention to the

arias in the
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After the extravagant conceit of Madda-

lena’s first aria (see section (i) above), Nicodemo condemns

the people of Jerusalem for having slain the Son of Man.

Episode III shows part of his recitative and the aria which

follows it. In this excerpt Nicodemo predicts the destruction

of the city in terms which compare closely, as we saw, with

those used by Giuseppe in La passione. These terms (the

crumbling towers and walls, the burning temple), are con-

fined to the recitative in Metastasio’s text (followed by

Giuseppe’s meditation on the disaster), whereas they make up

the substance of the aria in La deposizione. Caldara does

not meet the dramatic thrust of the recitative as we have

seen, and his subsequent aria

Pasquini’s libretto, however,

Affekt of pious

setting is a sober fugue~

enables Fux to register the

anger in the aria itself.

Pasquini’s recitative-text receives a

treatment in Fux’s setting : the impassion-wholly conventional

ed words are marked, as we ought to expect, in the accepted

manner (the sudden heightening of the range at C ruda sionne,

the descent of a ninth which follows, the anaphora used to

close the extract), and this modest articulation of outrage

leads directly to the

central to Nicodemo’s

rende red.

HR of the aria, in which the anger

character is much more dramatically

Chapter V), that

instrumental and

or instrumental

We have already noted of this aria (in

"the alternation of symmetrical blocks of

vocal passages is preferred to vocal rhetoric

counterpoint". Such a preference is widespread
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in the articulation of aria texts in Fux’s later work, where

instrumental episodes - ritornelli - are used cumulatively

to register the suggestive, objective and affective proper-

ties of the text.

"crumbling towers,

cruelty" of which the text

(so often the conventional

dramatic music of the period).

tal motives is built up in the

In the aria shown in Episode III, the

desolate walls, just penalty and fiery

speaks are no___tt exploited vocally

response in secular- and sacred-

Instead, a complex of instrumen-

HR, and this complex provides

the affective context in the vocal sections, for a compara-

tively simple and unadorned enunciation of the text. Of

course, we have stressed throughout the analytic parts of this

discussion that motivic economy is a prime feature of Fux’s

style, and it is particularly evident in this aria. The prob-

lem of where motivic economy ends and pointless repetition

begins, however, is one which this and other arias raise, as

we saw above. Here, for example, the first motive in the HR

is shared between the upper strings (first and second violins),

at mm. 1-2, with the second motive against this in the continuo.

The third motive and the fourth combine at mm. 5-6, and these

are reiterated at mm. 9-11. The verse I (vocal section) then

simply redistributes this material ¯ motive one is in the vocal

line in mm. 11-14, motive three in the string parts in the

following measures. The

in ve rse

HR, with

to the dominant

petition of the

MR I (20-25) which affirms the move

I, is likewise an almost literal re-

its characteristic turn to the minor.

virtually a literal repeat of the foregoing, which again

begs the question of needless repetition, - repetition which

~ould perhaps be avoided.9 In the ’B’ section, the degree of

repetition is less literal, and the motives from the HR are

The following sections, moreover (verse I rep. and SR), are
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skilfully deployed to amplify the sense of the text ~ the

repetition of verse II (mm. 58-66), for example, includes in

mm. 61-62 string motives first announced in mm. 6-7! This

aria is followed by the last turn of action in the prima

~arte : the shrouding of Christ’s body (recitative), and a

coro which speculates on the agony of Christ.

One

the passion oratorios is sorrow.

Mother is particularly central to

of the prevailing concerns throughout

The sorrow of the virgin

La deposizione, and the

aria assigned to this character in the seconda parte mani-

fests Fux’s articulation and elaboration of this affection at

their height. The text of this aria maintains a contrast

wounded,

battered (pesto)

For this text,

between the infant born to the Virgin, and the

(piagato), bleeding (svenato), torn (lacero),

and crushed (infranto) heart she now beholds.

with its potent accumulation of adjectives, Fux combined

rhetorical-vocal means of expression with the concertante

complexity of elaborate ritornelli. Once again,the length

of the HR - 24 measures - signals the dramatic and expressive

importance of this opening section, but in contrast to Nico-

demo’s aria above, Fux scarcely bothers with literal repetition,

and altogether avoids reiteration of the HR. Instead, as we

indicated in Chapter V above, the lengthy vocal sections are

characterised by varied concertante textures drawn from the HR.

Episode IV quotes the aria.

The HR opens with a six-measure sentence

for chalumeaiJ , accompanied by violins and viole : this sen-

tence is marked piano, and comprises the concertino grouping.

The chalumeau part is closely followed in trio-sonata fashion
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by the

idea by sequence to the relative major (Eb). At m.13,

second grouping - strings alone - enters with a fresh

supported by the continuo (here sounded for the

The marking is forte, which suggests a ’ripieno’

first violin, and ham. 7-12 elaborate the concertino

the

idea

first time).

function.

At m.16 the concertino resumes in a modulating sequence to

f minor built on the tutti or ripieno string idea (mm. 13-16),

and at m. 22 the tutti strings close the HR with a forte

cadence in the home key (c minor).

Verse I distributes this material between

the voice, chalumeau and viola, with occasional harmonic

support from the first violin, but with all other parts silent,

including the continuo. The voice simply appropriates the

chalumea~ material from the HR, and the chalumeau part takes

over the first violin line.

Thus,

ritornello and verse

of the Virgin’s text

extraordinarily, the conventions of

are enriched to underline the poignance

: the chalumeau part in the

sheer instrumental colour and thematic prominence

rehearses the melodic contour associated with the

HR, by

actually

Virgin’s

pathetic observation aveva ancor bambino (compare mm. ~ and

25). The ensuing vocal elaboration of amaro (,bitter’) at

mm. 29 and 31, enriched by the chalumeau counterpoint in the

latter case, integrates abstract instrumental figuration and

vocal melisma to a degree which dramatically enriches and

reifies the Affekt. Although the end of the verse naturally

leads towards Eb again, the pungent g flat on m.35 suggests

the minor mode in passing. (What is described in Chapter V as

a negligible MR occupies mm. 37-39 : this MR is based on the

’tutti’ string idea in the HR.)
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tween chalumeau

ticularly at mm.

suggeva amaro. A mere

unusual is this spare,

In the repeat of verse I, the rapport be-

and vocal contour is further exploited, par-

44-47, and 53-56, to underline the phrase

glance at the score will emphasise how

expressive texture, without continuo, in

the context of these oratorios. The remarkably brief SR -

four measures - is built on the chalumeau /voice exchange here

and not on the HR (i.e., it is not an automatic reprise), as

if to emphasise the dramatic importance of the voice and

chalumea~ material at the expense of formal and conventional

expectations. In this aria, Fux for once defeats those expec-

tations and establishes the affection of the text (and thereby

an important facet of the characterization), with the HR, and

proceeds to explore this affection vocally, with instrumental

collaboration.

The ’B’ section finds more conventional

means of expression : convention demands (or leads one to ex-

pect), the absence of the chalumeau here,and this convention

is followed. The chromatic contour of the vocal line is

sequentially phrased for those piercing adjectives (piagato,

svenato, etc.), but despite their inherently dramatic quality,

they are modestly set in Fux’s scheme of things : the grief

conveyed by these words is articulated in fact throughout the

aria, and largely in the ’A’ section ( and its repeat) : the

second half of the verse, the ’B° section, reduces the scale

of expression, despite the intensity of the text.

This aria, which is the culmination of the

Virgin’s expression of sorrow, is followed by the exchange
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between Maddalena, Gioseppe and Giovanni, described above in

relation to the parallel scene in La passione. In Fux’s

oratorio, two arias dominate this episode, which leads as

naturally from the concerns of the Virgin in the seconda parte

as Episode II above led from those same concerns in the prima

parte. In the first aria, Gioseppe reminds Maddalena of the

power of God in parting the sea and leading the Israelites

to safety out of Egypt : Fux sets this text at great length

(128 measures), and much of this length is again the result

of literal repetition. Nevertheless, it is worth indicating

that only 54 of the i28 measures are vocal, which gives an

idea of the prominence of the ritornelli in terms of dramatic

articulation.

Giovanni, in the ensuing recitative,

assures Maddalena of God’s presence. Episode V below quotes

part of Maddalena’s reply to this assurance, and the whole of

the ensuing aria, in which she desires that her beloved God

would pierce her breast with his ardour, that she might love

him, and that his divine fire might gradually consume her na~

tural coldness (of heart).

This intensely personal text

by Fux in two contrasting ways, both represented

material, which is divided by the vocal Devise.

the extraordinary importance of the ritornelli

apparent in this work. Mm. i-9 comprise HR I,

is articulated

in the HR

Once again,

is readily

a highly ex-

pressive passage of paired imitation which objectifies the

(ultimately) moral purpose of the text : desire for the love

of God ~ the chain of suspensions evidently registers this

desire. The Devise is accommodated within this imitative,
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objective texture, but it is immediately followed not by a

mere repetition of HR I but with an entirely new HR ¯ an

obbligato passage for solo violin and supporting viola

(compare the similar disposition of chalumeau and viola in

Excerpt IV above), which immediately renders the personal and

emotional aspect of the text : Caro mio Dio. The longing

of the soul for Christ is articulated, simply, by means of

the virtuoso violin part, from which much of the aria is de-

rived. Indeed, the vocal sections are methodically disposed

in terms of this violin part : e.g. the first four lines of

verse I are set for continuo alone, and the remaining two

with solo violin, (all other instruments silent). An MR

based on HR I follows, and a shorter, second repetition of the

closing lines. A full version of HR I (as HR II), brings the

verse I to a close. The repeat of verse I closely adheres

to this scheme, as do verse II and its repeat.

The

from the HR I and HR II material

vocal sections, which are framed

dramatic,textural contrast which results

is fully exploited in the

by the paired imitation of

HR I and directly enhanced by the combinative interplay of

the recurring HR II material and the vocal melismas on d°ar-

dore ¯ mm. 23-28 derive (in the violin part), from mm. 13-14;

the first measures of HR II. What is extraordinary in formal

terms and suggestive in dramatic ones is that HR I constantly

recurs also, as a point of stability and moral reference

between the vocal sections, notwithstanding the passionate

tenor of these sections. Moreover, the chain of

in HR I, (itself an obvious code of yearning),

the figural virtuosity of HR II .

suspensions

is used in
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The SR and ensuing second verse afford a

precise example of the contrast between vocal and instrumen-

tal sections. The SR begins at m.56 and runs the length of

HR I (nine measures), in the home tonic of A. At m.64, the

second verse begins with a shift to b minor, and the vocal

line is characterised first by the syncopated leap in m.65

(foco reso), and then by the

leads towards a confirmation

leaps (of a seventh, sixth and

sequence on appoco appoco which

of b minor with widely spaced

seventh), on del gel nativo,

and a pair of melismas on spogliera. "Gradually the heart is

imbued with divine fire and divested of its coldness." An

MR based on the HR ensues, and the last two lines of the verse

are repeated with a held note in the vocal part against the

solo violin material from the beginning of HR IIi this repeat

of the closing lines achieves a modulation to the relative

minor, and it is concluded with a forte MR in that key. It

also intensifies the role of the obbli a~ part in its ex-

pression of ardour. Thus, Fux uses three elements in his

dramatization and articulation of the text : the first HR,

which sensitively objectifies its ultimate moral purpose,

the second HR, which dramatizes its immediate emotional, ex-

pressive content, and a freely derived

and then in combination with the upper

the text, and embellishes

melisma on spogliera (mm.
material from HR II (mm.

strings,

its affective words.

90-92), actually uses

13-14).

vocal part which alone

articulates

The penultimate

the solo violin

Such sophisticated musico-dramatic

characterization in the seconda parte represents the more

complex means of articulation deployed by Fux in these ora-

torios. In the prima parte, Maddalena’s first aria very

clearly demonstrates a much simpler means of characterization,
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(favoured by the composer in somewhat more than a third of

his arias, as Table III in Chapter II above shows): a continuo

number, generally with an orchestrated SR attached, as in this

case. The text of Maddalena’s aria compares closely with the

corresponding number in La passione in terms of literary

conceit and style : here, "these (Maddalena’s) eyes shall

become two springs (founts), two streams of bitter tears, until

my sin is washed away". Ex. IX shows the three elements

manipulated by Fux to articulate this conceit and so introduce

into the oratorio a character whose personal remorse parallels

the sorrow of the Virgin : (i) the HCR, (ii) the repeat of

verse I, and (iii) part of the ~R. Excerpt (i) comprises a

rhythmically alert bass line, the contour of which is defined

by the flattened supertonic in mm. 2 and 7, the octave leaps,

and the rhythmic pattern ~ .,~ I ~ ,[ . This HCR establishes

a musical context for the poem. Excerpt (ii) shows the con-

tinuo (material from HCR, particularly octave leaps and tied

crotchets), in support of a simple articulation of the first

line, then a melodic sequence for the verbal sequence, (due

fonte, due fiumi), and an elaboration of sara quite indepen-

dent of the preceding material~ and excerpt (iii) shows an

imitative version of the HCR (~R), with the original bass

line transferred here to the second violin part. This SR

consolidates the material used to complement the text and

thereby to characterize Maddalena. As in her second aria,

therefore, three distinct musica~ elements are used to generate

the musico-dramatic response, although these elements are much

more simply deployed (and are themselves much less complex),

in this aria.
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The

sizione discussed and transcribed

dramatic method in detail, within

examples and episodes from La depo-

here show Fux’s musico-

the constraints, limita-

tions

of a

tiny

of this present chapter to a

parison between La

and conventions of oratorio volgare, and in the context

single oratorio. Space does not permit a similar scru-

of other Fux oratorios, but we can bring the main part

conclusion with a useful

deposizione and La passione.

tom-

We have already noted that Caldara’s

musico-dramatic approach is governed by essentially the same

choice of musical forms and materials which inform the ora-

torios of F ux. Just as Pasquini and Metastasio wrote libretti

which are guided by the same aesthetic, dramaturgical and con-

ventional principles (despite the obvious differences pointed

up above), so also, Fux and Caldara rely upon the same musico-

dramatic resource ~ from fugal sinfonia to obbligato aria, the

means of both composers are virtually interchangeable, as the

tables and discussions here indicate (e.g., the trombone aria

for Giovanni in La passione as against the bassoon piece for

Nicodemo in La deposizione).

Within the very similar framework of both

oratorios, three aspects particularly invite comparison :

(i) The portrayal of Pietro in La passione and Maria Vergine

in La deposizione.

(2) The characterization

(3) The depiction of the

In each case, of course,

ponsibility for the

of Maddalena in both works.

fall of Jerusalem in both works.

Metastasio and Pasquini share res-

success or failure in terms of musico-
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dramatic achievement.

clearly hindered by the

terization is contained

theless, overcomes this

In the case of (I), both composers are

fact that much of the textual charac-

in the recitative-texts; Fux, never-

inherent paradox at least once in

his complex reification and dramatization of the Virgin’s

sorrow, while Caldara similarly responds to the anguished

Pietro of the prima parte of his oratorio ¯ this latter

response, however, is not nearly as sophisticated or far

reaching as that of Fux in Aveva ancor bambino.

The characterization of Maddalena, as we

have shown, affords the point of closest contact between both

libretti. In the prima parte of both, she personifies remorse,

and her characteristic mode of expression is one of stylized

conceit. Here again, Caldara’s method is evidently oriented

in musico-dramatic terms very close to those of Fux, even if

we allow that the latter’s solution is much more stylish,

alert and penetrating. In the seconda parte of both oratorios,

Maddalena again predominates as the agent of human remorse

and longing (as distinct from the tragic stature of Pietro

and the Virgin), and we can undoubtedly assert that here Fux

has taken infinitely more pains with the character than has

Caldara, as the analyses and transcriptions make manifest,

even wren we allow for the admitted differences between the

texts (desolation in La passione and yearning in La depo-

sizione).

Finally, the fall of Jerusalem (and the

righteous anger directed against her), represents a vital

element expressed through Giuseppe in La passione (especially

Torbido mar and All’idea de’tuoi perigli), and Nicodemo in
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La deposizione (Sulle torri diroccate). The

~ato elements and fugal

pare

used

vigorous, obbli-

counterpoint employed by Caldara com-

favourably here with the complex of instrumental motives

by Fux, in terms of extremely effective musical charac-

terization and integration of vocal and instrumental material.

Both Caldara and Fux, however, seem to dissipate the impact

of this characterization, to some extent, through excessive

repetition : All’idea (Caldara) comprises as many as 147

measures before

cesses in Fux’s

the da capo! We have indicated similar ex-

writing above.

The inevitability of recurrent formal

schemata, textural features and instrumental combinations,

together with a limited concept of vocal articulation and

elaboration, are particular factors which both works have

in common. These factors suggest that Fux led and Caldara

followed (in terms of the Viennese oratorio), notwithstanding

the style-traits unique to Caldara, such as t~ texture of

Naddalena’s aria Ai passi erranti. In our assessment and

evaluation of Fux’s oratorios which follow this chapter, we

shall attempt to determine how Fux’s achievement may be dis-

tinguished from that of his contemporaries above and beyond

such factors, which must nevert1~less be reckoned as vital

to a grasp of his contribution.
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Addendum.

Despite

trapuntal texture in La deposizione

here and in the preceding chapter -

lacks a

this is

where other contrapuntal,

the strong preference for con-

- described and discussed

this oratorio plainly

fugal aria. ~e have shown in Chapter V above that

the case with the last three of Fux’s oratorios,

concertante, and homophonic dance-

textures prevail. Nevertheless, the use of fugal ritornelli

to embody the Affekt of a given text, and from which to derive

whole vocal sections, is clearly a hallmark of Fux’s sacred-

dramatic approach, and one which must be examined here.

Fugal arias are comparatively frequent in the earlier passion

oratorios and in the Biblical works as we saw above, and they

a re

of the

Cristo

generally deployed to define the tragic sorrow or distress

character in question. Pietro, for example, in Gesu

negato da Pietro, has four arias in which aspects of

his character are explored and dramatized throughout the ora-

torio. The last of these is a fugal number, in which the

chromatic cast of the subject encodes, definitively, the re-

morse of the disgraced apostle. In the same oratorio,as we

saw above, the exposition of a sharply profiled subject is

used to characterize the angry scepticism of L’Odio di Giudei.

In Cristo nell’orto, fugal writing articulates the compassion

of Christ in the final aria of the work, and in Ii fonte della

salut______ee, the reproaches of the peccator contrito are complemen-

ted by an andante double fugue in a context which is otherwise

characterized by homophonic dance-movements (in the solo vocal

numbe rs ) .
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notable for

Chapter III

The Biblical oratorios are likewise

the use of fugal arias, as we saw at length in

above. The penultimate aria in Ii disfacimento

di

how Fux deploys

articulation of

Sisara, assigned to Jabin, affords an excellent example of

fugal material in the interest of dramatic

crestfallen, miserable failure : Jabin asserts

an opportunity to

be more bearable :

this aria. (S~, si tolga a miei

that even if his enemies are deprived of

boast of his defeat, his sorrow will not

Episode VI below presents

nemici).

As with all of the fugal arias in these

oratorios, Su, si tolga is for strings and continuo, and as

with many of them, its opening ritornello comprises the ex-

position of a double fugue. Several features of this expo-

sition are worthy of note and typical of Fux’s procedure :

the subject is short (barely three measures), the counter-

subject is chromatically cast and independent in contour,

and beyond the answer (mm 3-5), the fugal material dissolves

into motivic counterpoint : the patterned bass in mm 5-6,

and the quaver violin figure against it are both deployed

again and again throughout the number in order to dramatize

Jabin’s miserable condition. Verse I begins with a vocal

version of the

out Fux’s fugal

fugal exposition (another gambit used through-

arias). The vocal part takes the subject,

the continuo the countersub3ect, and the short verse I (5mm),

closes with a modulation to the dominant minor and a combi-

nation of fugal imitation (upper strings), and ’free’ vocal

writing. From mm 12-17 the fugal HR material is redeployed

(not literally, but very similarly), as an MR, and the home
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key is established for the repeat of the first verse

(m.18 ff). The function of this repeat is to embellish vanto

(boast), and the material used inverts the motivic counterpoint

introduced at the end of the exposition (HR): compare mm 5-6

with mm 21-22. At m.24 we have proceeded, by way of this motivic

inversion,to Ab major (the relative major): a second MR (24-

26), returns us to the home key.

Fux’s expert manipulation of his fugal

material in mm.21-26 is characteristic of his most ingenious

and coherent counterpoint : the invertible motives from mm.5-6

are themselves derived from the first bar of the subject,

(both motives are marked 1 and 2 in the accompanying score,

with the relevant sources bracketed), and from the third beat

of the countersubject, respectively. The second MR uses these

motives (rather than the subject itself), as does the third

statement of verse I which now alters the vocal line against

these piano fugal motives. This vocal line moves in steady

sequential intervals (mm.29-32: up a sixth, down a seventh),

against another inversion of the motivic material. At m.32,

a further MR prepares for the final statement of the verse,

with a reiteration of the subject itself (notably without the

countersubject), and at m.36, the final statement (to m.42),

subject (voice doubled bycomprises a unison version of the

continuo), with the final melisma on vanto assigned to voice

and continuo alone. The SR (42-49), is an exact repetition

of the HR, (to f minor).

In the ’B’ section, the same material is

deployed in a variety of combinations~ mm. 52-54, for example,

are an almost exact inversion of mm. 47-49; and between the
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second and third statement of the ’B’ verse, a seven measure

version of the HR is interpolated, the decoration of pianto in

this third statement signals the close of the ’B’ section and

a firm cadential reiteration in Bb major of il mio duolo ed il

mio pianto for voice and continuo alone.

In both sections, the vocal material is

almost entirely dependent upon the subject, countersubject

and motivic elaboration presented in the HR exposition. In

the ’A’ section, the four-fold statement of the verse builds

from simple articulation of Su, si tolga a miei nemici/di

suenarmi, (fugue subject), to complex elaboration of vanto,

(motivic counterpoint): not only are vocal embellishments thus

strictly derived from the HR, but also the entire vocal drama-

tization of Jabin’s state of mind, which is irresistibly

drawn towards the stinging word vanto. (We recall Caldara’s

similar treatment of lampeggiar in a fugal context, in Giuseppe’s

aria All’idea...from La passione). Fux rehearses the drama of

the text in the HR, makes it explicit in the vocal setting, and

reinforces it in the internal and closing ri£ornelli. Thus,

fugal counterpoint is used to reify the affection of the text.

The short subject, the comparatively free

fugal treatment, the invertible motivic counterpoint and the

derivation of vocal elaborations from the fugal material which

are in evidence here, typify Fux’s manipulation of fugue in the

arias of his oratorios. As in many of his non-fugal arias,

counterpoint here generates the musical interest of

and this interest in turn ensures a musico-dramatic

expression for the character in question.

the piece,

depth of
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END-NOTES , CHAPTER VI .

¯

¯

t

¯

¯

0

These include versions given in Rome, 1737, Modena, 1738,

Rome, 1747 and 1749, Florence, 1756 etc. See Metastasio,

Pietro, Tutte Le Opere, ed. Bruno Brunelli, vol.2,

pp. 1322-1323¯

See the discussion of these norms in Chapter I, section (v)

above¯

See, for example, the recommendations of Ranieri de’ Calzabigi

in his introduction to Poesie del signor abate Pietro

Metastasio (Paris, 1755), discussed in smither/Oratorio,

pp. 394-395¯

See Chapter V, section (iii) above, where these settings

are given¯

Freeman/Caldara, p.615. See also Kirkendale/Caldara,

p.317, for an example (quoted in smither/Oratorio, p.397),

of Caldara’s contrapuntal revision of a Roman oratorio,

apparently to conform with the prevailing taste in vienna

in 1717. The example from Caldara’s Santa Flavia Domitilla

(Rome, 1713), quoted in smither, p.360, is very similar

in style to the aria Ai passi erranti, discussed below¯

See, for example,

Ii fonte (K.293),

Cristo nell’orto

La cena (K.298),

Ii testamento

the following arias discussed above

(La Grazia) .

no. 37. (L’Anima

( Piet ro ).

no. 7.

(K.296),

no. 30.

contemplativa).

(K.299), no. 8. (L’An~elo Gabriele).
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.
Especially in the three accompagnato recitatives (K.300),

discussed in Chapter V above. Other examples cited in

this study include the condemnation of Judas in K.298,

the denial of Christ by Pietro in K.297 and the agony of

Christ in the garden in K.296.

8. i.e. A/Wn $A 68 B 21. (See Appendix A below).

This copy of La deposizione contains the complete oratorio,

with several cuts indicated by means of a diagonal slash

across the relevant folio, and symbols (stars or dal segno

markings), to indicate the presumed performance-version.

Thus, the cuts in Quasi a~nelle are as follows ~ Dev. I

and HR I omitted, verse I, mm. 21-36 omitted, (including

MR), with a consequent loss of twenty-six measures before

the da capo.

In Sulle torri diroccate, the entire HR (mm. I-I0), is

cut, as well as the greater part of verse I (14-30), with

a further loss of twenty-six measures. It is noteworthy

that in both arias the SR remains intact and thus the HR

material is heard at least once, (and once on the da capo).

9. See n.8 above.
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Ex. lla. A/Nn 17 131 fol.6r.

1.
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Ex. III. A/~n 17 131 fol.2:[v ff.
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Ex. IV. A/Wn 17 131 fol.6,~v ff.
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Ex. VI.
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David Poultney has observed that "the

lifetime of Alessandro Scarlatti (1660-1725), coincides with

the golden age of oratorio in both its Italian and Latin

1
forms".    The oratorios of Scarlatti’s exact contemporary,

Fux, belong in part to this "golden age", and deserve evalua-

tion in terms of the best of oratorio volgare in the later

Baroque. The scope and substance of these sacred-dramatic

works permit us to suggest that Fux was to Vienna as Scar-

latti was to Rome, in the realm of oratorio. If Fux did not

outstanding gift for vocal melody, orpossess the latter’s

the stylistic versatility of his colleague Caldara, he never-

theless brought to perfection a local and well-defined version

of Italian oratorio. He imposed upon the oratorio genre the

stamp of his own musical personality, and in so doing, he

created a form of oratorio recognizably independent of achieve-

ments in Rome, yet manifestly indebted to these achievements,

and to those of his immediate predecessors and contemporaries

in Vienna.

achievement,

we must

Italian

In order to

and to bring this

assess Fux’s oratorios

oratorio; we must determine very briefly

clarify the scope of Fux’s

discussion to a conclusion,

in the light of contemporary

the rela-

tionship between Fux’s oratorios and contemporary opera,

and, finally, we must suggest

view of Fux as composer and

the most important of these three

purposes of this discussion, is the

particularly his own operas~

how the oratorios affect our

theorist. Undoubtedly,

considerations, for the

first one.
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The

conventional, poetic and

in the Viennese oratorio

Dimpna (1702),

to the Italian,

teenth- and early eighteenth

texts

dramatic changes which took

in the eighteenth century.

the earliest, is a work which clearly belongs

indeed Roman tradition of the late seven-

centuries, summarized by Archangelo

of Fux’s oratorios reflect the

place

Santa

Spagna in the discourse on oratorio which appears

Oratorii overo melodrammi sacri (Rome, 1706). The

thrust of Santa Dimpna, with its secular elements

in his

dramatic

(the king’s

desire for his daughter), and its wide-ranging action (the

pursuit to Belgium), suggests a sacred opera, or a sacred

counterpart to opera, very much in the manner of oratorio

texts set in Rome and elsewhere in Italy around 1700 (e.g.,

Ii martirio di Santa Susanna, libretto by S.Stampiglia, set

by Scarlatti, and given in Florence in 1706, or Ii martirio

di Santa Caterina, libretto by F.Forzoni Accolti, set by

Caldara, and given in Rome in 1708).

The Biblical libretti, La fede sacrile~a,

La donna forte, and Ii disfacimento di Sisara likewise invite

comparison with the texts of Italian oratorios in the early

eighteenth century. Several of Scarlatti’s oratorios in

particular, are settings of Biblical texts (on Ishmael,

Judith, Samson, the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin, etc.),

and we have already established in Chapter III above that

the subjects of Fux’s Biblical oratorios are also those of

his Viennese contemporaries (versified by Filippeschi and

Zeno, and set by Caldara and Badia, among others).
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Although regional differences naturally

obtain between the Biblical libretti of Fux and those of his

viennese, Roman, Venetian and other Italian contemporaries,

the general structure, length, and dramatic disposition of

these libretti compare. Although Pariati’s texts reflect

the influence of Apostolo Zeno, it is not surprising to find

that the inherent dramatic qualities and moral stance of

Pariati’s Biblical libretti equally reflect the style of ora-

torio-libretti developed in Rome by patrons and poets such

as the Cardinals Pamphili and Ottoboni, and Prince Francesco

Maria Ruspoli. These latter, important members of the Roman

2
accademia dell’Arcadia, furthered the composition of Biblical

and hagiographical texts which would at once dramatize the

moral or spiritual point of the story in question, and satisfy

the demand for fully accomplished characterization in a genre

which had rapidly become a substitute for opera.

In Pariati’s Biblical libretti, and in Ii

disfacimento di sisara, characters attain to the stature of

operatic heroes, and the complexity of characterization em-

braces both doctrinal intent and dramatic ten~ion. We become

interested in the fate of sisara, for example, not only as

an adversary of the Israelites, but as a tragic character in

his own right. We recognize that the ultimate moral purpose

of La fede sacrile@a is to portray the steadfastness and

resolute integrity of the Baptist, but we are held by the an-

guish of Herod and the characterization of his wife and

daughter.
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The gradual

volgare in Italy from p~ayer

devotional exercise to a full

even replaced opera, appears to

for Biblical and hagiographical

texts. This preference is also

larity of allegorical

century. As in Rome,

transformation of oratorio

hall to princely palace, from

blown genre which rivalled and

have resulted in a preference

libretti over allegorical

reflected in the waning popu-

texts in Vienna during the eighteenth

patrons (the Emperor), poets and com-

posers evidently preferred the dramatization of an ~ctual’

event (Biblical or hagiographical), to the debate of moral

triumph by allegorical abstractions. Nevertheless, texts

such as Maddali’s Ii trionfo della fede, set by Fux in 1716,

endured in Vienna for a longer period than they did elsewhere.

Furthermore, there existed in Vienna an independent tradition

of whollZ allegorical libretti, whereas in Italy it appears

that allegorical texts blended ’real’ and abstract personages,

e.g. in Pamphili’s Ii trionfo della gratia (1685), where

%
Gioventu and Penitenza struggle for the allegiance of Mary

Magdalene. Although the decline in allegorical and hagio-

graphical libretti in vienna may be attributed to the influence

of Zeno (who disdained both), it is interesting to note that

allegorical characters (within libretti), endured for a time

in Vienna, and that hagiographical libretti remained popular

in Italy.

Vienna’s most

achievement in the oratorio-libretto was, of

tually unbroken

performances at

1700-1730.

distinguished and distinctive

course, the vir-

series of passion texts used for oratorio

the holy sepulchre in the Hofburgkapelle from

Pariati, Zeno and Metastasio figured most prominent-
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ly in this series

produced comprise

Italian oratorio,

contemporaries in

"relatively few" in Italy

only two Italian versions,

Caldara is known before he

from c. 1715 onwards, and the libretti they

a sustained and vital contribution to the

quite independent of the achievement of their

Italy. Whereas settings of the passion were

- Scarlatti is known to have set

and, likewise, only one setting by

settled in vienna3 - they were

frequent and long standing in Vienna, as we established above.

The quasi liturgical performances of passion-oratorios in the

court chapel were as central to Vienna as the extravagant

oratorio entertainments in the palaces and oratories were to

Rome,or performances in the church of the Piet~ hospital were

to Venice.

formances. The libretti which he

general trend in the Italian oratorio text,

phasis upon "the varied emotional states of

rather than the events

Baroque. We have seen

allegorical

’behaviour’

Zeno and

libretti

texts, or of Caldara, to his.

necessity limited in scope and

impossible here to assess Fux’s achievement

Fux was responsible for many of these per-

passion set typify a more

towards an em-

the characters,

4of a religious story"    in the later

how these libretti gradually discard

personages in favour of actual characters, whose

is governed by the prescriptive guidelines of

Pariati. Fux’s musico-dramatic response to these

may be evaluated against that of Scarlatti to his

Such an evaluation is of

value - it would be well-nigh

against that of

his chief

Florence,

poraries,

an extremely useful

Italian contemporaries throughout Italy, in Bologna,

Venice, Mantua, and so on. The best of these contem-

however, Caldara and Scarlatti among them, can offer

vantage point from which to judge the ora-
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torios of Fux. We have already seen that this is so with

respect to one of Caldara’s Viennese oratorios; it can be so

with respect to the Roman oratorios of Scarlatti and Caldara

as well.

The changes wrought in the Italian ora-

torio-libretto in the later seventeenth century have been

summarized by Howard Smither and David Poultney.5 Both stress

the gradual increase of emphasis on characterization, and

Smither indicates a concomitant rationalisation of the text

"consisting of the

units intended for

of recitative

more flexible

the construction of

there is no notable

latti oratorio (e.g.

torio (Santa Dimpna,

mento, 1726), and a

In terms of length (350-450 lines),

aria), metrics, syllabification and

syllable

to end~ a regular number of

patterns in the arias), and

there is little change in thirty years.

exceptional length of Zeno’s texts (some

the externals of a viennese libretto are

The subject matter

Poultney’s division of Scarlatti’s libretti

hagiographical on one side, and allegorical

relatively inflexible alternation of poetic

recitatives and arias.’’6 This alternation

and aria, not a feature of Scarlatti’s earlier,

and less predictable libretti, is essential to

all of Fux’s texts. In this respect,

structural difference between a later Scar-

La Giuditta, 1700), an early Fux ora-

1702), a late Fux oratorio (Ii testa-

late Caldara setting (La passione, 1730).

poetic form (recitative,

rhyme (eleven- and seven-

lines of blank recitative verse with a rhymed couplet

syllables and a variety of rhyme

number of characters (3-5),

Notwithstanding the

700 lines on average),

those of a Roman one.

can be very different, although David

into Biblical and

on the other (in
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which "characters

which) nothing

reminiscent of

and those

offer sententious moral advice...but (in

truly dramatic takes place"),7 is instantly

the divisions we have made among Fux’s libretti

of the viennese oratorio in general.

In the same way, it is fair to suggest that

the musical externals of a later Roman oratorio and a Viennese

oratorio are the same, notwithstanding obvious differences,

e.g. the virtual absence of the chorus in Scarlatti’s ora-

torios. Just as Spagna, speaking for Roman librettists, dis-

pensed with the need for a chorus,8 Pariati apparently assum-

ed the inevitability of one, given the permanent choral re-

sources available in the Vienna Hofburgkapelle. In Rome and

Vienna, as in Venice or Bologna, practical circumstances

largely determined the external musico-dramatic structure.

The

tained with equal force, however,

other centres where the oratorio

(sacred) counterpart to opera seria.

assessment of scarlatti’s oratorios,

inevitability of such a structure ob-

in Rome and vienna, and in

developed as a spiritual

David Poultney, in

adverts to a formal

limitation which invites immediate comparison with the re-

currence of formal schemata in Fux’s oratorios, discussed

Chapter VI above :

It is clear that Scarlatti’s later

(i.e. after 1695) become ever more

in design and content. Seldom, or

a higher level of organization than a

and the da capo aria that follows it.

oratorios

schemat icized

never, is there

recitative

his

in

In the same way, the oratorios of Fux uniformly adhere to the
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general schema of sinfonia, prima parte (coro), and seconda

parte (madrigale), within which recitatives and set numbers

(da capo arias or ensembles), are systematically alternated.

The further formal ingredient of an opening coro is another

invariable in the six passion oratorios. The composer’s

musico-dramatic response is determined, then, by these in-

variables, no matter what the situation ¯ the torture of the

Maccabees, the despair of Sisara, the crucifixion of Christ,

the joys of profane love, the effrontery of Judas, the

anguish of Pi___etro, the remorse of the Magdalene : all must be

articulated within the boundaries of the conventional struc-

ture. Given the intrinsic tension between recitative and set

number, (discussed in the last chapter with reference to L__aa

deposizione and La passione), Fux’s musico-dramatic articu-

lation is weakened by excessive repetition of

occasional indifference to recitative texts.

guished and greatly strengthened, however, by the

resources which we have

the oratorios :

certed grief of

to vary the texture of a closing madrigale~

figures which are sensitive and alert to the

of the

Affekt

and complex range

(motivic, paired,

realise,in musico-dramatic terms,the affections

duet- and trio-texts~ extraordinarily colourful

sonorities which vary these textures, (viole da

chalumeaux, bassoons, theorbos, trombones, trumpets,

and violin solo, in addition to the ordinary strings

material and

It is distin-

following

seen skilfully deployed throughout

massive choral homophony to dramatize the con-

the passion~ intricate choral counterpoint

rhetorical-vocal

dramatic import

recitative text in question, or which intensify the

of the aria in question~ an extremely sophisticated

of contrapuntal techniques and textures,

fugal, concertante, obbligato), which

of the aria-

instrumental

~amba, flutes,

baryton

and con-
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tinuo group)~ and, above all, a highly imaginative

lation of the da capo aria for dramatic purposes.

manipu-

This last element affords the point of

closest contact between Fux and his Roman contemporaries,

for in his choral writing Fux is isolated from the prevailing

style of the Italian oratorio, which at most included only

chordal episodes for an ensemble of soloists, (as in Handel’s

La Resurrezione, given on Easter Sunday 1708), or more often

omitted the chorus altogether, as Spagna recommended. The

kind of dramatic role afforded to the chorus in Fux’s libretti

distinguishes the Viennese oratorio from the Italian (for

the most part), and the musico-dramatic achievement represented

by Tremo la terra in La deposizione is therefore quite foreign

to the oratorios of Scarlatti and his Italian contemporaries.

Beyond vienna, one has

Bach’s passions or the

large-scale sacred

or more so.

to look to the choral movements in

dramatic oratorios of Handel, to find

works wherein the chorus is as prominent,

Caldara by David

with modern editions and

arias stand very closely

colleagues.

The critical discussions of Scarlatti and

Poultney and Ursula Kirkendale, together

9
transcriptions, suggest that Fux’s

in relation to those of his Roman

Poultney, for example, finds four main

elements in the arias of Scarlatti’s mature oratorios, three

of which we have discerned here also in Fux’s arias ¯ (i) a

greater interest in portraying the general Affekt in the music

than in literal fidelity to every nuance of the text, (2) a
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freely developed vocal line characterized by Fortspinnung

melismas, (3) a schematicized harmonic procedure that depends

on contrast between tonal centres, (4) a varied use of instru-

mental colours (including trumpets, oboes) sometimes in

obbligato and concertante textures, sometimes in one part

and contrapuntally combined against the continuo. Only the

second element here is foreign to Fux’s da capo arias, where

the vocal line is normally determined by the opening ritor-

nello, and where the melismas are likewise often vocal ela-

borations of a motive announced in the HR. Nevertheless,

the aria chosen by Poultney to illustrate these elements in

Scarlatti, a lament of the Virgin Mary for the dead Christ

La Vergine addolorata (1717), confirms the similarity of

approach to musico-dramatic articulation which informs the

arias of Scarlatti and Fux. This Scarlatti aria (Figliop

morte), of course, brings to mind the Virgin’s lament in La

(1728), Aveva ancor bambino, analysed in detail

chapter of this discussion. In both arias, the

ritornello-material "define(s) the emotional

deposizione

in the last

sophisticated

in

vs. tutti strings), is not nearly as varied or complex as

that of the Fux aria, but the principle of instrumental

reification and vocal elaboration is essentially the same in

(s)he himself (herself) expresses

texture of Figlio,a morte (solo

both cases.

profiled,

Scarlatti

It would be foolish to suggest that the sharply

highly expressive gift for vocal melody in the

piece is absolutely matched by Fux, but, equally,

it would be less than accurate to suggest that Scarlatti’s

combination of ritornello- and vocal material is as dramatic-

ally potent as that of Fux. It would appear that in Scar-

latti’s case vocal melody is always "the center of interest",

state of a character before

it.’’I0 The concerto grosso

a
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(Poultney), whereas Fux depends upon an interaction between

vocal and instrumental material to achieve his primary in-

tention.

The manifold examples of concertante and

obbligato counterpoint discussed throughout this dissertation

amply demonstrate that the "highly contrapuntal relationship

between the vocal and instrumental lines’’II which character-

ises such arias in Scarlatti’s mature oratorios finds loud

echo in Fux’s arias. The vigorous articulation of treacherous

encouragement in Sisara, Jabel’s Chi lascia di sperar (quoted

in Chapter III,Ex. XXXI, p.188), and the rejoicing of La Fede

in Tutt’il cielo di gioia (quoted in Chapter IV, Ex. VIIIa,

p.243),

terpoint at its

several numbers

tation replaces

both lucidly illustrate Fux’s spare, obbligato coun-

lightest. The densely motivic texture of

in the passion oratorios (where paired imi-

fugue), establishes beyond doubt that the

composer’s use of counterpoint is both intrinsically far more

complex and dramatically far more effective than in the ora-

torios of his

an assessment

contrapuntal complexity discussed or transcribed

throughout the last four chapters of this work.

Italian peers. It would defeat the purpose of

such as this to reiterate every instance of

(or both),

The material discussed in these chapters

affirms, however, that the richness of Fux’s musico-dramatic

resource is not unique to La deposizione. Furthermore, the

texture of such numbers as Sul tuo capo scellerato, (K.296,

Ex. XVI, p.352), Chi ha vergogna de vantar, (K.298, Ex. XXIV,

p.358), L,impossibil del mistero, (K.299, Ex. XXXV, pp. 365-6),

and 0 beate l’alme umane, (K.298, Ex. XXIX, pp. 361-2), is
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evidently more typical

Italian oratorio in the baroque

an integration of counterpoint,

expression not easily available

of Fux than of any other composer of

era. These numbers represent

orchestration and dramatic

elsewhere in the sphere of

oratorio volgare, quite apart from the fugal arias, which

exemplify Fux’s interest in counterpoint as a primary means

of dramatic articulation.

and motivic counterpoint

plified by Sulle torri diroccate from La deposizione),

a consistent application of contrapuntal technique

do not readily associate with the Italian oratorio

In addition, the use of rhythmic

in a treble dominated texture (exem-

s bows

which we

e i sewhe re.

Counterpoint is not the only resource in

the composer’s arsenal, although its prominence in these ora-

torios represents Fux’s most distinctive trait. In other

respects, as we have seen, Fux compares with Scarlatti, and,

indeed, with vivaldi, in his command of concerto grosso orches-

tration.12 This command is evident not only in his arias, but

in other set numbers and in some of the sinfonie (e.g., the

introduction to Ii trionfo della fede, discussed on pp. 209 ff,

and quoted in part on pp. 235-6).

Finally, the stylized dance movements in

triple time which comprise an important element in Fux’s

musical response, bear some relation to the homophonic, treble-

dominated, and ’vertically’ conceived vocal movements which

characterize Antonio Caldara’s later Roman oratorios. The

style of such vocal movements, described by Ursula Kirkendale

13as "polished early galant",    also features the use of courtly

dances (minuet, gavotte, sarabande). If we compare Fux’s aria

Corr~ a l’onda (K.293 no.7, HR quoted on p.347), with Caldara’s
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Quando piange l’aurora (~anta Flavia Domitilla, quoted in

smither/Oratorio, p.360), we find that Fux has indeed absorbed

the galant tendencies favoured by Caldara : both numbers fea-

ture a stylized dance texture (Fux, a minuet, Caldara, a

gavotte), both are characterized by harmonically conceived

writing and

numbers the

(This last

to Caldara,

cussion,

regular, symmetrical phrase

continuo is silent during the vocal

feature is noted by smither on p.360

and by the present author on p.289

with reference to Fux).

structure, and in both

sections.

with reference

of this dis-

We can conclude, nevertheless, that the

oratorios of Fux are distinguished both formally and musico-

dramatically from those of his Roman contemporaries. The impor-

tant role of the chorus (and the potence of Fux’s choral

writing), the sheer wealth and variety of texture, and the re-

markably prominent and versatile use of counterpoint set these

oratorios apart as perceptibly original musico-dramatic enti-

ties, in terms of the oratorio vol~are as a whole. While Fux

clearly absorbed modern Italian techniques (introduced into

the Viennese oratorio by his immediate predecessors and contem-

poraries at the

own resources.

ly represents

oratorio

are also

Habsburg court), he synthesized these with his

The result is a body of work which definitive-

the enormous contribution made in Vienna to the

genre during the eighteenth century. These oratorios

intrinsically a significant achievement in the history

of sacred-dramatic music.

We close this discussion here with a brief

attempt to establish where these oratorios stand in the very

different context of Fux’s other works, in particular, his
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secular-dramatic music and the Gradus ad Parnassum.

The

in Chapter II above, together with the

scribed in end-note 52 of that chapter

ence), bear out this general assertion

superficial differences, Fux

discussion of Fux’s operas and serenate

specific examples de-

(for convenient refer-

that notwithstanding

evidently developed one musi~o-

dramatic approach for both secular- and sacred-dramatic texts.

In this respect he is apparently at odds with Caldara, whose

operas "go further (than his oratorios) in the direction of

the less expressive, less dramatic, rapidly made and easily

assimilated style later known in other contexts as galant or

Rococo."14 The sixteen extant secular-dramatic works which

Fux wrote between 1708 and 1731 closely parallel his fifteen

oratorios, not superficially, as entities, but essentially, in

terms of musical articulation and dramatic method. We must

cautiously suggest, however, that the secular-dramatic music

readily available for scrutiny, (in the Fux-GA, DTOe, etc.),

represents a less complex application of that method, by com-

parison with the oratorios. Nevertheless, Fux’s musico-drama-

tic style is a constant, thorough and coherent concept which

he drew upon in response to either kind of text~ That con-

cept evidently influenced Antonio Caldara, if La passione is

a typical example of the latter’s Viennese style. Without

doubt, the considerable differences between La passione and

Santa Flavia Domitilla have a bearing upon the differences

between the oratorios of Fux and those of his Roman contem-

poraries, which include, of course, Caldara. The long se-

quence of passion oratorios shared between both composers

(almost exclusively) from 1715-1730, might yield further

evidence of the pre-eminence of Fux’s musico-dramatic concept
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in vienna, given further research of Caldara’s oratorios.

We can unhesitatingly conclude here that the essentials of

that concept were firmly in

to vienna. Fux’s oratorios

influence upon the Italian

place, long h~fore Caldara went

were clearly a source of major

composer.

This question of influence notwithstanding,

we can further assert that Fux’s oratorios comprise his most

extensive essays in musical drama, given that many of the

secular works are in a single part. The essence of his music -

counterpoint - is fundamental to the oratorios, stimulated

by the libretti, Fux exploited this essence to powerful

effect, and on a scale that no other of his non-dramatic works

affords. Without the oratorios and operas, we might easily

regard FLLX as a prolific

music whose compositions

baroque conception of a

less imbued with the musical vocabulary

oratorios lend Fux much greater stature

composer of (non-dramatic) sacred

were firmly grounded in a middle

cappella counterpoint, but neverthe-

of his own age. The

¯ they reveal a

dramatic composer ideally suited to

conservative and profoundly serious

literature, and sufficiently gifted to

able to the demands of that literature.

times the basis of this style in the Gradus.sought

work within the deeply

terms of viennese sacred

forge a style answer-

Writers have some-

Fux’s renown as

owed to the outstanding success of the Gradus as

strict counterpoint. Although the treatise also

free composition and observations on style, it

a theorist is, of course,

a primer of

encompasses

is prepon-

derantly didactic and pedagogical in expression and intent.

The designation of Fux as a theorist, therefore, is somewhat
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misleading. It is more useful to regard him (in part), as a

brilliantly lucid and forceful pedagogue, who understood and

conveyed, in characteristically rational terms, the source

of his art.

Given this

and theory, it is fair to

directly related to Fux,s sacred

from the composer’s stilecerpts

masses

compasses

stylistic

distinction between pedagogy

suggest that while the Gradus is

vocal music (there are ex-

antico and stile moderno

and motets cited therein as examples), it scarcely en-

his oratorios, in terms of direct theoretical or

discussion. With two exceptions, the Gradus does

not directly or indirectly accommodate the complete absorp-

tion of modern baroque style and the evolution of counterpoint

as a viable, contemporary dramatic means, which are the ora-

torios’ outstanding features.

The first of these exceptions has been

discussed in Chapter II above : elements of recitative style

are codified in the Gradus. The second exception is more

indirect : as Hellmut Federhofer has shown, the discussions

of choral writing in the Gradus lead naturally to the linear

complexity and polyphonic elaborateness of the madrigals

15
which close the oratorios.

oratorios would be

bility16, the aims of this discussion have

the oratorios of Fux in context, to survey

means of expression, and to evaluate their

relative impact. They greatly enrich both

The most persuasive advocate of these

their performance. Short of that possi-

been to situate

and explain their

intrinsic and

our comprehension
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of the oratorio in the baroque era, and our sense of the

composer’ s entire achievement.
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END-NOTES    (CRITICAL ASSESSMENT AND CONCLUSION).

i. Poultney/Scarlatti, p.584.

¯

¯

¯

¯

See Smither/Oratorio, p.258 ff., for an account of the

contributions made to the oratorio genre by these men.

See also Poultney/scarlatti, p.586, where Ruspoli’s

Christian name is mistakenly given as Ferdinand., (per-

haps in confusion with Prince Ferdinand. de’ Medici,

another important patron of Scarlatti).

See the work lists in Boyd, Grout/Scarlatti, and Freeman/

Caldara. See also Smither/0ratorio, p.299 : "Of the

relatively few librettos based on the New Testament,

those on the Passion

most numerous, these

of Bologna

story¯..appear to have been the

are found mostly in the repertories

and Modena."

Poultney/Scarlatti, p.584; Poultney ascribes this change

of emphasis to Scarlatti, who thereby transformed the

genre¯

Cf. Smither/Oratorio, pp. 292-305 and Poultney/Scarlatti,

p. 585.

6. smithe r/Oratorio, p. 305.

7. Poultney/Scarlatti, p.585.

See Smither/Oratorio, p.298, where Spagna’s observations

on the question of the chorus in oratorio are paraphrased.

The expectations of early eighteenth-century audiences,
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the influence of opera, and the uneven ability of com-

posers to write well for choral resources are advanced

by Spagna as reasons for omitting choral numbers.

See Poultney/Scarlatti, passim for

account of Scarlatti’s achievement

A modern edition of the composer,s

is Scarlatti/Oratorii, (ongoing).

of 1700, with text by A. Ottoboni

this edition and Cain overo

anonymous), is in volume iv.

Smither/Oratorio, pp. 338-342.

For a discussion of Caldara’s

an impressively cogent

in the oratorio genre.

sacred-dramatic music

The second La Giuditta

is in volume iii of

il primo omicidio, (text

The latter is discussed in

Roman oratorios see smither/

Oratorio, pp. 355-361, which follows Kirkendale/Caldara,

pp. 257-317, which include several musical examples.

There is as yet no modern edition of Caldara’s oratorios.

Two of his Viennese sacred-dramatic works

in facsimile in Johnson,Smither/Oratorio :

and La passione, (1730).

i0. Poultney/Scarlatti, p.598.

are reproduced

Gioaz, (1726),

ii. Smither/Oratorio, p.341.

12. See $mither/Oratorio, pp. 352-354, where Vivaldi’s use

of the ritornello in his oratorio-arias is compared with

its use in his solo concertos, (a similar usage in Vivaldi’s

late operas is discussed in Cross/Vivaldi, p. 125 ff., and

especially, p.190). In his one extant oratorio and in his

later operas, Vivaldi’s manipulation of ritornello material

compares with Fux’s formal and motivic procedures dis-

cussed here.
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13. This is smither’s translation of the phrase geglatterer

t!

fruhgalanter Stil, discussed in Kirkendale/Caldara,

p. 277 ff.

14. Freeman/Caldara, p.615.

15. See Federhofer/Choral, pp. 24-26.

16. The Gesellschaft fur Musiktheater (Vienna) mounted a

performance of La fede sacrile@a in 1982. The present

author knows of no other modern performances of Fux’s

oratorios.
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APPENDIX A.

EXTANT SOURCES OF THE ORATORIOS OF JOHANN JOSEPH FUX.

I.    Introduction

II. Library Sigla

III. Table of Sources

I. Introduction.

The purpose of this appendix is to assemble

all known sources of the oratorios of Johann Fux. This report

also represents the collation of eight studies which range in

time over the period of a century and more; these studies are

set out below. The task set before the present writer was to

extrapolate from these exemplary works a system which would

facilitate convenient reference to the number of sources of

any given oratorio, to the whereabouts of these sources, and

to their general characteristics.

In a number of cases it can be shown that

titular, or archival alterations have necessitatedpolitical,

the revision of earlier work. A simple example of this re-

vision concerns the K~chel catalogue listed below. In the

transfer of K~chel’s data from Johann Josef Fux (1872) to the

present study, it has, of course, been necessary to include the

modern reference numbers, which now appear on the ~$S bindings

(since 1965) in addition to the old signatures - A(rmaria)
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N(ova) - which K~chel cited in his catalogue. (The

of Fux share the distinction,with those of Mozart, of

been catalogued by Ludwig von Kochel - hence the "K."

before eleven of these oratorios).

compositions

having

prefix

The passage of time has occasionally call-

ed the absolute reliability of a particular source-study into

question. The present author has checked the location of all

sources listed in the table below, and in only two instances

has he found a serious discrepancy between a modern source-

study and the present holdings of the library in question.

This discrepancy concerns the whereabouts of a copy of K.296,

Cristo nell’Orto, first reported by Hellmut Federhofer and

Friedrich Wilhelm Riedel in 1964 (see item v below). Dr.

Genevleve Geffray, of the Internationale Stiftung Mozarteum,

Salzburg, has kindly informed the present author that the

Mozarteum is no longer in possession of this copy. Its pres-

ent whereabouts are to date unknown. Likewise, a single dis-

tt

crepancy exists between Kochel’s catalogue and the present

holdings of the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde, with respect

to a copy of the seconda parte of K.300a : this manuscript is

no longer in the possession of the latter institution.

The following eight items comprise the

immediate source of this appendix~ to these may be added the

present author’s report, "Erhaltene Quellen der Oratorien yon

Johann Joseph Fux", Kirchenmusikalisches Jahrbuch (67. Jahrgang

1989/1985),pp. 123-131.
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i

ii

iii

iv

v

vi

Ludwig Ritter yon K~chel, Johann Josef Fux (Vienna, 1872,

repr. Hildesheim and New York, 1974). Beilage X "Thema-

tisches Verzeichnis der Compositionen von Johann Josef

Fux", pp. 118-126. Abbreviation : K~chel/Fux. i

Andreas Liess, Johann Joseph Fux, Ein steirischer Meister

des Barocks (Vienna, 1948): "Verzeichnis der in den Jahren

1942 bis 1947 neu aufgefundenen Werke und Manuskripte yon

J.J. Fux" pp. 61-89.

Hellmut Federhofer, "Unbekannte Kirchenmusik von Johann

Joseph Fux", Kirchenmusikalisches Jahrbuch, Jahrgang 43,

(1959) pp. 113-154. Abbreviation : Federhofer, 1959.

Hugo Zelzer, Kritischer Bericht, Johann Joseph Fux, La

Fede Sacrile~a nella morte del Precursor S. Giovanni

Battista, Text von Pietro Pariati, K.291, vorgelegt von

Hugo Zelzer (Barenreiter Kassel; Akademische Druck - U.

Verlagsanstalt, Graz 1959), pp. 273-275. Abbreviation

Zelzer, 1959.

Hellmut Federhofer and Friedrich Wilhelm Riedel, "Quel-

, II

lenkundliche Beltrage zur Johann Joseph Fux-Forschung",

Archiv F~r Musikwissenschaft, Jahrgang 21 (1964) pp. iii-

140. Abbreviation ¯ Federhofer and Riedel, 1964.

Erika Kanduth and

Johann Joseph Fux,

Maccabei, Text von

Othmar Wessely, Kritischer Bericht,

La Donna forte nella madre de’ sette

Pietro Pariati, K.292, vorgelegt von

Othmar Wessely. (B~renreiter Kassel;

U. Verlagsanstalt, 1976) pp. 203-212.

Wessely, 1976.

Akademische Druck

Abbreviation :
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vii Hellmut Federhofer, "25 Jahre Johann Joseph Fux - For-

schung" Acta Musicolo~ica. Vol. LII (1980), Fasc. II,

pp. 155-194.

viii Herbert Seifert, Die Oper am Wiener Kaiserhof im 17.

Jahrhundert (Hans Schneider, Tutzing, Germany. In

press).

II. Library Sigla.

The following library sigla are used in

the table below to identify the locations of oratorio sources.

A - HE. Stilt Heiligenkreuz (Musikarchiv des Zisterzien-

serstiftes, Heiligenkreuz, Austria).

A - KR. Musikarchiv, Stift Kremsmunster, (Austria).

A - SM.

A - Wgm.

A - Wn.

A - Wst.

B - Bc.

C - Tu.

Bibliothek Der Internationalen stiftung Mozarteum

(Salzburg, Austria).

Gesellschaft Der Musikfreunde (vienna, Austria).

|g

Oste rreichische Nationalbibliothek

(Vienna, Austria).

(Musiksammlung)

Stadtbibliothek - Musiksammlung (V~e,’,~.; I~h,te~,~,~.1,

Blbllotheque du Conservatoire Royal de Musique

(Brussels, Belgium).

Thomas Fisher Rarebook Library, university of

Toronto (Toronto, Canada).
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D - B, Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz -

Musikabteilung. (Incorporating the former West-

deutsche Bibliothek collection) (Berlin, West

Germany).

D - MEIr. Meiningen, Kunstsammlungen, Max - Reger - Archiv.

(Meiningen, German Democratic Republic).

GB - Lbm. The British Library, Reference division (formerly

the British Museum, London, England.)

Us - NYp. The New York Public Library (New York, U.S.A.).

USSR - KAU. universitetskaya Biblioteka, Kaliningrad, USSR

(Formerly Universit~ts Bibliothek, K~nigsberg).

III. Table of Sources.

(See over.)
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APPENDIX B.

TABLE OF SCORES IN THE ~STERREICHISCHE    NATIONALBIBLIOTHEK,

MUSIKSAMMLUNG (A/Wn) : Paper types, bindings, watermarks.

i. A/Wn 18 184 (K.291, La Fede Sacrilega).

- Score, bound in leather.

- Oblong paper, ca. 31 x 22

in?) I0 staves per page.

- End leaves, 142 folios.

Appendix C).

- Creamy white paper.

- Dark brown ink.

- One copyist.

- Watermark* z Three half-moons

ing in size.

- Countermark* : The letters F S

a cloverleaf with stem.

cm.

f.lr

(North Italian orig-

z title page (see

(crescents) decreas-

on either side of

2. A/Wn 18 186 (K.292, La Donna Forte).

- Score, bound in leather.

- Oblong paper ca. 31 x 22.5 cm. I0 staves per page.

- End leaves, 116 folios, f.lr z title page (see

Appendix C).

- Creamy white paper.

- Brown ink.

- One copyist.

- Watermark* and countermark* : as in 18 184.
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3. A/~n 18 188 (K.294, Ii Trionfo della Fede).

- Score, bound in leather.

- Oblong paper, ca. 29.5 x 22.5 cm. I0 staves per

page.

- End leaves, 122 folios, f.lr : title page (see

Appendix C).

- Creamy white paper.

- Medium-dark brown ink.

- One copyist.

- Watermark and countermark ~ as in 18 184.

4. A/Wn 18 190 (K. 293, II Fonte della salute).

- Score, bound

- Oblong paper,

page.

- End leaves, 118 folios, f.2r

Appendix C).

- Creamy white paper.

- Medium-dark brown ink.

- One copyist.

- Watermark and counter mark

in leather.

ca. 30 x 22.5 cm. i0 staves per

: title page (see

: as in 18 184.

5. A/Wn 18 192 (K.295, Ii disfacimento di sisara).

- Score, bound in leather.

- Oblong paper, ca. 30.5 x 22.5 cm. I0 staves per

page.

- End leaves, 155 folios, f.lr : title page (see

Appendix C).

- Creamy white paper.

- Medium-dark brown ink.

- One copyist (same as 18 190?).

- Watermark and cou~termark : as in 18 184.
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6. A/Wn 18 194 (K.296, Cristo nell’Orto).

- Score, bound in leather.

- Oblong paper, ca. 31 x 22 cm.

- End leaves, 133 folios, f.2r

Appendix C).

- Creamy white paper.

- Medium-dark brown ink.

- One copyist.

- Watermark* and countermark* :

beneath crown, the letter C.

I0 staves per page.

: title page (see

double-headed eagle

7. A/Wn 18 196 (K.297, Gesh Cristo negato).

- Score bound in leather.

- Oblong paper, ca. 30.5 x 22.5 cm. I0 staves per

page.

- End leaves, 124 folios, f.lr : title page (see

Appendix C).

- Creamy white paper.

- Medium-dark brown ink.

- One copyist.

- Watermarks and countermarks : (I) as in 18 184,

(2) as in 18 194.

8. A/Wn 18 198 (K.298, La Cena del signore).

- Score, bound in leather.

- Oblong paper, ca. 30.5 x 22.5

page.

End leaves, 148 folios, f.lr :

Appendix C).

- Creamy white paper.

- Medium-dark brown ink.

- One copyist.

cm,

title

I0 staves per

page (see

Watermark and countermark : as in 18 184.
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A/Wn 18 200 (K.299, II Testamento di nostro Si@nor).

- Score, bound in leather.

- Oblong paper, ca. 30.5 x 23 cm. i0 staves per

page.

- End leaves, 168 folios, f.lr : title page (see

Appendix C).

- Creamy white paper.

- Medium-light brown ink.

- One copyist.

- Watermark and countermark : double-headed eagle

beneath crown, and the letter A.

i0. A/Wn 18 204 (K.300, La Deposizione dalla Croce).

- Score, bound in leather.

- Oblong paper, ca. 31.5 x 22.5 cm. i0 staves per

page.

- End leaves, 156 folios, f.lr : title page (see

Appendix C).

- Creamy white paper.

Medium-dark brown ink.

- One copyist.

- Watermark and countermark : as in 18 200.

*According to Jan La Rue, Die Datierung

yon Wasserzeichen im 18.Jahrhundert (Graz, 1958) p.323, the

watermarks described here indicate (a) paper of north Italian

origin or (b) Austrian paper in imitation of same. In La

Rue’s subsequent study "Watermarks and Musicology", Acta

Musicologica XXIII (1961), pp. 121-147, he points out that

"the imperial double-headed eagle occurs (in Austrian paper)

even more frequently than in German papers". See also Fux G_~A,

Ser IV, bd. ii, p.203. La Rue also describes a number of
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Italian watermarks (in the

clude three half-moons and

often under ornate coronets" (p. 139). La

that "these marks are .... typically Italian,

imitated in

lovakia",is

described

Acta Musicologica study) which

"large elegant Roman capitals,

other countries,

of immediate

he re.

in-

Rue’s statement

but were widely

notably in Austria and Czechos-

relevance to the Fux oratorio-copies
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APPENDIX C.

Work-list.

Key |

a0

b.

C,

d.

Title-page of

Title-page of

Specific date

Cast of interlocutori

3
the score¯

A/Wn court copy of the

extant libretto¯

2of first performance.

(characters) from

score.
1

court copy of

¯

a ¯

c¯

A/Wn 18 184¯

La FEDE SACRILEGA/NelIa morte del Precursor $:(anto)

Gio:(vanni)/Battista./Oratorio./Poesia del Dottor Pietro

Pariati/~usica di Gio:(vanni) Giuseppe Fux./L’anno 1714.

4
23rd of March 1714 (?)

d ¯

¯

a ¯

A/Wn 18 186¯

La Donna Forte/Nella Madre de’Sette Macabei/Oratorio./

L’anno 1715./Poesia del Dottor Pietro Pariati./Posto in

Musica dal Gio: Giuseppe Fux.
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¯

b¯

A/Wn 18 186, (continued)¯

c. 6th of April 1715 (?)5

¯

a ¯

b¯

A/Wn 18 188¯

II trionfo della Fede./Oratorio./Poesia, del Bernardino

Maddali./Musica del Gio: Giuseppe Fux./L’anno 1716.

c. Lent (March - April) 1716.

d ¯ Ii Secolo - Bigoni~ L’amor profano - Borrosini; L’Amor

divino - La Scogniansl La Fede - Gaetanol L’Innocenza -

Giovanni .

¯

a ¯

b¯

A/Wn 18 190¯

Ii Fonte della Salute/aperto dalla Grazia nel Calvario./

Componimento Sacro/Cantato/Al Santissimo Sepolcro di

Christo/La Sera del Venerdi Santo/dell’ann¯ 1716.

IL FONTE DELLA

Sacro/Cantato,

Della

Carlo

EALUTE/Aperto Nel Calvario./Componimento

E Replicato/Nell’Augustissima Capella/

Sacra Ces.(area) E Catt.(olica) Real/MAESTA/Di

VI. /Imperadore/De’Romani/Sempre Augusto,/L’Anno

M.DCC.XXI /La Poesia ¯¯ e del sig. Pietro Pariati, Poeta di

S.(ua) M.(aest~) Ces.(area) e Cattol(ica). /La Musica

del Sig. Gio. Gioseffo Fux, Maestro di/Cappella di S.H.

Ces. e Cattol. (B - Bc, U.U. 20 389)
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(continued).

0

c. 6th of April 1715 (?)5

de

3. A/Wn 18 188.

a.

Do

Ii trionfo della Fede./Oratorio./Poesia, del Bernardino

Maddali./Musica del Gio: Giuseppe Fux./L’anno 1716.

c. Lent (March - April) 1716.

d. Ii Secolo - Bigoni~ L’amor profano - Borrosini~ L’Amor

divino - La Scognians; La Fede - Gaetano~ L’Innocenza -

Giovanni .

4. A/Wn 18 190.

a ¯ Ii Fonte della Salute/aperto dalla Grazia nel Calvario./

Componimento Sacro/Cantato/Al Santissimo Sepolcro di

Christo/La Sera del Venerdi Santo/dell’ann. 1716.

b. IL FONTE DELLA ~ALUTE/Aperto Nel Calvario./Componimento

¯ t ’ ,
Sacro/Cantato, E Repllcato/Nell Augustlsslma Capella/

Della Sacra Ces.(area) E Catt.(olica) Real/MAESTA/Di

Carlo VI. /Imperadore/De’Romani/Sempre Augusto,/L,Anno

M.DCC.XXI. /La Poesia " e del Slg. Pietro Pariati, Poeta di

S. (ua) M. (aest~) Ces.(area)

del sig. Gio. Gioseffo Fux,

Ces. e Cattol. (B - Bc, U.U. 20 389)

e Cattol(ica). /La Musica

Maestro di/Cappella di ~.M.
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d .

10th of April 1716 / Holy Week (8th/llth of April?) 1721

La Grazia - La Scognians | La misericordia - La Conti ;

La Giustizia - Domenico ~ Ii Peccatore contrito - Gaetano ;

Ii Peccatore ostinato - Borrosini ; Ii Demonio - D. Gas-

par..

5. A/Wn 18 192

ae Ii disfacimento/di/sisara./Oratorio./a 5./ Con Istrom:(en)ti

/Musica di Gio: Gioseffo Fux./ L’Anno 1717.

C. Lent (March - April 1717).

de Jabin, Re de’Cananei - Basso Praun ; Sisara, Generale

Armata di Jabin - Borrosini ; Jahel, moglie di Habor,

, %
Cineo - Schongnians ~ Barac della Trlbu di Neftali -

Gaetano ~ Debora, Profetessa -Dominic..

dell ’

6. A/Wn 18 194.

a ¯

be

Cristo nell.Orto./Oratorio./ L°Anno 1718./ Poesia del

Dottor Pietro Pariati./ Musica di Gio: Gioseffo Fux.

CRISTO NELL,ORTO,/Componimento Sacro Per Musica/Applicato

al suo/SANTISSIMO SEPOLCRO,/e cantato/Nell’Augustissima

Capella/della/Sac. Ces. E. Cattolica Real/MAESTA/di/Carlo

VI./Imperadore/De’ Romani/$empre Augusto,/L’Anno M.DCC.

XVIII./ Poesia del sig. Pariati Poeta di S.M.Ces. e Catt./

Musica del sig. Gio. Gioseffo Fux Maestro di Cappella di

%

Sua Maesta Ces. e Catt. (B - Bc, U.U. 19 825.)
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Co

do

Holy Week (12th/15th April?) 1718 / 23rd of March 1723,

(Tuesday of Holy Week.)

Cristo - Braun ~ L’Amor Divino verso l°uomo - Eilvio

La Giustizia Divina - La Contini ~ Un’Anima Contemplativa -

La Schonjans ~ Un Angelo Confortatore di Cristo - Gaetano.

7. A/Wn 18 196.

a0 Gesh Cristo./Negato da Pietro./Oratorio./Per il S(antissi)

mo Sepolcro./L,Anno 1719./Poesia di Pietro Pariati./Mus-

ica di Gio: Gioseffo Fux.

c. Holy Week (4th/7th of April?) 1719.

do L’Amor Divino verso l’Uomo - Gaetano ~ L’Umanita Peccatrice -

La Schonjans ; Pietro S(ant)o Apostolo - Silvio ~ Ballila,

%
Ancilla di Caifa - Domenico ; L’Odio de’ Giudei contro Gesu -

Praun.

8.

a ¯

be

A/Wn 18

La Cena

Pariati/Musica di Giov.

198.

del Signore/Oratorio./L’Anno

Gioseffo Fux

c. Holy Week (26th/29th of March?) 1720.

d ¯
%

Gesu Cristo Salvator nostro - Costa

Timer ~ Giovanni Apost. - Domenico

La Schonjans ~ Lo spirito Profetico

Traditore - Praun.

1720./Poesia di Pietro

Pietro Apostolo -

Un’Anima contemplativa

- Casati ; Giuda il
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¯ A/Wn 18 200

Ii Testamento/Di nostro Signor Gesu Cristo sul Calvario/

Oratorio/Cantato nella Augustissima Cappella/della Sac :

%
Ces : e Catt :a Real Maesta/di/Carlo VI./Imperadore de’

Romani, Sempre Augusto/L,Anno 1726./ La Poesia ~ di Pietro

Pariati, Poeta di S : M : C : e C:/La Musica ~ e di Giov :

Gius : Fux, Maestro di Capp :la di S. M :/Ces : e Catt :a.

¯ &b. TEST~MENTO/di/Nostro Slgnor/GESU CRI~TO/Sul Calvario./Com-

Co

d .

ponimento Sacro/Applicato/Al Suo Santissimo Sepolcro,/

CANTATO, e Replicato/Nell’Augustissima Cappella/Della/

SACRA CES. E CATT. REAL MAESTA CARLO VI ./Imperadore De’

Romani/Sempre Augusto. L’Anno M.DCC.XXVII./La Poesia e del

Hig. Pariati, Poeta di sua Maesta Ces. e Catt./La Musica e

del Sig. Gio. Gioseffo Fux, Maestro di Cappella di Sua

\
Maesta Ces. e Cattolica. (B - Bc, U.U. 21 928.)

16th of April 1726 / 8th of April 1727. (Tuesday of Holy

Week.)

La $antissima Vergine - La Schoonans ~ L’Angelo Gabriele

Gaetano ~ Giovanni l,evangelista - Casati ; Ii Peccatore

Borrosini ~ Lucifer. - Praun.

I0. A/Wn 18 204.

a. La Deposizione dalla Croce/di/Gesu Cristo $alvator nostro/

Componimento sacro per musica applicato al/S:(uo) S:mo

Sepolcro/Da Cantarsi nell’/Augustissima Cappella/della/

Sac : Ces : e Catt za Reale Maesta/dl Carlo VI./Imperadore

Sempre Augusto./L’Anno 1728/Poesia di

: Gioseppe Fux,

de’Romani,

Claudio Pasquinio/Musica di GIOV

Capp:la/di Ss M: Ces: et Catt :a.

GIOV:(anni)

Maestro di
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LA DEPOSIZIONE/DalIa Croce di/GESU CRIST0/Salvator Nostro./

Componimento Sagro/Per Musica,/applicato al suo/SANTI~S-

IMO SEPOLCRO,/e

Cesarea, Catt.

De’~/Romani/Sempre Augusto./L’Anno M.DCC.XXVIII./La Poesia

del Sig. Abate Gio. Claudio Pasquini, in attual servizio

%
di S.M.C. e C./~ Musica e del Sig. Gio. Gioseffo Fux,

Maestro di Cappella di S.M.C. e Catt. (C - Tu, "Italian

play collection.")

cantato/Nell’Augustissima Cappella/della/Sagra

Real/Maesta/dl/CARLO SESTO ,/Imperadore

e

c. 23rd of March 1728. (Tuesday of Holy Week.)

do Maria Vergine - La Schoonians ~ Maria Maddalena - La

Holzhauser ~ Giovanni Apostolo - Gaetano ~ Gioseppo

Arimateo (Discepolo) - Bor(r)osini ~ Nicodemo (Discepolo)

- Praun.

II. A/Wn 18 953.

b. ~ANTA DIMPNA/INFANTA D,IRLANDA./ORATORIO/Cantato nell’

Augustissima/CAPPELLA/Della S. C. R. MAESTA/DelI’IMPER-

ATORE/LEOPOLDO./L’Anno M.D.CC.II./Posto in Musica dal

Signor Gioan Antonio (sic) Fux, Musico di/Camera, e

Compositore/di S. M. C. VIENNA D’AUSTRIA.

Die Heilige Dimpna/Infantin yon Irland./

ORATORIO/In/Der R~m.(isches) Kayserl.(iches) Mayest.(~ts)/

LEOPOLD/Der Ersten/Hoff-Capellen/gesungen./Im Jahr 1702./

mit der

Mayest.

B. M. 7.)

Music/Des herrn Johann Antoni Fux der R~m Kayserl./

Cammer-Musici/und Compositorn. (A/Wn 406.747 -
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c. March - April

d.

1702.

NOTES.

¯ The Austrian National Library does not

two Fux oratorios,

Ismaele (given in

is extant (see Appendix A

Geltrude were first

an article entitled

possess scores of

Santa Geltrude (given in 1719) and

1721)¯ Only one source of each work

above). Ismaele and Santa

documented by Christian M~hlfeld in

"Die Meininger Musikbibliothek"which

appeared in Neue Zeitschrift f~r Musik Jg. 79, Heft 16,

pp. 216-220¯ This article surveyed the music collection

of Anton Ulrich, Duke of Saxony, who lived in Vienna from

The ulrich collection, which contained scores

Santa Geltrude, Ii fonte della Salute, II

subsequently incor-

now housed in the

Meiningen (German Democratic Republic).

1724-1742.

of Ismaele,

Testamento and La Deposizione, was

porated into the Max Reger-Archiv,

Staatliche Museen,

In their"Quellenkundliche Beitr~ge zur

Johann Joseph Fux -Forschung" (1964),Friedrich Riedel and

Hellmut Federhofer dated the scores of Ismaele and Santa

Geltrude between 1720 and 1730, and catalogued them as E.

(= Erg~nz~ung/Additional) 60 and E.59 respectively.

Despite the assistance of Professor Hellmut
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Federhofer and the

First Secretary to

Republic in London,

intervention of Herr Georg Menzel,

the Embassy of the German Democratic

England, the present author has been

unable to secure copies of these oratorios from the Staat-

fiche Museen, Meiningen. The following information,

therefore, is taken directly from Federhofer/Riedel 1964 :

I. Santa Geltrude (E. 59).

a. Santa Geltrude. Oratorio. Da Cantarsi nell’Augus-

tissima Cappella della Sacra Cesarea e Cattolica

Reale Maesta di Carlo VI. Imperadore

Augusto. L’Anno 1719. La Poesia del Sig.

peschi. La Musica del Sig. Giov: Giuseppe

di Cap: di S: M: C: e Catt:a.

p. 129).

de’Romani sempre

Abate Fili-

Fux Maestro

(Federhofer/Riedel,

2. Ismaele (E. 60).

a. Ismaele. Oratorio da Cantarsi nell’Augustissima

%
Cappella della Sacra Ces: e Catt:a Reale Msta (sic)

di Carlo VI,

L’Anno 1721.

Imperadore de’Romani sempre Augusto.

La Poesia del Sig. P. Pariati, Poeta di

S: M: C: e Catt:a. La Musica del sig. G: G: Fux

Mstro di Cap:la di S: M: C: e Catt:a. (Federhofer/

Riedel, pp. 129-130).

o These dates have been derived from the four explicit

references to Fux oratorios in the WD (see Appendix D

below), and from the circumstantial evidence discussed in

Chapters II and V above, e.g. the general references to

the location, manner and time of oratorio performances

in the Rubriche Generali, the Corriere ordinario, and the
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Wienerisches Diarium

mentioned in this

Holy Week (in their respective

both the Tuesday and Friday of

in parentheses in the

is uncertain. I have

each such instance, e.g. 8th/llth of April

day and Good Friday, 1721).

(WD). The three passion oratorios

last source were all given on Tuesday of

years); for this reason

Holy Week have been added

case of oratorios where the dating

given the days and the months in

1721 (= Tues-

.
The

the

in K~chel/Fux, Chapter XIV, pp. 215-258,

"St~nde der kaiserlichen Hofmusikkapelle

length of employment, salary and general standing of

members of the Hofmusikkapelle under Fux are available

and Beilage V,

von 1680 bis

1740" pp. 356-371.

commonly occur in these scores

as follows s

Thus the singers whose names most

were employed permanently

Christian Praun (Bass) Ist of July 1715 - 1740.

Francesco Borrosini (Tenor) 1712 - 1729.

Regina Schoonans (Soprano) June 1717 - 1740.

(var. Scognians etc.)

The A/Wn scores of K.291 and K.292 do not include lists

of interlocutori.

¯ This is the date given by Hugo Zelzer in his critical

edition of La Fede sacrilega (Fux, GA, Ser. IV, bd. i.,

p. IX). But as Zelzer points out, three oratorios were

given in 1714, any one of which might reasonably have

been the one referred-to in the WD entry for 23rd of

March, 1714, which mentions the performance of an ’Ora-
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torio and sermon’ in the imperial chapel. This is the

only W__DD entry for 1714 which records the performance of

an oratorio.

This date is discussed in Chapter II above. As with

Zelzer’s scholarly conjecture with regard to La Fede

sacrilega (note 4),Othmar Wessely’s reasoning does

not absolutely ensure the accuracy of this dating.

(See Fux/GA, Ser. IV, bd. ii p.VII).
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APPENDIX D.

EXCERPTS FROM THE WIENERISCHES DIARIUM (WD).

I. WD (no. 24) 24th of March 1723.

¯ IIDienstag / den 23. Dito....Ihre Ma3estat in der Kaiserl.

Hof-Capelle der Itali~nischen Predig / als auch dem ge-

l |9
sungen Itallanlschen Oratorio unter dem Titel ¯ Christus

H

in Garten (welches von Herrn Pariati Kaiserl. Poeten com-

ponirt / und yon Herrn Johann Joseph Fuchs Kaiserl. Capell-

meister in die Music gebracht worden) und dann lestlichen

der Litaney beygewohnet.

(Tuesday,

the Italian sermon in

also the sung Italian

the 23rd inst., Their majesties attended upon

the imperial court chapel, and

oratorio entitled Christ in the

Garden (which Herr Pariati, imperial poet, composed

and which Herr Johann Joseph Fuchs, imperial chapelmaster,

set to music),and lastly, the litany.

- K.296, Cristo nell’orto.)

2. WD (no. 31) 17th of April 1726.

Dienstag / den 16. Dito....nach Mittag...in der Kaiserl.

grossen Hof-Capellen der Itali~nischen Predig / als auch

¯ |I     i

dem lesten Itallanlsch - gesungenen Oratorio bey / welches
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Testamento d_~i nostro Signor Gesh Crist_oo su___~l Calvario z

das Testament unsers Herrn Jesu Christi auf dem Berg

Calvari, benamset ware / yon dem Herrn Pariati, Kaiserl.

Po~ten verfasset / und von dem Herrn Johann Joseph Fux /

Kaiserl. Capell-Meistern in die Music gebracht worden.

(Tuesday, the

in the great

and also the

16th inst., in the afternoon...(were given)

imperial court chapel, the Italian sermon

sung Italian oratorio entitled Testamento

%
di nostro signor Ges__uu Cristo sul Calvario

of our Lord Jesus Christ on Mount Calvary~

Herr Pariati, imperial poet, and set to music

Joseph Fux, imperial chapelmaster.

z the Testament

authored by

by Johann

- K.299, Ii Testamento.)

3. WD (no. 28) 9th of April 1727.

Dienstag / den 8.

grossen Hof-Capellen der

¯ |B     ¯

dem lesten Itallanlschen

Dito .... / nach Mittag...in der Kaiserl.

Itali~nischen Predig / als auch

gesungen Oratorio bey / welches

Testamento del (sic) nostro signor Gesu Cristo sul Calvario.

das Testament unseres Herrn Jesu christi auf dem Berg Cal-

vari, benamset ware~ von dem Herrn Pariati Kaiserl.

Poeten verfasset / und von dem Herrn Johann Joseph Fux /

Kaiserl. Capell-Meister in die Music gebracht worden.

(Tuesday, the 8th inst.,in the afternoon... (were given)

in the great imperial court chapel, the Italian sermon

and also the sung Italian oratorio entitled Testamento del
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%
nostro Signor Gesu Cristo sul Calvario ¯

our Lord Jesus Christ on Mount Calvary ;

Pariati, imperial poet, and set to music

Joseph Fux, imperial chapelmaster.

- K.299, Ii Testamento.)

the Testament of

authored by Herr

by Herr Johann

4. WD (no. 24) 24th of March 1728.

Dienstag / den 23sten Dito .... / nach Mittag...in der

Kaiserl. grossen Hof-Capelle der Itali~nischen Predig /

, t|
als auch dem lesten Itallanlsch - gesungenen Oratorio bey/

welches La Deposizione dalla Croce di Gesu Cristo Salvator

nostro : die Herab-nehmung JEsu Christi / unsers Erl~sers/

yon dem Creuz / benamset ware / yon dem Herrn Gio. Claudio

|| tt     ,

Pasquini, so in wurtl. Kaiserl. Diensten ist / in Poesle

verfasset / und yon dem Herrn Johann Joseph Fux / Kaiserl.

Capell-Meister in die Music gebracht worden.

(Tuesday the 23rd

given) in the great

sermon and also the

Deposizione dalla Croce di Gesu

The removal of Jesus Christ our

inst., .... in the afternoon...(were

imperial court chapel the Italian

sung Italian oratorio entitled L__aa

Cristo Salvator nostro

Redeemer from the cross,

versified by Herr Gio: Claudio

the imperial service, and set

Fux imperial chapelmaster.

Pasquini (presently) in

to music by Johann Joseph

- K. 300 La Deposizione.)
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